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1

Introduction

ANDERS HULTQVIST* AND JOHAN LINDHOLM** 

During 2021, the Swedish Network for European Legal Studies (SNELS) 
discussed the importance of understanding how tax law is developing 
in a European legal context. For centuries, taxation was viewed as being 

primarily of national importance, the power to tax as ‘essential to the very 
existence of government’ and a power that rested with the sovereign and the 
nation state. This is the principle on which the legal and financial framework of 
the European Union (EU) is based. However, this system is being challenged by 
international cooperation, resulting in the unification of many tax rules (ie, the 
OECD/G20 Base Erosion Profit Shifting project, BEPS), as well as by European 
law and ambitions in the fiscal field. The European Commission has shown 
an increasing interest in the unification of the implementation by the Member 
States of agreements reached on the international arena, as was recently the case 
after the finalisation of the BEPS project.

EU law requires the removal of discriminatory national tax rules and the 
Commission has proposed measures aiming to further unify national tax systems, 
for example, a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). Also, 
the uniform implementation of the OECD BEPS project through the Anti-Tax 
Avoidance Directive (ATAD) is now coming into force. Finally, the Commission 
recently proposed strengthening the EU’s so-called own resources through taxes 
on digital services, major companies and environmentally harmful products 
and activities, effectively transferring part of the tax base from the Member 
States to the EU. This dramatic and complex development challenges national 
tax sovereignty and should be carefully considered with a view to constitutional, 
international and European law, and what it means for taxation powers.

These developments, in combination with the international coordination of 
tax law more generally, affect the processes used for deciding taxes and the actors 
that are involved in those processes. In most modern democratic states, taxes 
are decided by the elected legislative body, the Parliament, Congress, Reichstag 
etc. However, international tax coordination is achieved through negotiations 

mailto:anders.hultqvist@kau.se
mailto:johan.lindholm@umu.se


2 Anders Hultqvist and Johan Lindholm 

and compromises by governments. This may lead to a distance and tensions 
between the formal lawmakers and the negotiating bodies. It also raises demo-
cratic concerns and some fear a technocracy where taxes are decided by experts 
outside the political arena, a development that national politicians may resist 
and oppose.

The relationship between national tax sovereignty, European union law, 
the need for international cooperation and international law, tax competition 
among states, internal national rules and procedures for negotiations, and the 
creation of international and European tax law provides an interesting field of 
discussion including the question of where taxing powers ultimately lie: who is 
behind the wheels of taxation?

In the light of these and similar considerations, SNELS invited legal 
researchers to discuss related issues at a conference that took place from 25 to  
26 November 2021. Due to uncertainties about Covid restrictions, the partici-
pants were allowed to choose whether to participate in the conference in person 
in Stockholm, or digitally. Many contributions were submitted and presented at 
the conference, some of which have been developed into written contributions 
presented as chapters in this volume. We hope that both participants and others 
will enjoy the contributions and that they may inspire and support further 
discussion and research on this interesting and important topic.



 1 Professor of Law, Umeå University, Department of Law.
 2 Ricardo García Antón, ‘Does the EU Have a Legitimate Power to Enact Direct Taxes?’, ch 3, 
section I in this volume.
 3 M Ruffert and P Leino-Sandberg, ‘Next Generation EU and its Constitutional Ramifications:  
A Critical Assessment’ (2022) 59 Common Market Law Review 433, 433–34.
 4 European Parliament, Policy Department for Budgetary Affairs, Directorate-General for 
Internal Policies, Reform of  the EU own resources, PE 690.963, March 2021, 10.
 5 Commission’s website, quoted in Ruffert and Leino-Sandberg (n 2) 451.
 6 See below section III.
 7 TP Woźniakowski, ‘Why the Sovereign Debt Crisis Could Lead to a Federal Fiscal Union: The 
Paradoxical Origins of Fiscalization in the United States and Insights for the European Union’ (2018) 
25 Journal of  European Public Policy 630, 631.

2

Squaring the Constitutional Circle:  
An Overview of  EU Fiscal Powers

JOHAN LINDHOLM1

I. A LEGAL PATH TOWARDS GENUINE EU FISCAL POWERS?

To what extent does or should the European Union (EU) have fiscal 
powers, in particular ‘genuine’ taxation powers in the sense that it 
can levy taxes? The traditional and well-established answer would be 

‘very limited’. As pointed out by García Antón not long ago even to consider 
this a possibility would have been cause for ridicule.2 The explanation for this 
is simple and straightforward: for a long time there was practically universal 
agreement that the Treaties on which the Union is based do not provide it with 
such powers.3 As a recent European Parliament report so plainly and clearly 
states, ‘[a]ccording to the treaties, the EU has no right to levy taxes’4 and until 
recently the Commission’s position was that ‘the EU cannot borrow to finance 
its budget’.5 Although the Member States can, and on multiple occasions have, 
amended the Treaties to increase the EU’s powers, there has not been sufficient 
support among the Member States for granting the EU taxation power. In par-
ticular, they have found the significant transfer of sovereignty involved in mak-
ing this possible, discussed further below,6 unacceptable.7

This may seem to suggest that an inquiry into EU taxation powers is unnec-
essary. However, recent and ongoing events justify revisiting and reconsidering 
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 8 See, eg, Case C-370/12 Pringle v Ireland, ECLI:EU:C:2012:756; Case C-62/14 Gauweiler et al v 
German Bundestag, ECLI:EU:C:2015:400; Case C-493/17 Weiss et al, ECLI:EU:C:2018:1000.
 9 BVG, Judgment of 5 May 2020, 2 BvR 859/15, 1651/15, 2006/15, 980/16. The PSPP judgment 
has been heavily criticised: see, eg, J Basedow et al, ‘European Integration: Quo Vadis? A Critical 
Commentary on the PSPP Judgment of the German Federal Constitutional Court of May 5, 2020’ 
(2021) 19 International Journal of  Constitutional Law 188; M Dawson and A Bobic, ‘Making Sense 
of the “Incomprehensible”: The PSPP Judgment of the German Federal Constitutional Court’ 
(2020) 57 Common Market Law Review 1953.
 10 Decision (EU) 2020/440 of the European Central Bank of 24 March 2020 on a temporary 
pandemic emergency purchase programme (ECB/2020/17).
 11 Dawson and Bobic (n 8) 1991–94; A Viterbo, ‘The PSPP Judgment of the German Federal 
Constitutional Court: Throwing Sand in the Wheels of the European Central Bank’ (2020) 5 
European Papers 671. However, the BVG has rejected an application for a preliminary injunction 
against the PEPP. BVG, Order of the Second Senate of 15 April 2021, 2 BvR 547/21.
 12 Council Regulation (EU) 2020/2094 of 14 December 2020 establishing a European Union 
Recovery Instrument to support the recovery in the aftermath of the COVID-19 crisis [2020]  
OJ L433 I/23 (EURI Regulation) point 5 of the Preamble.
 13 EURI Regulation, Art 2. For a more detailed overview of events, see B De Witte, ‘The European 
Union’s COVID-19 Recovery Plan: The Legal Engineering of an Economic Policy Shift’ (2021)  
58 Common Market Law Review 635.

the traditional answer and the theoretical framework on which it relies, as this 
volume seeks to do. For the EU and its Member States, the last 15 years have 
consisted of a series of nearly uninterrupted crises, including the global financial 
crisis, the Euro crisis, the migration crisis, Brexit Covid-19, and most recently the 
war in Ukraine. These crises highlight that there are many problems facing the  
Member States that benefit from being resolved through common action at 
the EU level, that such actions require resources, and that such an approach by 
extension involves an increased harmonisation, coordination and centralisation 
in the fiscal area. A well-known example of this development, and of the intra-
Union tension that may result from it, can be found in the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM), established after the Euro crisis. In May 2020, following a 
number of challenges of the legality of the ESM and related measures before 
the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU),8 the Federal Constitutional 
Court of Germany (BVG) famously refused to accept the proportionality of 
the European Central Bank’s (ECB) public sector purpose programme (PSPP), 
declaring it ultra vires.9

However, it was the Covid-19 crisis that prompted the most dramatic steps in 
this field, and not only because it prompted the introduction of a new Pandemic 
Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP)10 that is similar and therefore vulner-
able to some of the same criticism as the PSPP.11 In the words of the Council, 
‘[t]he exceptional situation caused by COVID-19 … calls for a coherent and 
unified approach at Union level’.12 At the heart of this approach, referred to 
as Next Generation EU (NGEU), lies the establishment of the EU Recovery 
Instrument (EURI) that involves the EU borrowing €750 billion, half of which is 
transferred to the Member States as ‘non-repayable support’.13 Olaf Schultz, at 
the time Germany’s Finance Minister, now its Chancellor, compared the EURI 
to when the federal government of the United States was first allowed to issue 
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 14 Peter Dausend and Mark Schieritz, ‘Jemand Muss Vorangehen’ Die Zeit (20 May 2020) 5.
 15 ibid. But see E Jones, ‘COVID-19 and the EU Economy: Try Again, Fail Better’ (2020) 62 
Survival 81, 95.
 16 Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 of 14 December 2020 on the system of own 
resources of the European Union and repealing Decision 2014/335/EU, Euratom [2020] OJ L424/1 
(Own Resources Decision).
 17 Interinstitutional Agreement between the European Parliament, the Council of the European 
Union and the European Commission on budgetary discipline, on cooperation in budgetary matters 
and on sound financial management, as well as on new own resources, including a roadmap towards 
the introduction of new own resources [2020] OJ L433I/28.
 18 Own Resources Decision, art 5.
 19 See N da Costa Cabral, ‘Borrowing in the European Union: From a Pure National Model to the 
Antechamber of a European Fiscal Federal Solution’ (2021) 43 Journal of  European Integration 939 
(characterising it as a hybrid model).
 20 Own Resources Roadmap, para 2(g).
 21 See Jussi Jaakkola, ‘From the Governance of National Tax Systems to Governing Through 
European Taxation: A Justification for the European Union’s Power to Levy Taxes’, ch 5, section I in 
this volume.
 22 Council Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2021/770 of 30 April 2021 on the calculation of the own 
resource based on plastic packaging waste that is not recycled, on the methods and procedure for 
making available that own resource, on the measures to meet cash requirements, and on certain 
aspects of the own resource based on gross national income [2021] OJ L165/15.

centrally held federal debt.14 In the United States, the introduction of this debt 
significantly strengthened the position of the federal government and was a 
pivotal moment for the establishment of the United States as we currently know 
it. With that in mind, Schultz’s comparison unavoidably raises the question of 
whether Europe is witnessing a similar transformation of the EU.15

The central raising of debt constitutes an important development in its own 
right, but arguably even more interesting is the question of how this debt will 
be repaid. As part of the negotiations on the 2021–2027 Multiannual Financial 
Framework (MFF), the EU institutions and the Member States through their 
representations in those institutions have agreed to reform how the EU is 
financed. In particular, this includes a reform of the system of own resources 
presented in a new Own Resources Decision16 and further outlined in the Own 
Resources Roadmap.17 By granting the EU new own resources, the Member 
States would enable the Union to repay the EURI debt.18 One of the reasons 
why this approach may be (sufficiently) attractive to the Member States is that 
it avoids a full, formal debt mutualisation.19 Also, the new own resources to be 
assigned to the EU will predominantly be ‘fresh’ in the sense that the targeted 
activities do not generally constitute part of the Member States’ existing tax 
base.20 While it is easy to see how this helps make the reform more appetising 
to the Member States, by creating those new own resources, the Member States 
are granting the EU increased taxation powers, including tax-levying powers.21

Some proposed new own resources are particularly noteworthy. Already 
in place is the so-called EU Plastic Tax, a fee of €0.80 per kilogram of non-
recyclable plastic that the Member States pay to the EU but which the Member 
States may and often do pass on to manufacturers, importers, reseller etc.22 Also, 
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 23 Own Resources Roadmap, para 6. See also Commission, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the 
European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 2003/87/EC establishing a system for 
greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the Union, Decision (EU) 2015/1814 concerning 
the establishment and operation of a market stability reserve for the Union greenhouse gas emission 
trading scheme and Regulation (EU) 2015/757’ COM(2021) 551 final. At the time of writing the 
proposal is being considered by the Council.
 24 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 
 establishing a carbon border adjustment mechanism’ COM(2021) 564 final.
 25 Own Resources Roadmap, para 5.
 26 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Council Directive on the common system of a digital services tax 
on revenues resulting from the provision of certain digital services’ COM(2018) 148 final.
 27 Commission, Ref Ares(2021)312667.
 28 Own Resources Roadmap, para 10.
 29 F Fabbrini, ‘The Legal Architecture of the Economic Responses to COVID-19: EMU beyond the 
Pandemic’ (2022) 60 Journal of  Common Market Studies 186, 193.

starting in January 2023, the plan is that part of the revenues that are generated 
when emission allowances are auctioned as part of the EU Emissions Trading 
System (ETS), and which are currently transferred to the Member States, will be 
redirected straight to the EU and its budget.23 Similarly, a significant part of the 
revenues from the proposed Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) 
would be transferred to the EU. Under the CBAM, which is aimed to be intro-
duced by January 2023, importers of goods produced outside the EU would 
need to buy CBAM certificates based on the amount of ‘embedded emissions’ 
associated with producing the goods at the average price of emission allowances 
under the ETS. In this manner, the CBAM seeks to place externally produced 
goods on an equal footing with goods produced inside the internal market for 
the purposes of carbon costs.24

Looking further into the future, the Own Resources Roadmap envisages 
the revival of previously introduced but abandoned initiatives now recast as EU 
Own Resources to be used for the repayment of the EURI debt. This includes the 
establishment of a Digital Levy,25 reminiscent of the Digital Service Tax proposed 
by the Commission in 2018.26 Since there is as yet no concrete proposal, the 
exact details of a future Digital Levy are unknown. However, it appears likely 
that it would take the form of either a direct or indirect tax on social media, 
online market places, and other digital services and platforms operating in the 
EU, regardless of where they are established.27 Finally, the other EU institutions 
are encouraging the Commission to propose a ‘Financial Transaction Tax and 
a financial contribution linked to the corporate sector or a new common corpo-
rate tax base’.28

These measures have by some been characterised as ‘new, genuine EU 
taxes’.29 As discussed in section IV below, it is debatable whether they constitute 
EU-levied taxes in a formal sense. However, this distinction is largely of a tech-
nical nature as the measures serve the same function as taxes and largely affect 
payers in the same way.
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 30 cf Woźniakowski (n 6) 633.
 31 See Woźniakowski (n 6); TP Woźniakowski and M Poiares Maduro, ‘Why Fiscal Justice 
Should Be Reinstalled Through European Taxes That the Citizens Will Support: A Proposal’ 
(December 2020).
 32 See, eg, Frans Vanistendael and others, ‘European Solidarity Requires EU Taxes’ (TaxProf  
Blog, 30 April 2020), available at: taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2020/04/european-solidarity-
requires-eu-taxes.html.

The development that has occurred and is proposed for the future can be 
referred to as fiscalisation, that is to say a process through which the EU level 
extends its powers to raise its own sources of revenue and, in so doing, decrease 
its financial dependence on the Member States.30 The current EU develop-
ment is in several regards similar to the one of the United States following the 
Revolutionary War: in both systems, crises-related debt pressures inspired previ-
ously reluctant constituent states to allow the central entity to draw common 
debt and, in order to pay off that debt, granted the central entity increased taxa-
tion powers.31 In light of such fiscalisation, you may ask whether the map of the 
power to tax in Europe accurately represents the territory and, if not, if it is the 
territory that needs remodelling or the map that needs redrawing. This volume 
seeks to shed some light on these salient questions.

An accurate understanding of these questions requires considering a multi-
tude of perspectives, one of which is the budgetary-policy perspective. Which 
resource-requiring tasks and expenses should be run through the EU and how 
should the burden of paying for these tasks and expenses be distributed among 
the Member States? These questions turn on complex political and constitu-
tional concerns and how we answer them depends on our view of what the 
Union is, can be and should be in relation to the Member States. You might be 
sceptical whether Europeans will be able to agree on such difficult and divisive 
questions.32 Even if you assume that there is sufficient institutional and popular 
support for granting the EU genuine taxation powers, doing so raises complex 
legal questions. As the contributions to this volume demonstrate, the EU legal 
framework governing fiscal powers in general and taxation powers in particular 
is a highly complex legal environment that is both technically and theoreti-
cally challenging. In the end, no clear understanding of these matters can be 
produced without taking into consideration at once legal, budgetary and policy 
perspectives. It also requires viewing the EU legal framework governing taxation 
through a lens of constitutional and taxation principles.

To make this complex task a little more manageable, a distinction can a 
priori be made between, on the one hand, the rules and principles that make up 
the EU legal framework governing EU powers, including in the area of taxation 
(see section II) and, on the other, the constitutional and taxation principles of 
relevance regarding whether EU taxation powers can be properly justified (see 
section III).

http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2020/04/european-solidarity-requires-eu-taxes.html
http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2020/04/european-solidarity-requires-eu-taxes.html
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 33 cf E Traversa and G Bizioli, ‘Solidarity in the European Union in the Time of COVID-19: Paving 
the Way for a Genuine EU Tax?’ (2020) 48 Intertax 743, 743. See also Claudio Sciancalepore, ‘The 
Reform of EU Own Resources under the Next Generation EU Programme: A Suitable Moment for 
the Introduction of a European Tax?, ch 7, section II in this volume.
 34 Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri Ltd v Svenska Byggnadsarbetareförbundet et al, 
ECLI:EU:C:2007:809, para 87.
 35 See, eg, Case 270/83 Commission v France (avoir fiscale), ECLI:EU:C:1986:37, para 13; Case 
C-334/02 Commission v France, ECLI:EU:C:2004:129, para 21; Case C-446/03 Marks & Spencer, 
ECLI:EU:C:2005:763, para 29.
 36 Art 107(1) TFEU.
 37 Art 5(2) Treaty on European Union (TEU).

II. THE LEGAL REGULATION OF THE EU’S (POTENTIAL)  
TAXATION POWERS

The EU legal framework governing taxes and taxation is no doubt familiar to 
the reader and numerous contributors to this volume present and discuss it in 
greater detail. However, a brief overview of the general structure is in order. The 
structure of the EU legal framework can be understood and explained using 
the familiar concepts of negative and positive integration, which in turn are 
governed by rules that are distinguishable from the rules governing EU fiscal 
affairs.33

Negative harmonisation refers to the harmonising effect of EU law by 
forbidding Member States to take certain actions, in particular impeding the 
fundamental freedoms relating to the internal market. This obligation applies 
to all areas irrespective of and extending beyond the EU’s competences. As the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) has pointed out on numerous occasions,

even though, in the areas in which the Community does not have competence, the 
Member States remain, in principle, free to lay down the conditions for the existence 
and exercise of the rights at issue, they must nevertheless exercise that competence 
consistently with Community law.34

Consequently, EU Member States may, for example, not exercise their taxation 
powers in a way that discriminates against goods, persons, or services from other 
Member States or otherwise hinders market access,35 or that benefits domestic 
actors in a way that distorts competition.36 While negative integration may have 
a significant impact on Member States’ exercise of their fiscal powers, it does not 
and cannot serve as the basis of EU fiscal powers.

More relevant for the topic discussed here is positive harmonisation, a 
concept that refers to the ‘Europeanisation’ of law in certain areas and on certain 
subjects through the adoption of common Union normative standards using EU 
legislation. It is undisputed that the EU is a political entity of limited powers, 
that it only has the enumerated powers conferred upon it by the Member States 
through the Treaties, and that any measure taken by the Union must conse-
quently rest on a legal basis that can be found in the Treaties.37

It is frequently argued that the Union’s competence in the area of taxation 
is weak and it is common to claim that the EU does not enjoy taxation powers. 
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 38 See, eg, AJ Menéndez, ‘Another View of the Democratic Deficit: No Taxation without 
Representation’ in C Joerges, Y Mény and JHH Weiler (eds), What Kind of  Constitution for What 
Kind of  Polity? Responses to Joschka Fischer (European University Institute 2000) 133.
 39 Art 4(1) TEU.
 40 Plus, with regard to shared competences, to what extent the EU has exercised them.
 41 See, eg, Traversa and Bizioli (n 32) 743.
 42 cf François Barreau, ‘The Legitimacy of the European Union’s Tax-Based Own Resources’, ch 4, 
section III.A.i in this volume.
 43 Council Directive 2003/49/EC of 3 June 2003 on a common system of taxation applicable to 
interest and royalty payments made between associated companies of different Member States 
[2003] OJ L157/49.
 44 Council Directive 2011/96/EU of 30 November 2011 on the common system of taxation applica-
ble in the case of parent companies and subsidiaries of different Member States [2011] OJ L345/8.
 45 Council Directive (EU) 2016/1164 of 12 July 2016 laying down rules against tax avoidance 
practices that directly affect the functioning of the internal market [2016] OJ L193/1 (ATAD 1); 
Council Directive 2017/952 of 29 May 2017 amending Directive (EU) 2016/1164 as regards hybrid 

However, even a cursory investigation reveals that it is neither non-existent 
nor negligible as the EU has harmonised a number of indirect taxes, including 
custom duties and value-added tax (VAT).38 Ascertaining the extent to which 
the Treaties provide a legal basis for Union measures in the area of taxation is, 
however, not easy. The Treaties do not explicitly state that the Member States 
have exclusive competence in the area of taxation, nor would this be expected 
since the Treaties are constructed based on the principle that ‘competences not 
conferred upon the Union in the Treaties remain with the Member States’.39 In 
other words, the competences of the Member States thus make up the ‘negative 
space’ left after determining what the competences of the EU are.40 In order to 
ascertain what competences the Union has in the area of taxation thus requires 
considering all competence-conferring Treaty provisions, but this is not an easy 
task since many of these provisions do not have a clearly defined scope and 
experience – including relating to measures taken and proposed within NGEU –  
illustrate that it is highly amendable.

Articles 113–15 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 
(TFEU) provides the Union with a broad competence to ‘approximate’ 
national law to ensure a well-functioning internal market, including in the 
area of taxation. Whereas Article 113 TFEU specifically targets indirect taxa-
tion, Article 115 TFEU allows for the adoption of directives for the purpose of 
harmonising fiscal provisions, including in the area of direct taxation,41 to the 
extent that it ‘directly affect the establishment or functioning of the internal 
market’. It would seem that Article 115 TFEU exclusively provides the EU with 
the power of legislation for the purpose of harmonising national law, specifi-
cally to ensure a well-functioning internal market.42 However, as it is connected 
to the internal market, this provision has a potentially broad scope and has, for 
example, served as the legal basis for the Interest Royalties Directive (IRD),43 
the Parent-Subsidiary Directive (PSD),44 and the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives 
(ATAD).45 These Articles would likely also serve as the legal basis for the afore-
mentioned Digital Levy.
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Article 192(2) TFEU provides the Union with competence to adopt measures 
of a ‘fiscal nature’ that seek to protect the environment. The provision plays a 
prominent role in the fiscalisation process. For example, both the EU ETS and 
the CBAM, discussed above, rely on Article 192(2) for their legal basis. Related 
to this, Article 194(3) TFEU provides the Union with the power to act at the 
intersection of a well-functioning internal market and the preservation of the 
environment.

Separately from the Treaty provisions that serve as the basis for positive  
and negative harmonisation, part six of the TFEU regulates the internal fiscal 
affairs of the EU. A key concept in those rules is the EU’s own resources. For 
example, Article 311 TFEU provides that ‘[t]he Union shall provide itself with 
the means necessary to attain its objectives and carry through its policies [and 
that, w]ithout prejudice to other revenue, the budget shall be financed wholly 
from own resources’.46 The Treaties do not define what these own resources are 
and it is, according to the same provision, up to the Council to define, create and 
abolish these through the Own Resources Decision, which as discussed above, 
was recently revised as part of NGEU.47 Although many of those measures have 
their legal basis in a competence-conferring Treaty provision rather than the 
budgetary rules, the EU Plastic Tax is an example of an exception that shows 
that fiscal provisions can serve as the basis of EU taxation measures.

Finally, it is worth mentioning some additional Treaty provisions of rele-
vance in the specific context of EURI. The legal basis for EU borrowing funds is 
not obvious. On the contrary, Article 310(1) TFEU suggests that the EU may not 
use borrowing to finance its expenditure.48 However, in what has been described 
as a feat of legal engineering,49 the Commission found a solution by combining 
two Treaty provisions. The first is Article 122 TFEU which is part of the Treaty 
section on economic policy and provides for ‘emergency powers’ in excep-
tional circumstances and allows the Union to take ‘measures appropriate to the 
economic situation’. This allowed for the raising of funds through borrowing.50 
The second part of the measure, that is the distribution of those funds to the 
Member States through the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF), is based on 
Article 175(3) TFEU on specific actions necessary for strengthening economic, 
social, and territorial cohesion.51
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III. JUSTIFYING EU TAXATION POWERS

The measures adopted and proposed under the EU legal framework show 
that the EU is committed to a significant extension of its tax-levying capacity. 
Although the creative reinterpretation of the EU legal framework that makes 
such measures possible can be and rightfully has been criticised,52 and forced 
interpretations of its competences hardly helps the EU build legitimacy,53 it 
appears unlikely that the fiscalisation process will come to a complete stop ‘just’ 
because it violates the traditional interpretation of EU’s competence under the 
Treaties.

As it has become doubtful whether the EU lacks taxation powers, it is natural 
to turn to the normative question of whether the EU ought to enjoy taxation 
powers, ‘reviewing the legitimacy of the European Union’s could-be power to 
levy taxes’.54 To borrow Brokelind’s analogy, there is a need to identify the ‘driv-
ing licence’ that justifies the holding and exercise of taxation power.55 Many 
of the contributions to this volume engage in this complex normative question 
from different perspectives. While it is true that the EU, like other political enti-
ties, needs resources to carry out its obligations,56 it does not follow that the EU 
must attain those resources by directly levying taxes. At the same time, it is also 
not a given that the division of power between the Member States and the Union 
is fixed along traditional lines.57

The different perspectives and arguments raised and discussed by the 
contributors broadly fall into two categories, where the first category departs 
from and focuses on constitutional law and theory. A natural point of departure 
for this discussion is the concept of sovereignty, including more specifically tax 
sovereignty, and the connection between sovereignty and taxation powers.58 The 
concept of sovereignty was instrumental for the formation of the modern notion 
of states and came to define relations between states. The fundamental idea is, 
in summary, that each state is sovereign to govern and tax activities taking place 
in the territory it controls, enjoys a right to do so without interference from 
other states, and has a corollary obligation not to interfere with other states’ 
right to exercise these powers in the territories they control.59 As a consequence, 
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one problem has traditionally been how to allocate the right to tax multina-
tional economic activity between states.60 As each state is sovereign, traditional 
thinking dictates that any international obligation among states is voluntary 
and can be revoked. As demonstrated by Brexit, this thinking and the princi-
ples that follow from it ultimately apply to the legal obligations of the Member 
States under EU law.61

Using this as the point of departure, the obvious questions are whether the 
EU enjoys (tax) sovereignty and, if not, whether it could and, if so, under what 
conditions. It should be pointed out that these questions do not necessarily 
involve replacing exclusive national tax sovereignty with exclusive European tax 
sovereignty,62 but largely turn on whether and to what extent the EU and the 
Member States shall exercise parallel or ‘shared’ taxation powers.63 At the same 
time, there is no denying that from the perspective of the Member States, shar-
ing taxation powers with the EU inevitably involves forsaking some taxation 
powers.

To address these questions, you may return to the origin of the sovereignty 
of states and the core constitutional ideas that sovereignty ultimately rests with 
the people (popular sovereignty), that it is the consent of the people that serves 
as the constituent power (pouvoir constituant) that gives a sovereign entity its 
authority,64 and that it is the people who decide how to allocate and reallocate 
sovereignty.65

The consent of the people constituting a condition for the EU legitimately 
levying taxes is also represented in the maxim ‘no taxation without representa-
tion’ that encapsulates one of the fundamental principles of taxation.66 Using 
this line of thinking, the questions of where taxation power lies and how taxa-
tion power can be legitimately exercised connect to broader issues regarding 
sovereignty and the legitimate exercise of power via the concept of popular self-
governance. As explained by Lindseth, ‘the legitimate capacity to extract and 
redirect fiscal and human resources on a societal scale’ lies at the heart of ‘the 
modern notion of democratic self-government’.67 In his view, this means that 
the capacity to tax depends on the existence of a ‘demos-consciousness’ that is 
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historically and culturally based.68 A key question, which multiple contributions 
to this volume discuss, is whether such a European ‘demos’ exists and, if not, 
whether and how it could come about.69

When approached from this angle, it is not surprising that the idea of the EU 
having a genuine power to tax raises the familiar spectre of the EU’s ‘democratic 
deficit’. Do the ‘Peoples of Europe’ enjoy such representation in the EU that they 
can (and do) consent to the Union taxing them? In democracies, such consent is 
expressed through democratically elected political institutions. Ignoring for the 
moment that NGEU relies on approaches that include particularly limited influ-
ence by the European Parliament and the national parliaments,70 you could be 
inclined to think that an increased involvement of the directly elected European 
Parliament can both justify and motivate increased powers of taxation at the EU 
level.71

It should in this context be noted that the scope of the Union’s taxation  
powers is largely determined by the Member States. Even under the Commission’s 
creative post-NGEU interpretation of the Treaties, almost all of the Treaty provi-
sions that are likely to serve as the basis for EU measures in the taxation field 
require the unanimous consent of the Member States’ governments.72 However, 
the Member States agreeing on the EU having, taking, or exercising certain 
powers does not necessarily constitute popular consent. While valuable in some 
regards, a compromise can also ‘compromise democracy’,73 and the use of the 
unanimity principle may in fact enhance the democratic deficit.74

Another important aspect of the EU being granted taxation powers is how it 
affects the relationship between the Union and the Member States. Expanded EU 
fiscal powers can be seen as an inroad into the autonomy of the Member States 
and a transfer of power from the national level to the Union level. Although 
expansion of Union competences generally involves some transfer of power, this 
one is arguably particularly significant, at least if you agree that taxation powers 
are particularly important to the Member States and their sovereignty. While 
this is clearly important to the Member States, their loss of power is not ‘merely’ 
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limited to a transfer of competences in certain areas. The new measures will also 
endow the EU with ‘a fiscal capacity independent from state transfers … akin 
to those of federal regimes’,75 what can be referred to as the ‘[f]iscal autonomy 
by the EU’.76 The creation of tax-based new own resources, which will probably 
be made permanent to some extent even after the repayment of the EURI debt, 
will make the EU less dependent on the Member States for its funding. This 
represents a fundamental shift in their relationship, the consequences of which 
are difficult to forecast.

The second category of arguments focuses on tax principles, combined 
with arguments regarding why the Union ought to enjoy taxation powers. 
These arguments can also be used to improve the social and political legiti-
macy of European taxes and help serve as the foundation for a European fiscal 
contract.77 One reason for states to federalise is to achieve the scale necessary to 
tackle problems that each state is too small to address by itself.78 A similar argu-
ment can be made for fiscal federalisation, including specifically in the context 
of the EU where the Member States are facing a number of great (largely global)  
challenges that cannot (well) be resolved by the individual states. Using  
the Covid-19 crisis – and the other crises discussed above – to justify NGEU are 
examples of a functionalist approach to taxation power.79 An argument can be 
made that the EU ought to have the competence to take action against challenges 
that it, but not the Member States, can resolve. It then naturally follows that 
the Union should also have the resources necessary to take such action. To the 
extent that new tax-based own resources are designed in such a way that they, 
in addition to raising funding for legitimate measures, shape behaviour in a way 
that helps resolve these problems,80 they can be justified on dual grounds.81

Along similar lines, providing the Union with taxation power can be justified 
on the basis that there are activities that ought to be taxed and which only the 
Union can tax. This argument connects to the long-standing global discussion 
on how to resolve the problem that multinational enterprises (MNEs) exploit 
the present state-and-territoriality-based tax order to effectively avoid being 
taxed anywhere.82 That the EU’s proposed new own resources are ‘fresh’, in the 
sense that they draw on tax bases not previously tapped by the Member States, 
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means that the development will seem like less of a loss of (tax) sovereignty to 
the Member States, thereby also making it more palatable. If these new own 
resources are based on revenue sources that Member States do not currently tax 
and also cannot effectively tax, NGEU would be broadening the total tax base 
while seemingly marginally infringing on the Member States’ tax sovereignty.83 
However, additionally and equally important, it would also help ensure that 
MNEs pay an equitable share of their profits in taxes, thereby increasing the 
legitimacy of the tax system as a whole. New own resources that target MNEs 
and revenue streams that avoid national taxation, such as the Digital Levy or a 
potential financial transaction tax, can be justified on these grounds.84 Finally, by 
focusing its taxation powers on activities that involve numerous Member States, 
the EU can help reduce intrastate conflict.85 At the same time, it should not be 
ignored that these types of extraterritorial measures challenge well-established 
tax principles and it is difficult to foresee the consequences that may result from 
undermining them.

This line of reasoning shares some elements with the theory or principle of 
benefit taxation according to which the state that provided an enterprise with the 
resources used to conduct its business should have the right to tax the enterprise. 
This principle has been invoked in the context of resolving states’ competing 
international tax claims, preventing tax evasion in an increasingly globalised 
world and, by extension, enhancing the legitimacy of the tax system.86 By apply-
ing this thinking to the context of the EU, a strong claim can be made that the 
Union has helped generate value and wealth that would otherwise not exist, 
for example, by creating and maintaining the internal market and by investing 
in activities. On that basis, a normative argument can be made that the Union 
should be allowed to tax those who have benefited from the system, who will 
thereby also contribute economically to uphold it.87

An orientation towards EU taxation of centrally created wealth can also help 
shift the view of the fiscal dimension of EU affairs. The current system, under 
which the EU’s budget is made up of Member State contributions, leads to a 
focus on how much each Member State pays to and gets back from the Union, 
a view of EU fiscal affairs as a transfer of wealth between Member States, and 
MFF negotiations that have been described as an ‘embarrassing spectacle’.88  
By comparison, a fiscal system that focuses on and is built around the wealth 
and value generated by integration and the EU can strengthen and legitimise 
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financial solidarity.89 Finally, you can discuss, as the contributions do, the extent 
to which a system of taxation that strengthens solidarity within the EU also 
helps to legitimise itself through solidarity as a democratic ethos.90

IV. CONCLUSIONS

NGEU poses an interesting and potentially disruptive case regarding EU taxation 
powers. Are the measures currently in place and planned to be adopted as part 
of the NGEU expressions of the exercise of genuine EU taxation powers? Many 
are probably technically not. For example, the EU Plastic Tax is not a ‘genuine’ 
EU tax in the sense that the compulsory transfers involved are most immedi-
ately imposed and collected by the Member States. Although these transfers 
ultimately end up with the EU, the taxes themselves can thus best be character-
ised as indirectly imposed and collected by the EU.91 Unlike the EU Plastic Tax, 
the EU would directly collect the ETS revenues. However, it is also questionable 
whether ETS auction revenues can be considered a ‘tax’ imposed by the EU, 
even though the ETS is functionally similar to a carbon tax. The CBAM system 
would be enforced by the Member States: it would be the national authorities 
that would sell the certificates, and the Member States that would transfer a 
portion of the income from these sales to the EU. In this manner, CBAM is not a 
tax directly imposed or directly collected by the EU. A Digital Levy or financial 
transaction tax may possibly be closer to genuine EU taxes, depending on their 
design, but this is still too uncertain.

At the same time, by providing for the borrowing of funds (EURI), distrib-
uting of those funds to the Member States (RRF), and repaying those funds 
through the creation of new tax-based EU own resources, NGEU clearly leads to 
fiscalisation in Europe and can be seen as ‘an antechamber of a European fiscal 
federal solution’.92 To what extent is there a significant and relevant difference 
between the potential powers of the EU in the area of taxation and ‘genuine’ 
taxation powers? Regardless of their formal designation, the type of transfers 
resulting from the Plastic Tax, ETS, CBAM, a Digital Levy and other similar 
measures, will largely appear to constitute taxes to the individuals and corpora-
tions that are to make the transfers. For example, while the ETS and CBAM are 
formally distinctively different from a carbon tax, they are functionally similar 
and affect the ‘taxpayers’ equally. Moreover, a cursory examination will reveal 
that these transfers that stem from the EU are regulated through EU legislation 
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and make a substantial contribution to the EU budget. The individuals that will 
actually make the compulsory contributions that end up in Brussels to cover 
public goods at the European level should be forgiven for considering these as 
EU taxes, and in addition, arguments that they technically do not qualify as such 
may be lost on them. In light of this it seems clear that we must take the issue 
of whether this is justified and justifiable seriously, including, for example, the 
question of whether these compulsory contributions rest on popular consent.

This overview provides a basis for making a simple but important point: 
you should take care to guard yourself against the ideas that the EU does not 
enjoy powers in the area of taxation or that tax sovereignty is something unique 
and exclusive to nation states, in this context the EU Member States. It appears 
that we find ourselves in a period of radical change when the EU exercises or 
seeks fiscal power in a way and to an extent that was unimaginable until quite 
recently,93 and achieved by a creative reinterpretation of the Treaties. It is fair to 
say, as some have claimed, that NGEU in this regard is a ‘game-changer’.94 While 
it is true that there is currently a relatively limited number of EU measures in the 
area of taxation, recent developments highlight the EU’s potentially significant 
fiscal powers. While the structure of the Treaties may act as an obstacle to the 
Union imposing and directly collecting some form of taxes from private entitles, 
the examples discussed demonstrate that these obstacles are not insurmountable.

NGEU has been characterised as an exceptional measure in response to an 
exceptional situation and many of its core elements are legally based on Treaty 
provisions providing exceptional powers in exceptional situations.95 However, 
it is questionable whether NGEU really is a temporary, one-off event.96 First, 
NGEU is not entirely a Covid-19 response but addresses problems that date back 
to the global financial crisis and the subsequent Euro crisis. Second, the EURI 
funds ‘are mostly allocated on the basis of criteria that have little relevance for 
fighting COVID-19, such as climate neutrality, digital infrastructure, and social 
cohesion’.97 Third, recent history has shown with perfect clarity that there is 
always an ‘exceptional’ crisis in Europe that justifies central fiscal arrangements. 
In fact, at the time of writing the EU is contemplating taking on additional joint 
debt for the reconstruction of Ukraine.98
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Does the EU Have a Legitimate  
Power to Enact Direct Taxes?

RICARDO GARCÍA ANTÓN*

I. INTRODUCTION

If someone had answered the question in this chapter’s title in the 
affirmative 15 years ago, for example, such answer would have been the butt 
of everyone’s jokes. The European Union (EU) does not provide direct ser-

vices in areas such as education, health, security and transport. Since Member 
States have traditionally secured all these welfare benefits for their citizens, 
direct taxes at the national level ensure the right collection to support public 
spending in the areas mentioned above. Likewise, taxes traditionally convey 
a democratic ethos linked to the adagio ‘no taxation without representation’, 
and the EU has traditionally been accused of having a democratic deficit.1 The 
attempts in the Treaty of Lisbon to enhance the role of the European Parliament 
in the EU legislative process have not resulted in a substantial democratic level 
comparable to the role of parliaments in the law-making process in the EU 
Member States.2 Therein lies the strong disaffection of European citizens with 
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 9 Case C-241/20 Bj vs Belgium (not yet published), ECLI:EU:C:2021:605.
 10 On the breach of the international taxation rule and the criticisms to the early rulings in this 
matter, see F Vanistendael, ‘The consequences of Schumacker and Wielockx: two steps forward in 
the tax procession of Echternach’ (1996) 33 Common Market Law Review 255.
 11 E Ros, ‘EU Citizenship and Direct Taxation, The European Court of Justice in the Era of Public 
Decline for a Citizen’s Europe’ (2018) 27 EC Tax Review 147.
 12 On the links between EU citizenship and direct taxes, see my previous contribution, see  
R Garcia, ‘Restoring the EU citizenship for tax purposes’ (2019) 4 Belgrade Law Review 147.
 13 P Wattel, ‘Anathema to the Internal Market’ in P Pistone (ed), European Tax Integration: Law, 
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the EU as reflected, for example, in Brexit, the refugee crisis and the rise of 
Eurosceptic parties.3 The EU is simply perceived as a ‘Eurocrat machinery’.

How is the EU perceived in tax forums? In the field of direct taxation, there 
is a strong prevailing narrative of the internal market of 27 countries.4 The role 
of the EU in the field of direct taxation seems limited to removing obstacles that 
impede the exercise of EU fundamental freedoms in the internal market. Direct 
taxes belong to the domain of the Member States and the role of EU law is limited 
to the enforcement of the EU fundamental freedoms on a non-discrimination/
restriction basis. Despite this serious limitation, there have been major achieve-
ments, for example, in the field of the cross-border mobility of workers. The 
Schumacker5 successive series of cases (Renneberg,6 Commission v Estonia,7 X8 
and Bj)9 challenges a classical principle of international taxation that the source 
state cannot take into consideration the personal and family circumstances of 
non-resident taxpayers.10 It does not matter whether the amount of income at 
the Member State of source increases to 75 per cent, 60 per cent or 50 per cent, 
because what is really crucial is the fact that the country of residence cannot 
take into account the taxpayer’s personal and family circumstances.11 Such an 
extraordinary output contributes to reinforcing the idea of EU citizenship, as 
being something different from national citizenship.12 Nevertheless, the internal 
market is far from being completed, and is still subject to many contradictions 
and inherent tensions between territoriality and neutrality.13 The well-known 
metaphor of Professor Frans Vanistendael labelling the internal market as a 
room containing 27 small snooker tables, where access to these separate tables 
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 15 Among the priorities of the European Commission (2019–24), the protection of the European 
way of life has acquired an important role/a role of paramount importance. The European 
way of life is linked to the preservation of European values. See: ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/
priorities-2019–2024/promoting-our-european-way-life_en.
 16 On a classical definition of tax, see WB Barker, ‘The relevance of a concept of tax’ in B Peeters 
et al (eds), The Concept of  Tax, EATLP Congress, Naples (IBFD 2005); M Barassi, ‘The Notion of 
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is granted on a non-discriminatory basis, illustrates the traditional approach to 
EU direct taxation.14

Unlike the previous vision of national taxes as potential obstacles to achiev-
ing the internal market, this contribution aims to provide a rationale for the 
EU as a polity to levy its own direct resources. Answering this question requires 
the author to first shed light on the normative foundation of a tax (section II). 
Leaving aside the instrumental contribution of taxes to finance public expendi-
ture, I will make the argument that taxes are compulsory exactions aiming to 
impose certain values on a particular territory. Such values endorse a sense of 
belonging to a community, meaning a reciprocal duty of the members to support 
each other on a reciprocity basis, and thus reflecting an ideal of solidarity. In 
section III of this chapter, the previous normative benchmark helps me to justify 
the legitimacy of direct EU taxes. Direct taxes require a connection between the 
individual and the territory, ‘a sense of belonging’ concerning the values that a 
community fosters. Beyond internal market logic, being a Member State of the 
EU implies the endorsement of the EU democratic and pluralist values under 
what is known as the ‘European way of life’.15 Finally, section IV is devoted to a 
presentation of how future EU taxes might promote and enhance solidarity and 
democracy within the Union.

II. A CONTINGENT CONCEPT OF TAX TO ACHIEVE  
CERTAIN VALUES IN A SOCIETY

Taxes are conceptualised as compulsory contributions paid in cash or in kind to 
the government to provide for public services without particular regard to the 
benefits received by the taxpayer.16 Such a definition of taxes totally discards the 
postulates of a benefit or exchange theory of taxation, in which taxes are paid 
to gain access to public services, which was supported by eighteenth-century 
philosophers such as Hobbes, Smith and Hume.17 The definition is linked to the 
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instrumental justification of taxation to provide the necessary economic means 
of the state. Strikingly, the exchange theory has been the intellectual trigger to 
justify allocating taxing power to ‘market jurisdiction’ in the context of the digi-
talised economy.18

Discarding the exchange theory to justify taxes makes you wonder whether 
taxes go beyond the instrumental justification of financing public expenditure to 
achieve different goals. What is the rationale of levying taxes? Do taxes contrib-
ute to the democratic ethos of the state? When seeking a normative approach 
to taxes, the 2005 EATLP Congress provided relevant contributions. Vording 
explored the competing views of libertarianism and utilitarianism with regard 
to a philosophical perspective on the role of the state in levying taxes�19 While 
the former approach advocates a minimal state that protects private property 
without engaging in redistribution and considers taxes as expropriation, the 
latter approach based on welfare theory justifies the state’s intervention to 
correct market failures.20 To the extent that there is a conceptual gap between 
the two positions (income redistribution versus private property), Vording 
defended a broad concept of tax to be employed when the state uses regulatory 
power to replace market mechanisms in order to restrain its taxation powers and 
to enforce constitutional guarantees.21

Assuming that taxes serve many goals, Barker addresses three different 
normative approaches. First, the normative prescription for tax is efficiency – 
‘an efficient tax is a neutral tax, thereby not influencing the prices of goods 
and services in the private sector’.22 Second, the normative prescription of tax 
is justice based on the ability to pay principle, meaning that the burden of taxes 
should be allocated fairly among taxpayers.23 Neither normative approach is 
entirely satisfactory. Not only can full neutrality not be achieved,24 but in addi-
tion, the ability-to-pay principle does not yield uniform fair outcomes due to 
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tensions between horizontal and vertical equity.25 Third, the normative prescrip-
tion of tax leads to a political question:

Thus, a normative approach to the concept of tax is a study of politics … we cannot 
hope to derive a definition of tax law that will be good for all time and all places. As 
societies change, so too will their aims and purposes.26

In democratic societies, the goal is to achieve ‘social equity’ with the aim of 
relocating the wealth of the nation and reaffirming certain inherent values 
that a particular society endorses (ie, capitalist and democratic values). Barker 
supported the latter normative approach, thereby reaffirming a non-static 
concept of tax dependent on the particular values that a society wishes to reaf-
firm and its political system.

Although not entirely explicit in Barker’s normative approach, I assume that 
the values of a particular society are clearly linked to the enhancement of the 
society itself, the sense of belonging to a group. Taxes are the cement that keep 
society united. In other words, taxes convey an idea of reciprocity and solidar-
ity. Such a connection of values with the duty of reciprocity to sustain society 
has already been discussed in the literature. Based on the works of Rawls, Hans 
Gribnau refuted Peter Sloterdijk’s proposal that citizens should be allowed to 
pay (part of) their taxes voluntarily and to decide the way this voluntary contri-
bution should be spent.27 In his essay, Gribnau argued that paying taxes goes 
beyond ‘a minimalist rule-following, in the sense of strictly keeping to the letter 
of the law’ to endorse a fair-pay duty of the members of a society. We pay our 
taxes trusting that everybody pays their fair share. Free-riders engaging in tax 
avoidance and tax evasion schemes damage that trust in society.28 Additionally, 
the idea of taxes as an expression of reciprocity is also present in the inspiring 
work of Francisco Saffi based on Axel Honneth’s theory of mutual recognition 
in order to liberate taxation from a purely instrumental rationale.29 In his analy-
sis, taxes secure the material conditions that make our living together possible 
under Honneth’s third sphere of recognition (solidarity).30
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In this contribution, I depart from the last normative approach as a bench-
mark in order to build up my argument. This contingent vision of taxes is 
anchored in two arguments. First, in section II.A a historic view of taxes shows 
a strong link between political power and taxes, in which taxes contribute to 
affirm certain values of a particular society. Second, in section II.B, taxes are 
linked to the particular boundaries of territory.

A. Power, Values and Taxation

Such a contingent justification of taxes is reinforced under a historic vision of 
taxes. Throughout history, taxes have not adhered to a unique and uniform justifi-
cation. While feudal levies were justified, not by a public purpose, but by personal 
rights and obligations that had a theological origin, in the absolutist state, the 
levies constituted an appropriation by the prince, reflected in Louis XIV’s famous 
aphorism: ‘l’état, c’est moi’.31 In a parliamentary state, the justification of taxes 
is derived from the consent of Parliament to increase public revenue:

The levies of the parliamentary state were not tributary, nor were they appropria-
tions. They were taxes properly so called. They had two ingredients that levies under 
the other systems so far discussed did not have: legislative authority, that is, the 
authority of the people’s representatives, rather than divine or royal will; and legal 
compulsion.32

Finally, in the administrative state, the justification of taxes lies in enforcing 
fairness and repairing inefficiencies in the process of economic growth, without 
abandoning the role of parliament to impose them.33

The above justifications may lead to a dialectical relationship between 
taxes and a political balance of powers explored in the 2021 EATLP Congress 
in Antwerp.34 At the risk of oversimplification, the main revolutions wherein 
taxes played an iconic role, scattered across the national reports – the Swedish 
revolts (1542–45), the Dutch Revolt against the Spanish ‘alcabala’ (1568–1648), 
the Boston Tea Party (1773) and the French Revolution (1789)35 – reflect the 
opposition of certain groups to the king or the political regime because they 
could not grant consent to be taxed. Rather than identifying democracy with 
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taxation, at most, there is an ultimate claim for consent in order to be taxed. 
In fact, universal suffrage was not generalised and parliaments were segmented 
in states formed by privileged social classes.36 The historical analysis of taxes 
matches the principle ‘no taxation without consent’ within a political dialecti-
cal balance of powers between those who pay taxes and those who decide what 
taxes should be levied.

What then is the role of the binomial democracy and taxation? Turning to 
Barker’s normative theory, taxes are the device to accomplish certain inherent 
values that a particular society endorses. In our Western states, such values are 
undoubtedly linked to democracy and the redistribution of wealth. Conversely, 
in dictatorships, completely different values are associated with levying taxes.37 
Democracy is thus not in the DNA of taxes. A compelling argument to support 
the previous statement is provided by Professor Wolfgang Schön, who enumer-
ates the numerous challenges associated with the link between democracy and 
taxation. Such a link does not always follow the principle of congruence: ‘a 
tax should be identical with the people who pay the tax and with the people 
who benefit from the fiscal revenue, which is raised under the tax’.38 Examples 
thereof are disagreement with the level of redistribution envisaged by the state 
(ie, the majority exploiting the minority), the conflicts between central govern-
ment and regional governments in federal states, and the fact that tax residents, 
who are not citizens, are excluded from the right to vote.

In a nutshell, taxes are a manifestation of political power to impose certain 
values that sustain a particular society. In our Western societies, taxes foster 
first democratic values on the principle of ‘no taxation without representation’, 
which implies that the consent to be taxed must be derived from a parliament 
in which all a state’s citizens are democratically represented,39 and second soli-
darity. This contingent and axiological understanding of taxes deviates from 
reducing taxes to mere instruments to support public expenditure.

B. Territory and Taxation

Taxes are compulsory exactions which are levied within the boundaries of a 
particular territory. The territory functions as the physical space in which a state 
asserts its taxing right ‘on the basis of both territorial link with the person of 
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the taxpayer (ie on the basis of his or her fiscal residence) and territoriality link 
with the taxable object (ie on the basis of source of income)’.40 In the literature, 
the second prong of territoriality has been profusely discussed in international 
taxation within the classical debate between source and residence.41 The right 
of a state to tax the income generated in its territory has triggered literature 
on whether the principle of territoriality is becoming customary international 
law.42 In the current discussions on the digitalised economy, the debate is still 
ongoing concerning whether it is fair to source taxing rights to market jurisdic-
tions (the demand side) based on sales.43

Regardless of the eternal debate on the basis of source of income, it seems 
that there are no major concerns regarding the first prong of territoriality, which 
allocates taxing rights to the state on the basis of the tax residence of indi-
viduals and corporations. While the majority of countries in the world have a 
residence-based taxation system, only the United States and Eritrea still adhere 
to a citizenship-based system of taxation. In a world with increasing cross-
border mobility, the latter approach becomes difficult to justify since it goes 
beyond the borders of the state to cover extraterritorial situations. It is wholly 
objectionable that US nationals living permanently outside the country without 
any real economic bonds with the United States, and no presence there (ie, ‘the 
Accidental American’) are still subject to the US tax system only because they 
happen to have an American passport. Hence, some authors convincingly argue 
that US regulations such as the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) 
that aim to identify financial assets held abroad by US nationals in order to 
enforce citizenship-based taxation, violate international law.44
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The extraterritorial dimension of citizenship-based taxation gives sufficient 
grounds for rejecting it and embracing residence-based taxation, as the majority 
of countries do. Such criticisms in the tax arena also echo parallel criticisms in 
legal and political literature. Citizenship is imbued with a nationalistic spirit, 
which reflects sentiments of attachment and common identity to a particular 
ethnic, political or historic group, but at the same time, it has unfortunately fed 
the politics of exclusion against non-citizens.45

Abandoning citizenship-based taxation leads by exclusion to the support 
of residence-based taxation. Yet in the residence-based systems, there are still  
‘citizenship footprints’ that extend a state’s taxing right over a citizen transfer-
ring his/her residence to a low tax jurisdiction or tax haven, in the nationality 
test in the tie-breaker rule in Article 4(2) of the OECD Model Tax Convention 
on Income and on Capital (OECD MC) (2017) to determine the tax residence 
under a treaty.46 Residence-based taxation for individuals is also not exempt 
from criticism due to global cross-border mobility. In relation to the so-called 
digital nomads, those whose work can be easily exercised ‘from any place that 
allows an internet connection’ and no longer have a deep personal link with any 
certain country (ie permanent home, family), Kostic has demonstrated the inad-
equacy of the tie-breaker rules in Article 15 OECD UN MC to allocate taxing 
rights to any particular jurisdiction.47

Likewise, the tax residence of companies is beset with major concerns 
derived from the coexistence of several opposing legal criteria to determine the 
tax residence (place of effective management versus place of incorporation). 
The different legal cultures jeopardise a homogeneous definition of the tax resi-
dence of companies.48 The 2017 revision of Article 4(3) OECD MC to remove 
dual-residence situations by the Mutual Agreement Procedure (MAP) presents 
serious breaches of the principle of legal certainty due to the excessive power 
granted to the tax authorities to determine the residence among several factors 
conducting a casuistic approach.49

To conclude, both citizenship-based taxation and residence-based taxa-
tion confirm the nexus of the individual/company with the territory, thereby 
justifying the state to levy taxes. However, regarding individuals, both systems 
also suffer from the effects of cross-border mobility. While with citizenship-
based taxation, the state may tax on an extraterritorial basis (eg, ‘accidental 
American’), in residence-based taxation it becomes extraordinarily difficult to 
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determine where digital nomads are tax residents. In the case of corporations, 
the interaction of different legal cultures and the internalisation of groups of 
companies may be extraordinarily difficult and uncertain in dealing with dual 
tax residence cases.

III. THE EU POWER TO TAX

In EU Council Decision (14 December 2020), the Union confirms the timid tran-
sition from Member States’ contributions based on gross national income (GNI) 
to a proper sustainable system of new resources (2021–27).50 However, the new 
basket of own resources is still far from producing a federal budget.51 The 
Commission was empowered to borrow up to €750 billion on capital markets 
on behalf of the Union, of which €360 billion would be used for providing 
loans and up to €390 billion would be spent on non-reimbursable grants to the 
Member States.52 The increase in the level of expenditure requires new taxes in 
the coming years such as a charge on plastic packaging waste, a carbon border 
adjustment levy, an EU digital tax, a business profit tax on businesses that 
mainly benefit from the operations of the EU internal market and a financial 
transaction tax.53 The creation of new own resources are subject to the unanim-
ity rule at the Council under Article 311 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU).54

In relation to the plastic packaging tax, Professor Vanistendael pointed 
out that ‘for the first time we have a tax, that truly belongs to Europe and the 
scope, base, and rate are all determined exclusively by the EU Council and the 
European Parliament’.55 However, a more cautious approach should be adopted 
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in relation to the plastic waste own resource. It seems to be configured more as 
a contribution by the Member States than as a proper tax levied on the heads 
of EU citizens.56 Despite defining the tax rate (€0.80 per kilogram), Member 
States retain important taxing powers to introduce lump sum reductions and to 
implement them.

The previous section deconstructed the normativity of taxes in three prongs: 
political power, territory and values. Following our broad and contingent bench-
mark, taxes are thus compulsory exactions imposed within a territory to achieve 
certain values to sustain a society, and as an extension, democracy and the redis-
tribution of wealth in our Western states. Does the EU polity comply with the 
three prongs to justify levying direct taxes? The Covid-19 crisis has triggered a 
major step forward by giving an affirmative answer to the previous question, as 
this section will show.

The study of the first prong, the political power of the Union, involves an 
analysis of the theory of powers in international relations and legal philosophy, 
which would exceed the word-limit constraints of this contribution.57 Taking 
for granted that the Union has political power, let me focus on the second and 
third prongs of the normative definition of taxes: whether EU law fosters certain 
values beyond access to the market (section III.A) and whether the territory of the 
EU differs from the sum of the territories of the Member States (section III.B). 
In both sections, I will demonstrate that the territory of the EU metaphorically 
connects with EU values, under the European way of life, meaning a sense of 
belonging beyond the frontiers of the Member States.

A. Beyond Access to the Internal Market: The Long March Towards  
Ensuring EU Values

Does the EU aim to achieve certain values beyond guaranteeing a proper func-
tioning of the internal market? The tortuous path towards attaching values 
beyond the achievement of the correct functioning of the internal market is 
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quite visible in the Court’s slow-moving shift in the Tobacco saga in the 2000s.58 
In Tobacco Advertising (I), Germany challenged Directive 98/43/EC, relating to 
the advertising and sponsorship of tobacco products, on the grounds that what 
is now Article 114 TFEU59 was not the proper legal basis for harmonisation. As 
such, Article 114 TFEU should only be available as a legal basis for harmonisa-
tion in cases where obstacles to the exercising of fundamental freedoms and 
distortions of competition are considerable. In Germany’s view, not only did 
Directive 98/43/EC not pursue the elimination of distortions of competition, 
it also created new obstacles to trade that did not previously exist (eg, a total 
prohibition of tobacco advertising).60 The Court of Justice of the European 
Union (CJEU) accepted the arguments put forward by Germany and decided to 
restrict the meaning of ‘establishment and functioning of the internal market’. 
Hence, the CJEU ruled that Article 114 TFEU did not confer on the European 
Union a ‘general power to regulate the internal market’:61

If a mere finding of disparities between national rules and of the abstract risk of 
obstacles to the exercise of fundamental freedoms or of distortions of competition 
liable to result therefrom were sufficient to justify the choice of article 114 as a legal 
basis, judicial review of compliance with the proper legal basis must be rendered 
nugatory.62

Public health competence falls within the scope of the Member States, and thus 
the harmonisation proposed to prohibit tobacco advertising in the EU, in order 
to protect the public health of EU citizens, was rejected.

Despite the categorical outcome of this case, which, for the first time, 
annulled European law, not only the subsequent case law (eg, Swedish Match 
and Tobacco Advertising II), but also scholarly works have nuanced the mean-
ing of Tobacco Advertising I.63 In Swedish Match, the Court concluded that 
the prohibition of the marketing of tobacco for oral use in the EU in Council 
Directive 92/41/EEC was an equally effective way to combat nicotine addic-
tion among young people. Thus, it was justified to use the legal harmonisation 
basis in what is now Article 114 TFEU. The growing importance of non-market 
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goals, such as ensuring a high level of protection of EU individuals in health 
matters, weighs in on the reasoning of the CJEU in Swedish Match�64 Yet, as  
De Witte correctly argues, such non-market values laid down in the Treaties 
(eg, the protection of health and safety, environment and cultural diversity) can 
only be achieved through internal market legislation as long as there is a specific 
competence elsewhere in the Treaty, the principle of subsidiary is respected and 
the measure must always contribute to the improvement of the conditions for 
the establishment and functioning of the internal market.65

In a nutshell, there must be a specific competence ‘nexus’ in the Treaty that 
allows the EU to pursue non-internal market values through internal market 
legislation. Since, for example, the area of public health is reserved to the 
Member States, the EU promotes the health protection of individuals by regu-
lating the access to the market of medicines, food, human organs, alcohol, and 
biotech products.66 The CJEU has adopted a similar circumventing approach in 
areas such as social security and reimbursement of medical expenses. Despite 
falling within the competence of the Member States, access to medical treat-
ment in different Member States must not be jeopardised under the classical 
non-discrimination/restriction reasoning of the Court.67

In the field of the harmonisation of direct taxes, the competence nexus trig-
gered a heated academic debate on whether the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive 
(EU 2016/1164, ATAD) went beyond the framework provided in Article 115 
TFEU. Accordingly, the Preamble to the ATAD justifies the legislative act through 
the need to strengthen the average level of protection against aggressive tax plan-
ning in the internal market, as well as to improve the resilience and effectiveness 
of the internal market as a whole against cross-border tax avoidance practices. 
Szudocky and Haslehner took the view that the mere existence of disparities 
between the tax rules of the Member States was not sufficient to justify the 
recourse to Article 115 TFEU.68 As Haslehner conveyed,

taxes by their very nature distort markets … Different taxes/rates therefore inevita-
bly create distortions for the internal market. If that is sufficient to give the EU the 
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competence to mandate what to tax and what not, there are hardly any limits to 
that power and the Member State’s ‘sole competence’ in direct tax matters is a mere 
illusion.69

Indeed, the measures envisaged by the ATAD aim to protect national tax bases 
against abusive practices and coordinate the responses of the Member States 
with the challenges undertaken in the OECD/G20 Base Erosion Profit Shifting 
BEPS project (BEPS). Neither the aim to eliminate obstacles to trade and compe-
tition, nor the aim to foster the exercise of the EU fundamental freedoms are 
very visible. This example shows the emerging frictions to foster non-internal 
market values (ie, the protection of Member States’ revenue) under a strict inter-
nal access to market logic.

The recent Covid-19 crisis has revealed the EU’s fragility in terms of public 
health. The narrative of ‘access to market’ to protect non-internal market 
values has shown dramatic results in terms of the loss of human lives due to 
the overwhelming weakness of our national health systems to tackle global 
pandemics. As such, the EU seems to have begun to free itself from the previ-
ous access to market narrative for goods, services and workers, embracing 
directly the human health concerns of EU citizens as a proper EU value to be 
achieved by transcending national borders.70 As such, the Commission has put 
forward new legislative proposals under the legal basis of Article 168(5) TFEU 
‘on the adoption of incentive measures designed to protect and improve human 
health and in particular to combat major cross-border health scourges’,71 
which has never previously been tested as a legal basis for harmonisation. 
While Article 168(1) TFEU narrows down the action of the Union to comple-
menting national health policies, Article 168(5) increases the chances of having 
legislative actions of the Union under incentive measures, freed from the previ-
ous access-to-market narrative. However, will such new legislative actions in 
the EU ensure that the public health of EU citizens is protected regardless of 
the national health systems? Alemanno is entirely right when he argues that 
more actions at the EU level will not effectively protect the human health due 
to the structural inequalities in healthcare across the Member States.72 That 
is where the value of solidarity to be attributed to the new EU taxes would lie 
(see section IV).
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B. Beyond the Member State Territory: The Territory of  the EU

Since taxes are levied within the boundaries of a territory, the notion of terri-
tory acquires an important dimension to justify the EU’s legitimacy to impose 
taxes on EU citizens. Can we speak about the territory of the EU as something 
different from the collection of territories of the Member States? Marzal has 
convincingly argued that the territory of the EU emerges as a distinct space 
of social relations, informed and delineated by the idiosyncratic values of the 
EU and thus something different from the mere sum of physical spaces under 
Member State sovereignty.73 His claim is grounded in abundant case law wherein 
the CJEU applies EU law, not in order to ensure the effectiveness of the funda-
mental freedoms under the non-discrimination umbrella, but because the 
situation arises within the territory of the Union or retains close links with that 
territory.74

In its landmark decision in Ruiz-Zambrano,75 the Court dealt with an 
expulsion order in the field of immigration. The Belgian authorities denied a 
third-country national from Colombia residence in Belgium as well as a work 
permit and ordered him to leave the country, despite the fact that his children 
had already received Belgian nationality and he made clear efforts to integrate 
into Belgian society. The Court stated that

[a] refusal to grant a right of residence to a third country national with dependent 
minor children in the Member State where those children are nationals and reside, 
and also a refusal to grant such a person a work permit … would lead to a situation 
where those children, citizens of the Union, would have to leave the territory of the 
Union in order to accompany their parents. In those circumstances, those citizens of 
the Union would, in fact, be unable to exercise the substance of the rights conferred 
on them by virtue of their status as citizens of the Union.76

The territory of the Union as a place of ideals and values beyond the Member 
States’ borders is reaffirmed in Garcia Abello in relation to the surnames.77 
Belgium denied Mr Garcia Avello and his spouse (Spanish nationals residing in 
Belgium) the change requested in the patronymic surname of their two children, 
who were born in Belgium. The justification for the rejection was based on the 
principle of the immutability of surnames as a founding principle of social order 
to prevent risks of confusion as to identity or parentage of persons.78 The Court 
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dismissed such a justification on the grounds that ‘parentage cannot necessarily 
be assessed within the social life of a Member State solely on the basis of the 
criterion of the system applicable to nationals of that latter State’.79

What does the ‘territory of the Union’ mean? As Azoulai points out, rather 
than conceiving the territory of the Union as the sum of individual territories of 
the Member States, the Union territory should be conceived as

a metaphor for a certain conception of the space referred to in Article 2 TEU as 
‘a [European] society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, 
solidarity and equality between women and men prevail. Following the Court of 
Justice’s reasoning, leaving European territory means not only leaving Europe in the 
geographical sense; it means leaving a community of ideals and values; it means being 
deprived of a certain mode of existence corresponding to the standards of European 
society. As stated in Ruiz Zambrano, the territory of the Union ‘transcends’ the  
‘territorial framework of national communities’. It stands for the mix of material 
and immaterial things that determines the sustainability of individual existence; what 
we may call a ‘European way of life’.80

The territory of the Union represents a metaphor of a sort of axiological 
nexus – ‘the European way of life’ – that unites European citizens beyond the 
geographical boundaries of the Member States. The recent rule of law crisis in 
Poland, together with the enactment of anti-LGBTQ law in Hungary, threaten 
the enforcement of EU common values and principles to which all the Member 
States have voluntarily committed themselves.81 The joint statement of 18 EU 
Member States against the latter legislation reveals that the EU will react against 
serious breaches of the core values of the EU.82

Such metaphorical EU territory as a place for EU values becomes the norma-
tive basis on which to ground the EU’s power of taxation. The territoriality 
principle within this metaphorical meaning urges us to replace the idea of the 
EU as an internal market with a federal narrative. In the long march towards a 
proper federal EU, which has been tentatively initiated in EU Council Decision 
(14 December 2020), there is much work to be done. Further research needs to be 
conducted on how the distribution of powers between the EU and the Member 
States would be made in order to prevent the overlapping of tax jurisdiction, and 
prevent EU citizens being taxed twice on the same taxable facts.
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IV. EPILOGUE: EU TAXES TO ENFORCE THE SOLIDARITY  
AND DEMOCRACY AMONG EUROPEANS

Section II of this contribution rooted direct taxes in three normative prongs: 
‘compulsory exactions imposed by the political power (1) in order to enforce 
certain values to sustain society (2) over a specific territory (3). In section III, I 
advanced the argument that the EU has legitimacy to levy EU taxes inasmuch 
as it enforces certain values beyond guaranteeing the functioning of the inter-
nal market over an EU territory, irrespective of the Member States’ territories. 
Although the new basket of own resources cannot properly be defined as EU 
taxes, I defend the position that EU taxes foster certain values, other than simply 
levering the increase of the level of EU expenditure. Such values represent a 
common sense of belonging, an idea of truly being united under a European 
way of life.

What are the values pursued by future EU taxes? In my view, future EU taxes 
will pursue the value of solidarity, first, and democracy, second. Yet, understand-
ing the value solidarity in Articles 2 and 3(3) TEU does not lead to a univocal 
meaning. In supporting an integrated political community (‘a real political 
Union’), Habermas relies on the value of solidarity as the trigger to achieve 
social justice and a just distribution of income and property among the EU 
citizens beyond the borders of the Member States.83 Rather than a redistribu-
tive meaning of EU solidarity at the level of EU citizens living in the Member 
States, Eleftheriadis defends a corrective justice sense of solidarity at the level 
of the Member States, which requires that those who are unfairly burdened by 
an agreement (ie, Eurozone architecture) should be compensated by those who 
caused the unfairness.84

The Covid-19 crisis has initiated the transition towards a political Union, 
namely an ever-closer union among the peoples of Europe, pointing to 
Habermas’s narrative. The recovery and resilience plans presented by the 
Member States and approved by the Commission to gain access to the €750 
billion are a first step in that direction. The reforms and investments to be 
executed with EU funds by the Member States aim to make European States and 
societies more sustainable, the ensure their recovery, make them more resilient 
and better prepared for the challenges and opportunities of the green and digital 
transitions. The country-specific recommendations are linked so as to ‘mitigate 
the socio-economic impact of the pandemic and on the measures to restart the 
economic activity in a safe way’.85 Yet, as De Witte observes, while Member 
States do not need to incur new public debt to make the necessary economic 
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reforms after the pandemic, this distribution of funds through the EU does not 
operate as a ‘direct transfer from the richer to the poorer Member States, as the 
EUR 750 billion will neither be “German” nor “Greek” debt but truly common 
debt’.86 The increased EU fiscal capacity to distribute loans and grants among 
the Member States is based on the issue of bonds, but not EU taxes. To put 
it in simple terms, as already stated in section III, there is no commitment to 
achieve fiscal federalism in the EU.87 Until new EU taxes are approved, we will 
not have true EU solidarity represented in fiscal transfers from richer to poorer 
EU countries.88 Materialising intra-EU solidarity by means of EU taxes could be 
limited to preventing uncontrolled spending by the EU and the Member States 
that leads to large budgetary deficits.89

Not only will solidarity be achieved through the approval of EU taxes, but 
EU democracy will also be substantially improved.90 As such, while the revenue 
will come from the EU through its system of own resources, the expenditure 
will eventually be decided on by EU institutions, in particular the European 
Parliament. Such political transformation entails a clear assumption of the 
democratic principle of ‘no taxation without representation’ in a proper align-
ment between taxing and spending within a political Union.
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The Legitimacy of  the EU’s  
Tax-Based Own Resources

FRANÇOIS BARREAU*

I. INTRODUCTION

The Lisbon Treaty1 introduced a new Article, Article 311, in the Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).2 Article 311(3) 
TFEU is written as follows:

The Council, acting in accordance with a special legislative procedure, shall unani-
mously and after consulting the European Parliament adopt a decision laying down 
the provisions relating to the system of own resources of the Union. In this context it 
may establish new categories of own resources or abolish an existing category. That 
decision shall not enter into force until it is approved by the Member States in accord-
ance with their respective constitutional requirements.

The European Union (EU) can introduce new own resources with the approval 
of the Member States. Based on this Article, among others, the EU adopted 
Decision 2020/2053 on the system of own resources of the EU.3 From 1 January  
2021, the reorganisation of the resources of the EU is based on this decision. 
For instance, point (7) of the Preamble provides for a new category based on 
non-recycled plastic packaging waste.4 Also, point (8) of the Preamble evokes 
‘proposals on a carbon border adjustment mechanism and on a digital levy with 
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a view to their introduction at the latest by 1 January 2023’.5 These examples 
can be added to other projects, such as the ‘Business in Europe: Framework for 
Income Taxation’ (BEFIT) Project,6 and bring to light the tendency of the EU to 
put in place tax-based own resources.

European tax-based own resources raise some questions regarding the 
distinction between the competence to tax and the power to tax. Here, the 
competence to tax is the right to enact the tax law while the power to tax must  
be understood as the right to levy taxes.7 An entity that finances its budget 
through its own taxes must have a right to levy these taxes. In modern European 
democracies, it generally means that the state has a consent to tax.8 This contri-
bution investigates whether the EU has this consent to tax in order to put in 
place tax-based own resources.

First, a certain distinction must be made between different possible designs 
of European taxes; the design that is chosen is relevant for the application of 
the consent to tax. There are three possibilities.9 A first possibility is a revenue-
sharing system.10 In this system, a tax is fully harmonised in the EU (tax base 
and tax rate) and implemented at the national level. Then, the Member States 
transfer a partial share of the revenues to the EU. This system is also known as 
a transfer system.11 Second, with a surcharge system, there is only a harmoni-
sation of the tax base.12 The EU ‘levies a surcharge in addition to the national 
tax rate’.13 This system is similar to the transfer system and is also based on a 
revenue-sharing arrangement. There is no direct tax claim from the EU. Third, 
the separation system is the introduction of a European tax completely distinct 
from the national systems.14 These different systems do not have the same rela-
tion to the concept of consent to tax. The separation system implies a direct 
relation between the taxpayer and the EU, which levies its own taxes. In order 
to avoid any confusion, it must be highlighted that a harmonised tax is not a 
European tax. Under a transfer system, the EU has non-tax claims over the 
Member States, which have tax claims over the taxpayers.15 What the EU receives 
is merely a contribution. The relationship between the taxpayer and the EU is 
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indirect and the EU makes no direct tax claim. A European tax might exist only 
in a separation system. For the purpose of this chapter, harmonised taxes as well 
as future possibilities for European taxes are analysed in order to shed light on 
the relevance and possibility of a European consent to tax, which would involve 
a direct relation between the EU and the taxpayers. It means a direct consent 
from the European people for a fully independent European tax.

In order to do so, the central question, whether the EU has a consent to tax 
in order to put in place tax-based own resources, will be answered through the 
essential distinction between the legal consent to tax and the political consent 
to tax.16 Even though this linguistic distinction might exist in other languages, 
it is a translation of the ‘consentement à l’impôt’ (legal consent to tax) and 
‘consentement de l’impôt’ (political consent to tax) in the French language.17 
The legal consent to tax is the application of the principle of legality.18 As long 
as the legal procedure is respected, there is a consent to tax. On the other hand, 
the political consent to tax is a social acceptance by citizens that they must pay 
the tax as being part of the society.19 For instance, in the French Constitution, 
Article 14 of the Declaration of Human and Civic Rights expresses the political 
consent to tax: ‘All citizens have the right to ascertain, by themselves, or through 
their representatives, the need for a public tax, to consent to it freely, to watch 
over its use, and to determine its proportion, basis, collection and duration’.20 
By comparison, article 34 of the French Constitution defines the legal consent to 
tax: ‘Statutes shall determine the rules concerning: … Finance Act shall deter-
mine the revenue and expenditure of the State in the conditions and with the 
reservations provided for by an Institutional Act’.21 Both articles are found in 
the Constitution but the second article is the legal basis and a clear explanation 
of the procedure to enact the tax rule (by the Parliament) while the first one 
contains the consent to be taxed by the citizens and cannot be invoked in a legal 
procedure.22 This distinction highlights the difference between legal and politi-
cal understandings of the consent to tax. This chapter will analyse the principle 
of the consent to tax in a European context. In a first step, through the notion of 
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Exit and Voice,23 applied to European integration by Weiler,24 it will be observed 
to what extent the consent to tax is part of the European integration. In a second 
step, the legitimacy of the EU to exercise its power to tax is assessed.

In his article ‘The Transformation of Europe’, Weiler applied Hirschman’s 
principles Exit, Voice and Loyalty to the process of European integration in 
order to demonstrate the equal importance of and the interactions between law 
and politics.25

Hirschman presented his principles in his book Exit, Voice and Loyalty in 
which he described three basic possible answers to the decline of firms or poli-
ties: quitting, speaking up, staying quiet.26 Exit corresponds to the market force 
(quitting when you do not want the product any more).27 Voice corresponds 
to non-market forces (manifestation in order to ask for change).28 Loyalty is 
the renunciation of action (staying quiet).29 Exit designates the more concrete 
world of economics while Voice designates the more abstract world of politi-
cal science.30 He demonstrates that to both worlds, the principle of the other 
world is useful and that reciprocity might be necessary.31 Weiler applied the 
interactions between economics and political science to law and politics in the 
framework of European integration.32 It is the distinction between hard law and 
‘hard law-making’.33

Exit is the legal field. There is, first, a formal or total Exit, which is a Member 
State taking the action of leaving the EU.34 However, Weiler focused instead on 
the realistic alternative of a selective Exit, which means ‘retaining membership’.35 
With selective Exit, the Member States can dampen the European integration, 
through their veto power for instance.36 When there is a ‘closure of selective 
Exit’,37 the EU takes away the possibility for the Member States to selectively 
apply EU law.38 For instance, when the CJEU interprets EU law and enacts 
general principles such as the primacy of EU law, it definitively restricts the free-
dom of movement of the Member States. In this chapter, the use of the concept 
Exit is a reference to selective exit.
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Second, Voice is the field of politics. It is the decision-making process before 
hard law becomes imperative.39 In Weiler’s terms, it is divided between: ‘(1) the 
political impetus for a policy; (2) the technical elaboration of policies and norms; 
(3) the formulation of a formal proposal; (4) the adoption of the proposal;  
(5) the execution of the adopted proposal’.40 When Exit (hard law) is put in 
place at the European level, it is almost impossible to avoid the Community obli-
gations. This is why, when there is a ‘closure of Exit’,41 the need for Voice (hard 
law-making) can increase in order to avoid too restrictive European obligations 
for the Member States.42 This interplay has been applied to general EU law by 
Weiler. In the same vein, it will be applied here to the legal and political consent 
to tax while also making a distinction between indirect and direct taxes. The 
legal consent to tax is Exit and the political consent to tax is Voice. At the EU 
level, the legal implementation of indirect taxes is further advanced than it is for 
direct taxes. However, it does not mean there is a complete integration because 
the Member States are still using their Voice, which avoids a complete ‘closure 
of selective Exit’.43 Concerning direct taxes, the Voice of the Member States is 
still stronger than the capacity of the EU ‘to close the Exit’.44 It is a matter of 
national tax sovereignty (see section II.B.ii). The Member States can take advan-
tage of their exclusive competence in this field. Finally, it is argued that Weiler’s 
distinction is still pertinent,45 especially for understanding European taxation. 
Thirty years and several European treaties later, European integration remains 
unfinished and the achievement of the Single Market is still an objective rather 
than a reality. This unachieved integration is especially perceptible in the field 
of European taxation, as will be demonstrated. The first section of the chapter 
will observe the interactions between European integration and the two aspects 
of the consent to tax.

The second section includes, beyond the factual situation, an assessment of 
whether the EU has the legitimacy to put in place tax-based own resources, or 
to put it in simple terms, whether a European consent to tax is democratically 
possible. In modern European states, the concept of legitimacy often involves 
the criterion of democracy. Here, it is not a question of making a conceptual 
distinction between democracy and legitimacy; legitimacy means that the 
EU has a sufficient democratic level.46 Still, in Weiler’s article, a distinction is 
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made between formal legitimacy and social legitimacy.47 Formal legitimacy will 
apply to Exit and social legitimacy will apply to Voice. Formal legitimacy is the 
application of the principle of legality through a democratic process: the require-
ments of the law are respected and there is a formal validity with a democratic 
foundation.48 Social legitimacy is a ‘social acceptance of the system’.49 There is 
social legitimacy when a government preserves and enhances values being part 
of the current political culture, such as justice, freedom and general welfare.50 In 
modern European states, this culture is a democratic culture. That said, democ-
racy seems to be essentially a question of representation in a state respecting the 
rule of law: the link between the citizen and the decisive bodies of the institution, 
and the preservation of the citizens’ rights.51 These two aspects will be assessed 
for indirect taxes and direct taxes together at the EU level. Certain distinctions 
could be made between the two types of taxes in terms of acceptance, espe-
cially as, from a market perspective in the process of the European integration, 
indirect taxes are directly linked to the objective of achieving the Single Market 
while direct taxes have a more general and indirect impact. This distinction is 
materialised at the EU level by the distinction between the EU competences in 
indirect and direct taxation. However, in the end democratic legitimacy must be 
the same for all kinds of taxes. The democratic side of the principle of consent 
to tax does not make a distinction.

Finally, the purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the extent to which the 
principle of consent to tax affects European integration bearing in mind that 
law and politics are of equal importance and can lead to opposite solutions at 
the European level. Furthermore, if the EU wants to introduce European taxes 
in the future, these interactions will be of utmost importance in the process of 
democratic legitimisation of such taxes, as well as the principle in itself.

II. EXIT, VOICE AND THE CONSENT TO TAX

A. Exit, Voice and the Objective of  Achieving the Single Market

i� The Ongoing Process of  a ‘Closure of  Exit’ for Indirect Taxes

Article 113 TFEU is written as follows:

The Council shall, acting unanimously in accordance with a special legislative 
procedure and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee, adopt provisions for the harmonisation of legislation concerning 
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turnover taxes, excise duties and other forms of indirect taxation to the extent that 
such harmonisation is necessary to ensure the establishment and the functioning of 
the internal market and to avoid distortion of competition.

This Article is the basis for the harmonisation of a limited number of indirect 
taxes and it cannot be seen as a legal consent to tax in the sense that it gives a 
power to tax to the EU. This harmonisation applies to existing indirect taxes. 
of the Member States for the objective of achieving the Single Market.52 The 
harmonisation of current legislation refers to the competence to tax and not 
to the power to tax. However, a special legislative procedure applies according 
to which the Council has the initiative of the legislative procedure and unanim-
ity voting is required.53 The unanimity procedure provides all the Member 
States with a veto power when sitting in the Council. Also, if the EU wants to 
increase its resources, in accordance with Article 311(3) TFEU, the approval of 
each national parliament is required. Thus, each single Member State’s national 
power to tax is preserved; the approval of both executive and legislative powers 
are constitutionally preserved in each Member State, and the principle of legal-
ity is respected.

Consequently, due to the necessary application of the objective of achiev-
ing the Single Market, as written in Article 113 TFEU, the Member States can 
use their national power to tax in order to create new European own resources. 
However, as Article 113 TFEU still only provides for harmonisation, these new 
European own resources would not be new tax-based own resources in the sense 
of European taxes. A separation system based on new taxes could not be estab-
lished on the basis of Article 113 TFEU. Nevertheless, a transfer system and a 
surcharge system, such as the VAT system,54 could be introduced.55 The princi-
ple of legality, and so the legal consent to tax, would be respected. There is no 
European power to tax. However, there is a legal procedure in order to create 
new European tax-based own resources but these resources would be attributed 
to the EU by means of contributions.

Then, even if Article 113 TFEU is limited to already existing indirect taxes 
in the different Member States, other provisions of the TFEU can be used for 
different tax-based own resources: Articles 191, 192 and 194 TFEU. Article 191 
TFEU provides the EU with a competence to adopt measures aiming at ‘preserv-
ing, protecting, and improving the quality of the environment’.56 Fiscal measures 
are possible according to Article 192(2) TFEU and Article 194(3) TFEU. The 
primary goal must not be revenue raising but the achievement of environmental 
objectives and objectives of energy policy.57 Here, new taxes are possible as long 
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as they pursue an environmental objective.58 There is the same special legislative 
procedure as for Article 113 TFEU and the EU could obtain new own resources 
based on indirect taxes because of these Articles.59 However, they should not 
constitute a primary revenue source.60 There is a legal procedure that gives legal 
consent to tax at the EU level. In terms of Exit, European taxes could be created 
for environmental reasons as a basis for new European tax-based own resources 
according to Article 311(3) TFEU and because the Union respects the shared 
competence of the Member States.

Concerning indirect taxes, a ‘closure of Exit’61 is possible in the EU. It 
already has a legal consent to tax in terms of environmental policy. If quali-
fied majority voting were put in place for these taxes, closure could be realised. 
Article 311(3) TFEU applies for the creation of new categories of resources. 
New European taxes based on Articles 192(2) and 194(3) TFEU could be created 
in order to contribute to these categories. Also, through the objective of achiev-
ing the Single Market, legal consent could be extended to other kinds of indirect 
taxes. There is a legal basis for European indirect tax-based own resources, even 
if it is limited to environmental purposes for the time being. It increases the 
importance of Voice for the Member States.

ii� Voice and Loyalty: An Intriguing Relationship in the Field of  Indirect 
Taxation

Concerning Voice, in the field of indirect taxation, the main example is the 
harmonisation of value-added taxation in the EU (VAT). Justified by a need 
to unify Europe after the Second World War and during the Cold War,62 but 
also seen as a necessity for the construction and implementation of the Single 
Market,63 the first VAT Directive was enacted in 1967.64 Today, the VAT system 
is based on a directive from 2006.65 This example of European integration in 
terms of taxation helps to remind us of the importance of politics, and thus 
of Voice, for the harmonisation of indirect taxes in the EU. Only the VAT 
basis is harmonised across Europe and the tax rates are still domestic rates. 
The VAT contribution to the EU budget is based on a surcharge system.66 This 
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still-restricted harmonisation can be seen as the consequence of the Voice of 
some Member States when the VAT system was implemented. These Member 
States refused to give up their decision-making power by moving from unanim-
ity voting to qualified majority voting.67 As a result of this unanimity voting, 
the Member States maintained their veto power and retained their political 
power during the process of ‘hard law-making’.68 In terms of the consent to tax, 
unanimity voting prevented further European integration, which could have led 
to a European power to tax in the field of indirect taxation. Two examples have 
been chosen to illustrate the importance of Voice in this matter.

First, in February 1957, while discussing the conditions of the VAT harmo-
nisation, Germany proposed an article on the harmonisation of the indirect 
tax systems of the Member States, which became Article 99 of the Treaty of 
Rome at that time.69 The Belgian Foreign Minister Paul-Henri Spaak, supported 
by Germany, wished that the Council would decide through qualified major-
ity voting after a transitional period.70 The French negotiators accepted the 
first draft of Article 99.71 However, Paul Ramadier, the French Minister of 
Finance, reacted to the pressure of the French tax authorities and said that the 
unanimity rule was not negotiable.72 In the end, the challenged disposition was 
withdrawn,73 and the rule is still unanimity voting.

Second, the ‘empty chair crisis’ had an impact on the VAT construction.74 
In 1965, Charles de Gaulle refused two European reforms:

•	 The change from unanimity voting to qualified majority voting.

•	 The new rules for the financing of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).75

The new financing rules of the CAP would have involved increased power for 
the European institutions and an increase in EU own resources. They would not 
have been limited to the support of agricultural expenses.76 During the debate 
on the CAP, Germany argued in favour of the suppression of tax frontiers within 
the European market. It would have involved mainly a common VAT system 
and the harmonisation of direct taxes.77 In France, the government refused the 
elimination of the tax frontiers in order to avoid a loss of its tax sovereignty and 
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an increase of VAT resources transferred to the European budget.78 The French 
delegation left Brussels on 30 June 1965; its chair remained empty.79 The crisis 
was resolved by the Luxembourg compromise in January 1966.80 Among others, 
qualified majority voting was limited to certain subjects and the Member States 
retained their veto power in the field of taxation.81 In addition, the EU accepted 
the idea of a common VAT system without suppressing the tax frontiers.82

This second example is maybe the most striking one of the use of Voice by 
a Member State. Nowadays, the rule for indirect taxes is still unanimity voting 
and the VAT contribution remains the same.83 There is a European competence 
for tax harmonisation but no European power to tax, essentially because the 
rule is still unanimity voting as a consequence of political opposition.

Nevertheless, here, the notion of Loyalty according to Hirschman’s princi-
ples might be important. There is Loyalty when the Member States, by staying 
quiet, let the EU extend its powers. The Voice of the Member States remains 
strong as a result of the unanimity rule. However, even if still limited, there is 
a political consent to tax in terms of indirect taxes, which is growing at the EU 
level. The objective of achieving the Single Market and contemporary concerns 
such as environmental issues demonstrate the impact of the Loyalty of the 
Member States, which would be willing to accept European dispositions that 
would give a political consent to tax to the EU. It is the example of the Carbon 
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM).84 The European Commission released 
a proposal on 14 July 2021 according to which a carbon price on imports of 
some products would be imposed in order to reduce carbon emissions in Europe, 
but the tax would directly contribute to the European budget as a tax-based 
own resource.85 The initial concern is the protection of the environment but the 
impact on Voice is certain. Through such concerns, the EU would obtain the 
approval of the Member States for non-tax concerns but also a political consent 
to tax. A disproportionate number of such directives could become an issue 
in terms of legitimacy. Indeed, it would be a political consent to tax given by 
the governments of the Member States and not by the citizens themselves. This 
aspect will be considered in the next section.
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B. Exit, Voice and National Tax Sovereignty

i� The Never-Ending Road Towards Exit

Article 115 TFEU is written as follows:

Without prejudice to Article 114, the Council shall, acting unanimously in accordance 
with a special legislative procedure and after consulting the European Parliament and 
the Economic and Social Committee, issue directives for the approximation of such 
laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the Member States as directly affect 
the establishment or functioning of the internal market.86

Concerning direct taxes, there is no specific legal basis in the EU Treaties for 
their harmonisation. Article 115 TFEU has always been the indirect justification. 
Similar to the application of Article 113 TFEU, a special legislative procedure is 
required. A legal consent to tax is possible in the same context as for indirect 
taxes under Article 113 TFEU. The harmonisation is possible for already exist-
ing taxes if they excessively distort the Single Market.87 A European tax could 
not be created and only a system based on a contribution is possible, meaning a 
transfer system or a surcharge system.

Furthermore, on the lack of basis for a direct legal consent to tax in the 
EU Treaties, the question could be raised whether Article 311 TFEU could 
be a direct legal basis for the creation of tax-based own resources. However, 
this possibility seems to have been easily discarded.88 The German Federal 
Constitutional Court has asserted that Article 311(1) TFEU does not grant to 
the EU a Kompetenz-Kompetenz.89 Article 311 TFEU provides no European 
legal consent to tax; it only enables the creation of new general categories of 
European resources and gives the EU no further competences with regard to 
taxation.

A ‘closure of Exit’90 is very unlikely to happen for direct taxes at the European 
level because the Member States still want to preserve their national tax sover-
eignty, keeping their competence to tax. Their Voice is predominant.

ii� Voice as a Veto in the Field of  Direct Taxation

During the Foundational Period of the European Community (1958–70),91  
agreements for a common VAT system were found while a harmonisation 
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of corporate income tax was finally abandoned.92 Since then, most of the 
Commission proposals have not succeeded. The most important attempt for 
harmonisation in direct taxation was the proposal for a common Consolidated 
Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB).93 A proposal came out in 2011 but the Council 
could not agree on the adoption of a directive.94 In 2015, the Commission took 
a different approach and transformed the proposal into one for a common 
company tax base.95 There would have been no consolidation between the 
Member States in the first phase and the directive would have been applied only 
to large group of companies with an option for other groups of companies.96 
This new proposal is also still not adopted.

In 2021, the Commission proposed a new business tax agenda.97 By 2023, 
a new proposal based on the OECD works98 should be released: the BEFIT 
Project.99 Nonetheless, until now, the Member States always refused to harmo-
nise direct taxes within the Single Market. Achieving the Single Market has 
never been a sufficiently strong objective to overcome the Member States’ will 
to preserve their national tax sovereignty and their national tax policy in terms 
of direct taxation. The political implications of direct taxation in terms of poli-
cymaking seems to be too important for the Member States’ governments to 
give up their full independence in this matter. Direct taxes are closely linked to 
their social impact on the citizens in the political conscience.100 Consequently, 
unanimity voting seems to be an insurmountable obstacle, even more because 
the EU does not have a competence to tax in this field. Finally, as it will be seen 
in the next section, legitimacy is of utmost importance for the taxpayer-citizen.

III. THE LEGITIMACY OF A EUROPEAN CONSENT TO TAX

A. The Formal Legitimacy of  the EU

i� A Need for a Constitutional Consent to Tax

A further European integration for tax-based own resources necessitates 
enhanced legitimacy. In most European countries, a democratic legal consent 
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to tax involves, at least, a constitutional basis.101 This basis states that the 
Parliament has the power to enact the tax law and has the power to collect taxes –  
through their creation – by means of representation.102 In terms of formal and 
so legal legitimacy, it involves two conditions, which are a consent to tax in the 
constitution and a respect of the popular sovereignty through representation.

At the European level, formal legitimacy is indirect.103 The distinction between 
indirect and direct democratic legitimacy is especially important because of the 
possibility of a separation system. If the EU wants to put in place a separate tax 
system from those of the Member States and create a European tax, as there 
would be a direct link with the taxpayer-citizens, direct democratic requirements 
would be necessary. It must be remembered that the special legislative procedure 
(unanimity voting) and the necessity of the approval of national parliaments 
give only an indirect legitimacy to the EU. This formal legitimacy is not suffi-
cient for a separation system, which would be possible under Articles 192(2) 
and 194(3) TFEU in terms of legal consent to tax.

Thus, representation and constitutional rights are of the utmost impor-
tance for producing direct democratic legitimacy. In this first subsection about  
the formal legitimacy of the EU, two aspects are addressed. The first is the 
respect for the rule of law in terms of consent to tax by the EU. The second is the 
principle of no taxation without representation.

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled that the EU is a ‘community 
based on the rule of law’.104 It is enshrined in Article 6 of the Treaty on the 
European Union (TEU):105

The Union recognises the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter 
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union of 7 December 2000, as adapted 
at Strasbourg, on 12 December 2007, which shall have the same legal value as the 
Treaties.

The provisions of the Charter shall not extend in any way the competences of the 
Union as defined in the Treaties.

The rights, freedoms and principles in the Charter shall be interpreted in accordance 
with the general provisions in Title VII of the Charter governing its interpretation 
and application and with due regard to the explanations referred to in the Charter, 
that set out the sources of those provisions.
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The Union shall accede to the European Convention for the Protection of Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Such accession shall not affect the Union’s 
competences as defined in the Treaties.

Fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and as they result from the constitutional 
traditions common to the Member States, shall constitute general principles of the 
Union’s law.106

The rule of law, as understood in the light of Article 6 TEU, involves different 
principles such as legal certainty. It is a general principle of EU law. This princi-
ple means that a law adopted by the EU and having effect in it must be certain, 
clear and precise; its legal implication must be foreseeable, especially concerning 
financial obligations and there must be a proper legal basis.107

In the EU, as an application of the principle of legal certainty, there is the 
misuse of powers test.108 This test verifies whether a lawful power is not exer-
cised for any other purpose than that for which it was conferred.109 A tentative 
thesis is proposed here with the unique purpose of highlighting the lack of 
formal democratic legitimacy of the EU in terms of consent to tax. It must be 
remembered that there is a distinction between the competence to tax and the 
power to tax.110 The latter is the right to levy taxes and requires a consent to tax. 
Furthermore, the Member States did not officially give to the EU a competence 
to tax in direct taxation and Article 115 TFEU merely covers ‘approximation of 
laws’.111

The tentative thesis is that tax-based own resources of the EU are not in 
line with the rule of law and especially with the principle of legal certainty. 
First, it has been demonstrated in the first section that Article 311 TFEU 
cannot be used as a legal basis for new tax-based own resources as it does not 
give the ‘Kompetenz-Kompetenz’.112 It means that the legal bases can only be 
Articles 113 and 115 TFEU, combined with the possibility of creating new cate-
gories of Article 311 TFEU. In this situation, the distinction between already 
existing taxes and new taxes is not necessary because the principle of the 
consent to tax is contained neither in Article 113 TFEU nor in Article 115 TFEU. 
Both Articles give a competence to tax that can be exercised at the EU level. 
In Article 113 TFEU, it is clearly detailed that harmonisation can be achieved 
subject to unanimity voting. In Article 115 TFEU, harmonisation in the field of 
taxation is implied and not clearly written, and still requires unanimity voting. 
There is an indirect democratic legitimacy concerning the competence to tax. 
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The power to levy taxes is not considered and consent to tax is not expressed 
in the TFEU, nor can such consent be deduced from Article 311 TFEU. Thus, it 
is doubtful that a consent to tax for the EU itself follows from these Articles. 
If the EU puts in place tax-based own resources on the basis of these Articles, 
there is a risk of a misuse of powers if there is a creation of a European tax 
through a separation system. Indirect legitimacy is not sufficient because the 
constitutional provisions of a single Member State would not be able to protect 
the taxpayer-citizen any more. There would be a breach of the principle of legal 
certainty to the detriment of the European citizens in their direct relation with 
the EU, which would have been created by the separation system.

Democratically, and considering that the EU Treaties are a ‘constitutional 
charter’,113 there is no constitutional right to levy taxes for the EU. In order 
to avoid uncertainty, a written consent to tax in the EU Treaties could help to 
draw its limits. However, there is already a legal consent to tax written in the 
EU Treaties at Articles 192 and 194 TFEU. The possibility to use fiscal measures 
is explicitly written in this specific case. The only limit to such environmental 
taxes is the unanimity voting and the main risk would be to use the environ-
mental policy for tax purposes. The future will tell how the creation of new 
European tax-based own resources will be balanced with the protection of 
taxpayers’ rights. Finally, these Articles do not allow the use of a separation 
system in terms of formal legitimacy when it comes to the principle of no taxa-
tion without representation: this system would be specific to the EU and should 
be approved at the EU level with a permanent representation and not with an 
indirect punctual approval of the national parliaments.

ii� No Taxation without Representation

The second important aspect in terms of formal legitimacy is the principle of 
no taxation without representation. Previously, the importance of writing the 
consent to tax in the Treaties has been discussed. This consent to tax implies 
that the people give the power to tax to their parliament by means of representa-
tion. Indeed, popular sovereignty implies that, in most European democracies, 
the people must govern even if they give their consent to be taxed to the power 
in place. This paradox is achieved through representation in a constitutional 
system. The importance of the role of the Parliament will be covered through a 
historical approach.

One of the first appearances of the consent to tax can be found in the 
Magna Carta of 1215.114 At that time, the conception of the state was differ-
ent from modern democracies. The monarch often had an absolute power of 
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vis et voluntas (force and will).115 John Plantagenet, in old England, abused 
this power as he was levying high taxes in order to support war expenses even 
in times of peace.116 Yet, in the late Middle Ages, when there was no need to 
unite in order to defend the kingdom, the king was living on his own like his 
vassals.117 It means that, in times of peace, the king was not imposing taxes or 
heavy burdens on his vassals and was taking care of his own lands like them. 
King John Plantagenet abused of his right to levy taxes. This is why the Greater 
Charter of Liberties (Magna Carta) was signed after a short civil war between 
the king and his barons. Clauses 12 and 14 stated:

No scutage nor aid shall be imposed on our kingdom, unless by common counsel of 
our kingdom, except for ransoming our person, for making our eldest son a knight, 
and for once marrying our eldest daughter; and for these there shall not be levied 
more than a reasonable aid. In like manner it shall be done concerning aids from the 
city of London.118

And in order to have the common counsel of the kingdom for the levying of an aid, 
other than in the three instances aforesaid, or for the levying of scutage, we are to 
cause the archbishops, bishops, abbots, earls and greater barons to be summoned 
individually by our letters; and moreover we are to have a general summons made, 
through our sheriffs and bailiffs, of all who hold in chief of us; for a fixed day, at 
least forty days thence, and at a fixed place. And in all the letters of summons we are 
to set out its cause. And after the summons has thus been made the business is to go 
forward on the appointed day according to the counsel of those present, even if not 
all those summoned have come.119

The king was no longer able to put in place taxes without the approval of the 
‘common counsel’.120 Different from the idea of representation, it was a first 
appearance of a consent to tax in a system different from modern democracies. 
Thus, it is in the American foundation that a consent through representation 
must be found.

After the Seven Years War, the British government faced a huge national 
debt.121 New taxes were imposed on the American colonies.122 In addition to 
already existing local taxes, they had to pay high import duties on the products 
coming from Great Britain among others.123 Under the English Bill of Rights,124 
the imposition of  taxes without the consent of  Parliament was forbidden, 
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and the American colonists did not have any representatives in the British  
Parliament.125

Two theses were in opposition. For James Otis, a Massachusetts lawyer and 
politician, ‘taxation without representation is tyranny’.126 The act of taxing 
unrepresented people in the Parliament is a direct attack on the most essen-
tial rights of freemen. It was the American position.127 On the other side, the 
British position was that there was a virtual representation.128 George Grenville 
and Thomas Whateley had previously theorised the idea that Members of 
Parliament could represent the people of a nation even if some of the people 
could not vote for them.129 The American colonies were not the only ones to 
not be represented in the British Parliament. Samuel Johnson wrote a pamphlet, 
‘Taxation no tyranny’, emphasising this aspect.130

The American colonists refused to agree to this position and many tax 
duties and tax disputes such as the controversial Stamp Act131 and the Boston 
Tea Party132 led to a secession and the American Declaration of Independence 
in 1776.133

Historically, the motto no taxation without representation became the 
pillar of modern democracies and the American democracy is one of the first 
democratic models. It seems to be preceded only by the Corsican Republic 
of 1755, whose Constitution already included the consent to tax and its vote 
by Parliament.134 Consequently, the formal legitimacy of the modern democ-
racies implies a constitutional consent to tax embodied by the representation 
through an elected parliament, which exemplifies the popular sovereignty. The 
European procedure for the adoption of European tax rules does not follow this 
process. Even if the European Parliament has a veto power,135 it does not have 
the legislative power in tax matters and acts as a consultative body. Since 1979, 
the representatives of the European populations are directly elected by the 
people but they still do not have the tax powers that must involve the principle 
of no taxation without representation. Thus, there is a democratic flaw at the 
EU level.

Nevertheless, there is a democratic procedure but it is fulfilled at the national 
level of the Member States. For Vanistendael,136 democratic legitimacy cannot 
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be accomplished at both the European and national levels at the same time.137 
With the unanimity procedure and the approval of the parliaments, formal legit-
imacy is accomplished at the national level. In this sense, the EU does not have a 
formal legitimacy in itself. For a European separation system, the powers of the 
European Parliament in terms of taxation should be enhanced but the other two 
systems benefit from an indirect formal legitimacy.

B. The Social Legitimacy of  the EU

i� The Absence of  Demos of  the European Community

The concept of virtual representation evoked in the previous subsection leads 
to the analysis of the social legitimacy of the EU in terms of tax-based own 
resources in order to assess whether a separation system could be put in place. 
There are two aspects. First, the taxpayer as a voter and so as a citizen ques-
tions the demos of the EU in terms of representation through the European 
Parliament. Second, the idea of a possible fiscal contract in order to put in place 
European taxes questions the possibility of a European ethos.

Before beginning the analysis, the distinction between indirect taxes and 
direct taxes must be mentioned. The relation between the taxpayer-citizen and 
the state as well as the fiscal contract concern both indirect taxation and direct 
taxation. However, this distinction exists at the European level as a consequence 
of the economic objectives of the EU. The relation between indirect taxes and 
the objective of achieving the Single Market could have given a social acceptance 
to such taxes. Like a kind of application of the benefit principle,138 harmoni-
sation of indirect taxes at the European level seems to be the price to pay in 
order to have a Single Market, which might be seen as an economic advantage 
for taxpayers. The same could be said about environmental taxes. They would 
be the fair price for a more effective protection of the environment. The future 
will determine to what extent this can be true and what will be the impact of 
the difference between contributions and European taxes on individuals. On the 
other side, this social acceptance is not true yet for direct taxes. More than a 
technical way of financing the state, they have an important social impact as can 
be seen in the history of political philosophy.139

Thus, the principle of no taxation without representation is a reference to 
the taxpayer-citizen. The members of a parliament, who represent the people, 
are elected by the citizens who are also taxpayers. The right to be represented 
in terms of taxation becomes an intrinsic element of belonging to a state as an 
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individual. It implies the notion of nation state140 where the sum of the indi-
viduals, as taxpayer-citizens, constitutes the nation of the state. There are two 
issues concerning the EU: the first is general and will only be mentioned, and the 
second is inherent to the EU.

First, the theory of the virtual representation has been developed because the 
link between the taxpayer and the citizen does not work in reality. Individuals 
are taxed as a result of residence and not as citizens. In a state, all the residents 
must contribute to taxes but they are not all citizens. Therefore, they do not all 
have a right to vote. Similarly, there are individuals who can vote but who are 
not taxed. This is why there is a theory of virtual representation. It is a general 
representation of a collectivity. In any nation state, this can be an issue in terms 
of social acceptance of a fiscal policy.141 This issue is multiplied at the EU level.

Indeed, the notion of taxpayer-citizen implies the taxpayer belonging to a 
nation. This thesis is supposed to be an important part of the social acceptance 
of taxes.142 The question is whether the EU can be understood as a nation or 
not, so whether it has a demos.143 For instance, Weiler144 considers this issue as 
being part of the ‘new constitutional order’145 that constitutes the EU. Due to 
the doctrine of direct effect, not only the Member States but also the individu-
als are subjects of the European order.146 This is one of the justifications of the 
constitutionalisation of the EU.147 However, it does not mean that the EU is de 
facto a nation.148 European individuals can be subjects of the EU independently 
of national legislations but it must not reduce the notion of citizen to the appli-
cation of a doctrine.149

‘Citizens constitute the Demos of the polity’.150 Demos is the collective side 
of citizenship, and an important side in terms of democracy.151 Individuals must 
be members of the democracy. In Weiler’s words, the authority and legitimacy of 
a majority is justified by the demos.152 The nation as a sum of individuals being 
part of a same collectivity must be the place where the rules of the democracy 
can impose sacrifices. In the example of the political consent to tax of Article 14 
of the French Declaration of Human and Civic Rights, it is the collective consent 
to tax that gives the right to the state to impose an individual burden.153 Yet, the 
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thesis for now is that there is no demos at the European level.154 It is a matter 
of empirical observation.155 For instance, Swedish and Austrian people are part 
of two different nations. There are no Swedish representatives in the Austrian 
Parliament and vice versa. Now, with a majority rule at the European level and 
empowering the European Parliament (giving formal legitimacy), Swedish repre-
sentatives could impose their tax views on the Austrian people. In other words, 
the nations represented by the minority would lose their democratic demos.

This leads to a simple observation. In terms of formal legitimacy of the 
European consent to tax, giving more powers to the European Parliament 
would substantiate the democratic legitimacy of the EU. However, in terms 
of social legitimacy, it would break the link between the taxpayer-citizens and 
their cultural backgrounds. It would be difficult to get social acceptance for a 
tax from the people of a Member State when the representatives of this State 
voted against it. In this situation, the democracy is separated from the nation 
state. However, a European ethos is still possible in order to create a European 
community and overcome this issue.

ii� A European Ethos for a European Fiscal Contract

Even if there is no European demos, a European ethos might exist. This ethos 
could be the foundation of a European fiscal contract. It expresses here the idea 
that a political and social acceptance of the individuals is necessary in order to 
put in place European taxes in terms of social legitimacy. From a democratic 
point of view, it is the expression of popular sovereignty – where individuals 
accept an intrusion into their right to property156 – even if, afterwards, taxes are 
imposed.

The ethos can be understood as a general set of formal and informal values  
accepted by individuals who become part of a community founded on these 
values.157 In the EU, a reference can be made to the already quoted Article 6 TEU, 
but also to Article 2 TEU:

The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democ-
racy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of 
persons belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in 
a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and 
equality between women and men prevail.

These values can be the foundation of a common ethos in the EU. They are 
‘common to the Member States in a society’.158 This reference to a society 
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requires a European integration, which is not legal but social. As there is no 
European demos, the only way to create this European community is through 
common values. If the different peoples of the EU recognise themselves in them, 
there is a possibility to create a community under EU law. In order to accomplish 
this integration in the specific field of taxation, and especially direct taxation, 
trust seems to be of utmost importance.

In the approach made here, trust is an important aspect of justice as it could 
be perceived by individuals. Even if, in a state, there is a theory of a collec-
tively accepted fiscal contract, there is a duty for individuals to pay taxes.159 In 
order to help them accept this duty, the administration must demonstrate to the 
taxpayers that they can trust it. This can be done through good management of 
public resources but also by the capacity of the state to deal with matters like 
tax evasion or tax fraud.160 As an example, on this very last point, the EU has 
already begun to create the basis for a fiscal contract. The Union is more able 
than the Member States to deal with issues such as tax avoidance as it is not 
limited by the domestic frontiers. The ATAD directives,161 which are applicable 
on the whole territory of the EU, are a good example of a step to an enhanced 
fairness between taxpayers. By enhancing social justice, the EU builds this 
contract of trust. It is as a supranational entity with its own fields of competence 
that the EU can get social approval on such aspects that cannot be resolved by 
the Member States alone. Even in the field of direct taxation, in corporate taxa-
tion, the progressive achievement of the Single Market, as the economic telos of 
the EU, could build an acceptance of a hypothetical fiscal contract.

A European ethos is possible and it is a part of European integration.  
A social legitimacy for European tax-based own resources, through a social and 
fiscal contract, is an aspect of this ethos and might exist in the future.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the interactions between law and politics in the EU have been 
observed, especially in the process of putting in place European tax-based own 
resources. The analysis has been conducted through the prism of the consent to 
tax in the current European institutionalist context.

In the EU, the distinction between indirect and direct taxes is written into 
law. The integration process is different and Exit and Voice are different for both 
kinds of taxes. Concerning indirect taxes, through the objective of achieving the 
Single Market, a ‘closure of Exit’162 could be reached in the future. The Voice 
of the Member States might give room for a full Loyalty and a full consensus 
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in order to complete the EU objectives. On the other side, their Voice seems so 
important in the field of direct taxation that Exit barely seems to exist and is still 
a consequence of the application of national rules for the EU’s benefit.

Hence, the technical possibilities offered by EU law in order to put in place 
European tax-based own resources can become problematic in terms of legiti-
macy. Yet, the consent to tax could be seen as a simple matter of procedure but 
it is also a founding element of the democracy. The EU must take it into account 
and there are two ways to do it: at the domestic level or at the European level.

Depending on the design of future tax-based own resources of the EU (kind 
of system), constitutional adaptations might be required in terms of formal 
legitimacy. These adaptations also relate to the respect of the rule of law as to 
the principle of no taxation without representation. However, as it has been 
seen, empowering the European Parliament could be an issue in terms of social 
legitimacy. This emphasises the distinction between indirect taxes and direct 
taxes for the EU. As Voice can be Loyalty concerning indirect taxes, it is conceiv-
able that social legitimacy could be reached anyway for such taxes. The situation 
might be more difficult in the field of direct taxation.

At the moment, the EU as an institution seems to be in a democratic impasse 
or at least at a crossroads. Through a transfer system, for instance, it accepts 
its democratic deficit with the constant need to justify its actions. On the other 
side, a separation system would need some constitutional changes and a social 
acceptance that cannot be predicted. Nevertheless, in a globalised environment, 
the EU could develop its own legitimacy through a kind of market competence. 
Through situations that only the EU and not a Member State alone can resolve, 
it could attract a social legitimacy and give rise to some legal adaptations in 
order to reinforce its formal legitimacy. The European environmental policy is a 
possible glimpse of such a new transformation of Europe. Environmental taxes 
can be the first agents of this new and less institutional approach. The balance 
between law and politics will still be preponderant in order to find a democratic 
equilibrium between possibilities and limits for the EU in order to create its new 
tax-based own resources.

Back in history, the paradox of Montesquieu pointed out the correlation 
between democracy and taxes.163 Increasing taxes would increase freedom. In 
democratic states, taxes are the price paid for freedom while in tyrannical states 
few taxes are levied. According to Barilari who tested this theory in modern 
states, the historical justification of this paradox is the intricate link between 
democracy and the consent to tax.164 Whatever the evolution, the consent to tax 
must not be neglected.
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From the Governance of  National 
Tax Systems to Governing Through 
European Taxation: A Justification  
for the EU’s Power to Levy Taxes

JUSSI JAAKKOLA*

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of the European Economic Community, European 
law has shaped Member States’ tax systems. Throughout its existence, 
European law has addressed national tax systems’ negative externalities  

on the functioning of the European market. From the mid-1990s onwards, an 
additional concern has been the adverse repercussions, such as tax policy compe-
tition and tax avoidance, of the European market on national tax systems. Since 
the Eurozone crisis, the measures of European macroeconomic governance have 
moulded national tax systems to be in line with the imperatives of financial sta-
bility and sound public finances. Gradually, the evolution of EU law has resulted 
in a bifurcated composition of the European Union’s (EU) power to tax: while 
the Union significantly regulates how Member States exercise national taxing 
powers, it lacks the authority to levy taxes to the European public purse.1 While 
endowed with regulatory faculties, the EU continues to lack the traditional ‘core 
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state power’ for the collection of tax revenues.2 In the field of tax, the EU may 
be portrayed as a ‘legislation-centred’ polity,3 as ‘law remains the central instru-
ment for both realising integration and for allowing the Union to govern’.4 The 
EU thus shares the common feature of international organisations: rather than 
governing by taxes – ie, using taxes for ordering socio-economic conditions – 
international organisations engage in the governance of taxation – ie, shaping 
the national exercise of taxing powers through legislative standards.5 Therefore, 
the contemporary EU lacks a genuine capacity to tax.

The power to collect taxes constitutes the lifeblood of government, as there 
is ‘no public expenditure without taxation’.6 The EU also needs resources to 
finance its functions. Certainly, since the EU is a second-order polity, it can and 
increasingly does extract resources from Member States’ treasuries. Relying on 
national contributions, however, incites constant distributive struggles and divi-
sions among Member States, and governments’ juste retour behaviour erodes 
the EU’s problem-solving capacities and output legitimacy.7 The Eurozone and 
Covid-19 crises have only aggravated the situation. During both crises, massive 
political demand has put pressure on the EU to deal with the disruptions. 
However, the policy responses, such as macroeconomic stabilisation through 
financial rescue packages and recovery instruments, have involved enormous 
monetary resources, and reaching an agreement on these issues has proven to be 
a perplexing exercise in intergovernmental negotiations. It appears that in the 
absence of the power to levy taxes, the EU cannot engage in ‘mutually beneficial 
mobilisation of resources on a scale that is commensurate to the many crises 
Europe is now facing’.8 Therefore, conferring the power to collect taxes on the 
EU has been envisaged as a remedy to the EU’s suboptimal problem-solving  
performance. In the Eurozone and Covid-19 crises, calls for the European 
power to levy taxes have accelerated tremendously. The former crisis marked 
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the breakthrough of the political idea of a European ‘fiscal capacity’,9 which 
soon became equated with the power to levy taxes,10 especially in the context of 
the latter crisis.11 The functional considerations indeed support using taxes as a 
means of governing at the EU level.

Notwithstanding the functional cause for establishing the European capacity 
to tax, the power to levy taxes has been considered as an exclusive prerogative 
of the nation state. Partly because of this normative presumption, the required 
consensus for conferring a genuine taxing power on the EU has not been reached 
among Member States. Therefore, extending taxing capacities beyond the 
nation state needs a proper justification. This chapter considers one possible 
pattern of justification. In so doing, it does not start from the principles of any 
sui generis approach to the EU. Rather, it reflects on the premise that has histori-
cally legitimised taxation in national political contexts and been authoritative in 
allocating taxing rights horizontally between nation states. In domestic settings, 
the core assumption has been a functional and reciprocal relationship between 
taxation and economy, in which both contribute to the other’s conditions of  
possibility and which legitimises the collection of taxes. In the international envi-
ronment, the idea thrived as an influential doctrine of economic allegiance. In 
the 2010s, the tenet re-emerged as a guiding idea for redesigning the international  
tax regime, as a host of policymakers and international organisations pleaded 
for the taxation of economic activities where economic value is created. This 
chapter proposes that the EU’s power to levy taxes may be examined in the light 
of traditional principles that have preceded the existence of the EU and gained 
currency over a long historical process.

The chapter elaborates the mutually enabling relationship between taxation 
and economy and suggests it may be meaningfully applied to justify the vertical 
distribution of tax-collecting powers between the EU and its Member States. 
Relying on the idea of a systemic connection between the power to tax and 
economic value creation, the chapter concludes that the EU may make a legiti-
mate claim to tax the economic activities that its legal system, together with 
national systems, enables. In this unconventional polity, there is a relevant recip-
rocal allegiance between the EU and economic activities taking place within the 
internal market, and this legitimises the EU power to levy taxes. Rather than a 
revolutionary and adventurous act, setting up the European capacity to tax is 
regarded here as a belated step in the integration process that even committed 
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advocates of liberal Europe lack reason to resist. In developing this argument, 
the chapter proceeds essentially in three steps. Section II examines the recip-
rocally enabling relationship between taxation and economy in the domestic 
context, while section III spells out how this relationship has shaped the hori-
zontal allocation of taxing powers between countries in the international 
context. Section IV reflects on the EU as a value-enabling community that has a 
legitimate cause to extract value from the European economy it makes possible. 
The concluding section V recapitulates and considers the implications of the 
chapter’s arguments.

II. RECIPROCITY BETWEEN TAXATION AND ECONOMY  
IN THE LIBERAL SOCIAL ORDER

In the practice of modern government, the substantive legitimacy of taxation 
has rested on two properties. The first embraces the acceptable functions taxes 
serve vis-a-vis society, while the second involves the equitable distribution of 
the tax burden among individuals in society. Even though the latter permeated 
the twentieth-century quarrels over taxation, the rationale according to which 
taxes are imposed constitutes a primer that legitimises the collection of taxes 
in the first place.12 This section traces such a raison d’être of taxation. In doing 
so, it relies on a moderate premise: rather than the pervasive role of taxes in the 
redistributive-interventionist and Keynesian policy regime, it considers the legit-
imacy of the revenue-raising function of taxes. This fiscal purpose was endorsed 
also in the liberal model of political rule, and long before espousing the social 
and interventionist orientation, ‘the modern state was basically a state based on 
taxation, the bureaucracy of the treasury the true core of its administration’.13 
The functional and systemic legitimacy of taxation was formatively articulated 
in the liberal context of the limited government.

For the emergence of modern taxation, the functional separation between 
public and private spheres within the social order was key.14 From the seven-
teenth century onwards, and reaching its climax in the nineteenth century, this 
differentiation developed as a separation between state and society, between 
government and economy.15 In the liberal social model, the market system was 
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invented as a relatively autonomous institution, and it was seen as a primary 
site of promoting social and economic ends. The market was considered an 
action sphere of private actors, which entailed a confined role for the state. It 
was required that government does not dictate individuals’ economic goals or 
reshape their commercial and contractual relations, and there was an expec-
tation that these relations be shaped by the price mechanism and market 
considerations. The state was also supposed to abstain from directly engaging 
in market activities, therefore eschewing the role as an economic actor. The 
government surrendering its economic agency under the liberal premise was at 
the heart of the process that Rudolf Goldscheid portrayed as the ‘expropria-
tion of the state’.16 Since expropriated from its traditional financial sources, 
the government was compelled to establish taxes as a permanent machinery of 
securing revenues. Yet, while their functional separation organised the life of 
a polity thoroughly, the state and the economy were not insulated from each 
other.17 Rather, they were mutually embedded and served as conditions for each 
other’s reproduction. This was most evident with respect to taxation, which 
functioned as a nexus between public and private involvement in the creation 
of value within the social order.

In the modern tax state, succeeding the collapse of the feudal order, taxes 
were collected as financing means, and they were essential for carrying out the 
general purposes that legitimised the existence and operation of the state.18 
According to political thought at the time, the government’s task was seen as 
ensuring the life, liberty and estates of individuals. In establishing the politi-
cal community, individuals were seen to aspire to preserve ‘their lives, liberties, 
and estates, which I call by the general name, “property”. The great and chief 
end, therefore, of men’s uniting into commonwealths and putting themselves 
under government is the preservation of their property’.19 Without a doubt, the 
government’s political mandate was a limited one. However, taking care of the 
governing duties necessitated resources, and ‘governments cannot be supported 
without great charge, and it is fit everyone who enjoys his share of the protec-
tion should pay out of his estate his proportion for the maintenance of it’.20 
Similarly, for Thomas Hobbes, the rationale of the state was to secure peace, 
liberty and proprietary rights, and taxes imposed ‘on the people by the sovereign 
power, are nothing else but the wages, due to them that hold the public sword, 
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to defend private men in the exercise of their several trades, and  callings’.21 
Enforcing property rights and contractual obligations was vital for the func-
tioning of the economy, and this was possible only under the auspices of state 
authority, which in turn depended on taxes.22 In the emerging liberal social order, 
taxation constituted a structural core among the systemic conditions enabling 
private production and exchange, and it was due to taxes that the creation and 
 reproduction of value within the economic sphere could transpire.

While taxation enables the market economy, the collection of taxes itself is 
dependent on the private sphere. Since taxes are imposed on economic activities 
and private holdings, the private domain serves as a necessary underpinning that 
renders fiscal extraction feasible. This dependence is the fate of the expropri-
ated state in the Goldscheidian sense, and it provoked Joseph A Schumpeter to 
characterise the tax state as an economic parasite.23 In the liberal constitutional 
order, endorsing private ownership and entrusting economic efforts primarily to 
the private sphere, the state acts in the role of an external and non-contractual 
party, which takes part only in the market outcomes, which happens by means 
of imposing taxes.24 Therefore, the market society is a socio-legal framework 
within which taxation achieves its mature design, and it functions as a systemic 
correlative of taxation.25 The dependence of taxation on the market economy 
also entails that taxes may not frustrate the value-generating potential of the 
private economy, as this would eradicate the very conditions on which taxation 
rests.26 Furthermore, given that taxation involves an extractive intrusion into the 
economy, the acceptable level of taxation became a heated issue in the liberal 
state. From the mid-eighteenth century onwards, political economy emerged as 
a pervasive disciplinary framework seeking to introduce economically rational 
boundaries for government powers, including taxation.27 Still, even though the 
constraining principles on the power to tax were sought throughout the era of 
liberal state formation, and vehemently so among political economists, the role 
of taxation in enabling the private economy remained the premise that advised 
not to abolish taxes but to fix their proper position in the social and economic 
process of value formation.
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Since taxation enables private economy and vice versa, taxes and economy 
stand in a mutually reinforcing relationship, operating as each other’s functional 
counterparts.28 The relationship of mutual reinforcement between the public 
and private spheres, in which taxes contribute to the conditions of the econ-
omy and the economy provides for fiscal extraction, was essential in solidifying 
the conception that taxes and the economy constitute a more or less integrated 
socio-economic structure. By the end of the nineteenth century, this model of 
legitimising taxes had found a distinct form and become firmly settled in the 
theory of public finance, as demonstrated by Lorenz von Stein’s ideas. Von 
Stein’s justification for taxation was based on the social-theoretical assumption 
that it is

beyond the possible that the community could provide for individuals, also economi-
cally, the conditions for their progress, unless individuals return [to the community] 
a portion of the economic rewards they derive under these conditions … This is the 
economic principle of any human community.29

By means of law, this fundamental social-theoretical principle is translated into 
a tax system. A tax system serves as a legal framework within which the private 
sphere can flourish, and hence, the members of a society ought to contribute to 
the public purse in return. In this, von Stein sees ‘the origin of the organic circuit 
in the innermost life of the state …: tax potential [within the private economy] 
enables taxation, taxation provides for administration, and administration, in 
turn, engenders tax potential’.30 Therefore, the production of economic value is 
a circular process, structured around public and private constituents, as prefig-
ured by the exchange theories of taxation.31

On the face of it, conceptualising the relationship between taxation and  
society as one of mutual reproduction seems to follow the outright benefit 
theory of taxation. The most fully developed variant of the theory prescribes 
individuals to pay taxes in exchange for and in proportion to the benefits they 
receive from the government.32 Thus, such a theory entails a specific criterion 
for distributing the fiscal burden between taxpayers. Because of its distribu-
tive premises, the benefit theory became fiercely contested at the turn of the 
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twentieth century, and the emerging political ideas of social justice transformed 
real-world tax systems.33 To begin with, tax fairness required that the fiscal 
burden be distributed according to the principles of equal sacrifice or ability to 
pay. Furthermore, taxes were increasingly and deliberately harnessed to level 
socio-economic conditions and redistribute resources between individuals. 
Finally, the taxation of personal income forcefully asserted itself and comple-
mented the traditionally prevalent consumption taxes. The three changes 
were intertwined. Tax fairness and redistribution necessitated that taxes be 
imposed in line with the individual taxpayer’s socio-economic conditions, 
and the taxpayer’s level of income was an important personal circumstance.34 
The abstract taxpayer of the liberal legal system was to be replaced with the 
more socially embedded individual, whose material and personal circum-
stances would be given due respect. As noted by Carl Schmitt, the concepts of 
the emerging tax law aimed at doing ‘justice to the individual reality of living 
conditions, in order to conceive the economic circumstances in a fair manner 
with respect to taxation’.35 Under this premise, the benefit theory was discred-
ited for either endorsing inappropriate distributive criteria or neglecting a most 
vital issue of distribution altogether.

It should not be ignored that a number of liberal fiscal theories are indeed 
affiliated with the fully developed benefit theory of taxation. Yet, the doctrine 
of reciprocity between taxation and economy does not, as such, entail the fully 
developed form of the benefit theory. Since seeking to justify fiscal extraction 
from society at large, it leaves the issue of tax distribution as such unresolved. 
However, because this conception infers the legitimacy of taxation from the 
structural benefits provided by the state, it endorses what could be called the 
collective interpretation of the benefit theory.36 Rather than a standard for indi-
vidual tax shares, the mutual reproductivity serves as a principle for justifying 
the collection of taxes from a collective body of individuals. For this reason, 
the principle allows different interpretations of how the tax burden ought to be 
eventually allocated between taxpayers. In fact, from the early twentieth century 
onwards, governments increasingly incorporated both benefit and the ability-to-
pay aspects of taxation, as they sought to strike a balance between impersonal 
(ad rem) and personal taxes. The core issue was ‘to what extent these two 
contrasting principles – personal or impersonal taxation – shall be recognized in 
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our tax systems’.37 While tax systems were rearranged under the interventionist 
welfare state premise, taxes continued to be legitimised also with reference to 
the benefits they rendered possible. Rather than endorsing an exclusive doctrinal 
background, the emerging tax systems implemented a dual composition and 
allowed two separate tax philosophies to intersect.

By the twentieth century, the systemic role of taxation in the socio-economic 
order was firmly entrenched, and this role legitimised the collection of taxes for 
fiscal purposes. Taxes enable the system of law and government, which in turn 
serves as an institutional precondition for creating and reproducing value within 
the private sphere. Taxation thus extracts value from the economy whose func-
tioning it enables. While liberal political thought was a heterogenous tradition, 
its efforts to conceptualise the role of taxation in the overall economic process 
of value creation was one of its essential contributions to discourses on taxa-
tion. However, it undeniably lost its exclusivity as tax systems were thoroughly 
revamped in the political framework of the welfare state.

III. JURISDICTIONAL CONGRUENCE BETWEEN ECONOMIC VALUE 
FORMATION AND THE POWER TO TAX

Before the twentieth century, political thought on taxation did not significantly 
reflect on the territorial and international extension of the power to tax. The 
economy was chiefly assumed to operate within national borders, and the ques-
tion regarding the activities that affiliate with a particular territory and allow a 
national exchequer to legitimately tax these activities was left unresolved. After 
the First World War, the problem of allocating taxing powers between national 
polities emerged rapidly. The adoption of income taxes, soaring tax rates and 
the quest for restoring the international economic order pushed the eradica-
tion of international double taxation onto the political agenda.38 The double 
tax burden was an increasingly likely outcome, as the internationalisation of 
economy proceeded in parallel with states retaining their national tax sover-
eignty, resulting in the separation of fiscal and economic geographies.39 With 
the purpose of alleviating double taxation, governments sought agreement on 
which state had a cause to tax and which ought to relinquish its fiscal claim. The 
task was to segregate taxing powers so that a proper territorial pairing between 
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economy and taxation would follow. This resulted in a search for suitable 
connecting factors that could be used to trigger the state’s jurisdiction to tax.

In the nineteenth century, tax liability was generally based on national citi-
zenship. By the time international efforts against double taxation commenced, 
nationality had already been largely displaced by other criteria.40 In a famous 
report on double taxation, commissioned by the League of Nations and drafted 
by four prominent economists, the authors maintained that taxation based 
on nationality was predicated on the idea of political allegiance between state 
and individual. In their critical opinion, the economists insisted that political 
allegiance only had marginal relevance for tax liability. In ‘the modern age of 
the international migration of persons as well as of capital, political allegiance 
no longer forms an adequate test of individual fiscal obligation’.41 The econo-
mists suggested that political allegiance be replaced with economic allegiance, 
conveying material and economic factors that qualify, unlike a formal criterion 
of nationality, as genuinely pertinent for tax liability.42 The concept of economic 
allegiance adhered in part to the notion of economic belonging (wirtschaftliche 
Zugehörigkeit) introduced by Georg Schanz43 and developed further by Ernst 
Blumenstein.44 For Schanz, the most essential aspect of economic belonging 
was the territorial origin of wealth and income, which referred to a territory 
in which wealth and income were generated. The four economists also deemed 
the territorial source of income a key element in economic allegiance, equating  
the economic origin with the community whose economic life ‘makes possible the  
yield or the acquisition of the wealth’.45 In addition, the economists perceived 
the taxpayer’s country of residence as an important feature of economic alle-
giance. What emerged from the economists’ reflections were two alternative 
proxies for tax jurisdiction: the residence of the taxpayer and the territorial 
source of income. Drawing on these, the right to tax is conferred either on the 
state of the taxpayer’s residence or the state in which the taxpayer’s income is 
generated.

From the 1920s to the mid-1960s, international cooperation against 
double taxation progressed significantly in the League of Nations and in the 
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (later the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)). The key goal was to opt 
for a proper connecting factor for tax jurisdiction and to safeguard the suit-
able congruence between economy and the power to tax. Framed by the four 
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economists’ preparatory work, virtually the only proxies considered were the 
taxpayer’s residence and the origin of income. Notwithstanding the agree-
ment on these alternatives, the negotiations were afflicted with controversies 
over the actual choice between them. As recounted in the literature,46 govern-
ments’ stances oscillated between residence and source taxation. The overt 
background for this was countries’ parochial fiscal interests. Capital-exporting 
countries sought to benefit from investments made abroad by their residents, 
which pushed them to advocate residence taxation. Capital-importing countries 
wished to extract from investments made by non-residents, which urged them to 
promote source taxation. In addition, practical concerns relating to the adminis-
tration of taxes were raised, and these were prompted by the fear of tax evasion. 
However, there were profound tax-theoretical considerations in circulation, and 
these played a role in shaping the international settlement on the allocation of 
taxing rights, which was established by the mid-1960s.

A source country’s entitlement to tax is associated with benefit taxation. In 
more precise terms, territorial taxation draws on the collective variant of bene-
fit taxation, as interpreted in section II.47 Thus, rather than only relying on an 
abstract international law argument about states being authorised to exercise 
sovereign authority within their territorial borders, source country taxation is 
associated with considerations characteristic to tax law and the ways of legiti-
mising taxation in a domestic setting. In the double taxation context, the benefit 
doctrine expands its validity from a principle of legitimising taxation vis-a-vis the 
economy to an allocational rule of distributing tax bases between governments.48  
Since a source country’s government provides enabling conditions also for 
non-residents’ economic activities, ‘foreigners, whose activities reach some 
minimum threshold, should contribute to the costs of services provided by the 
host government’.49 Thomas Adams, who exerted major influence on the work 
against double taxation, asserted that national public bodies are constitutive in 
the economic process and should therefore be seen as ‘silent partners in every 
business enterprise’,50 which legitimises taxation at the source of economic 
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activities. In benefit-based source taxation, a special importance was attributed 
to the country in which the economic value was generated as a result of entre-
preneurial and productive activities.51 The source country’s privilege to impose 
taxes on various types of income, such as business income, was recognised in 
virtually all intergovernmental solutions to double taxation, and it solidified 
itself as a key element in the doctrine of economic allegiance.

In source country taxation, the primary proxy for aggregating income for 
tax purposes is the territorial origin of income. In an internationally scat-
tered economy, this results in the geographical fragmentation of a person’s tax 
liability. The architects of the international tax regime saw the dispersion of 
tax liability as a problem because they perceived it to compromise the ability-
to-pay principle. Imposing taxes in line with a taxpayer’s ability to pay and at 
a progressive scale required that the taxpayer’s entire economic circumstances 
and total income were taken into consideration, which necessitated choosing 
the taxpayer as the primary unit for clustering income.52 This was regarded 
inconsistent with the system of territorially fragmented tax liability, in which 
the category of taxpayer was less relevant for imposing taxes than the terri-
torial source of income.53 For this reason, a more intimately taxpayer-related 
proxy for tax jurisdiction was advocated. The connecting factor was found in 
the taxpayer’s country of residence, which allowed taxation according to the 
taxpayer’s worldwide income and at an appropriate progressive rate. This was 
pivotal already in the four economists’ report, which relied expressly on the 
ability-to-pay principle and embraced residence taxation as the key method of 
implementing ability-to-pay taxation in an international context.54 However, 
residence taxation did not figure as antithetical to economic allegiance nor to 
the normative tenet that taxes be paid in a country with an economy affiliated 
to the taxpayer.55 Rather, also the place of residence indicated the location of 
the taxpayer’s economic connections, and hence, it overlapped with the premise 
of source taxation. The economic ties of international taxpayers are many in 
number, not few. But since source country taxation was incapable of taking into 
account the taxpayer’s worldwide income and accommodating inter-individual 
equity, as required by ability-to-pay taxation, the territorial origin of income 
as the exclusive connector for tax jurisdiction was not enough. Therefore, in 
eradicating double taxation, source and residence were both employed in the 
allocation of taxing rights.
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The tension between source and residence taxation reveals how the clash 
between the benefit and ability-to-pay principles, originally underlying the 
domestic discourse on taxation, shaped the international tax regime. In the 
formative phase of the regime, there was also tension in the separation between 
impersonal and personal income taxes, characteristic to national systems of 
taxation.56 The former were imposed sporadically on the taxpayer’s various 
types of income, with each tax having a separate tax rate. Because impersonal 
taxes were levied independently of each other, they were incapable of aggre-
gating the taxpayer’s total income for the purpose of graduated taxation. 
Personal taxes, in contrast, were general in a sense that they were charged on 
the taxpayer’s combined income. In aggregating the taxpayer’s entire income, 
personal taxes provided for taxation at a progressive rate.57 Since impersonal 
taxes largely ignored the taxpayer’s personal circumstances while personal taxes 
took them into consideration, the former were associated with benefit and the 
latter with ability-to-pay taxation.58 Drawing on the connection to benefit and 
ability-to-pay taxation, the experts from the League of Nations maintained that 
regarding impersonal taxes,

we have recognised the primary importance of the idea of origin, that is to say, the 
system of the assignment of income; in the case of the general or personal tax, on 
the contrary, we have recognised the primary importance of the idea of domicile 
[residence].59

Systemically scattered impersonal taxes could be matched with territorially 
fragmented source taxation, but integrated personal taxes entailed aggregate 
taxation by the country of residence. The demarcation between these basic 
categories exerted a major, even if not uninterrupted, influence on attributing 
different types of income to the jurisdictions of either the source country or 
country of residence. This stressed the nature of income tax as a ‘dual thing’ 
that must accommodate territorial as well as ability-to-pay considerations.60 
Thus, the classical tension between benefit and ability-to-pay taxation resur-
faced and shaped the international tax regime.

Between the 1920s and the mid-1940s, several model conventions for allevi-
ating double taxation were introduced by the League of Nations. In all of the 
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models, the power to tax specifically enumerated types of income were allocated 
either with reference to the origin of income or the taxpayer’s residence. In so 
doing, the models attempted to reconcile national fiscal interests and to strike 
a balance between benefit and ability-to-pay taxation. Importantly, the League 
of Nations embraced an either-or approach: a specific item of income, such as 
interest income, was attributed either to residence or source country. To some 
extent, this changed with the OECD’s 1963 Model Convention.61 Regarding 
some income types, the OECD also adopted an either-or approach. However, 
rather than granting either source country or country of residence an exclusive 
right to a particular income, the one and the same income could be taxed in part 
by the source country, in part by the country of residence. Technically, a maxi-
mum for a source country’s tax rate would be agreed upon, while the country of 
residence would have a right to tax the same income without any upper limit, 
although it was expected to credit the tax imposed by the source country. For 
some items of income, this became a lasting element in the international tax 
regime. While this has been a relatively unnoticed policy shift, it is relevant for 
two reasons. First, it shows the intricacy of appreciating whether specific types 
of economic activities ought to be associated exclusively with the source country 
or country of residence. The same income could have an economic allegiance 
with multiple countries, with each country contributing to the production of 
the income. Thus, not only was it necessary to balance benefit and ability-to-
pay taxation against each other but also the various economic and territorial 
connections of income. Second, the change of approach conceded that, in the 
case of more than one extracting treasuries, taxing the same income could be 
attributed to two exchequers. Economic activities could be taxed jointly across 
borders.

Since the turn of the millennium, the international tax regime has been fiercely 
criticised. It has frequently been asserted that the regime’s basic principles have 
proven to be outdated under the conditions of globalised, financialised and digi-
talised economies.62 Does this discontent suggest that the regime’s underlying 
aspirations are becoming relics that ought to be abandoned? The answer is in 
the negative. Over the last 10-year period, a powerful political credo that ‘profits  
are taxed where economic activities take place and value is created’63 and that 
there ought to be a genuine ‘link between taxation and where economic activ-
ity takes place’64 has emerged. The plea has been fuelled by the jurisdictional 
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mismatch between taxation and economy. Even in a long-term perspective, 
this features as one of the most powerful articulations of economic allegiance, 
and one that has influenced the OECD’s and the EU’s efforts to address tax 
avoidance and the digitalisation of business. In academia, similar insights have 
been put forward, albeit under somewhat different conceptualisations.65 These 
approaches to the international tax regime, and corporate tax in particular, have 
been informed by the aspirations of economic allegiance and the reciprocity 
between taxation and economy. The international tax regime’s key flaw is found 
in its incapacity to implement, at the level of legal rules, the political and idea-
tional aspirations that underlie the regime. It is advocated that rather than being 
deserted, these aspirations should be revitalised. However, many recent propos-
als for the overhaul of the international tax regime point beyond the elements 
that have traditionally governed the interpretation of economic allegiance.66 For 
instance, emphasising the value-creating role of digital services’ users may shift 
the economic allegiance from the production jurisdiction towards the market 
jurisdiction.67 The exceptions aside, a host of recent reform proposals have 
pleaded that an essential link between taxation and economic value creation 
must be identified.

The international tax regime, as developed for the purpose of allocat-
ing taxing rights horizontally among countries, exhibits several important 
properties. First, it acknowledged the normative significance of the reciprocal 
relationship between taxation and economy. This was obvious in the doctrines of 
economic allegiance and territorial taxation, which enforced the benefit aspects 
of taxation. In this regard, it must be borne in mind that the international tax 
regime related merely to income taxation. Thus, in the overall system of taxa-
tion and besides income taxation, consumption taxes remained in operation and 
were imposed on a basis of economic allegiance, which once again emphasised 
the benefit aspects of taxation. Second, taxing rights were not distributed solely 
with reference to territorial connections. The ability-to-pay principle, having 
gained political and academic traction, insisted on accommodating income 
taxes to the taxpayers’ overall and worldwide socio-economic circumstances, 
which reflected taxpayers’ actual ability to pay taxes. The international tax 
regime was thus shaped by the ability-to pay as well as benefit aspects of taxa-
tion. Third, the coexistence of benefit and ability-to-pay premises resulted in 
a tiered or layered structure of the tax regime. Drawing on benefit taxation, 
the power to tax was allocated to the source country, while on the basis of 
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ability-to-pay taxation, it was assigned to the taxpayer’s country of residence. 
Source country taxation respected territoriality and economic allegiance, and it 
was legitimised by ideas that had traditionally justified the exercise of the power 
to tax in a vertical relationship between state and individual. Country of resi-
dence taxation was also legitimised with respect to economic allegiance. Beyond 
that, however, taxation by the country of residence was founded on the capacity 
of the country of residence to enforce ability-to-pay taxation and generate tax 
fairness in a horizontal relationship between taxpayers. Thus, in the dual system 
of an international tax regime, separate political entities were allowed to assert 
their taxing rights under partly different premises. The source country makes a 
claim on the basis of the territorial connection between taxation and economy, 
while the country of residence also resorts to considerations pertaining to inter-
individual tax fairness and social justice.

IV. THE EU AS A SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM OF ENABLING  
ECONOMIC VALUE FORMATION

In developing the international tax regime, the goal was the proper horizontal 
allocation of taxing powers among nation states. In the context of the EU, the 
issue transforms into the vertical allocation of taxing powers between the EU 
and its Member States. This vertical allocation of taxing powers differs from 
the interstate allocation in two related respects. First, in their horizontal rela-
tionship, states are politically autonomous governing units. In the multi-level 
European political structure, in contrast, there is a normative division of govern-
ing functions and competences between the EU and its Member States. The EU 
is thus legally and functionally intertwined with its Member States, and vice 
versa. Second, notwithstanding certain recent efforts regarding the determina-
tion of corporate tax bases68 and even tax rates,69 the horizontal allocation has 
not, so far, involved the positive construction of the power to collect taxes, as 
the key aspiration has been to avoid excessive tax burdens. The international 
tax regime prescribes the limits to the authority of states to tax but abstains 
from imposing on states any obligation to collect taxes.70 In the EU, the problem 
is related to the positive construction of the EU’s power to collect taxes. The 
power would be instrumental in enabling the functional allocation of governing 
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duties between the EU and its Member States. These two differences aside, this 
section reflects on whether the international tax regime’s traditional principles 
and structures, legitimising tax collection in national polities, are meaningful for 
a review of the legitimacy of the EU’s power to levy taxes.

The international tax regime’s key lesson for the European power to tax is 
its dual structure. In this structure, taxation by the source country is legitimised 
through its value-enabling capacity, and taxation by the country of residence 
is legitimised through both its value-enabling capacity as well as its ability to 
execute socio-economic equity among individuals. In the relationship between 
the EU and its Member States, the dual structure of taxation has never been in 
operation: since the early phase of integration, Member States have retained 
their power to collect taxes, and the EEC and its successors have been financed by 
means mainly other than taxes, regardless of contrary political pursuits.71 This 
is striking, as the dual structure of the international tax regime bears a relevant 
resemblance to the original two-tiered model of European integration, which 
was authoritative beyond tax-collecting powers. In this model, European market 
integration was assumed to generate economic growth and aggregate wealth 
across borders, while Member States had the mandate to redistribute resources 
between individuals and implement democratically established standards for 
social justice.72 In this two-tiered system, the ‘integration process was meant to 
expand the size of the (economic) cake, and the Member States were meant to 
redistribute that cake internally’.73 The system was part of the broader post-war 
settlement of ‘embedded liberalism’,74 in which national welfare regimes and 
international market order coexisted and reinforced each other.

To confer the power to collect taxes on the EU would not hinder Member 
States’ prospects of  using taxes for their democratically established ends. 
Member States, as the primary sites of the European taxpayer’s social and 
economic ties, would retain their power to tax alongside the EU, and they would 
still be allowed to use taxes for various fiscal and redistributive purposes. In this 
sense, Member States would be reminiscent of countries of residence, whose 
right to tax was based on their contribution to the economic process, their 
capacity to enforce socio-economic fairness, and their ability to do justice to the 
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taxpayer’s personal circumstances. Therefore, dismantling national power to tax 
is not a part of the agenda. The question, rather, is whether there are legitimate 
grounds to grant the EU the power to collect taxes alongside Member States. 
Or, more precisely, can the EU be claimed to play a relevant similar role to the 
one that national polities, in their source country capacity, play in enabling value 
creation? Provided that the EU, as a second-order polity, makes a conceivable 
contribution, alongside Member States as first-order polities, to value creation, 
it could make a claim to tax the value it enables. In fact, over the last 10 years or 
so, this has emerged as perhaps the chief path of legitimising the EU’s power to 
collect taxes.

Over the past decade, the EU’s productive contribution to the accrual of 
economic value has been increasingly conceptualised as a ‘European added 
value’, which amounts to ‘the value resulting from an EU intervention which is 
additional to the value that would have been otherwise created by Member States 
acting alone’.75 I submit that there are two key mechanisms for the generation 
of a European added value or European public goods. The first is the legisla-
tive creation of the European internal market. Ever since the inception of the 
European communities in the 1950s, the European market has been the primary 
means of contributing to economic growth. Originally, this was intimately 
linked to the idea of ‘dynamic growth’, which characterised then-contemporary 
economic theories and which the architects of the European market equated 
with economies of scale, improved conditions of private competition, and 
increased productivity of investments.76 For these rewards to emerge, compe-
tition law and the cross-border economic freedoms were established through 
European law. As a result, the regional system of Europeanised market economy, 
as a primary site of economic value creation, was no longer sustained solely 
through national legal systems, but a significant part of the legal substructure 
enabling private value creation was shifted to the European level. The second 
typical mechanism for generating European added value is budgetary expendi-
ture and investment-type spending in particular. This spending has usually been 
implemented through various funds, from which pooled resources are distrib-
uted and whose significance has increased during the course of integration.77 
Recently, investment-type spending reached notable importance and topicality 
as the NextGenerationEU recovery instrument was adopted. The more these 
funds benefit the whole of the EU and the more they hold a genuinely European 
added value, the less they are bound to appear as an object of a juste retour zero-
sum game in political bargaining.78
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Drawing on the premise of  benefit taxation, the European added value 
provides a basis for a European power to collect taxes. EU policies are contribu-
tory causes in the process of value creation, and the value not accrued in the 
absence of such policies may be taxed by the Union. This is most obvious with 
respect to the internal market, but the case can be made regarding public invest-
ments as well.79 In line with the benefit theory, albeit routinely without reference 
thereto, it has been suggested that the focus of EU taxes ‘should be on fresh 
receipts from activities immediately linked to the process of Europeanisation 
and globalisation’, and that taxing this activity ‘could quite reasonably and 
even profitably be mobilised to pay for the collective action that is its neces-
sary concomitant and precondition’.80 Without a doubt, the gains accruing 
in the internal market cannot be attributed entirely to the EU. Rather, the EU 
and Member States have a co-original effect in contributing to the existence of 
economic activity and the value it entails. This co-originality is familiar from 
the double tax context. In allocating taxing rights with deference to economic 
allegiance, it may be hard to determine the true and exclusive origin of specific 
activities. The right to tax dividend income, for instance, may be attributed to 
both source countries and countries of residence, as both may be seen to play 
a role in its formation. Likewise, in the European two-tiered system of econ-
omy, the public framework that enables market activities cannot be exclusively 
reduced either to its European or national pillar. This requires that the legal 
aspects of value creation are taken seriously. The EU does not come with its 
own population and it does entail a territorial extension, in a tangible and mate-
rial sense. However, through its legal substructure and resource system, the EU 
contributes to value formation in an intangible way characteristic to the second-
order and post-national systems of governance.

In allocating tax bases under the EU’s taxing authority, the cross-border 
element of economic activities is a key, for two reasons. First, cross-border activ-
ities are a prototypical instance of the type of ‘economic activity enabled by the 
internal market’, and hence, they are linked to the European enabling policies 
and taxing authority.81 From the benefit perspective, they are a legitimate target 
of taxation. Second, as a result of fiscal interdependence and tax competition, 
Member States’ effective capacity to tax mobile tax bases within the internal 
market has diminished. Rather than being exogenous to the EU, this outcome 
can be traced back to the European market-making integration.82 The internal 
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market has thus facilitated an asymmetry between its benefits for private actors 
in their role as cross-border market citizens and disadvantages for governments 
in their role as tax collectors. However, the EU itself would be well positioned to 
tap mobile capital flows with a cross-border dimension, and it could ‘aim for tax 
bases that are, more or less, beyond reach of individual states and accessible only 
by joint action’.83 This would incorporate a corrective and balancing component 
into the European tax.84 In essence, it would help Member States to adopt tax 
policies that are difficult to introduce and enforce under competitive pressures, 
prompted by transnational economic order. Addressing the negative fiscal exter-
nalities of integration would not interfere with the mandate of Member States 
to enforce their democratic conceptions of socio-economic fairness, but would 
rather compensate the losses incurred from the very process of integration. 
Therefore, in imposing taxes, the EU would act according to its perhaps primary 
functional role as an entity that solves collective action problems, and precisely 
in the field in which Member States have lost vital capacities to enforce their 
public policies.85 In all this, the cross-border aspect and the taxpayer’s degree of 
cross-border mobility would count as key factors in triggering the EU’s legiti-
mate power to collect taxes, and a European tax would relate to both positive 
and negative effects that the EU legal order entails.

Taxing cross-border activities by the EU would not merely generate reve-
nues and limit fiscal externalities originating in the European market order. It 
could also alleviate Member States’ struggles over the horizontal allocation of 
cross-border and mobile tax bases. In many cases, it appears notoriously hard 
to identify which Member State ought to be entitled to tax specific activities, as 
the territorial and value-enabling basis of taxation leaves much margin for inter-
pretation. As stated in section III, the recent tax policy initiatives in the EU have 
widely endorsed the dogma of taxing where value is created. Implementing the 
principle in practice, however, has proven complicated, especially with respect 
to highly immaterial and mobile corporate activities. The EU’s original common 
consolidated corporate tax base initiative of 2011, for instance, encountered 
fierce resistance because of the consolidation formula, according to which 
income was to be allocated between Member States.86 Likewise, reinterpret-
ing the concept of permanent establishment so that it would allow taxation of 
income (or revenue) from digital services in what is considered a proper site of 
economic activity has stalled.87 Each time the reallocation of tax bases among 
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Member States is pursued by political means, obstacles emerge. In these cases, 
a European tax might be a part of the solution.88 Rather than struggling to opt 
for one country or another, the proper site of taxation and also value creation 
might be the European level. This would not merely be a forced compromise in 
a situation where no other feasible solution appears in sight. On the contrary, 
in the complex value-enabling fabric of the European polity, the European level 
might well be the appropriate site of value creation, especially for cross-border 
activities.

Underlining the internal market benefits as a ground for instituting tax obli-
gations often results in the conclusion that cross-border corporate entities and 
mobile financial capital ought to bear the tax burden, and correctly so. Yet, at 
the same time, European taxes are also portrayed as a conceivable means of 
fostering individuals’ democratic citizenship and participation in the EU polity. 
Taxes could enhance European citizens’ sense of political belonging in the EU, 
make the functioning of the EU system of governance more transparent to the 
citizens, raise their awareness of how the EU machinery functions, and increase 
their attentiveness to European politics.89 To put it simply, European taxes would 
have a democratically productive role in reinforcing the link between individuals 
and the EU. This perception is affiliated with the broad strand of scholarship 
discussing the constructive role of taxation in building the modern state, nation 
and democratic institutions.90 In the context of the EU, authors often stress that 
taxation would make the financial burden that the European polity imposes 
on individuals visible and transparent. However, on a more fundamental level, 
paying taxes is a key form of belonging to a political community and engender-
ing a sense of authorship over the polity in which people’s lives are essentially 
formed and through which individuals connect to each other’s fate.

The two lines of reasoning above – the one considering mobile economic 
actors as an exclusive group of European taxpayers, the other stressing taxes 
as an essential means for a sense of political belonging – are difficult to accom-
modate simultaneously. If EU tax liabilities are merely allocated to cross-border 
corporate actors and financial capital, the European taxes are bound to remain 
distant to a great number of European citizens, and the broad-based financial 
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commitment to a polity, as a democracy-enhancing obligation, would still be 
missing. In fact, excluding European citizens from the body of taxpayers might 
facilitate the image of the EU as a community of capital and corporations, alien-
ating citizens from the EU as a polity far from their own making. Therefore, if 
we consider fiscal obligations as essential components of democratic citizenship, 
associating the internal market benefits solely with corporations and financial 
capital might be counterproductive. Reducing the addressees of internal market 
benefits exclusively to corporate actors and finance might also disregard the fact 
that the internal market is not unconnected to European citizens, as citizens 
also have relevant economic ties to the European market. Furthermore, benefits 
from European investment-type expenditure are not confined to the corporate 
sector, of which the NextGenerationEU recovery package is a recent and in all 
likelihood not the last but rather an inaugural example. European citizens have 
relevant economic connections to the EU, and these are capable of justifying tax 
obligations beyond the business sector and providing for the political agency 
through citizen obligations. Therefore, an inclusive conception of European 
taxpayers would not entail that the link between the right to levy taxes and 
participation in the economy, as a basis for fiscal obligations, be abandoned. 
Indeed, the precise allocation of the tax burden between different groups of 
taxpayers is a topic that cannot be avoided in the EU context in the long run.

The fundamental question of who ought to be in the taxpayer position has 
been partly settled in the national context for quite some time, as national laws 
have embraced a broad taxpayer base. However, in the second-order polity of the 
EU, in which genuine tax obligations are still waiting to be introduced, the issue 
remains critical. I have proposed that the EU’s contribution to the economic 
value formation provides a strong normative case for genuine EU taxes. The 
creation of these European taxes could involve pertinent reflections on vari-
ous types of connections that exist between economy, taxation and individuals. 
Therefore, while the efforts of engineering EU taxes may rely on traditional 
tax policy principles, they may also entail a meaningful reinterpretation and 
rearticulation of those essentials. Future quarrels over the EU’s revenue struc-
ture could thus make a significant contribution to tax-theoretical ideas, usually 
rather resistant to historical change.

V. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the idea of systemic and functional reciprocity between taxation 
and economy has been treated as legitimising taxation in national, international 
and EU contexts. The chapter has put forward that in each setting, the power 
to collect taxes enables economic value creation, which justifies imposing taxes 
on the value being accrued. This pattern of thought has made an influential 
appearance through modern fiscal history and profoundly shaped the political 
rule. The chapter has also suggested that the EU’s power to levy taxes, a capac-
ity thus far non-existent in any significant sense, could be legitimised on such a 
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basis. Although an admittedly unconventional polity, the EU’s power to collect 
taxes may nonetheless be justified with reference to the powerful ideas devel-
oped in national and international contexts. In this view, the EU is considered a 
second-order value-enabling entity, whose power to collect taxes would match 
the already existing functions the EU plays in the European multi-level political 
structure. Rather than a revolutionary act, the conferral of tax-collecting power 
on the EU would signify a coherent step in the European integration process. In 
terms of institutional design, moving on from mere governance of national tax 
systems to governing through genuine European taxes would signify a consider-
able change. From a long-term historical and ideational perspective, however, 
even liberal political systems with limited government have allowed states to 
collect taxes to finance their governing functions. Therefore, rather than deeply 
ideational, the change would be real-political.

This chapter has asserted that the EU has a legitimate claim to tax the value 
it enables. In the nation-state context, the same argument has typically been 
employed to legitimise a very specific task of taxation, namely the fiscal function 
of raising revenues. This has also been the case in the present chapter, which has 
only reflected on the revenue-raising function of taxes at the EU level. In no way, 
however, has this approach been intended to constrain the use of taxation for 
various socio-economic purposes beyond collecting revenues. The starting point 
of the chapter has been the two-tiered structure of the European polity, in which 
the task of enforcing socio-economic fairness between individuals by means of 
taxation rests chiefly on the Member States. The EU, for its part, has its primary 
duty in providing genuinely European collective or public goods, which have an 
added value across borders and for the body of European citizens at large. The 
two-tiered division of labour, however, is not a fixed given. Should the EU adopt 
an orientation towards a more redistributive community, European taxes could 
well be designed according to these preferences and reviewed against further 
legitimising principles. In the contemporary Union, in which the almost total 
absence of European power to levy taxes prevails, legitimising such a power 
must start from a relatively moderate premise. In this sense, the value-enabling 
role of the EU is not a restrictive and exclusive premise for justifying European 
taxes. It rather shows how imperfectly the current revenue system of the Union 
corresponds even to the liberal conception of the polity and the confined role 
that taxes are expected to play therein.

The Eurozone and Covid-19 crises have provoked lively political debates 
on the finances and revenues of the EU. Since the European Commission has 
prepared to deliver proposals on the new sources of EU resources, and since 
these will include different forms of taxation too, ‘the next phase of implement-
ing the own resources roadmap will inevitably involve the discussion of new 
or harmonised forms of taxation’.91 In this exchange of views, the proposals 
must be reviewed against the proper and sustainable grounds of justification. 
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Furthermore, whatever the eventual response at the European level, it must natu-
rally comply with the dictum of ‘no taxation without representation’, ie, it must 
come with democratic legitimacy. However, it has been pointed out that just as 
there cannot be taxation without representation, there cannot be representation 
without taxation.92 The European Parliament that has some say over spending 
but lacks the power to decide on taxes covering that spending is a structurally 
bounded representative body. It is true that enhancing the power to tax is by no 
means a guarantee for a democratic organisation. Nonetheless, with this caveat 
in mind, European taxes could enhance the governing capacities at the European 
level and forge representative structures. In the end, a direct allegiance between 
the EU and the European individual in the role of a taxpayer could perhaps 
foster democratic agency in the polity that is in danger of remaining politically 
distant and opaque. The European connection between taxation and democracy 
might thus prove reciprocal and symbiotic.



 * Associate Professor of Tax Law, University of Genoa (Italy).
 1 To use the incisive words of A Morrone, ‘Sovranità’ (2017) 3 Rivista AIC 2. In the tax field 
see, in the same sense, Y Brauner, ‘An Essay on BEPS, Sovereignty and Taxation’ in SA Rocha and  
A Christians (eds), Tax Sovereignty in the BEPS Era (Wolters Kluwer 2017) 74.
 2 F Lanchester, ‘L’erosione della sovranità nazionale’ (1998) 2 Rassegna parlamentare 413; 
Brauner (n 1).
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Between Form and Substance:  
At the Root of  the Limits  
of  the EU Taxing Powers

FRANCESCO FARRI*

I. SOVEREIGNTY AT THE ROOT OF TAXING POWERS

Taxation is one of the most typical expressions of the ‘sovereignty’ 
of the legal entity that imposes taxes. Therefore, studying what  limits 
the power to impose taxes by a legal entity (sovereign community, 

state, federation) is subject to, is tantamount to studying what the limits of its  
‘sovereignty’ are.

This research requires facing a series of particularly complex and contro-
versial questions. First, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of ‘sovereignty’. 
Moreover, it is necessary to identify which legal entities may be the depositories 
of ‘sovereignty’. Finally, it is necessary to verify whether or not the legal entity 
can be said to be a holder of taxing powers and if so, to what extent.

These questions must be answered in order to thoroughly examine the issue 
of the limits of the European Union’s (EU) taxing powers, both from a current 
perspective (de iure condito) and from an evolutionary perspective (de iure 
condendo).

II. THE STRUCTURAL LINK BETWEEN SOVEREIGNTY AND PEOPLE

Over time, a veritable ‘Babel of definitions’,1 each more or less ‘historically 
placed’,2 has flourished around the concept of ‘sovereignty’. Let us think, for 
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example, of how ‘historically placed’ the conception of sovereignty, elaborated 
by the controversial Carl Schmitt, can be considered as a power of decision on 
the ‘state of exception’.3 This conception is so ‘historically placed’ that it now 
appears outdated, at least until the pandemic has once again made the European 
peoples live in a painful ‘state of exception’.

Beyond this, it is still possible to identify a basic definition of the concept 
of sovereignty in the power of self-determination, in the juridical sense, of an 
organised community, ie, with the power to choose the rules of its own civil life, 
power in which the possible choice to delegate the setting of the rules to external 
authorities is included. From this perspective, it is clear how taxation can be said 
to be intrinsically connected to sovereignty.

The power that organised communities exert in the choice of the expendi-
ture to be made and in the regulation of the financing modalities, including 
the possibility of imposing taxes and of attributing powers to collective institu-
tions to levy them, is a typical manifestation of the power of self-determination 
of a community and, as such, of sovereignty in the above-mentioned sense.  
The attribution of such powers of taxation pertains to one of the vital aspects of 
community life and, as such, pertains to the fundamental and supreme  principles 
of the constitution of the community itself.

The sovereignty of a community can arise in diversified forms, because each 
of them is ‘historically placed’. However, this does not change the conclusion 
drawn above. The acts of expression of sovereignty can be exercised directly 
by the local community (direct democracy), by its direct representatives (such 
as parliaments) or by a person who embodies it (such as a monarch). However, 
they always remain acts that are based on the exercise of a sovereign power. 
This is the case, in particular, for the acts through which taxes are imposed on 
a community.

We can ask ourselves whether it still makes legal and political sense to speak 
about ‘sovereignty’ in a globalised and digitised world, in a world of the web 
and multinationals, in a world in which the legal dimension often appears  
overwhelmed by the rapid evolution of facts and by their strength in a complex 
and ‘pluralistic’ world.

According to some influential thinkers, the very concept of ‘State’, to which 
sovereignty has historically been linked,4 should now be considered as being in 
the process of being abandoned.5 From another perspective, it is recognised that

a political form in which the ‘modern’ returns to its original complexity … is far from 
requiring the radical removal of the principle of sovereignty … Indeed, it seems to 
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require its restoration as a conservative principle of that plural order and that mutual 
obligation between rulers and ruled that we still wish to live in.6

In fact, ‘sovereignty’ is not a ‘surmountable’ concept and even less a concept 
about being abandoned. It is an element that a community that wishes to organ-
ise itself in that way cannot do without:

Sovereignty is realism, conscious existence of a collective ego, not ego hypertrophy.  
The sovereignty of a political body is the ability to establish how to stay in the world 
and in history, how to relate to the external environment, how to recognise the perma-
nent interests of a State.7

This is why sovereignty is an unfailing concept for an organised community. 
And it is for this reason that sovereignty does not emanate from the existence 
of a public organisation (state, federation, union), but from the community of 
persons, from the people, who give it life:

Just as there is no soul without a body, nor a living body without a soul, so there is no 
sovereignty without the political body of which it is the vital impulse, nor a political 
body without sovereignty … This political body is not necessarily a tribal identity, a 
compact community: it is a complex society, crossed by tensions and conflicts, which 
is politically expressed in sovereignty.8

There is therefore no need to fear that a reference to the concepts of sovereignty 
and people will lead to dangerous nationalism or social exclusion. Sovereignty is 
by its nature ‘popular’, as properly recognised by the constitutions of democratic 
states.9 Sovereignty ‘belongs to the people’, while it belongs to the State only indi-
rectly, as the State is an expression of a population that poses itself as ‘sovereign’.

If this dimension does not exist, as can happen for populations oppressed by 
a dictator, the act of expressing sovereignty is drained of substance and, sooner 
or later, is destined to create a fatal rift between the community and the tyrant 
who has taken the task of governing the community upon himself without 
having the necessary legitimacy, as a Leviathan.

This also applies in particular to tax sovereignty. Contrary to what we tend 
to believe, according to an authoritative conception rooted in pre-democratic 
contests,10 tax sovereignty does not belong to the State as such, but is only an 
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expression of the existence of a sovereign population of which the State (what-
ever its form of government, monarchical or republican, may be) represents the 
public institutionalisation.

III. THE LACK OF SOVEREIGNTY IN THE CURRENT  
CONFIGURATION OF THE EU

In this light, an answer can be given to the question of whether the EU can, or 
cannot, claim to be the holder of sovereignty, in general, and of tax sovereignty, 
in particular. In fact, as it is currently configured, it is incontrovertible from a 
legal point of view that the EU is not an institution founded by a constituent 
moment expressed by a sovereign people. The EU has been founded and estab-
lished by Member States, not by people.11 Therefore, it is and remains exclusively 
an international organisation of Member States, although complex and evolved.

For this reason, it is easy to recognise that the EU cannot be considered to be 
endowed with its own sovereignty.12 The inevitable consequence of this is that 
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the competences of the EU must be circumscribed and limited to those specifi-
cally conferred to it by the Member States through the founding Treaties, as 
Article 5 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) confirms.

A. The Intrinsic Limits to EU Taxing Powers

An initial but also definitive answer to the question initially posed is connected 
to this. There is, in fact, no reason to divert from what has been observed above 
regarding the competences of the EU in general when taxation is involved.

i� The Formal Level: The Absence of  EU Sovereignty and the  
Consequent Lack of  Power to Impose Taxes

Devoid of sovereignty, the EU – as it stands – also lacks in itself the power to 
impose taxes. Only through the ‘filter’ of the Member States, may the EU impose 
taxes on European taxpayers.

In this perspective, the fact that ‘in the European Treaties there is no 
legal basis to claim an exclusive competence of  the Member States to impose 
taxes’, despite enjoying authoritative support13 and now forming mainstream 
thinking,14 seems to give rise to an inversion of levels. According to the Treaties, 
the competences of the EU are to be limited to those specifically attributed to it 
by the Member States through the Treaties, and not vice versa, where the compe-
tences that are left to the Member States suffer such a limitation. The powers 
reserved for the Member States are and continue to be of a residual nature, 
so everything that is not explicitly attributed to the EU remains the exclusive 
competence of the Member States.

With the possible exception of customs duties and perhaps also environmen-
tal taxes, there seems to be no doubt that there is no provision in the Treaties that 
confers the specific power of imposing taxes to the EU itself and the consequence 
of this is that the EU does not have any powers apart from the aforementioned, 
limited areas. And, as has already been said, this is not because of a lack of 
precision in the wording of the Treaties that can be overcome through a more 
expansive interpretation; it is instead due to a structural defect of sovereignty 
where sovereignty is the prerequisite for the imposition of taxes.

On the other hand, the fact that a tax can also take on additional func-
tions above and beyond the fundamental one as a financing instrument for the 
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expenditure of a society, and in particular the fact that a tax can also take on 
the function of supporting the implementation of the values   of the society that 
applies it, does not diminish the intrinsic nature of tax as an act of expression 
of the sovereignty of a society. The possible extra-fiscal functions of a tax, which 
may vary from context to context, are added, implemented and ‘grafted’ to the 
structural characteristics of a tax, and by their nature cannot be used to circum-
vent the lack of them.15 It follows that, while political purposes can be expressed 
through various organisations and various legal entities, only those that are 
endowed with sovereign powers can translate these political purposes into the 
extra-fiscal purposes of a tax directly instituted by them. Otherwise, such enti-
ties and organisations may at most require entities with sovereign powers of 
taxation to take these extra-tax purposes into account in the application of the 
taxes imposed by the latter, but they will not be able to directly impose a tax 
attributing to it the extra-fiscal purposes that they advocate. Sovereignty is a 
logical and necessary antecedent for the application of a tax, a condicio sine qua 
non, which for the reasons expressed above cannot be done without, not even for 
the noblest extra-tax purposes.16 To put it metaphorically, the body that thought 
of applying a tax to achieve certain extra-fiscal purposes without this being an 
expression of sovereignty is similar to the gourmet who, in order to enjoy the 
delicious berries that he has grown and harvested, pretends to use them as a 
topping on a cake without having any flour. An impossible recipe.

Nor, on the other hand, does it seem as if the implementation of extra-fiscal 
purposes, however noble, may justify overcoming the connection between sover-
eignty and people, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, which constitutes 
a direct result of democratic achievements. If entities without sovereign power, 
in a democratic sense, acted to collect sums in a society without them being the 
expression of the sovereign power of the society in question, their modus oper-
andi would be comparable to that of ‘conquerors’ who exercise expressive acts 
of sovereignty over a society, without having legitimate representation from the 
society itself. To go back to the example above, it would be as if the gourmet 
fetched the flour from the neighbour’s pantry without asking his permission. 
This time a possible recipe but with bitter consequences.

It fully corresponds to the Leviathan model of Hobbesian memory, accord-
ing to which the imposition of taxes must be considered justified by the mere 
existence of the organisation that imposes them.17 But this theory is hardly 
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compatible with the stage of evolution of democratic Member States, and this is 
not exactly the model we have in mind for the progress of the EU.

Similarly, the fact that a governmental entity performs important func-
tions and facilitates the creation of ‘public goods’ does not in itself constitute 
the prerequisite for attributing taxing powers to it to finance the functions it 
performs to create those ‘public goods’.18

The ‘public goods’ created by this governmental entity can have an economic 
value, such as the ‘added value’ allowed for economic exchanges thanks to the 
existence of a common market whose functioning is facilitated by the afore-
mentioned entity, or non-economic value, such as the guarantee of the exercise 
of some specific freedoms in a common space. It is not possible in either case 
that the role played by the entity in question for the production of such ‘public 
goods’ can give rise to the prerequisite for imposing taxes if the entity in ques-
tion is devoid of sovereignty ‘upstream’.

The creation of economic value can be a valid prerequisite for the distribu-
tion of taxing power between entities already endowed with taxing power, but 
it is not in itself valid for establishing taxing powers where it does not otherwise 
exist. The same is true, more generally, of the principle of benefit. Logically, the 
taxing power comes first, thereafter the identification of the criteria to be shared 
among those who possess it. Arguing that a criterion for sharing taxing power is 
sufficient in itself to establish a taxing power, is like confusing the posterius with 
the prius, the consequences of the assumptions, and therefore it gives rise to a 
conclusion that is not sustainable from a logical, let alone a juridical, point of 
view. For this reason, the assertion that if the EU contributes to creating value, it 
should consider itself endowed with a taxing power on that value on the basis of 
the international principles of sharing the taxing power between Member States 
(that are based in part on the principle of value creation and benefit), seems to 
give rise to an inversion of levels. These principles are valid for the distribution 
of the taxing power among entities (the Member States) that already have it (by 
derivation from the peoples who established them), but not for distributing it 
between governmental entities which in themselves lack sovereignty and there-
fore the power to impose taxes.

In a democratic system, sovereignty belongs to the people, not to the market, 
nor an economic value nor the economy in general. In addition, it is only if the 
entity that gives life to the economic value is endowed with sovereignty that it 
will be able to tax the values and benefits that it helps to generate. Otherwise, 
the taxing power on these (additional) values and (additional) benefits will 
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inevitably be referred to the sovereign communities that enjoy them, without 
prejudice to the possible powers of the former entity to possibly influence the 
regulation of this taxing power by the latter and request to participate in the 
revenue.

As for ‘public goods’ of a non-economic nature, in addition to the above, 
it must be taken into account that they cannot be considered prerequisites for 
the application of a tax to the extent that they do not meet the ability-to-pay 
principle.

ii� The Improper Concept of  ‘EU Taxes’

When we talk about EU taxes, we are therefore actually referring to an improper 
concept.19 It is always the national or regional levels that (self)impose taxes 
on themselves, according to the specific procedures of each Member State.20  
The EU has the power to request the introduction of taxes in matters related to 
its functions, but not to impose them.

The only consolidated exception appears to be represented by customs duties 
where the Member States have specifically relinquished their own sovereignty 
(Articles 3, 28, 31 and 33 of Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union –  
TFEU)21 and that are, consequently, subject to dynamics which are completely 
different from those applicable to all other taxes.22 In fact, not only the delega-
tion of powers to third parties, but also the decision to give up exercising certain 
types of sovereign acts constitutes an act of manifestation of sovereignty. This 
is what has happened in the matter of customs duties, for which the Member 
States have granted a full delegation to the Union, and which therefore escape 
the legal logic applicable to the generality of taxes.

Therefore, with the exception of customs duties, for which the Member States 
have decided to completely divest themselves of their sovereign prerogatives, the 
attribution of competences on the matter of taxation to the European Council 
and the requirement of the principle of unanimity provided for by the Treaties 
(Articles 113, 115, 192 and 194 TFEU) appear to be an unavoidable choice at 
the current stage of institutional evolution of the Union, to the extent that they 
represent the only possible connection mechanism between European institu-
tions and Member States’ sovereignty in tax matters.23 As has been precisely 
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observed, ‘national democratic legitimacy is the only form of legitimacy that is 
currently recognized in the TFEU’:24 this is not a paradox but rather the normal 
consequence of the fact that each national community, even the smallest one, 
must consent to the imposition of taxes that concern it, as it is sovereign in the 
matter.

Beyond more or less legitimate political pressures, the fact that a national 
community, through its government representatives within the Council, vetoes 
a fiscal measure desired by other Member States and by the Commission,25 
cannot legally be overcome in other ways than by establishing a ‘two-speed’ 
Union. In fact, Article 116 TFEU (see the following paragraph IV.A.ii.c) does 
not prove to be usefully applicable to that goal, while enhanced cooperation is 
applicable pursuant to Article 20 TEU and Articles 326–34 TFEU.26 Specifically, 
the enhanced cooperation could find a particularly fertile field of application 
among the Euro area countries.27

In particular, the instrument of enhanced cooperation would allow the 
Member States that feel more prepared for more in-depth integration (in partic-
ular, those belonging to the Euro area) to proceed in this direction without 
forcing the others to do the same and therefore respecting the sovereignties of 
the less dynamic Member States.

To be honest, you might object and say that the principle of unanimity is not 
even required within sovereign communities. The formation of the will of sover-
eign people is, in fact, almost by definition linked to the majority principle, and 
within the majority principle the aversion of the individual is taken into account 
and overcome. However, this derives from the fact that sovereignty is a manifes-
tation of a unitary and indivisible character of the society that expresses it28 and 
is not portioned out among its various members.29 The question is instead radi-
cally different in the relations among different sovereign communities. In such 
relationships, each of them continues to bear their own unitary and indivisible 
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sovereignty. As such, the prerequisites for translating the principles that apply to 
the formation of the will within the single sovereign community do not apply. 
This substantial lack of prerequisites might not even be compensated by the 
introduction of additional checks and balances which are introduced to guaran-
tee the rights of the minority against the majority within one same community.30 
This of course unless the various sovereign communities decide to dissolve their 
individual sovereignties by blending them with each other and creating a new 
sovereign community, unitary and distinct from the pre-existing ones. This, 
however, would mean the creation of a new constitutional phase, which at the 
moment does not concern the EU and which should meet the requirements that 
will be examined below.

In this context, another problem could also arise, namely that the bodies to 
which a Member State confers powers in the field of taxation (in particular, the 
parliament), intend to reject the position assumed in the European Council by 
the representatives of the Member States (in general members of the govern-
ment).31 In this – hypothetical – case, the will of the bodies which are competent 
in tax matters according to the internal law of any country should prevail. If 
the parliament not only delays but decides not to implement a European direc-
tive regarding the introduction of a given tax, that tax will not apply to the 
taxpayers of that Member State although requested by the EU. The European 
Commission, of course, would surely initiate an infringement procedure against 
the Member State which first, in the Council, allowed the introduction of a given 
tax, and then refused to implement it at the national level. But the infringement 
procedure would not produce any direct effect on taxpayers.

Furthermore, the exclusivity to manage tax issues that many constitutions 
grant to parliaments prevents such a decision by a parliament from being over-
ruled by the administration and the courts through the direct application of 
European law: in fact, in the absence of a formal consent for imposition through 
an act of legislative power, internal systems do not recognise the existence of the 
prerequisite for the application of a tax on the citizens. At the administrative 
level, it is easy to imagine the earthquake that would occur, at an institutional 
and social level, if an administration demanded the payment of a tax not permit-
ted by the parliament representing the sovereign people. Nor is it possible, for 
obvious reasons to imagine that national courts would initiate ex officio lawsuits 
to order taxpayers to pay taxes.

Nor will there be, for obvious reasons, the conditions for citizens to report 
a liability for their Member State for failure to transpose a directive according 
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 32 As is well known, the Francovich case was decided by the Court of Justice in the judgment 
on 19 November 1991, Cases C-6/90 and C-9/90. In the same perspective suggested above in the 
text see A Hultqvist, ‘Legalitetsprincipen, skattedirektiv och tolkningen av mervärdesskattelagen’ in  
J Bjuvberg and J Monsenego (eds), Vänbok till Bertil Wiman (Norstedts Juridik 2019) 126 and 130, 
where the author affirms that for an application to the detriment of the taxpayer the directive cannot 
be considered to have direct effect, since this direct effect can only be invoked by the individual, not 
by the State, nor by the financial administration. Therefore national legislation still remains the basis 
for taxation: private individuals can request that EU directives have direct effect in certain cases, but 
State authorities are not entitled to it against the taxpayer if the Parliament has not transposed them 
into national law.
 33 The concept of ‘counter-limits’, introduced by the Italian Constitutional Court with judgment 
no 183/1973, has been refined by judgments no 170/1984 and no 68/1991 and recently reaffirmed 
in the MAS and MB or Taricco-2 case (Ordinance no 24/2017). In light of these developments, it 
seems possible to affirm that the reference made in decision no 183/1973 with regard to the fact 
that the parliamentary law exclusivity would not fall within these supreme of principle is worth 
reflecting on: just as the principle of the parliamentary law exclusivity was considered a supreme 
principle in criminal matters (Ordinance no 24/2017), there is no reason not to consider it in the 
same way as in other matters where it operates such as, in particular, tax matters. In fact, the differ-
ence between ‘absolute’ reserve and ‘relative’ reserve does not seem to have any relevance for this 
purpose. The concept of ‘counter-limits’ also emerges from French jurisprudence, which speaks of 
‘une règle ou d’un principe inhérent à l’identité constitutionnelle de la France’ (cf recently, Conseil 
Constitutionnel, decision of 15 October 2021, no 2021-940 QPC, Air France). In the doctrine, see 
M Cartabia, Principi inviolabili e integrazione europea (Giuffrè 1995). In tax law, Gallo, ‘Il diritto 
tributario italiano in Europa’ (n 27), highlights that, in tax matters, the conflict with the supreme 
principles could emerge not only in cases in which the fundamental internal principle, possibly 
colliding with EU law, is devoid of specific protection at the level of EU law (tax) – that is, when it is 
guaranteed only at the level of internal constitutional law – but also in the more frequent hypothesis 
in which the same principle possesses a multilevel protection both at the national as well as at the 
EU level. In the latter case, the contrast would be more evident when the European protection is, in 
its essential and irreducible core, different from that offered by the internal constitutional system. 
See also F Gallo, ‘Ordinamento comunitario e principi costituzionali tributari’ (2006) 2 Rassegna 
tributaria 407; F Gallo, ‘La concorrenza fra il diritto nazionale e il diritto europeo (UE e CEDU) 
nella giurisprudenza costituzionale italiana’ (2015) 42 Giurisprudenza commerciale 255, 260, which 
highlights that no constitutional provision excludes the qualification as ‘counter-limits’ of values 
of the State’s legal culture which, despite being susceptible to constitutional revision, nevertheless 
perfectly characterise the State’s political community and therefore marks its constitutional iden-
tity. For an extensive reading of the fundamental principles of the economic constitution, as such 

to the principles affirmed by the Francovich decision.32 Not even residents of 
different countries will be able to complain to these national authorities about 
violations of competition or of European fundamental liberties, since they 
would remain free to operate in that territory and, in doing so, they would be 
treated in the same way as national operators; the fact that they would receive 
a different treatment abroad does not meet in itself, as mentioned earlier,  
the prerequisites for the application before the national authorities of the princi-
ples of the Francovich ruling.

Reserving the power to impose taxes for parliaments, therefore, must be 
considered a supreme principle of national constitutions and it can be similarly 
maintained that it should in any case prevail as a ‘counter-limit’ concern-
ing European law and that it could not be made the object of constitutional 
reform at the national level, unless it is through a radical change of the entire 
constitution.33
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considered capable of prevailing over European norms, cf L Barra Caracciolo, Euro e(o?) democrazia 
costituzionale� La convivenza impossibile tra Costituzione e Trattati europei (Dike giuridica 2013) 
237 ff; L Barra Caracciolo, La costituzione nella palude (Imprimatur 2015).
 34 B Wiman, ‘Constitutional Issues in Developing International Tax Norms: A Swedish Perspective’ 
in G Maisto (ed), Current Tax Treaty Issues (IBFD 2020) 157. In general, the importance of the 
involvement of national parliaments by governments in the matter of decisions on tax issues at 
the European level has been underlined by AP Dourado, ‘No Taxation without Representation in 
the European Union: Democracy, Patriotism and Taxes’ in C Brokelind (ed), Principles of  Law: 
Function, Status and Impact in EU Tax Law (IBFD 2014).
 35 For a similar case relating to turnover tax, before the introduction of VAT, see the Commission 
‘Proposal for a special Council Directive on the 17th Law Amending the German Turnover Tax Act’ 
COM (1967)277. Clearly, the will of the German Parliament prevailed and the procedure currently 
provided for by Art 116 TFEU was never implemented.
 36 In this regard, it may be interesting to note that, in some legal systems, the Constitutional Court 
has said that it possesses the authority to censor statutes with which a parliament has unjustifiably 
removed any of the limits of state sovereignty, determined through the law implementing the EU 
Treaties (see Italian Constitutional Court, no 170/1984).

In this sense, a system such as the Swedish one, in which the consultation of 
Parliament before the expression of the country’s position at the European level 
is institutionalised and properly cared for, must be particularly commended.34

The approach considered above is not a problem of ‘monist’ or ‘dualist’ 
nature but the consequence of the awareness, to put it bluntly, that without the 
support of the national parliaments, the EU and its institutions, as currently 
configured, juridically would simply not exist.

a. The VAT Case

To make it simple through a paradox, if a Member State were to raise revenue in 
order to be able to meet its public expenditure without the application of a turn-
over tax, and if the parliament of the Member State in question consequently 
decided to abolish VAT, VAT would no longer apply in that Member State and 
the financial administration would lose each and every title to apply it.

The same wording of Article 117 TFEU seems to admit this. In fact, it 
considers the case of a Member State not complying with the Commission’s 
recommendation not to adopt measures which may cause a distortion to the 
internal market, of which the above-mentioned situation undoubtedly is an 
example.

Naturally, the Commission would immediately try to start the procedure on 
the basis of Article 116 TFEU35 and to initiate the infringement procedures it 
deems most appropriate, but it would be understood that until further notice 
the tax as such could not be applied to taxpayers of the Member State in ques-
tion and a decision made by the parliament in that country.36 Moreover, it would 
not even be taken for granted that the act, by the Commission, of imposing 
sanctions on the Member State would resist in the face of an appeal by the 
Member State submitted to the EU courts. Indeed, what the Treaty requires is 
that turnover taxes are harmonised where they are established, not that they 
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 37 In this sense, François Barreau, ‘The Legitimacy of the EU’s Tax-Based Own Resources’, ch 4 
in this volume, also agrees by observing that ‘Article 113 TFEU is limited to already existing indirect 
taxes in the different Member States’ and ‘it cannot be seen as a legal consent to tax in the sense that 
it gives a power to tax to the EU. This harmonisation applies to existing indirect taxes’.
 38 See Council Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2021/770 of 30 April 2021 on the calculation of the own 
resource based on plastic packaging waste that is not recycled, on the methods and procedure for 
making available that own resource, on the measures to meet cash requirements, and on certain 
aspects of the own resource based on gross national income [2021] OJ L165/15.
 39 cf Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 of 14 December 2020 on the system of own 
resources of the European Union and repealing Decision 2014/335/EU, Euratom [2020] OJ L424/1, 
Recital 7.

are necessarily established.37 And there is more. Previously, the rules on EU 
financing by the Member States required – Article 2, paragraph 2 B of Council 
Decision 2014/335/EU-Euratom – the devolution of a percentage of the VAT 
base, not of its revenue, with the consequence that this financing should have 
taken place even without the application of the tax to taxpayers. Currently, 
Article 2, paragraph 2 B of Council Decision 2020/2053/EU-Euratom determines 
the financing obligation of the Member States in relation to the VAT revenue, 
with the consequence that if the revenue is zero, nothing is due in relation to this 
item of financing obligation.

Article 1 of the First VAT Directive 67/227/EEC, moreover, was sufficiently 
clear in affirming that ‘Member States shall replace their present system of turn-
over taxes by the common system of value added tax defined in Article 2’ and 
that ‘to effect this replacement’ it is necessary that ‘each Member State’ enacts 
‘the legislation’ due according to its national law. Consequently, the fact that all 
Member States envisaged a system of turnover tax (see the Recitals in the Prime 
Directive) and thus dutifully complied with the harmonisation required by the 
VAT Directives (see the Recitals in the Sixth VAT Directive), it is a fact that 
cannot be considered legally irreversible.

b. The Eco-Taxes Case

The considerations relating to possible taxes linked to environmental or energy 
purposes are perhaps more articulated in nature. On a terminological level, 
it is first of all necessary to do away with any possible misunderstandings. 
Although generally referred to as a Plastic Tax, the measure planned by Council 
Decision 2020/2053/EU-Euratom cannot be considered to be a tax per se. In 
fact, and this is well known, it is nothing more than a criterion for measuring 
additional financial transfers due from the Member States to the EU38 and does 
not even require the Member States to introduce eco-taxes on non-recycled plas-
tic, leaving them free to identify the means to cope with payment.39 Beyond the 
name, therefore, it does not have the characteristics of a tax.

On the other hand, if the EU really decided to introduce a tax with an environ-
mental or energy purpose, Article 192, paragraph 2 and Article 194, paragraph 3 
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 40 Indeed, from a terminological point of view, it does not seem reasonably possible to exclude 
measures with a tax-related nature from the concept of ‘provisions primarily of a fiscal nature’ used 
by the regulations in question, given that they by definition mainly assume a fiscal nature. This holds 
true, unless we refer to the clause ‘without prejudice to Article 114’, which is contained in para 2 
of Art 192, to para 2 of the same Art 114, rather than, as seems more reasonable, to paras 4 et seq 
thereof.
 41 As regards the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), proposed as part of the ‘Ready 
for 55%’ plan, per Commission Communication COM(2021) 550 final, it is doubtful that it may be 
tracked back to the fiscal measures in question. It is proposed on a more formal level pursuant to 
para 1 of Art 192 TFEU (see COM(2021) 564 final) and related to the system of energy efficiency 
certificates provided for by Directive 2003/87/EC, but the relative mode of operation does not appear 
to be fully superimposable. The CBAM, in fact, directly imposes on the importer the obligation to 
purchase the ‘certificates’ issued by the European authorities against the payment of a given price 
and, in this, its taxation nature seems to prevail, while in the system under Directive 2003/87/EC, the 
more direct aspect is that about energy efficiency having a direct impact on the operators involved in 
the mechanism. Therefore, the use of the CBAM for the procedure in para 1 Art 192, instead of the 
one in para 2 or more simply the introduction of a compensatory duty on the import of products 
from polluting countries (in this perspective, see F Farri, ‘Preliminary considerations on the usabil-
ity of custom duties as environmental taxes’ (2020) 1 Rivista telematica di diritto tributario 480), 
seems functional in order to avoid possible procedural aggravations or coordination problems with 
the WTO Treaties (which, moreover, need rethinking in many respects), but could pose problems 
concerning the correctness of identification of the regulatory basis of the measure (with all the 
possible consequences already highlighted by Case C-300/89 Commission v Council, Titanium 
Dioxide, ECLI:EU:C:1991:244).

TFEU would seem to contain40 an attribution of competence suitable to allow 
the Union to introduce such a direct and binding measure.41 If this were the  
case, the role of national parliaments in this field could be circumvented as is 
already the case for customs duties.

Nonetheless, some clarifications need to be made in this regard. First, unlike 
customs duties, the Treaty does not confer exclusive competence on the Union 
in the matter of eco-taxes, so the Member States remain free to introduce their 
own tax measures in the field of environmental and energy taxation. Obviously, 
any such national measures should not be in conflict with European law, but that 
is enough to prove that we are not, in this matter, faced with an integral strip-
ping of powers of the Member States as is the case with customs duties.

In the second place, the provisions of Articles 192 and 194 must be coor-
dinated with the provisions of Article 311 TFEU. If it is true, in fact, that 
environmental or energy taxes may only be introduced by the Union in order to 
achieve a broader set of objectives attributed by the Treaties in those particular 
areas, they must have characteristics entailing that they are considered to be 
‘own resources’ of the Union. If, however, they are configured as ‘own resources’, 
their introduction must be ratified by the national parliaments according to the 
procedure provided for precisely by Article 311 TFEU. Article 311 TFEU that 
expressly makes the application of own resources subject to approval ‘by the 
Member States in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements’. 
In the absence of such approval, therefore, the EU decision to introduce a new 
own resource is ineffective.
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 42 Truthfully, it should be noted that most of the proposed measures, including the ones in the 
‘Ready for 55%’ plan, give rise to regulatory interventions on existing taxes, such as excise duties in 
particular, and therefore not to the introduction of new types of taxes.

The consequence is that behind the basis of the measure through which a 
possible new European eco-tax is introduced, there is still a sovereign decision of 
the Member States, guaranteed not only by the principle of unanimity to which 
Articles 192 and 194 subordinate the introduction of such a measure, but also 
by the specific intervention of national parliaments, ie, the depositary bodies of 
sovereign prerogatives in tax matters.

In the theoretical event in which the Union would introduce a new eco-tax42 
pursuant to Articles 192 and 194 without, however, considering it as its own 
resource pursuant to Article 311, there could really be a problem of divergence 
between the will of a national parliament not to introduce the tax and the posi-
tion expressed in the European Council by the government of the same Member 
State allowing the binding introduction of the tax. A similar problem could arise 
in the event that the government of a Member State, after the introduction of a 
European eco-tax with the consent of the national parliament, would allow the 
matter to be regulated according to the ordinary European legislative procedure, 
thus giving up the prerogative of unanimity (as specifically permitted in this 
regard by the second line of Article 192, paragraph 2), without having received a 
mandate to that effect from its parliament.

Unlike what is indicated above for the other cases, it would be difficult in such 
events to conceive of a situation whereby an intervention by a national parlia-
ment blocks the application process of the European eco-tax: the parliament 
could not effectively repeal a provision that it did not issue but that produces 
direct effects based on the mechanisms of the Treaties. Except for the possible 
intervention at the European level by a new government, which, however, could 
only leverage the political dimension, the counter solutions from the perspective 
of domestic law could only be the most drastic ones, such as the partial repeal 
of the ratification law of the TFEU, in the part relating to the Articles under 
consideration, with consequences of utmost gravity at the international and 
European level, or the request for intervention by the Constitutional Court –  
by the operators legitimised by the law – to verify the compatibility of these 
provisions in the Treaties with supreme constitutional principles insofar as they 
would allow the introduction of eco-taxes devoid of the character of the Union’s 
own resources without involving national parliaments.

c. The Role of the European Parliament

Leaving this last possibility aside, it is possible to affirm that what is reported 
above confirms that overcoming the democratic deficit of the institutions of the 
Union from a de iure condendo perspective, and in particular attributing greater 
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 43 ‘Democracy, national sovereignty and global economic integration are mutually incompat-
ible: we can combine any two of the three, but never have all three simultaneously and in full’: cf  
D Rodrik, The Globalization Paradox (Oxford University Press 2011) ch 9.
 44 G della Cananea, ‘No Representation Without Taxation in the European Union’ in I Pernice 
and J Weiler (eds), Legitimacy Issues of  the European Union in the Face of  Crisis (Nomos 2017);  
S Fabbrini, ‘Representation Without Taxation: An Association or Union of States?’ in A de Feo and 
B Laffan (eds), EU Own Resources: Momentum for a Reform? (European University Institute 2016).
 45 An effective demonstration of this is provided by Schön (n 17) section V, para 2: ‘in a modern 
democracy, parliamentary elections are not only about current taxing and spending but they affect 
many more long-term aspects of social, economic and political life’.

powers to the European Parliament which is directly elected by the European 
citizens, is not sufficient as grounds to attribute broader powers in tax matters 
to the Union. For that it is necessary that the European Parliament becomes the 
expression of a constituent sovereignty of the European peoples which, at the 
moment, simply does not exist.

A representative body is an expression of sovereignty, and as such suitable 
for exercising acts proper to sovereign power, if it represents a sovereign commu-
nity, in the sense identified above; in the absence of this substantive substratum, 
representativeness is not in itself a guarantee of the respect for sovereignty, since 
the representative character of a body does not in itself make up for the lack of 
sovereignty on the part of the corporate body it represents. Representativeness of 
parliament, in fact, is the procedural expression of the sovereignty of a commu-
nity, but if on a substantial level, this parliament is not the result of a population 
that poses itself as a constituent and sovereign one, representativeness is not 
sufficient to endow said parliament with the power to exercise sovereign powers 
in the name of a certain community.

If the parliament is not representative of a community that presents itself 
as being sovereign, it falls into a typical case in which the ‘Rodrik trilemma’43 
is resolved by combining democracy with global economic integration, to the 
detriment of national sovereignty. But in the matter of taxation, it is not possible 
to overcome sovereignty, for the reasons given above.

Therefore, the correspondence between representation and taxation is not 
one-to-one, as is sometimes believed:44 if there cannot, in a democratic system, 
be taxation without representation, there can still be representation without 
taxation powers.45

iii� Regulatory Competences Regarding Taxes Imposed by National 
Parliaments�

From another point of view, the Union has the power to specify what the regula-
tion of taxes that it has requested to institute should be, and it has the power to 
intervene also in the regulation of other taxes if they interfere with its matters 
of competence. To the extent that European legislation of this kind is valid, 
which depends above all on whether it respects the Treaties and on the limits of 
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 46 See, eg, what was stated in tax matters by the Italian Constitutional Court, sentence no 186/1991.
 47 For a comparative perspective on this point, cf Schön (n 17) section II.
 48 The same applies to the case in which, as allowed by the second line of para 2 of Art 192 TFEU, 
the Council unanimously decided that the regulation of the eco-tax introduced as its own resource 
pursuant to Art 311 TFEU can also be established with the ordinary European legislative procedure 
and, therefore, without the need to reach unanimity after the initial decision. Conversely, the princi-
ple of unanimity for the assumption of the initial decision to establish an own tax is mandatory not 
only according to the express formulation of Art 311, but also as a consequence of the applicability 
prohibition of the procedure referred to in Art 48, para 7 TEU set forth in this matter by Art 353 
TFEU.
 49 Hultqvist, ‘Legalitetsprincipen, skattedirektiv och tolkningen av mervärdesskattelagen’ (n 32); 
in the same sense, see S von Bahr, ‘Svensk anpassning till unionsrätten’ in A Hultqvist, P Melz and 
R Påhlsson (eds), Skattelagstiftning: Att lagstifta om skatt (Norstedts Juridik 2015), as quoted by 
Hultqvist, ‘Legalitetsprincipen, skattedirektiv och tolkningen av mervärdesskattelagen’ (n 32) 131.
 50 Consider, in particular, the position taken by the German Constitutional Court regarding 
the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty (see BVerfG, 2 BvE 2/08 of 30 June 2009); but see also other 
decisions of the BundesVerfassungsGericht (as BVerfG, 2 BvR 2728/13 of 14 January 2014); of the 
Czech Constitutional Court, judgment of 31 January 2012, file no Pl ÚS 5/12, Slovak Pensions XVII 
(where the principles affirmed in the decision of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), 
judgment of 22 June 2011, Case C-399/09 Landtová (ECLI:EU:C:2011:415) have been defined as 
‘a failure to respect European history’); of the Danish Supreme Court, judgment of 12 June 2016, 
Case 15/2014 Ajos; of the French Conseil d’Etat, Assemblée of 21 April 2021, no 39309, Case French 
Data Network; and of the Italian Constitutional Court (Ordinance n 24 of 26 January 2017). In 
this latter case, the CJEU itself has substantially recognised the excess of competences to which its 
prior decision (CJEU, judgment of 8 September 2015, Case C-105/14 Taricco, ECLI:EU:C:2015:555) 
might have given rise to and has established that this decision should have been interpreted according 
to the constitutional principles of the Member States, following the preliminary deferment of the 
Italian Constitutional Court (CJEU, judgment of 5 December 2017, Case C-42/17 MAS and MB or 
Taricco-2, ECLI:EU:C:2017:936). The same constructive collaboration between courts did not take 
place in other cases, such as that of the German Constitutional Court which resulted in the deci-
sion on Quantitative Easing (BVerfG, 2 BvR 859/15, 2 BvR 980/16, 2 BvR 2006/15, 2 BvR 1651/15 
of 5 May 2020) or the recent cases concerning the decisions of the Romanian Constitutional Court 
no 390/2021 of 6 June 2021 and of the Polish Constitutional Court no K 3/21 of 7 October 2021.

competence attributed to the Union, it is possible to maintain that the internal 
bodies of the Member States will have to apply the regulation itself even in the 
absence of a transposition by the national parliament,46 since once the tax has 
been established, the principle of exclusivity of parliamentary statutory law in 
tax matters – which in this field is ‘relative’ and not ‘absolute’47 – is satisfied 
and the details of the regulation can also be established from different sources 
including, in particular, European ones.48 But the first – and needed – choice 
should always be the transposition of the European law in tax matters into inter-
nal statutory acts, especially when the modification of the European law could 
be disadvantageous for taxpayers.49

The conclusions drawn above could be considered exclusively ‘formal’, just 
as the various decisions of national constitutional courts that have censored the 
overflow of competences by the European authorities,50 which have often been 
considered ‘formalistic’. In most cases, however, and except for extreme posi-
tions that may have occurred occasionally, they have done nothing but apply 
legal principles similar to those set out above.
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 51 See among many scholars, F Gallo, ‘Giustizia sociale e giustizia fiscale nella prospettiva 
dell’unificazione europea’ (2014) 85 Diritto et pratica tributaria 16; F Gallo, ‘Giustizia sociale  
e giustizia fiscale tra decentramento e globalizzazione’ (2004) 10 Rivista di diretto tributario 1069, 
1074; Gallo, ‘L’Europa sociale e l’Europa fiscale dopo il Trattato di Lisbona’ (n 27) 1792; Gallo, ‘Il 
diritto tributario italiano in Europa’ (n 27).
 52 In this sense, F Vanistendael himself, ‘Remembering 2020’ in (2021) 101 Tax Notes 
International 334, where he hails the Plastic Tax as the first real European tax after customs duties, 
and recognises that the European dimension of the tax will continue to be essentially a regulatory 
one. This without prejudice to the fact that, for the reasons already explained in the previous section 
(III.A.ii.b), the Plastic Tax provided for by Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 cannot actu-
ally even be considered a tax.
 53 Both through transfers by the Member States themselves, also as a result of the application of 
new taxes requested by the Union itself, and through the use of public debt: Art 4 of the Council 
Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 establishes that ‘The Union shall not use funds borrowed on 
capital markets for the financing of operational expenditure’.
 54 The collection of the Union’s ‘own’ resources will also remain the responsibility of the Member 
States. See, even recently, Art 9 of Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053: ‘The own resources … 
shall be collected by the Member States in accordance with the national provisions imposed by law, 
regulation or administrative action. Member States shall, where appropriate, adapt those provisions 
to meet the requirements of Union rules’. The same applies to other taxes whose revenue Member 
States are fully or partially obliged to pay to the European Union.

B. The Limits to the Competences in Tax Matters Deriving,  
on a Substantial Level, from the Permanent Central Taxation and 
Redistributive Function of  the Member States

To be frank, the conclusions drawn above are not only based on the ‘formal’ 
data of the establishing foundation of the EU and the limitation of the compe-
tences attributed to it by the Member States, but they also rest on ‘substantial’ 
facts of central importance.

Typically, it is the administrations of the Member States that provide citizens 
with the services that taxes are meant to finance.51 Furthermore, the collection 
of taxes is the responsibility of the national administrations. Thus, the funda-
mental aspect of the ‘EU’s own taxes’ is essentially a regulatory one, while from 
an institutional point of view, from an administrative point of view, as well as 
from a functional and substantial point of view, taxes remain, to all intents and 
purposes, the remit of the Member States, without prejudice to their obligation 
to transfer the revenue in whole or in part to the Union in order for it to finance 
its operating expenditure.

The prospects provided by the Recovery Fund do not currently appear to 
significantly change this framework.52 In fact, the function of the Union and the 
function it has in this context will essentially be one of redistribution among the 
Member States of the resources it will find,53 while the use of resources geared 
towards certain communities will remain the responsibility of the nation states 
at least in a prevalent way.54

There will be a ‘quantitative’ change in the regulatory powers of the Union, 
which will undoubtedly increase, but this change will not necessarily be of a 
‘qualitative’ character.
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 55 KC Wheare, Federal Government (Oxford University Press 1946).

In this regard, it is necessary to specify that the strengthening and institu-
tionalisation of the controls performed by the Union on the national authorities 
of the Member States in charge of collecting the resources to be transferred 
to the Union itself, that follow from the approval of the Recovery Fund and is 
required by Regulation 2021/768/EU-Euratom, does not imply the attribution 
of direct powers to the European inspectors in the assessment and collection 
of taxes from taxpayers. It is more similar to the system of inspectors, from 
Roman governors and procuratores to Soviet prokurory, which the empires of 
every century sent with full powers to the vassal provinces to control, among 
other things, that treacherous publicani and corrupted local bureaucrats did not 
steal the revenue of taxes destined to the central power. The establishment of a 
European Public Prosecutor’s Office for the protection of the financial interests 
of the Union (Article 86 TFEU, Regulation 2017/1939/EU) completes the ‘police’ 
framework, with a curious (or worrying?) analogy also in the terminology.

IV. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE FUTURE OF EU TAXATION

If the framework outlined above is to be considered the current one (de iure 
condito) in the present phase of evolution of the EU, it is possible to ask whether 
there is margin to go beyond it, ie, to concretely realise the ‘United States of 
Europe’ which we often hear about from parts of the political and cultural 
narrative. In addition, the inclusion of the EU in the matter of the distribu-
tion of taxation power between different levels of government clearly implies a 
context of federal evolution of the Union itself.

To answer this question, we must first ask ourselves what the conditions are 
for achieving a federal union. On this issue, which is of a general nature, there 
seem to be no in-depth considerations. It is necessary to go back to an essay 
from almost a century ago to find an overall study of the prerequisites of a 
federal state.55

In the case of the EU, two possible integration models are compared: a first 
model based on a ‘functionalist’ logic; and a second possible model based on an 
‘axiological’ or ‘value-based’ logic.

A. The Unsuitability of  the ‘Functionalist’ Logic to Support Greater Tax 
Integration

From the functionalist perspective, the fact that integration is the best option 
is a dogmatic assumption. A ‘spillover’ effect is sought by ‘forcing’ the compe-
tences attributed by the Treaties on the EU: this integration project is based on 
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 56 These words are borrowed from F Pepe, ‘L’emergenza Covid-19 nell’Unione europea: verso una 
solidarietà tributaria “strategica”’? (2020) 1 Rivista telematica di diritto tributario 22.
 57 In the first place, see the influential declaration of European tax law professors P Pistone,  
F Vanistendael, G Bizioli, I Burgers, FA García Prats, D Gutmann, P Essers, W Haslehner, G Kofler,  
H Kube, AM Jiménez, E Reimer and E Traversa, ‘European Solidarity Requires EU Taxes’ in 
(2020) 98 Tax Notes International 577. See also, among many scholars: F Vanistendael, ‘Will the 
Coronavirus Pandemic Cure the EU Budget?’ (2020) 100 Tax Notes International 1417; and, before, 
in general terms, F Vanistendael, ‘The Crisis: A Window of Necessity for EU Taxation’ (2010) 50 
European Taxation 394; E Traversa and G Bizioli, ‘Solidarity in the European Union in the Time 
of COVID-19: Paving the Way for a Genuine EU Tax’ (2020) 48 Intertax 743; A Cordewener, ‘The 
COVID-19 Crisis: An Opportunity for EU Budget and Tax Reform’ (2020) 29 EC Tax Review 258; 
AP Dourado and M Poiares Maduro, ‘A Plead for the European Union Fiscal Autonomy’ (2020) 48 
Intertax 695.

the belief that a crisis or unexpected problems caused by the ‘joining of forces’ 
in an area of competence forces the Member States to take ‘spillover steps’ in 
integration.56

All the theories, which are now mainstream, and that see the health crisis 
as an opportunity to expand the Union’s competences in fiscal and taxation 
matters mainly correspond to this functionalist logic.57 In this regard, we have 
to observe that it is both undoubtedly the case and also understandable that 
the increase in the Union budget required to cope with the debt linked to the 
Recovery Fund also determines an increase in the volume of European regula-
tion on the revenue side, starting with taxation. However, that does not imply 
the attribution of direct taxation powers to the European authorities. Nor is 
the argument that by attributing own resources to the EU, it would be possible 
to avoid burdening the exhausted finances of the Member States, very convinc-
ing. If new taxes have to be imposed to finance European action, the subjects 
that bear the burden are the taxpayers, not the Member States: this holds true 
irrespective of the fact that these taxes are collected by the administration of the 
Member States and then transferred to the Union, or, hypothetically, if they are 
to all intents and purposes real European taxes.

i� The Admissible Extensions of  Competences in the Fiscal Field

Speaking about the functionalist perspective, a fundamental clarification 
is necessary. There may be a ‘forcing’ of the competences attributed by the 
Member States which, effectively, does not conflict with the sovereignty of the 
Member States themselves, since it is about maximising the expansive potential 
of matters already fully attributed to the competence of the Union.

Let us consider the case of monetary policy: it is already fully delegated to the 
competences of the Union, so its use in a more or less expansive sense does not 
conflict with the sovereignty of the Member States (as erroneously believed by 
the Constitutional Court of Germany in the well-known ruling of 5 May 2020, 
on the issue of Quantitative Easing), but it is a simple consequence of the dele-
gation of powers that the Member States have decided (freely and ‘sovereignly’, 
at least from a legal point of view) to impose upon the Union.
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 58 The issue of ‘selectivity’ is analysed in depth by J Monsénégo, Selectivity in State Aid Law 
and the Methods for the Allocation of  the Corporate Tax Base (Kluwer Law International 2018).  
It should also be noted that the decision in the Apple case (judgment of 15 July 2020, Case T-778/16 
and T-892/16 Ireland v Commission – Apple, ECLI:EU:T:2020:338) is essentially based on the failure 
to demonstrate the integration of the of the ‘selectivity’ requirement.
 59 C Brokelind, ‘Competing Constitutional Concepts Relevant for International Taxation: 
Prohibition of Tax Subsidies’ in J Englisch (ed), International Tax Law: New Challenges to and 
from Constitutional and Legal Pluralism (IBFD 2016) 147 ff, especially 154, 156 and 159, with 
 reference to CJEU judgment of 8 September 2011 in Joined Cases C-78/08 to C-80/08 Paint Graphos 
et al, ECLI:EU:C:2011:550; CJEU, judgment of 11 September 2008 in Joined Cases C-428/06 to 
C-434/06 UGT-Rioja, ECLI:EU:C:2008:488; and CJEU, judgment of 22 November 2001 in Case 
C-53/00 Ferring, ECLI:EU:C:2001:627.
 60 See references in C Brokelind, ‘The Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive under Scrutiny: A Matter 
of Competence?’ in J Monsénégo and J Bjuvberg (eds), International Taxation in a Changing 
Landscape: Liber Amicorum in Honour of  Bertil Wiman (Wolters Kluwer 2019) 46.
 61 A sort of break-up of this golden age can be said to have been symbolically constituted, in 
tax matters, by the Hailfax decision, CJEU, judgment of 21 February 2006 in Case C-255/02, 
ECLI:EU:C:2006:121.

ii� The Inadmissible Forcing of  Competences in the Field of  Taxation

There is, however, another form of ‘forcing’ of competences which is in direct 
contrast to the sovereignty of the Member States, because it seeks to attract new 
and different competences to the Union compared with those that the Member 
States have attributed to it through the Treaties and this is to the detriment of the 
competences that the Member States, by signing the founding Treaties, intended 
to keep for themselves.

a. The Financial Interests of the Union

The problem of ultra vires acts by the European authorities occurs in many 
areas and, for what is of most interest here, it occurs quite frequently also in tax 
matters, or in matters related to taxation.

At times, the Court of Justice appears to have been aware of the problem and 
it has paid attention, in some cases, to the constitutional context of the Member 
States, sometimes even establishing a dialogue with the national judges, to verify 
whether a tax subsidy, which according to European law could be regarded as 
State aid, corresponded in reality to a structural measure (and therefore not a 
selective one)58 or, in any case, to a purpose that should be considered constitu-
tionally necessary for the Member State that introduced the subsidy.59

In most cases, however, this does not seem to be the case. Despite a formal 
obsequiousness regarding Member States’ tax sovereignty which is expressed in 
some decisions,60 the CJEU has long since abandoned the self-restraint that was 
at the core of its behaviour during the golden age of its own jurisprudence.61

Consider, for example, the taking over of competences in the criminal field 
implemented by making use of the clause for the protection of the financial 
interests of the Union pursuant to Article 325 TFEU. It was only after the Italian 
Constitutional Court had proposed the use of the ‘counter-limits’ clause – or, in 
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 62 CJEU, judgment in Case C-105/14 Taricco (n 50); Italian Constitutional Court, ord n 24 of 26 
January 2017; subsequent CJEU, Grand Chamber, judgment of 5 December 2017 in Case C-42/17 
MAS and MB or Taricco-2 (n 50) who has revised his prior positioning and agreed with the Italian 
Constitutional Court.
 63 CJEU, judgment of 3 September 2009 in Case C-2/08 Olimpiclub, ECLI:EU:C:2009:506.
 64 Joined Cases C-622/16P and C-624/16P Scuola Elementare Maria Montessori v Commission, 
ECLI:EU:C:2018:873.
 65 As rightly recalled by Brokelind, ‘Competing Constitutional Concepts’ (n 59) 137, in fact, tax 
subsidies do not translate into a direct subsidy (ie, a payment of a sum of money by a public body), 
but can be included in that concept only indirectly. However, there are doubts about the suitability of 
the concept of State aid pursuant to Art 107 TFEU to include tax benefits, because of the fact that 
in a competitive regime, the need to establish selective procedures to the positive payment of a sum 
of money is structurally correlated (except for possible exceptions having an exceptional character), 
while the same cannot be said for the measures constituting reductions of obligations and debts.

other words, the partial voidness of the law implementing the European Treaties 
in the Italian internal system because it stands in contrast to the supreme princi-
ples of the Constitution – did the CJEU revise its position.62

Or let us take the matter of res judicata, again through the ‘picklock’ of 
the clause for the protection of the financial interests of the Union pursuant to 
Article 325 TFEU;63 or to the ultra vires decisions in the field of direct taxes and 
local taxes through the clause prohibiting State aid (Article 107 TFEU).

It is important to recall, for example, the CJEU, Grand Chamber judgment 
of 6 November 2018 in Joined Cases C-622/16P and C-624/16P Italy v Commission 
(Montessori).64 With such a decision, the European institutions have sanctioned 
the free determination of the Italian State on the subject of exemptions from 
local property tax of monastic guesthouses and private schools, although it is 
evident that they have never affected the European common market.

b. The Ban on State Aid

This case deserves to be examined more specifically, since it is emblematic of the 
trend that we intend to examine here with regard to the broader question of the 
interpretation of the ban on State aid.

In the case Italy v Commission (Montessori), the formulation prior to 2012 
of the exemptions from property tax of monastic guesthouses and private 
schools was deemed to be unlawful State aid without the slightest consideration 
for the fact that, first, the charter school system is considered by the law to be a 
public service excluded from the application of the rule about competition and 
that, second, it is very difficult to imagine that the lower cost, represented by a 
lodging not having to pay the tax on the property,65 would generate such barriers 
to entry or the exclusion of other operators to such an extent so as to threaten 
competition in the field of hotel tourism in Italy (as well as, and perhaps even 
more so, to threaten free trade between the Member States). Such a decision 
does not seem to be in compliance with Article 107 TFEU.

And yet, while Article 107 of the TFEU states that selective public subsi-
dies for businesses are incompatible with the Treaty only in the face of the 
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 66 See, among many decisions, the European Commission, Notice on the Notion of State Aid as 
Referred to in Article 107(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 2016/C 262/01, 
para 6.3, point 190 (‘it is not necessary to establish that the aid has an actual effect on trade 
between Member States but only whether the aid is liable to affect such trade’); CJEU, judgment of  
14 January 2015 in Case C-518/13 Eventech v The Parking Adjudicator, ECLI:EU:C:2015:9; CJEU, 
judgment of 8 May 2013 in Joined Cases C-197/11 and C-203/11 Libert et al, ECLI:EU:C:2013:288.
 67 This substantial elimination is openly admitted by the European Commission, 
Notice 2016/C 262/01 (n 66) para 6.2, point 189: ‘The definition of State aid does not require that 
the distortion of competition or effect on trade is significant or material’.
 68 According to G Luchena, ‘I vincoli all’esercizio della sovranità economica statale per il  tramite 
del controllo degli aiuti pubblici alle imprese: Prime osservazioni’ [2018] Amministrazione in 
Cammino 11; and M Orlandi, Le discriminazioni fiscali e gli aiuti di Stato nel diritto dell’Unione 
europea (Aracne 2018) 15–17, the Commission’s behaviour cannot even be recorded as the result of 
an accidental event, but it is part of a series of precise choices aimed at bypassing the competence 
limits established by the Treaties.
 69 See ECJ, judgment of 21 January 1976 in Case 40/75 Bertrand, ECLI:EU:C:1976:4; ECJ, judg-
ment of 3 February 1977 in Case 52/76 Benedetti v Munari, ECLI:EU:C:1977:16; but see also ECJ, 
judgment of 14 February 1990 in Case C-301/87 France v Commission (Boussac Saint Frères) 
points 39–44, ECLI:EU:C:1990:67; ECJ, judgment of 6 November 1990 in Case C-86/89 Italy v 
Commission, point 15, ECLI:EU:C:1990:373.

cumulative presence of two requirements (namely that these subsidies, on the 
one hand, ‘distort or threaten to distort competition’ and, on the other, ‘affect 
trade between Member States’), the European institutions now66 consider that 
even the mere ‘threat’ of an impact on inter-State exchanges is sufficient to 
consider the second requirement fulfilled.

Such an interpretation leads to a clear violation of the conventional rules. 
In fact, it is only in relation to the first requirement (distortion of competition) 
that these rules consider the mere risk of its occurrence to be enough to compro-
mise the European interest; while in relation to the second requirement (impact 
on trade between Member States) it has been established that only the real and 
concrete occurrence of it is such so as to compromise the value protected by the 
European system.

The substantial elimination of this second requisite is not compliant with the 
Treaties, ie, with EU primary law.67

In fact, the Member States have signed treaties according to which selective 
advantage for a company falls within the prohibition of State aid and only if 
there is positive evidence that it causes damage to free trade between Member 
States. Therefore, eliminating this fundamental prerequisite during the applica-
tion produces a flagrant violation of the competences that Member States have 
decided to entrust to the EU and, consequently, causes a real violation of the 
sovereignty of the Member States.68

The Court of Justice had initially taken this Treaty provision seriously, 
basing its decisions on State aid on an in-depth market analysis,69 but it has 
subsequently simplified and distorted the sense of the rule and thought to 
‘summarise’ the result of such analytical evaluations in a pseudo-principle by 
which the cost savings, which a legal entity would normally have had to make 
in its day-to-day management or normal activities, would distort in themselves 
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 70 See, eg, CJEU, judgment of 3 March 2005 in Case C-172/03 Heiser, point 55, ECLI:EU:C:2005:130; 
CJEU, judgment of 19 September 2000 in Case C-156/98 Germany v Commission, ECLI:EU:C: 
2000:467.
 71 S Bain, Barriers to New Competition: Their Character and Consequences in Manufacturing 
Industries (Harvard University Press 1956) ch 5.
 72 European Commission, Notice 2016/C 262/01 (n 66) para 6.3, points 196 and 197.
 73 See European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament 
and the Council, An Action Plan for Fair Taxation Supporting the Recovery Strategy’ COM(2020) 
312 final. See also European Parliament, Resolution of 7 October on reforming the EU policy on 
harmful tax practices, P9_TA(2021)0416, para 16.

the conditions of competition and trade between Member States, and would be 
limited to transcribing this routinely in a totally abstract, apodictic and assertive 
manner.70

On the contrary, it has been demonstrated for a long time now that the 
so-called ‘absolute cost advantages’, ie, the type of advantage that results from 
the selective reduction of the tax burden, do not generally lead to entry barriers 
that significantly influence competition rules.71 In this context, for a tax advan-
tage to be considered significant enough to create entry barriers that hinder 
competition or cause the expulsion of competitors from the market, it should be 
demonstrated that, thanks to this advantage, the operator can create economies 
of scale which, in turn, allow him to reduce the price to such an extent so as 
to exclude from the market those who cannot benefit from these economies of 
scale. This circumstance appears to be exceptional. It cannot be excluded in an 
absolute manner, but it is certainly worth having more in-depth demonstrations 
on individual concrete cases to verify if this exceptionality actually occurs.

In this way, the elaboration of a sort of de minimis aid concept has indeed 
taken place,72 but it has served a highly discretionary and fluctuating application 
by the Commission and by the Court, which have ruled out the application of 
this specific clause in cases which, instead, should have been included, favouring 
a ‘political’ use of the instrument that contrasts with the lack of democratic 
legitimacy that characterises the institutions themselves.

To go back to the above-mentioned case, Italy v Commission (Montessori), 
what European entrepreneur in the hotel industry has ever been discouraged 
from carrying out his business in Italy due to the presence of monastic guest-
houses? The European institutions have provided no reasonable response to 
this question. Instead, they should have asked themselves this question as a 
prerequisite before declaring an exemption like the one described above as being 
incompatible with European law.

c. Article 116 TFEU

Let us now imagine what would happen if this taking over of competences 
concerning Article 107 were transferred to Article 116 where it was also applied 
in tax matters, as the Commission and the European Parliament would like.73 
After all, the concept of ‘provisions … distorting the conditions of competition 
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 74 As recalled by M Nouwen, ‘The Market Distortion Provisions of Articles 116–117 TFEU: 
An Alternative Route to Qualified Majority Voting in Tax Matters’ (2021) 49 Intertax 1, 16: ‘the 
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laid down in Articles 113 and 115 TFEU’.
 77 J Englisch, ‘Article 116 TFEU: The Nuclear Option for Qualified Majority Tax Harmonization?’ 
(2020) 29 EC Tax Review 58, 61 states in this regard that ‘as with any type of nuclear option, its use 
needs to be carefully pondered, both legally and politically’. Disagreement should be allowed in this 
regard: the use of nuclear weapons must not be ‘carefully pondered’ on, it must always be excluded: 
there can be no political or pseudo-legal reasons that hold.

in the internal market’ and such ‘that the resultant distortion needs to be elimi-
nated’ has already been promptly assimilated to that of Article 107.74

However, the attempted extension of Article 116 TFEU to tax matters, and 
above all the attempts to exploit it to create deeper integration in tax matters, 
appears completely illegitimate.

On a preliminary basis, it should be noted that Article 116, like Article 311,75 
is not a rule on ‘competences’ that is suitable for establishing new Union compe-
tences, but it is only there to complement the competences already generally 
assigned to the Union by the Treaties and, as we have seen above, taxation is 
not one of them. To extend these competences without a formal amendment 
of the Treaties it would be necessary to use the procedure of Article 352 TFEU, 
which obviously requires unanimity and which, in any case, should not be appli-
cable in tax matters. In fact, paragraph 3 of Article 352 expressly excludes the 
usability of this procedure to achieve harmonisation and approximation effects 
in matters that are excluded by the Treaties, as is the case for tax matters outside 
the attributions specifically assigned to the Union by Articles 113 and 115 TFEU. 
Whereas, in reference to the establishment of own taxes, the Treaties have a 
special provision – in fact that of Article 311 – which excludes the applicability 
of the residual rule of Article 352 by virtue of the ordinary hermeneutical prin-
ciples for which lex specialis derogat generali.

Under a different profile, the use of Article 116 in matters for which the 
Treaty requires unanimity would, in this context, give rise to a real ‘abuse of the 
law’ by the European authorities if the principles of the Halifax doctrine were 
to apply.76

In any case, assuming that Article 116 TFEU were applied to taxation, it 
would also really be a ‘nuclear weapon’,77 above all as regards the ‘side effects’.
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 78 Galli, ‘Apologia della sovranità’ (n 7) 163 (original in Italian, translated by the author).
 79 Farri, Tax Sovereignty and the Law in the Digital and Global Economy (n 12) 93 ff.
 80 The limits of the process of democratisation of supranational and international institutions 
are also highlighted by RA Dahl, On Democracy (Yale University Press 1998) 125, who notes that 
decisions will probably be taken through transactions between political and bureaucratic elites: 
administrators, delegates, ministers, diplomats, officials of governmental or non-governmental 
associations, managers, etc. Even if democratic processes can occasionally set external limits to 
this bargaining, to define as ‘democratic’ the political practice of international systems, it would be 

A national community subject to this procedure, especially if interpreted 
extensively, would increase its distance from the Union, it would not decrease 
it. The foundations would in all probability be laid, not for greater aggregation, 
but for the disintegration of the Union. In addition, the procedure would be 
ineffective, since as seen in the previous section (III), as regards the taxpayers 
of the ‘rebellious’ Member State, in matter of taxation, its internal discipline 
would prevail anyway, over the hypothetical directive issued by the EU pursuant 
to Article 116 TFEU.

Therefore, the aforementioned perspective of enhanced cooperation appears 
to be surely preferable in the perspective of increasing integration in tax matters, 
allowing the willing ones to progress and the prudent ones to hold on, thus 
respecting the will of everyone, and leaving Article 116 with its coercive nature 
to its most appropriate purpose of exceptional safeguard clause.

B. The Counterproductive Effects of  Forced Competences  
and Ultra Vires Acts

In this context, it is evident that this second type of ‘forcing’ of competences 
constitutes a violation of the sovereignty of the Member States that formed 
the Union and that the resistance of the single, delegating communities cannot 
be accused of ‘sovereignism’, but will constitute a legitimate manifestation to 
protect their fiscal sovereignty. As exactly observed,

those popular requests for protection, for a return to the State, for defense from 
global dynamics and European rules, which are usually defined as ‘sovereignism’… 
are not a manifestation of new barbarism, but of fearful creakings in the European 
construction.78

The major criticality of the functionalist logic is that it is characterised by an  
‘a priori’ approach. It does not debate and does not adequately argue its assump-
tion of whether or not integration in a specific field is the best option and under 
what conditions. This ‘a priori’ approach considers integration always good in 
itself. Even the legal thought, on the subject of the EU, is often soaked in this kind 
of dogmatism. But that sterilises a rational debate, instead of favouring it. As 
already reported,79 it is no longer the era where emperors or auto-defined enlight-
ened elites decide the fate of peoples around a table or on the battlefields without 
dealing with their will, their feelings, their traditions, their values, their culture.80  
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necessary to remove the term of any meaning. Classical are the works on the subject by C Lasch, The 
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Market Law Review 635.
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 84 Similarly, the fact that a supranational entity determines negative externalities in terms of 
 revenue for the Member States that are part of it, by facilitating the mobility of capital and therefore 
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 85 In this regard, it is necessary to observe that in Art 114 TFEU, the adjective ‘direct’ is not present, 
while it is instead present in Art 115 TFEU: thus, the approximation pursuant to Art 114 is possible 
in all cases in which the measure is necessary (even indirectly) for the establishment and functioning 

And it is no longer the era of ‘social engineering’, although many writings on 
taxation and the EU budget examine this logic closely.81

Thus, on a juridical level it is useful to specify that any tolerance82 of ultra 
vires acts stemming from European authorities does not create the conditions 
for overcoming the specific attributions of the Treaties, as outlined in the previ-
ous section. On the contrary, these abuses and the violations of the rule of law, 
in which they consist of preventing the formation of a trustworthy relationship83 
between the European authorities and the citizens of the Member States, hinder 
the formation of the social conditions for greater tax integration. It is difficult to 
report alleged erosions of the rule of law by national authorities if the first ones 
to erode the rule of law are the European institutions themselves when they go 
beyond their competences.

From another point of view, if it is stated that by virtue of this excess of 
competences of the European authorities, national sovereignty in tax matters 
is now undermined, the logical consequence cannot be that such a ‘transfer’ 
should be completed: the logic of the ‘fait accomplit’ should be considered 
incompatible with the rule of law. Thus, the logical consequence should be the 
prompt restoration of legality.84

Furthermore, once the method of forced competences has been ‘established’, 
there is a risk that it could be exploited by the Member States to the detriment 
of the interests of the supranational organisation.

Without dwelling on the details relating to the EU competences in the  
field of direct taxation85 and the inveterate tendency of the Commission to  
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of the internal market, except in tax matters (expressly excluded by para 2 of the Art), whereas the 
approximation pursuant to Art 115, also applicable in tax matters, is only possible if the measures 
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the change as necessary to protect the functioning of this directive … Uncoordinated tax regimes 
create market distortions; therefore coordination is necessary to remove distortions … Taxes by 
their very nature distort markets. Different taxes/rates therefore inevitably create distortions for 
the internal market. If that is sufficient to give the EU the competence to mandate what to tax 
and what not, there are hardly any limits to that power and the Member State’s “sole compe-
tence” in direct tax matters is a mere illusion’, available at: kluwertaxblog.com/2015/08/31/
anti-hybrid-measures-in-the-parent-subsidiary-directive-and-the-eus-competence-to-harmonise.
 87 C Brokelind, ‘EU Tax Law and the Return of the Nation-State’ in A Bakardjieva Engelbrekt et al 
(eds), The European Union and the Return of  the Nation State: Interdisciplinary European Studies 
(Palgrave Macmillan 2020). On the issue of the relationships between ATAD and competences of 
the Member States, see also A Hultqvist, ‘Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD) och subsidiaritet-
sprincipen: Svenska folkets urgamla rätt att sig beskatta eller EU:s rätt?’ (2016) 12 Skattenytt 853.

force them,86 the above-mentioned risk that the ‘forcing’ of competences by the 
EU authorities could be exploited by the Member States to the detriment of 
the interests of the EU itself has been acutely observed in fiscal matters with 
reference to the Anti Tax-Avoidance Directive (ATAD), insofar as the unanim-
ity of the Member States in approving it lends itself to concealing more a desire 
to preserve national revenue than an effective step forward in removing direct 
obstacles to the functioning of the common market.87

In this way, the counterproductive effects (such as the violation of the rule 
of law by the European authorities and the feeding of ‘sovereignism’) generated 
by ultra vires acts and the violations of national sovereignties are not structur-
ally counterbalanced by sufficient suitability of the increase in the powers of the 
Union to solve the problems of tax competition and tax avoidance.

V. THE NEED TO ADOPT A ‘VALUE-BASED’ LOGIC

On the contrary, a ‘value-based’ logic   assumes that, in order to create a new 
sovereign reality, albeit a federal one, the existence of a population that perceives 
itself as a unitary, albeit plural, people is necessary. And to regard itself as such, 

http://kluwertaxblog.com/2015/08/31/anti-hybrid-measures-in-the-parent-subsidiary-directive-and-the-eus-competence-to-harmonise
http://kluwertaxblog.com/2015/08/31/anti-hybrid-measures-in-the-parent-subsidiary-directive-and-the-eus-competence-to-harmonise
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 88 ie, one of the greatest mistakes of this century is to believe that the political constitution of 
peoples is a purely human work; that a constitution can be built like a watchmaker builds a watch. 
J De Maistre, ‘Etude sur la souveraineté’, published posthumously in Oeuvres complètes de J de 
Maistre Nouvelle édition contenant ses oeuvres posthumes et toute sa correspondance inédite (1884) 
(but written in 1794) ch VII.
 89 A Sodano, Per una nuova Europa (Libreria Editrice Vaticana 2009) 23.

a community must have common and shared values, which go beyond mere 
economic interest.

Une des grandes erreurs de ce siècle est de croire que la constitution politique des 
peuples est une œuvre purement humaine; qu’on peut faire une constitution comme 
un horloger fait une montre.88

A. The Inadequacy of  the Economic Logic of  the Market to Give  
Substance to a Solid Integration of  the Communities

Despite the statements of principle and wishes of Article 1, paragraph 2 TEU, 
‘simple Treaties do not create a new community by themselves’.89 Nor would the 
democratisation of the institutions of the Union (eg, the attribution of greater 
centrality to a European parliament directly elected by the citizens), which is 
often spoken of as a panacea of evil, suffice. When we wish to talk about the 
foundation of a political community, the ‘procedural justice’ of Habermasian 
memory is not enough: contents are needed, and contents without a solid basis 
of values are fragile and transitory.

In today’s context, a federal evolution can only take place between commu-
nities truly united through bonds that transcend the mere economic profile: 
money, however important, does not keep people together, in their lives, in their 
histories, in their traditions, in their values   and, all the more so, they do not 
keep communities together. Furthermore, economic interests are by their nature 
too volatile to be able to represent an element of lasting cohesion among differ-
ent communities and a basis on which they can found a self-perception as a 
unitary political body despite the pluralism of its composition. If there is no 
common planning of this kind, the delegation of functions will by its nature 
remain limited to certain interventions and will hardly be able to take on that 
properly political significance which constitutes the prerequisite for the exercise 
of an act of sovereignty.

The real question is, therefore, whether the axiological prerequisites exist for 
an evolution in the political sense of the EU, ie, if in the 27 Member States there 
is a European population which perceives itself as such on the basis of authen-
tic values   that are actually lived and shared. A Marxist scholar like Benedict 
Anderson wrote almost 40 years ago: ‘market-zones, ‘natural–geographic’ or 
political–administrative, do not create attachments. Who will willingly die for 
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 90 B Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of  Nationalism 
(Verso 1983) 53.
 91 Galli, ‘Apologia della sovranità’ (n 7) 163 (original in Italian, translated by the author). In this 
sense, also L Conant, ‘Contested Boundaries: Citizens, States, and Supranational Belonging in the 
European Union’ in J Migdal (ed), Boundaries and Belonging: States and Societies in the Struggle 
to Shape Identities and Local Practices (Cambridge University Press 2004), while moving from a 
perspective that values the role of public powers in shaping the collective identity, observes that 
‘the dominant pattern of interaction’ among individuals and civil society suggests that ‘any new 
European foundation for belonging remains thin’ (ibid 288).
 92 On the fact that the Nice Charter and Art 2 TEU have remained at the stage of enunciation of 
a general rule and that all these provisions should not be overestimated for tax purposes cf Gallo, 
‘L’Europa sociale e l’Europa fiscale dopo il Trattato di Lisbona’ (n 27) 1792; Gallo, ‘Il diritto tribu-
tario italiano in Europa’ (n 27) para 2.1; Gallo, ‘Ordinamento comunitario e principi costituzionali 
tributari’ (n 33).

Comecon or the EEC?’.90 Can this situation be said to have changed today? 
Influential doctrine, which for its academic, cultural and political past certainly 
cannot be ‘accused’ of ‘sovereignism’, maintains:

Today it is really unlikely to think of a constituent power of the European peoples, 
which would imply their unification into a single people and a single political  
structure – however federal … A European sovereignty, even a federal one, would 
really be a super Leviathan.91

Conversely, the dramatic events of 2022 have revealed that a population ready 
‘to willingly die’ in order to place itself in the European axiological and political 
space exists and has really shed its blood to resist the barbaric military action of 
those who, in order to oppose their own sovereign desire to place themselves in 
the space of Western civilisation, have perpetrated the most serious violations 
of international law: it is a people, the Ukrainians, of a state not yet a member 
of the EU, but undoubtedly, the receipt by the EU of its profound will to join 
Europe at the price of blood will constitute a fundamental verification and a 
turning point of the effective existence, within the Union, of a European demos 
that is beginning to present itself in the world as such and of institutions ready 
to adequately represent it.

Beyond this, finding ‘values’   in an EU that, apart from the formal affirma-
tion of principles in Article 2 TEU, in Articles 8 ff TFEU and in the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights,92 often makes of ‘ethical nihilism’ – and, consequently, of 
the substantial absence of ‘values’ –   its ‘value’, is very complex. The programme 
of the Commission concerning the ‘European Way of Life’ can be considered as 
an example of this concept. It appears completely unsuitable to establish a set of 
true values   on which to anchor a community: the very title of the project is testi-
mony to this, which merely refers to a daily practice and, therefore, a fact of life, 
without any valuation claim of it in terms of justice. Its content, after all, says 
nothing about the concept of human life, the meaning of human dignity and the 
value of a human being and when it touches upon ethically sensitive issues, such 
as that of fundamental rights, it does so in a way that appears superficial, partial 
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 93 In this regard, Gallo, ‘L’Europa sociale e l’Europa fiscale dopo il Trattato di Lisbona’ (n 27) 
1794 highlights a sort of ‘schizophrenia’ in European jurisprudence and debate, insofar as, on the 
one hand, it is argued that the logic of the market should not be the only one to guide the applica-
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sense Gallo, ‘Ordinamento comunitario e principi costituzionali tributari’ (n 33); Gallo, ‘Il diritto 
tributario italiano in Europa’ (n 27), where the ‘economy-driven logic of  EU tax law’ is addressed 
and it is emphasised that ‘even after the advent of the Nice Charter of Rights, in the tax field the 
scale of values is still the economic one, typical of free trade systems and of external and internal 
neutrality of the fiscal factor’.
 94 This is also acknowledged by the doctrine, which is generally critical towards national identity 
issues: see, for all, Y Mounk, The People vs Democracy (Harvard University Press 2018); G Nodia, 
‘The End of the Postnational Illusion’ (2017) 28 Journal of  Democracy 5, who claims that ‘efforts 
to “liberate” democracy from the people will not end well. They will only generate more “populist” 
reactions by even more angry majorities’. With reference to the taxation in the European Union, 
F Vanistendal, ‘Legal Pluralism and Higher Fiscal Coordination and Budgetary Supervision to 
Achieve Economic and Monetary Union’ in J Englisch (ed), International Tax Law: New Challenges 
to and from Constitutional and Legal Pluralism (IBFD 2016) 209, 210, 212, 216, 217 comes to similar 
conclusions, pointing out that the current framework of the Treaties is not adequate for starting a 
fiscal union.
 95 In fiscal matters also Gallo, ‘L’Europa in deficit di scelte e democrazia’ (n 27) highlights that the 
‘excesses of economic-financial power’ turn out to be ‘obstacles to real European integration’. More 
specifically, such extremes, ‘do not facilitate the achievement of the goal, to which every proponent 
of a more integrated European Union would aspire, of having a European own fiscal power as an 
essential step for the Union to take the place of the States as a producer of security for its citizens’. 
Gallo, ‘Il diritto tributario italiano in Europa’ (n 27).

and sometimes anthropologically questionable and, in any case, contested by 
a significant part of the European population, which in some Member States 
represents a solid national majority. Besides, if this form of dispute occurs, it 
is a sign that beyond words there is no real common way of life, that what the 
Commission has planned does not correspond to truly shared values   and that, 
ultimately, we are still far from the existence of a European people that can be 
said to be cohesive in their plurality, at least if we wish to concurrently embrace 
the entire community of 27 Member States. The spirit, for those who believe in 
the pro-European project, should be moved to working to modify this tendency. 
It is not enough to make the paradigm of the common market and competi-
tion an absolute whole, establishing on this totem a ‘forcing’ at all costs of the 
EU competences and a consequent ‘divestiture’ of national sovereignty:93 if the 
container into which this sovereignty is transferred is structurally incapable of 
welcoming it, it generates results that in the long term prove to be sterile and 
counterproductive.94 Acting on these aspects without acting substantially on the 
truly axiological aspect, ie, the one that pertains to a truthful vision of man and 
society, is like placing the cart before the horse: an initiative destined to fail and, 
indeed, counterproductive.95
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 96 To this extent, see the concept expressed by J Ratzinger, Europe� Today and Tomorrow (Ignatius 
Press 2007); J Ratzinger and M Pera, Without Roots (Basic Books 2007). The issue is anthropological 
and not linked to personal religious choices: see, in a comparable perspective, also influential non-
Christian academics, such as JH Weiler, Un’Europa Cristiana: Un saggio esplorativo (Rizzoli 2003) 
translated into many languages.
 97 On the necessary coordination between these two aspects cf Gallo, ‘L’Europa sociale e l’Europa 
fiscale dopo il Trattato di Lisbona’ (n 27) 1797–98, that highlights how ‘only a different institutional 
architecture of the EU in the direction of a federal state … could make it possible to overturn any 
different renunciative approach and the scale of values that is at its basis … and, consequently, … 
give the EU its own fiscal capacity’; Gallo, ‘Il diritto tributario italiano in Europa’ (n 27) 983.
 98 Similar to how for a mature evolution in a democratic sense of a state, it is not enough that it 
is endowed with formally democratic institutions, but it is necessary that it is enlivened by people 
educated in democracy (on this subject, see the considerations of C Galli, Il disagio della democra-
zia (Einaudi 2011) especially chs VI and VIII). For a mature evolution in the federal sense of the 
European integration project, it is not enough for the Union to endow itself with unitary democratic 
institutions: it is necessary that they represent a population that recognises itself as a unitary politi-
cal body despite the plurality of its components.
 99 I have analysed this issue in Tax Sovereignty and the Law in the Digital and Global Economy 
(n 12) 65 ff and 87 ff; F Farri, ‘El consenso a la imposición en la fiscalidad global’ (2020) 76 Themis 13, 
22 ff.
 100 Also the doctrine that dealt with the capability of political power to construct and conform 
identities through narrative and through the creation of credible stories from available cultural mate-
rials about the self-understanding of the collective subject and the answer to the questions ‘who we 
are and who are they’ (C Tilly, Identities, Boundaries, and Social Ties, 1st edn (Routledge 2005) 210 
ff), points out that the directions to be followed for the construction and deployment of politically 
effective stories are different from the fiscal levy.
 101 C Adams, For Good and Evil: The Impact Of  Taxes On The Course Of  Civilization (Madison 
Books 2001).

B. The Need to Recover Non-negotiable Values   and their Possible  
Relevance in Tax Matters

The true pro-European of today is therefore a person who seeks to give Europe 
(again) a soul based on ‘non-negotiable’ values.96   A serious prospect of integra-
tion among Europeans to be based only on the sharing of truthful values.

That is the precondition for a more intense form of integration at the insti-
tutional level and, consequently, also at the fiscal level.97

Only from this perspective, therefore, will a possible strengthening of the 
role of the European Parliament in tax matters find a substantial foundation.98 
And only from this perspective can the increase in the democratic legitimacy of 
the system produce long-lasting positive effects.99 The form needs to be given 
substance in order to obtain good results. Chances are that otherwise, every-
thing will turn out to be an empty shell.

Moving from the institutional and formal to the substantive level, we have to 
realise that tax matters are not the primary field to be nurtured for the formation 
of a cohesive European people.

Contrary to what is often believed, paying common taxes does not in itself 
guarantee the creation of the foundations of a united people.100 In fact, history 
teaches us that if common taxes do not correspond to common and shared 
values, then the conditions are laid for tax revolts, not for the strengthening 
of integration.101 Only if the people are already united and cohesive, therefore 
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 102 On the subject see, ML Ross, ‘Does Taxation Lead to Representation?’ (2004) 34 British Journal 
of  Political Science 229; M Herb, ‘Taxation and Representation’ (2003) 38 Studies in Comparative 
International Development 3; this even without reaching the conclusions for which the imposition 
would generate instability, to which it comes, KM Morrison, Nontaxation and Representation 
(Cambridge University Press 2014).
 103 After all, it is undeniable that paying taxes constitutes a form of evidence of the active belonging 
to a community: TR Davis, ‘The tax-immigration nexus’ (2017) 94 Denver Law Review 195, 210; 
IW Martin, AK Mehrotra and M Prasad, ‘The Thunder of History: The Origins and Development 
of the New Fiscal Sociology’ in IW Martin, A Mehrotra and M Prasad (eds), The New Fiscal 
Sociology (Cambridge University Press 2009) 3. In addition, it is easy to observe how the making of 
the perimeter of such a community constitutes a precondition for this form of active participation 
to grow. As clarified by ES Liberman, ‘The Politics of Demanding Sacrifice: Applying Insights from 
Fiscal Sociology to the Study of AIDS Policy and State Capacity’ in IW Martin, A Mehrotra and  
M Prasad (eds), The New Fiscal Sociology (Cambridge University Press 2009) 110 ff, the willingness 
to pay taxes requires a prior shared conception of the collectivity, a division of the world into ‘us’ 
and ‘them’, in-group and out-group: ‘the stronger the identity … the more likely it is that citizens 
will sacrifice’ by paying taxes. In this context, it is true that ‘such feelings of collective identity are 
malleable and may be shaped … but preexisting boundary institutions are still likely’ to be deci-
sive� Therefore, it is not demonstrated, nor is it truthfully rationally evident, that the imposition 
of common taxes is adequate to strengthen groups of communities that are not otherwise deeply 
united. The effect of taxation on the creation of a sense of belonging to the community therefore 
seems only secondary and indirect.
 104 In this regard, some premises that are spreading on the subject are not good. First, the thesis 
that establishes improbable links between environmental protection and limitation of the human 
population on earth is clearly not acceptable, because it causes an inversion of the range of values 
to be safeguarded. From another point of view, the Decision of the EU Commission (COM(2022) 
631 of 9 March 2022) to under certain conditions include nuclear energy among the forms of energy 
considered environmentally sustainable cannot be considered acceptable. Its harmfulness to the 
environment and human health has been witnessed by huge planetary disasters with a risk that does 
not seem likely to be eliminated with the use of new technologies.

only if there is a community that perceives itself as ‘sovereign’ already, is it 
possible to make a common front for strengthening financing public expendi-
ture and the sense of belonging to the community itself, the solidarity within 
it and, ultimately, its solidity. As it has been demonstrated on a sociological 
level, in the more developed contexts, the relationship runs between representa-
tion and imposition, and it is not, on the contrary, the imposition to generate 
(and give meaning to) collective representativeness102 and to transform into a 
‘community’ groups of people that are not linked by other deep values in the 
above-mentioned sense.103 Then again, it is not necessary to possess a particular 
sociological acumen to imagine that it will not be a digital service tax that will 
create a sense of belonging and community among European peoples, just as the 
introduction of common customs duties did not.

On the contrary, the perspectives opened by environmental taxes appear to 
be more significative, as mentioned in the previous section (III.A.ii.b). Indeed, 
there is no doubt that they are directly based on authentic values of care for 
creation. These values can be said to be, in their essential core, absolute and 
non-negotiable, without prejudice, of course, to the contingency and histori-
cal significance of their relative declinations and the need for them to always 
happen according to principles of rationality and functionality to the good of 
the human person.104
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 105 I have analysed these issues in Tax Sovereignty and the Law in the Digital and Global Economy 
(n 12) 77 f, where further references can be found.
 106 This issue has been studied in depth by the most influential doctrine: cf, among many, P Pistone, 
‘The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, General Principles of EU Law and Taxation’ in B Terra 
and P Wattel (eds), European Tax Law (Kluwer Law International 2018) 153 ff; P Pistone, ‘The EU 
Law Dimension of Human Rights in Tax Matters’ in C Brokelind (ed), Principles of  Law: Function, 
Status and Impact in EU Tax Law (IBFD 2014); C Brokelind, ‘The Role of EU in International Tax 
Policy and Human Rights: Does the EU Need a Policy on Taxation and Human Rights?’ in P Pistone, 
G Kofler and M Poiares Maduro (eds), Human Rights and Taxation in Europe and the World 
(IBFD 2011). The EU Commission itself has launched an initiative in this field (see Communication 
on Taxpayers’ Rights in the Single Market, Ares(2020)6140226).
 107 This aspect seems to be shared by the doctrine. See, for all, the following authors: E Vanoni,  
‘La finanza e la giustizia sociale’ (1943) 11–12 Studium 358; F Gallo, Le ragioni del fisco  
(Il Mulino 2007) 59; M Luciani, ‘Costituzione, tributi e mercato’ [2012] Rassegna tributaria 831, 
para 3; RS Avi-Yonah, ‘The Three Goals of Taxation’ (2006) 60 Tax Law Review 1, especially at 12 
(‘a primary goal of the income tax historically was seen as redistributing wealth from the rich to 
everyone else’); RS Avi-Yonah, ‘Os Três Objetivos da Tributação’ [2008] Direito tributário atual 7. In 
general, on the subject of the redistributive function of taxes, cf F Gallo, ‘Disuguaglianze, giustizia 
distributiva e principio di progressività’ [2012] Rassegna tributaria 287; F Gallo, ‘Potestà norma-
tiva di imposizione, mercato e giustizia sociale’ [2018] Giurisprudenza commerciale 371; F Gallo,  
‘Il tributo quale indispensabile strumento di politiche ridistributive’ [2021] Rassegna tributaria 273.

Eco-taxes therefore represent a valuable tool, albeit not central from a 
systematic point of view, which can already be used in the context of the Treaties 
in force.

Without prejudice to what has been observed above about the role of taxation 
in the creation of a unified people, we can still identify at least two substantial 
aspects that the tax system itself can play to the advantage of the cohesion of a 
population or, at least, to hinder social disintegration. They add to the profile 
of environmental taxes, as mentioned above, and to general issues such as repre-
sentativeness, rule of law and certainty of law,105 as well as to the procedural 
issue of taxpayers’ rights.106

These are the enhancement of the role that the peoples themselves have in the 
life of civil society, according to the principle of horizontal subsidiarity, and the 
reduction of inequalities between people.

These values must be implemented in European tax systems to make it an 
instrument of peoples’ cohesion, rather than simply regulating the markets.

i� The Redistributive Function of  Taxation

The aspect of reducing inequalities between people and the redistributive func-
tion of the tax levy is more specifically linked to the side of public spending and 
direct taxes.

In particular, it is certainly undisputed that personal taxes, such as income 
taxes levied on individuals and on corporations, are the most appropriate instru-
ment for linking to taxation an opportunity to reduce economic inequalities 
between members of the community.107 Although the redistributive finality also 
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 109 Gallo, Le ragioni del fisco (n 107) 112 and 119; Avi-Yonah, ‘The Three Goals of Taxation’ 
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of Comparability in Tax Law’ in C Brokelind (ed), Principles of  Law: Function, Status and Impact 
in EU Tax Law (IBFD 2014).
 111 For an application of the principles of the Nice Charter to VAT matters cf KK Egholm Elgaard, 
‘The effect of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union on substantive VAT law’ 
in M Lang et al (eds), CJEU: Recent Developments in Value Added Tax 2017 (Linde 2018).
 112 In this regard, see para 2.1. of the Commission’s Communication ‘Ready for 55%’ COM (2021) 
550 final.

lends itself to be implemented on the side of the public revenue with the combina-
tion of other tax institutes, including a tax on personal general consumption,108 
the presence of a personal income tax is an indefectible element of the redis-
tributive project in the public revenue side.109

Therefore, the redistributive function in the field of taxation can hardly be 
implemented in the current framework of the Treaties, which does not attribute 
to the Union direct competences in the matter of income tax and which outlines  
a different perimeter for consumption taxes from the one of the tax on personal 
general consumption. Only after an amendment to the Treaties, which in turn –  
for the reasons set out – can bring lasting positive effects only following a political 
and social maturation of the European people, can the redistributive function of 
the levy be fully realised at European level.

a. VAT Relevance Profiles

This does not mean that indirect taxes, as currently configured at the European 
level, do not have to comply with the principles of fiscal equity:110 on the contrary, 
many interventions are necessary for this purpose.111 This means, however, that 
the weapons made available by indirect taxes are structurally insufficient to 
achieve a redistributive effect of the levy that can be considered significant and 
of a general spectrum.

Among the necessary interventions in the field of indirect taxes and of 
European competences under current Treaties, an important sector that is suit-
able to generate redistributive effects is that of environmental taxes,112 but some 
relevant aspects relating to the VAT Directive can also be underlined.

In particular, it needs to be improved to adequately take into account the need 
to exclude the vital minimum from taxation: the breadth of the transactions 
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excluded from the application of VAT should be extended to a more comprehen-
sive basket of staple goods for families, children and the elderly. Let us not forget 
the need to exclude from taxation the supply of basic food products (bread, 
water, milk and such like) which, instead, Annex III to Directive 2006/112/EC 
only allows to be submitted to a reduced tax rate. Or let us not forget the need 
to extend the provision referred to in Article 132, paragraph 1(h), according to 
which ‘the supply of services and of goods closely linked to the protection of 
children and young persons by bodies governed by public law or by other organi-
zations recognised by the Member State concerned as being devoted to social 
wellbeing’ are exempt. In addition to the services of orphanages, nurseries and 
youth hostels, large-scale exclusions should be provided for purchases of early 
childhood-related items (nappies, baby food, baby clothes).113

The same should be done for goods providing assistance to the elderly and 
disabled, which should be excluded from taxation well beyond the provision of 
Article 132, paragraph 1(g) of the Directive: in this regard, the reduction rate 
provided for in Annex III is not sufficient and the interpretation supplied by the 
Court of Justice is all the more ‘frustrating’.114

Furthermore, these exclusions from taxation should also allow the deduct-
ibility of the VAT paid at the preceding stage, differently from what was also 
established in the previous regulations by Article 114 of the Directive.

b. The Equality Principle

The redistributive function of taxation at the European level may therefore have 
to be realised mainly downstream of a possible evolution in the political and 
sovereign sense of the EU. This is not only on a formal profile, it is also on a 
substantial one.

The principle of equality, to which the reduction of inequalities and the 
promotion of the redistributive function are connected, has elastic contents and 
can be applied with extremely different results.115 The first consequence of the 
principle of equality is to require that equal situations be treated equally and 
different situations be treated differently: well, the identification of elements of 
similarity or dissimilarity between situations is a typical judgement influenced 
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by the values   of the interpreter. Think of the issues relating to gender, which see 
extremely diversified and deeply rooted value judgements made by the various 
interpreters.

All the more so, the problem of the axiological substrate arises when pass-
ing from a logic of formal equality to a logic of substantial equality, such as 
that required by the redistributive function of taxation.116 For this reason, a 
full implementation of the principle of equality in the EU in general, and in 
European taxation in particular, can only take place following the sharing of 
common values by a European population that has reached an appropriate level 
of social and axiological cohesion.

ii� Horizontal Subsidiarity

Conversely, the other aspect, namely that of horizontal subsidiarity, can from 
now on also be valued in the current Treaties’ framework and it can really lend 
itself to favouring the rebirth among the European peoples of an attachment to 
values   rooted in the depths of the human person and, therefore, to lay the foun-
dations for the formation of a European people properly understood and that 
perceives itself as such.117

In each of the European societies, according to their own traditions, there 
are social groups which, despite being private, perform objectively public func-
tions, ie, functions which, in the absence of the aforementioned social groups, 
should be carried out by the public administration. Think of the various chari-
table associations but also and, even earlier, of the family, which is central in 
taking care of fragile people (from children to the elderly). Here, the tax rules of 
the EU should immediately focus on the enhancement of these realities, much 
more so than they currently do. In fact, it is groups like these that naturally drive 
the formation of a people and give life to a common solidarity between persons.

a. VAT Relevance Profiles

From a fiscal point of view, these realities, while carrying out their services, 
are already contributing ‘in kind’ to public expenses: in fact, they provide 
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a service that from an objective point of view is certainly of ‘public’ impor-
tance. Therefore, their contribution ‘in kind’ to public expenditure should be 
adequately taken into account when outlining their obligations to contribute ‘in 
cash’, ie, to pay taxes.

As an example, Articles 13 and 132 of the VAT Directive should be improved 
and, even more importantly, they should be given an appropriate application, 
both within the scope of the VAT system and in connection with the other 
sectors that the European jurisprudence includes in the field of taxation, such as 
in particular that of State aid.

In addition to what was specifically indicated in the previous section 
(IV.A.ii.b), it is hardly a reasonable approach whereby, for example, the services 
of private schools must rightly be exempted from VAT according to the Directive 
(Article 132, paragraph 1(i), but the choice of a Member State to exempt from 
property tax the real estate in which they are housed is regarded as undue State 
aid (see the above-mentioned Montessori case).

Going back to VAT, charity organisations should be excluded from the cate-
gory of taxable persons, according to the same principles provided for public 
entities by Article 13. In any case, such entities should be allowed to provide 
services at a reasonable higher price than the mere direct cost, so as to also 
allow remuneration for the indirect costs of carrying out the activity, in the 
absence of which the activity of these subjects could not take place: the clauses 
of Article 132, paragraph 1(f) and (l), which make the exemption subject to the 
payment of a fee not exceeding the ‘exact reimbursement of their share of the 
joint expenses’ or a subscription fee, appear to be too strict. For this purpose, a 
clause that makes the exemption subject to the non-impact on market competi-
tion seems to be sufficient to guarantee compliance with the interests protected 
by European law: in this regard, once again the clause of the aforementioned 
rules appears to be too restrictive to the extent it considers a mere ‘probability’ 
of impact on competition to be sufficient to exclude the exemption.

If this is summed up to the exasperatingly restrictive interpretation provided 
by the CJEU to the exemption clauses of Article 132,118 it is easy to observe 
how the limitations contained in the Directive for this purpose are unsuitable to 
adequately guarantee the social purpose taken into account here.

In addition, those goods and services which are indispensable to enable these 
social groups, in particular families, to perform their function of public impor-
tance, such as in particular the care of children, the sick and the elderly, should be  
exempted: in addition to the essential goods already indicated above, also babysitters’ 
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 120 Instead of preventing this formation with a sterile forcing of competences which – as explained –  
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and care-providers’ services should be exempt (and not simply subject to a reduced 
tax rate, as it is currently established by Annex III to Directive 2006/112/EC); 
services which help families to care for fragile people without burdening public 
structures.

b. A New ‘Social Accounting’ System

Furthermore, while performing their services, these groups guarantee savings 
in the spending of public administrations: if there were no such groups, those 
services would have to be carried out by the public administrations and be paid 
for with public money. This saving in public spending should be taken into 
account when drafting public budgets: the budget balance, on which the Fiscal 
Compact is focused, should not only be measured on financial data, but also on 
substantial ones.

This step towards ‘social accounting’, rather than purely financial accounting,119 
appears to be the first step to take so that the European tax system can facilitate 
the formation of a European people who may perceive itself as such120 and which, 
likewise, may open up to a change of the Treaties in the sense of a broader and 
also more substantial integration in terms of taxation.
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The Reform of  EU Own Resources 
under the Next Generation EU 

Programme: A Suitable Moment for the 
Introduction of  a European Tax?

CLAUDIO SCIANCALEPORE*

I. INTRODUCTION

The health emergency caused by Covid-19 and the subsequent eco-
nomic and social crisis posed a new challenge for all countries. The 
European Union (EU) decided to tackle this through extraordinary ini-

tiatives enhancing solidarity between Member States. The Next Generation EU 
(NGEU) relaunch programme represents an exceptional initiative that supports 
economic recovery in Europe through an expansion of public spending financed 
by bonds issued by the EU (so-called ‘coronabonds’).1

For the first time in its history, the EU has gained access to the financial 
markets through a massive use of debt under the NGEU programme by issuing 
bonds, including ‘green bonds’,2 for a total of €750 billion until 2026,3 which 
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will be repaid directly through the European budget. Some commentators have 
defined this crucial historical phase as a ‘Hamiltonian moment’ for the EU since 
it is similar to what happened in the United States in the late 1700s when the first 
US Treasury Secretary, Alexander Hamilton, gave the impetus to mutualise war 
debts as they were transformed into public debt for the new federal government.4

In order not to be a burden on the public finances of the Member States 
through a request for greater transfers, the loans obtained will also be repaid 
through the revenues produced by the new European own resources,5 some of 
which might have a juridical tax nature: a plastic tax that levies the weight of 
non-recycled plastic packaging waste, a carbon border adjustment mechanism,6 
a revenue-sharing scheme deriving from the Emissions Trading System,7 a digi-
tal levy that will incorporate the evolution of the work of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development on the taxation of the digi-
tal economy,8 a financial contribution linked to the corporate sector or a new 
common corporate tax based on benefits gained from the European Single 
Market and, finally, a European Financial Transaction Tax.9 The reimbursement 
of the coronabonds, therefore, is ensured, until 2058, through the resources of 
the EU, paving the way to an initial nucleus of tax levies belonging to the EU, ie, 
not deriving from the taxation of individual Member States.10

The possibility of creating a common fiscal capacity is necessary, not only 
to repay the debt deriving from the NGEU programme, but also to finance 
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European public goods, without increased national budgetary contributions, 
while at the same time promoting European objectives and policies. As a matter 
of fact, EU spending should be targeted at ‘public goods’11 of a European 
dimension which can provide the most benefit: the EU should focus only on 
those public goods that it can produce more efficiently/effectively than Member 
States alone (ie, European public goods such as research, infrastructure, border 
control, etc).12 The attribution of fiscal sovereignty to the EU and the establish-
ment of a European tax as a new fiscal own resource would, in fact, also allow 
an expansion of the size of the European budget, which is still too modest today 
to finance the number of functions that the Union is called upon to perform.13

In order to avoid worrying asymmetries between debt capacity and fiscal 
sovereignty, as well as to ensure that the EU is able to repay the loans by relying 
on future tax revenues deriving from the use of taxation power, it is necessary 
to investigate the possibility of establishing a supranational fiscal capacity as 
a necessary evolution of the European integration process.14 Furthermore, the 
creation of an authentic fiscal union would make it possible to overcome the 
current rules of European economic governance which have formally respected 
the fiscal sovereignty of the Member States but have de facto ended up dilut-
ing similar national sovereignty and autonomy.15 The strict rules of European 
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public finance, in fact, have weakened national taxation, without creating supra-
national taxation, which ought to be remedied through the establishment of a 
fiscal union and the consequent distribution of taxation power between differ-
ent levels of government.

II. ‘NEGATIVE’ AND ‘POSITIVE’ LEGAL INTEGRATION IN THE EU

Since the Treaties of Rome of 1957, the EU has never enjoyed taxing powers, 
despite the fact that it has always imposed the financing of the European budget 
through ‘own resources’.16 Although the Treaty of Paris of 1951 sanctioned that 
the European Coal and Steel Community be financed through tax levied on the 
production of coal and steel managed directly at the supranational level, the 
founding countries of the current EU decided to not re-propose such a provision 
and to remit Community funding to indefinite own resources.17

Due to the persistent lack of taxing powers, pressing spending needs and the 
growing number of common policies adopted, transfers from Member States, 
based on some macroeconomic variables, to the Union are still considered as 
‘own resources’, despite the fact that they represent the majority share of the 
EU financing system. The paradoxical situation that has arisen, in which the 
Member States have decided not to provide the EU with its own taxing power 
but to impose that ‘the budget shall be financed wholly from own resources’,18 
indicates evidence of an in itinere integration process and is symptomatic of the 
uncertainty about the juridical definition of the Union, which oscillates between 
an international organisation and a federation of states.19

At the European level, therefore, there is no normative corpus that can be 
defined as a common tax system to be understood as an organic and systematic 
set of rules that are added to those of the Member States and regulate the exer-
cise of supranational tax authority. European taxation, unlike that of Member 
States, does not aim to levy taxes to collect the resources necessary for the exer-
cise of public functions; instead it only has the aim of coordinating the tax 
measures of Member States that could distort competition within the internal 
market. Even today, European measures in tax matters do not assume a ‘fiscal’ 
function intended as a contribution made by European taxpayers to common 
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public spending, but is aimed at achieving the coordination of Member State tax 
systems in order to ensure the functioning of the internal market.

The ‘protectiveness’ of Member States regarding their taxing powers has 
prevented a transfer, albeit partial, of tax sovereignty to the EU and the creation 
of a true European tax to finance the budget:20 taxing power, as a fundamental 
index of the exercise of state sovereignty, is monopolistically and exclusively 
preserved by Member States. The European Treaties, in fact, do not qualify the 
EU as a tax entity and do not make legislative choices that determine and qualify 
the structure of a common tax system.

Nonetheless, the rules of European tax law appear rather pervasive and are 
heavily reflected in domestic tax systems, causing a compression of the sover-
eignty of Member States. These rules, in fact, end up limiting the autonomy of 
Member States in the tax field in order to prevent the tax instrument from posing 
obstacles to the exercise of fundamental freedoms or threatening competition in 
the Single Market. Taxation in the European context is not aimed at the estab-
lishment of a supranational tax order but assumes a mainly ‘negative’ value. 
This is also due to the ‘creative’ jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union (CJEU), aimed at controlling the legislative choices of Member 
States so that the proper functioning of the internal market is guaranteed by 
eliminating competition-distorting tax measures that prevent the creation of the 
level playing field as well as discriminatory ones which do not allow that equal 
conditions in trade exchanges are ensured. Therefore, European tax law assumes 
a ‘negative’ value, manifesting itself only in the coordination of national tax 
policies for the achievement of market interests.

Among the numerous limits and constraints sanctioned by European law, 
it is necessary to mention the principle of non-discrimination, the prohibition 
of adopting protectionist fiscal measures, the prohibition on the application 
between Member States of customs duties or taxes having equivalent effect as 
well as the prohibition of State aid.21 European primary law imposes numerous 
prohibitions and limits on the national legislator in order to restrain the taxing 
powers of the Member States so that the tax aspect plays a neutral role in the 
autonomous dynamics of the market.

The objectives of freedom and competition in the Single Market are pursued 
not only through ‘negative’ integration, characterised by limits, prohibitions and 
constraints, but also through ‘positive’ integration based on the harmonisation 
and coordination of tax interventions of the Member States because, in some 
cases, the removal of tax obstacles requires the production of new common 
provisions. In this sense, there seems to be a European vision of taxation since 
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the Union not only has the role of stemming state taxing powers, but also has a 
propositional function.

The legal basis of positive integration can be found in Article 113 of the Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) regarding the harmonisation 
of legislation concerning turnover taxes, excise duties and other forms of indirect 
taxation and in Article 115 TFEU regarding the approximation of laws applied, 
in the tax field, to direct taxation.22 In both cases, the Treaty requires compliance 
with a special legislative procedure that requires the unanimity of the Council 
and a merely consultative role for the European Parliament, demonstrating the 
unwillingness of the Member States to compromise their fiscal sovereignty. With 
a view to vertical subsidiarity, European intervention is allowed only to ensure 
the establishment and the proper functioning of the internal market and to avoid 
distortions of competition in order to support the interests of the free market.23

From the intertwining of such ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ integration, the 
so-called ‘anti-sovereign theory’ has been formulated. The theory is useful for 
describing the fiscal discipline developed at the European level where, from a 
multilevel legal system perspective, the fiscal sovereignty of Member States must 
respect fundamental freedoms and constraints for the proper functioning of the 
internal market.24 In spite of the ‘negative’ European taxation that expresses a 
limitation to the taxing powers of the Member States, it is not substituted with 
‘positive’ taxation meant as a fiscal sovereignty of the Union aimed at creating 
a new tax system based on common principles. The EU, therefore, is a kind 
of ‘anti-sovereign’ as it limits and eludes Member States’ sovereignty, without 
replacing it with a different sovereign order, and it leaves the choices concerning 
tax matters to market assessments and to the respect of fundamental freedoms. 
This phenomenon has been described as the ‘paradox of sovereignty’ in order 
to indicate the process by which the sovereignty of Member States, in relation 
to the EU, undergoes a metamorphosis:25 they voluntarily give shares of their 
taxing powers to the Union, but only to allow it to control them at a suprana-
tional level.

It would seem as if the EU mainly regulates the cross-border aspects of taxa-
tion, especially regarding corporations,26 and eludes the stringent unanimity rule 
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through the use of soft law instruments whose legal weakness does not compress 
the Member State tax sovereignty.27 However, the results obtained from the 
approximation of direct taxation appear largely insufficient, making it neces-
sary to fall back on initiatives of mere convergence in relation to transnational 
taxation, without losing sight of the objective of ensuring competition in the 
Single Market. Also, the recent significant progress in the coordination action in 
the fight against tax avoidance,28 testify to the unanimous interest of Member 
States in fighting aggressive tax planning, with a view to the proper functioning 
of the Single Market (and the increase of national revenues), on specific aspects 
of the taxation, without any thought dedicated to a true European taxation. As 
a matter of fact, the timid positive signals coming from the coordination action 
undertaken by the European Commission regarding the fight against tax avoid-
ance, where a consensus has been reached by the Member States, seem to be 
driven by the crisis in public finances.

III. THE FUNDAMENTAL TAX PRINCIPLES BETWEEN EUROPEAN PRIMARY 
LAW AND COMMON CONSTITUTIONAL TRADITIONS

A radical paradigm shift based on the attribution to the EU of its own taxing 
powers and on the establishment of a European tax system requires an amend-
ment of the Treaties as well as a codification of the common fundamental 
principles. These principles are not stated in the provisions of the Treaties, which 
only enunciate the prohibition of discrimination, from which the principle of 
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tax equality and, in this way, the principle of the ability to pay might somehow 
be derived. However, in European law, the principle of non-discrimination has 
a merely economic value, typical of free market systems, and it focuses on the 
neutrality of tax policies in order to avoid differentiations based on citizenship or 
residence or unjustified restrictions on economic freedoms, so that its meaning 
appears different from the equality principle applicable to tax matters. Indeed, 
the prohibition of discrimination, which is necessary for the proper functioning 
of the internal market, seems to contrast with the principles of redistribution 
and promotional taxation that are one of the functions of government accord-
ing to Musgrave’s Theory of Public Expenditures.29

In the absence of general principles in the field of taxation in the European 
Treaties, there is a need for the codification of some postulates of tax justice 
in European law. In particular, European primary law could express principles 
specifically relating to tax matters, and not just principles of European law 
reinterpreted from a fiscal point of view. In this regard, some scholars in Italy, 
coordinated by Professor Fantozzi, have identified a set of essential tax rules 
as an expression of constitutional traditions common to the Member States.30 
These principles should have been included in the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the European Union (Charter of Nice) through the introduction of a 
new chapter VI-bis – ‘Taxation’ – and the addition of Article 50-bis regarding 
the ‘Principles’. Among these principles it is important to highlight the follow-
ing: the consent to tax and the representative principle (‘no taxation without 
representation’); the ability to pay principle; and the redistribution principle. 
The study group has also suggested giving the EU exclusive competence over its 
own resources which should be subject to the legislative procedure of co-decision 
in compliance with the democratic principle of consent to taxation.31

While awaiting the amendment of the Treaties, it is possible to start a study 
aimed at analysing the application in the European territory of principles on 
which any tax system should be based, including the rule of law, progressivity, 
redistribution, equality as well as reasonableness and proportionality. It is neces-
sary to identify the fundamental rights of tax matters common to the Member 
States that can be raised to the European level either through an amendment 
of European primary law or through their mere existence since they already 
constitute general principles of the Union’s law as ‘they result from the consti-
tutional traditions common to the Member States’ ex Article 6(3) of the Treaty 
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on European Union (TEU).32 In fact, these principles are able to guarantee a 
correct distribution of taxation among the affiliates and to limit the power of 
the Member States to impose taxes in order to protect the fundamental rights 
of taxpayers.33

Previous comparative studies have already made it possible to identify the 
presence of these principles in the legal systems of Member States and their 
compatible declination in European law regarding the ability to pay,34 especially 
its corollary of maximum limit to taxation and prohibition of confiscatory 
taxation, the rule of law, the principle of equality, etc. These are principles of 
tax justice present in the legal systems of each Member State and widespread, 
almost through an osmotic process, in the European area as they implement 
fundamental values   such as human dignity and the related rights and duties of 
solidarity.

Concerning the ability to pay, some scholars claim that it is not part of Union 
law as it represents a principle of domestic tax legislation only, while others are 
in support of its application in the EU.35 From a comparative point of view, the 
ability to pay is expressly stated in the constitutional charters of some European 
countries; in the Member States where it is not expressly established, it emerges 
from a joint reading of the principles of reasonableness, fairness and equal-
ity relating to taxation. These principles, typical of a modern constitutional 
charter, regardless of their rigid or flexible nature, both written or unwritten, 
offer constitutional protection of the ability to pay, also thanks to the interpre-
tations of the constitutional courts in various countries. Even in the absence of 
an explicit codification of the ability to pay in the Treaties, it appears unrealistic 
that it is not part of Union law since it is concretely and constantly applied in 
all Member States according to the logic of the circulation of constitutional 
principles and national legal models, albeit with contents and protections with 
‘variable geometries’. The ability to pay appears to be an example of a ‘lowest 
common denominator’ that unites the tax rules of Member States and which 
could be derived from an interpretation of the Treaties; in addition, its infringe-
ment would constitute an obstacle to the exercise of fundamental freedoms 
expressly protected by the Treaties.

Conversely, if a European tax were to infringe on the ability to pay, in addi-
tion to possible complaints that can be invoked before the European judges, 
the domestic system could react by raising the shields of ‘counter-limits’ as 
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principles that could be opposed to the primacy of European law, albeit only in 
theory and hitherto never used in tax matters. The introduction of a European 
tax that does not respect the principle of the ability to pay because it is regarded 
as for example, unreasonable, arbitrary, etc, would be invoked before the consti-
tutional court which would raise the shields of the ‘counter-limits’.

In the jurisprudential field, the CJEU, also taking advantage of its ‘crea-
tive’ function, has developed some relevant principles for tax law starting from 
European primary law and national tax systems, although this contribution has 
often been limited to a statement of principles already developed by the Court 
with reference to other branches of EU law and applied to tax matters. Under 
the pressure of the Advocates General, the CJEU has often used the ability to 
pay principle in its judgments, not without some uncertainty, due to the consti-
tutional traditions common to the Member States.36

The affirmation of the ability to pay as a European principle dates back to 
the well-known Schumacker case in which the Court underlined the relevance of 
the personal and family situation of the non-resident taxpayer for income tax 
purposes.37 The CJEU offered protection to the global ability to pay expressed in 
the total income, with a particular emphasis on its personality characteristic.38 
Starting from the so-called ‘Schumacker doctrine’, there has been a consolidated 
jurisprudential orientation in which the ability to pay and the related considera-
tion of the personal and family situation of the taxpayer has gradually expanded 
to be applied in discrimination cases between residents and non-residents.39

Recently, in the Vodafone Hungary and Tesco cases, the CJEU treated the 
ability to pay as a general principle of Union law for the first time and, as 
such, applied it in its examination of the reasons for prosecuting an extraor-
dinary Hungarian turnover tax which affects multinationals in order to assess 
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its compatibility with EU law.40 In these judgments, the European judges used 
the ability to pay in order to assess the compatibility of a national provision 
with Union law and, although they did not mention its European derivation, its 
use could be fundamental for the development of common tax law. The CJEU 
seems to raise the ability to pay to the rank of general principle of Union law, 
applicable to tax matters, in order to assess the rationality and reasonableness 
of the exercise of the taxing powers of the Hungarian legislator, especially with 
reference to the repercussions on the European legal system.41 In the wake of 
this case law, the same parameter of the ability to pay was used by European 
judges to assess the legitimacy of a Polish progressive tax on the retail sector 
linked to turnover42 as well as a Hungarian progressive tax on turnover related 
to advertising.43

Therefore, the jurisprudential evolution described above has seen a decisive 
strengthening and broad application of the ability to pay which could constitute 
a general principle of Union law as it results from the constitutional traditions 
common to the Member States ex Article 6(3) TEU. The ability to pay, as a 
principle shared at a constitutional level by Member States, represents a funda-
mental aspect for any form of European taxation aimed at delimiting the ‘right 
tax’ and guaranteeing the financing of public goods to meet the needs of the 
Community.44

IV. SOME THOUGHTS ON THE EUROPEAN PLASTIC TAX AS A 
MISUNDERSTOOD EXAMPLE OF A EUROPEAN TAX

Under current legislation, and in the absence of an express attribution of taxing 
powers to Europe, it is necessary to enhance and implement Article 311 TFEU 
which requires the financing of the European budget through own resources and, 
at the same time, the respect of the tax sovereignty of Member States.45 Thus, 
it is necessary to conduct a legal study on the so-called ‘European Plastic Tax’ 
as a new own resource that levies the weight of non-recycled plastic packaging 
waste in order to verify its nature as a European tax and its compliance with the 
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fundamental principles of taxation.46 This levy was introduced with Council 
Decision 2020/2053 on the system of own resources of the EU and entered into 
force on 1 January 2021 as a result of the ratification of the aforementioned 
Decision by the national parliaments of all Member States.47 Its establishment 
was agreed by the heads of state or government of the Member States a few 
months earlier, at the European Council of 17–21 July 2020 as the first new levy 
from a basket of new own resources of which the EU will equip itself in the near 
future in order to collect the revenues to be allocated to the repayment of the 
debts contracted under the NGEU programme.48

As regards the essential elements of the European Plastic Tax, it affects the 
non-recycled plastic packaging waste generated in each Member State through 
the application of a uniform levy rate, equal to €0.80/kg, on the weight of such 
waste.49 This weight is calculated as the difference between the weight of plastic 
packaging produced in a Member State in a given year and the weight of plastic 
packaging waste recycled in the same year.50

The objective of such an own resource is mainly non-fiscal as it is intended 
to provide an incentive for Member States to reduce plastic packaging waste and 
pollution so as to promote recycling and discourage the consumption of single-
use plastic products. In this way it is possible to give concrete implementation to 
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the European strategy on plastics and to undertake a transition path towards a 
circular and sustainable economy.

For some time now, the EU has taken up the challenge of environmental 
protection by paying particular attention to the pollution caused by plastic 
waste: in the Communication entitled ‘Towards a Circular Economy: A Zero 
Waste Programme for Europe’,51 the European Commission has adopted some 
proposals aimed at developing a more circular economy and promoting recy-
cling in Member States, with a specific emphasis on plastic waste in order to 
eliminate landfill or incineration and to encourage the reuse of materials. The 
transition to a ‘zero waste’ economy was envisaged in the Communication 
‘Closing the Loop – An EU Action Plan for the Circular Economy’52 where, 
with a specific reference to plastics, the Commission announced the study of 
specific provisions to encourage reuse and the cessation of their qualification as 
waste. In line with the European strategy for plastic waste,53 the EU set out to 
increase the recycling of plastics, including packaging, to stimulate eco-design 
and to adopt provisions to facilitate cross-border trade in recyclable plastics. To 
this end, a Communication was adopted in 2018 containing a new ‘European 
Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy’54 aimed at protecting the envi-
ronment from plastic pollution and, at the same time, promoting growth and 
innovation. The recent Directive 2019/904 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council on the reduction of the impact of certain plastic products on the 
environment, set new restrictions on certain single-use plastic products as well 
as ambitious collection and recycling targets for plastic bottles.55 Finally, the 
European Green Deal56 and the new Action Plan for the Circular Economy of 
the European Commission57 contain a complex set of initiatives to tackle plastic 
pollution not only in Europe, but also globally.

In this regulatory context, the EU intends to pursue environmental targets 
through the application of the contribution on non-recycled plastic packaging. 
However, despite the aim of the own resource, the latter does not directly levy 
the behaviour of the taxpayer who does not differentiate plastic waste, but it 
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‘levies’ exclusively the Member States, evidently in order to incentivise them 
into adopting domestic policies in favour of recycling, including the establish-
ment of national plastic taxes.58 However, such a ‘strategy’ risks generating 
fragmentation and heterogeneity in the taxation of plastic materials in the EU, 
with an inevitable impact on the proper functioning of the Single Market, given 
that each Member State sets domestic tax rules independently and without any 
coordination.59 For example, there could be cases of double (or multiple) taxa-
tion since plastic packaging would be levied not only by the own resource, but 
also by the national Plastic Tax as well as landfill tax so that the entire industrial 
chain active in the plastics sector could be subjected to a heavy tax burden that 
would be passed on to the end consumer.

In spite of the nomen juris of the new own resource (European Plastic Tax), 
it does not appear to be a European tax, but a mere transfer from Member 
States to the EU in consideration of the continuing absence of taxing powers 
recognised at the supranational level of government. In addition, the European 
taxpayer is not aware of the existence of this new own resource and the deter-
rent effect seems to apply not to the citizen, but to the Member State: because, as 
indicated in the seventh clause of the Decision on Own Resources 2020/2053, the 
choice of the most appropriate measures to achieve the environmental objectives 
relating to plastics is referred to national policies in accordance with the princi-
ple of subsidiarity. Therefore, it would seem to be inconvenient to incorporate 
the EU own resource into a European Plastic Tax since it does not directly levy 
neither the producer nor the consumer of single-use plastic products but only 
the Member State: it is a national transfer to the European budget, invisible to 
the taxpayer.60

To prevent the new own resource from becoming a burden on the budgets 
of the Member States, a reorganisation of levies on polluting plastic packaging 
within Member States appears necessary, especially in order to effectively disin-
centivise failure to recycle plastic. In fact, the establishment of the European 
contribution on non-recycled plastic packaging waste generated in each Member 
State has not been followed by the simultaneous adoption of incentives aimed 
at developing waste collection services and improving recycling procedures.61  
In order to achieve the environmental objective, the new burden that discourages 
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the production of waste ought to be applied together with specific tax expendi-
ture aimed at offering economic support for the implementation of virtuous 
models of the circular economy. Moreover, the introduction of the own resource –  
with effect from 1 January 2021 – has prevented Member States from adopting 
timely and specific actions relating to the improvement of recycling procedures.

This own resource contributes to the pursuit of the ambitious European 
environmental protection objectives by levying a new index of ability to pay, 
different from the traditional ones, so as not to burden taxpayers already 
affected by the economic crisis resulting from the health emergency. However, 
from the point of view of public finance, the choice of allocating the revenue 
collected from the levy on non-recycled plastic to the repayment of the loans 
and related financial charges relating to the NGEU programme appears worthy 
of reflection. The direct legal basis used for the establishment of such a levy is 
Article 311 TFEU, and not Article 192, probably in order to avoid that the revenue 
collected may, wholly or in part, be used to finance European spending policies 
relating to the environment, as they will have to contribute to the repayment of 
the loans. Thus, the EU could not use precious resources to achieve the envi-
ronmental objectives in the plastic waste sector through the financing of public 
expenditure or tax expenditure because these are earmarked to the payment of 
the common debt. Furthermore, there is a well-founded risk that where the new 
own resource determines a growing reduction in non-recycled plastic packaging 
in the coming years, the revenue trend could only be decreasing, causing inevi-
table difficulties for the EU to promptly fulfil its debts. Moreover, already with 
the transposition in all Member States of Directive 2019/904 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on the reduction of the impact of certain plastic 
products on the environment, the production of single-use packaging is destined 
to decline drastically and, if the objective of the European strategy for plastics 
targeting all recycling of all plastic packaging placed on the market by 2030 is 
to be achieved, the own resource will not produce any revenue. The levy is, in 
fact, primarily aimed at changing the consumption habits of citizens, favour-
ing the transition to an economy with a low environmental impact and, only 
secondly, at the production of public revenue. There is, in fact, an inverse func-
tion between the effectiveness of the environmental levy and the revenue since 
such a change in behaviour may, even in the short run, reduce the calculation 
base, generating inevitable financial coverage problems relating to the debt 
service, especially in relation to the NGEU programme, as loan repayments will 
last until 31 December 2058.

V. TOWARDS A NEW EUROPEAN TAX SYSTEM CHARACTERISED BY THE 
DUTY OF THE CONTRIBUTION AND A PROMOTIONAL FUNCTION

The establishment of the contribution on non-recycled plastic packaging waste 
seems to have strengthened the system of derivative contributions in the financ-
ing of the EU, disappointing the expectations of its conception as a new fiscal 
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own resource, probably due to the fear of compressing the tax sovereignty of 
Member States.62 It is true that without any Treaty amendments including a 
European fiscal capacity, the space available for the establishment of European 
taxes is narrow. However, a more courageous proposal would have had the merit 
of reopening the debate on supranational taxing powers that has now become 
unpostponable because of the global nature of certain phenomena such as 
climate change and the digital economy.

The need to adopt a common tax system intended as a tool to achieve the 
objectives of the Treaty that expand towards new horizons, no longer limited 
to the proper functioning of the Single Market, is increasingly pressing. The 
modern political challenges to which the EU is called to respond require the 
adoption of new and targeted spending actions that, in turn, require significant 
growth in the EU budget that can be pursued through the establishment of new 
fiscal own resources. Allowing the EU to levy taxes means allowing it to directly 
exercise a power of direction with reference to the financing choices for common 
expenditure and, more generally, to addresses political matters.

A European tax system can be designed to pursue not only the ‘fiscal’ 
purpose of acquiring the necessary public revenues that offer financial coverage 
to the expenses of the European budget for the pursuit of institutional purposes, 
but also the ‘extra-fiscal’ one since the common objectives can be reached both 
with public spending and by exploiting the incentive or disincentive function of 
the tax, especially if it is a Pigouvian one, on the behaviour of economic agents. 
Moreover, even today the European financing system is governed by an ‘extra-
fiscal’ or functional purpose, albeit neutral as it is exclusively oriented towards 
avoiding distortions and alterations of competition in the Single Market. In this 
way, it is possible to implement Article 311 TFEU according to which ‘the Union 
shall provide itself with the means necessary to attain its objectives and carry 
through its policies’ so that, through its own resources, including fiscal ones, the 
Union is allowed to achieve its institutional objectives and common policies. For 
instance, the proposed ‘green’ own resources and the European taxation of the 
digital economy (as an own resource) could allow the EU to achieve its goals 
within the environmental policies and the creation of a digital Single Market.

Through the establishment of fiscal own resources, it is possible to achieve 
those common objectives of European significance that the Union’s legal system 
acknowledges and which range from environmental and cultural heritage safe-
guards to the protection of social rights. The pursuit of these purposes cannot 
be of less importance than free competition given that, especially following the 
Lisbon Treaty, the EU should in addition to fundamental freedoms also pay 
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increasing attention to social rights and environmental protection so that even 
taxation characterised by neutrality ought to be accompanied by one character-
ised by functionality and a promotional role for the achievement of European 
objectives. Even if we wish to give the EU a role that is attentive exclusively to the 
needs of the internal market and only, indirectly and subordinately, to the afore-
mentioned ‘social’ objectives, it must be noted that the market forces, pushed 
by the ‘invisible hand’ of Adam Smith, are not able to ensure their achievement 
as a result of the so-called ‘market failures’. For this reason, the common objec-
tives can be achieved at a European level on a subsidiary basis, taking advantage 
of a supranational taxation characterised by ‘extra-fiscal’ purposes.63 From this 
point of view, there seems to be a parity of objectives between those oriented 
towards the correct functioning of the Single Market and regarding social rights 
placed not in a relationship of contrast, but of integration, complementarity 
and even circularity since the relationship between the two spheres are not 
necessarily unilateral, but bilateral because it is clear that only sustainable devel-
opment can ensure lasting economic growth in the free market. The wide variety 
of European objectives and policies, therefore, could operate within the Union 
legal system through the balancing of values. Therefore, a European system of 
taxation would adopt new tax models, different from those traditionally applied 
in the Member States, especially with regard to the purposes as European taxa-
tion is oriented towards the pursuit of extra-fiscal objectives. It seems that a new 
and innovative manifestation of the taxation phenomenon is taking shape at the 
European level where the redistributive and reallocation function of the tax is 
accompanied by the ‘earmarking’ function, always marked by solidarity effects, 
in which the levying of a European tax allows the pursuit of common purposes, 
with reference to environmental, social and employment issues. This evolution 
of the European tax system would allow easier integration with the systems of 
the Member States and represents a natural completion so that, in general, in 
the resulting tax system distributional purposes would coexist with fiscal justice, 
social equity and economic neutrality while respecting the principle of solidar-
ity, which would justify the tax obligation in terms of duty, and within the limits 
of the ability to pay.

It is important to orientate the European legal order towards an autono-
mous and true system of fiscal own resources, especially through the adoption 
of a European system of taxation that requires the transfer of a share of the 

 63 According to the Communication from the European Commission of 18 May 2021, 
COM(2021)251 final – entitled ‘Business Taxation for the 21st Century’ ‘Behavioural taxes, such 
as environmental and health taxes, continue to be of growing importance for EU tax policies. 
Well-designed environmental taxes help to support the green transition by sending the right price 
signals, as well as implementing the polluter pays principle. They also generate revenue that could 
compensate some of the needed labour tax cuts. Similarly, health taxes, for example on tobacco 
or alcohol, can improve public health and save lives, while reducing the pressure on public health 
systems’.
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taxing powers from the Member States to the EU, the enhancing of the decision-
making by the European Parliament and the creation of a supranational and 
independent tax authority. The difficult evolution from an EU focused only on 
economic issues to a political Union inevitably requires the attribution at the 
European level of the power to establish taxes: the creation of a fiscal Union, in 
fact, represents only one piece of a true Union, economic and political.64 De jure 
condendo, an amendment of the Treaties and a simultaneous transfer of fiscal 
sovereignty to the EU would allow the foundation of an authentic European 
system of taxation.

In the vision of a union conceived no longer as a union of states, but as a 
union of peoples which are granted specific rights – in primis those deriving 
from European citizenship, additional to and not a substitution for national citi-
zenship – it appears necessary to shift the tax burden from the Member States 
to the citizens.65 In fact, every day, European citizens and businesses make use 
of rights and freedoms, including the free circulation of goods, services, capital 
and people, thanks to the European legal order, without realising it and without 
contributing directly to its cost.66

It is necessary to introduce a proper European system of taxation that can 
legally and functionally be linked to the benefits ensured by the European legal 
order to create a link between taxation and common policies, as already exists 
today with reference to customs duties and the Customs Union. It is possible 
to levy the benefit achieved by the taxpayer, as a consequence of the activity 
of the EU, which allows the measurement of the ability to pay. Furthermore, a 
European system of taxation must be able to exploit the advantages of supra-
national taxation and levy international manifestations of wealth in order to 
produce added value: from the principle of a vertical subsidiarity perspective, 
the system should levy those incomes characterised by high mobility, which 
today escape from Member States, so as to attract new taxable income.
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resources would not only provide the EU with the funds necessary to support the proposed budget 
increase but would also contribute to a clearer justification of the project of European integration. 
Furthermore, only in this way will we be able to legitimate solidarity within the Union on any mean-
ingful and lasting basis. It is essential that the Union is seen as redistributing Union wealth and not 
merely the wealth of some Member States. It is equally important for this solidarity to be related to 
the different degree to which different social groups benefit from European integration and, particu-
larly, the internal market’.

Through their fiscal duty, European citizens will be made aware of their 
rights and the European added value they enjoy on a daily basis so as to make 
the Union an international organisation closer to the needs of the people.67 
The fiscal duty, in fact, would allow the development of a sense of belonging 
to a community characterised by a commonality of values, not only economic 
values, but mainly of solidarity. Therefore, it represents the other side of the 
coin of the production of common public goods directly by the EU in order to 
avoid the current misalignment between power and responsibility to respond to 
the needs of citizens that generates a democratic deficit and a disaffection of the 
latter. The institution of a European levy and the direct contribution of citizens 
could represent a catalyst for greater integration and social cohesion marked 
by the development of a European civic sense to make them participate in the 
management of res publica, albeit supranational, and allow them to evaluate 
the policies adopted by the EU according to the principle of accountability and 
disclosure.68 Taxes are, in fact, imposed on taxpayers to finance public action 
that aims to meet the needs of the community with the application of the prin-
ciples of redistribution and horizontal and vertical equity.69

The establishment of a European tax allows for a strengthening and enhance-
ment of European citizenship, especially if used as a financing instrument for 
common public goods, including the creation of a European welfare system, 
as an expression of transnational solidarity that recognises and protects social 
rights more than those protected by each Member State.70 Moreover, the prin-
ciple of solidarity represents a general principle of the EU emerging from the 
combined provisions of Articles 2, 3 and 21 TEU, as well as a fundamental value 
traceable in the constitutional provisions of all Member States that must be 
applied not only among countries, but also among European citizens.71

http://eulawlive.com/?s=Dorigo
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The tax represents an instrument of participation belonging to the European 
community and allows the overcoming of a ‘restricted’ concept of Union citizen-
ship, often reduced to a mere appendix of the citizenship of a Member State, 
through the creation of a relationship of a contributory nature between the 
payment of the tax and the advantage given by the system of freedom and protec-
tions guaranteed by European law. This European system of taxation, governed 
by provisions of secondary law, ought to be to the advantage of the taxpayer 
and be derived from the action of the Union in the transnational dimension 
such as, for example, the internal market and the freedoms made available by 
the European system. Thus, the revenue should finance the European budget 
in order to feed the common expenditure aimed at the production of European 
public goods and the creation of added value, with a keen eye on solidarity 
and redistribution. A similar greater involvement of European citizens could be 
an opportunity for a push from below in order to reach ever-increasing levels 
of integration that could also lead to institutional changes aimed at building a 
federal union.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The transfer of the share of national fiscal sovereignty should be achieved in 
favour of a new European political entity arising from the amendments of the 
Treaties and the abolition of the principle of unanimity. The European demo-
cratic deficit can, in fact, only be overcome through an evolution of integration 
so that the legislative process ought to be removed, at least in part, from the 
governments of Member States and attributed to democratically elected 
bodies – such as the European Parliament – which would also be responsible 
for controlling the work of the Commission. Only by decisively addressing the 
transition of the current European institutional model towards a federal union 
and, therefore, through a transfer of tax powers to the EU, is it possible to find a 
solution to the critical issues examined previously. The difficulties encountered 
in the process of reforming the financing system through the establishment of 
a European system of taxation can be overcome by following the path of fiscal 
integration that aims at abandoning the principle of unanimity and conferring 
new powers on the European Commission, but especially a fiscal law-making 
power to the European Parliament, with an inevitable downsizing of the politi-
cal weight of the Council.

With the introduction of a federal institutional system, it would be possible 
to build a European tax order and establish a federal tax that finances EU public 
spending which is based on common principles of tax justice.72 In this system, 
state and local taxes coexist with European ones within a federal tax system and 
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can be managed by the Member States and territorial divisions to pursue differ-
ent purposes, fiscal or extra-fiscal, in compliance with common constraints. In 
this regard, the amendments of the Treaties necessary to introduce a federal 
institutional architecture should not be limited to positivising the financial 
autonomy of the EU as a federal state, but it will be necessary to attribute taxing 
powers and the power to coordinate national tax policies to the supranational 
level of government. It is thus conceivable to create a sort of European fiscal 
federalism, an alternative to harmonisation and approximation, within which to 
build a regulatory framework common to the Member States.

It is certainly true that such a reform could only be approved by Member 
States that would see their sovereignty eroded, especially in the current polit-
ical context in which Europe does not yet seem ready for an acceleration of 
the integration process. The timing for a revision of the EU financing system 
is subject to the emergence of a favourable political framework, but the health 
emergency caused by Covid-19 could offer the propitious context in which to 
justify a reform of such importance.73 In fact, it appears necessary to introduce a 
European tax system through the establishment of new own resources, destined 
to feed the European budget so as to finance, at least partially, the redistribu-
tive and anti-pandemic interventions, especially in the context of the NGEU 
programme which necessitated a strong exposure on the financial markets.74

The NGEU programme, albeit limited to the impacts of the health emer-
gency, could be extended in the years to come where it would prove appropriate 
for the pursuit of European economic, social and environmental objectives, 
making it impossible to postpone the creation of supranational taxation, also 
through a transfer of taxing powers.75 The coronabonds could act as a precursor 
for the creation of a fiscal union, characterised by a common fiscal capacity and 
financial autonomy.
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A New System of  EU Tax-Based Own 
Resources: How does it Affect the 

Fiscal Sovereignty of  Member States?

MARIYA SENYK*

I. INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1 January 2021, the system of  EU own resources, established in  
1970,1 consisted of traditional own resources, such as customs duties, 
agricultural duties and sugar levies, the VAT-based own resource and the 

GNI-based own resource. Traditional own resources belong to the European 
Union (EU) but are collected by Member States in exchange for a collection 
fee.2 The VAT-based own resource constitutes the application of a uniform call 
rate of 0.3 per cent to a complex statistical calculation of the harmonised VAT  
base paid by Member States from their tax income.3 The GNI-based own 
resource serves as a balancing element calculated as the application of a uni-
form percentage levy on Member States’ gross national income.4

A need to reform the system of EU financing has been in the air for decades.5 
In 2014, the high-level group on own resources (HLGOR) was created consist-
ing of representatives from the European Commission, the European Parliament 
and the Council to find ‘more transparent, simple, fair and democratically 
accountable ways to finance the EU’.6 The HLGOR published its final report 

http://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/eu-budget/long-term-eu-budget/2014-2020/revenue/high-level-group-own-resources_en
http://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/eu-budget/long-term-eu-budget/2014-2020/revenue/high-level-group-own-resources_en
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in December 2016 with a number of recommendations about the reform of 
the EU budget. In particular, one recommendation concerned linking the EU 
budget to EU policies. In terms of impact on Member States, the EU budget 
should be measured by ‘the collective benefit of the EU policies, economic syner-
gies, cross-border effects and positive external outcomes’.7 The reform of the 
EU own resources should be based on the principle of subsidiarity, whereby 
the powers of the national authorities to determine them should be respected 
and any expenditure should undergo a subsidiarity test to set a level at which it 
would be best done.8 The final report of the HLGOR highlights the notion of a 
‘European added value’ resulting from the EU’s interventions.9 When it comes 
to the composition of the EU budget, the HLGOR suggests a combination of 
new own resources options establishing a link with EU policies and reflecting the 
principle of a European added value, in particular:

•	 Resources linked to the Single Market and fiscal coordination – a reformed 
VAT-based resource, corporate income tax-based resource, financial transac-
tion tax.

•	 Resources related to energy, climate, environmental, transport policies – a 
CO2 levy, proceeds from the EU emissions trading system, an electricity tax, 
and excise duties on fossil fuels.10

The necessity to introduce new own resources received a new impetus after the 
Covid-19 pandemic, which led to the adoption of an economic recovery plan –  
Next Generation EU (NGEU) – a temporary instrument channelled through the 
EU long-term budget aimed at boosting the recovery of economic and social 
damages after the pandemic.11 Inasmuch as the NGEU is to be financed through 
external borrowings on capital markets, new own resources are necessary to repay 
the debts. A political agreement on the introduction of new own resources (Own 
Resources Decision)12 was reached during the negotiations on the Multiannual 
Financial Framework (MFF) for 2021–202713 with a new own resource based on 
non-recycled plastic packaging waste in place since 1 January 2021 (the so-called, 
‘EU Plastic Tax’).14 The roadmap for the introduction of new own resources was 
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laid down in Annex II of the Interinstitutional Agreement concluded between 
the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on budgetary disci-
pline, cooperation on budgetary matters and sound financial management 
(Interinstitutional Agreement).15 Among other things, the Interinstitutional 
Agreement is aimed at establishing cooperation regarding the introduction of 
new own resources over the period of the MFF between 2021 and 2027 for the 
repayment of the European Union Recovery Instrument (EURI) established 
under the EURI Regulation:16

[I]n order to enhance the credibility and sustainability of the European Union 
Recovery Instrument repayment plan, the Institutions will work towards introducing 
sufficient new own resources with a view to covering an amount corresponding to the 
expected expenditure related to the repayment.17

The introduction of new own resources should also reduce the national 
GNI-based contribution to the EU budget and attain better expenditure at the 
EU level on common public goods, which would be more efficient in comparison 
to national spending. According to the Interinstitutional Agreement, the new 
own resources of the EU should meet the following criteria (not exhaustive list):

•	 Be aligned with EU policy objectives and should support Union priorities, 
such as the European Green Deal and fit for the Digital Age.

•	 Contribute to fair taxation and the strengthening of the fight against tax 
fraud and evasion.

•	 Aim at reducing red tape and burden for companies.

•	 Fulfil the criteria of simplicity, transparency, predictability and fairness.18

The first step in the introduction of the new own resources under the 
Interinstitutional Agreement encompasses an ‘EU plastic tax’, revenues from the 
Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), a digital levy and a reviewed 
EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) with a possible extension to include avia-
tion and maritime transport. Additional own resources will be proposed by the 
Commission to be introduced by 1 January 2026 with a possible inclusion of a 
Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) and a financial contribution linked to corpo-
rate taxation.19

In December 2021, the Commission proposed three new own resources to 
be included in the first basket with an implementation date on 1 January 2023, 
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namely, a part of the revenues generated by the ETS, an own resource based 
on the CBAM and the share of the residual profits of the largest and the most 
profitable multinational enterprises reallocated to the EU based on an interna-
tional agreement on Pillar One.20 Undoubtedly, the NGEU will have an impact 
on the budgetary powers of the Member States for a long period of time by 
creating considerable financial liabilities for the EU, which would have to be 
repaid through the own resources of the EU.21 Furthermore, the EU may have 
recourse to the Member States in case of a lack of own resources.22 The intro-
duction of new own resources also gives rise to a question of their interplay 
with the fiscal sovereignty of Member States, and the more general question of 
whether the EU is moving towards obtaining its own fiscal sovereignty.23 The aim 
of this chapter is, therefore, to analyse how the new system of own resources of 
the EU, which is currently on the agenda of the EU legislature, will affect the 
fiscal sovereignty of Member States. This links to a broader question about what 
limitations concerning the fiscal sovereignty of Member States are the result of 
membership of the EU and, in particular, the extent to which the Member States 
have given up their fiscal sovereignty in favour of the EU. The chapter ends with 
a conclusion regarding the impact of the new own resources of the EU on the 
fiscal sovereignty of Member States including their power to decide over their 
national tax systems.

For the purposes of the discussion, it is necessary to first define what the fiscal 
sovereignty of a state actually means and how it is challenged by the necessity 
to address global issues which cannot be resolved by individual states. This will 
be done in section II. Section III briefly outlines the competence of the EU in tax 
matters and more specifically lists the legal mechanisms that may be employed 
by the EU to affect the sovereignty of Member States in this area. Section IV 
concerns the definition of the term ‘EU tax’ along with the criteria that have to 
be met to fall within the scope of this definition. This is required to assess which 
of the proposed new own resources resemble the features of an ‘EU tax’, which 
is done in section V. A classification of a tax-based own resource as an ‘EU tax’ 
may serve as an argument for claiming that the EU is obtaining its own fiscal 
sovereignty. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section VI.
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This chapter focuses on the legal aspects of the introduction of new tax-
based own resources of the EU as a consequence of the NGEU recovery plan. 
An overview of the proposed own resources is limited to those resources that 
the Commission has suggested should be introduced in the first basket on  
1 January 2023.24 The effectiveness of the introduction of certain tax meas-
ures at the EU level is left outside the scope of this chapter. Likewise, it is not 
within the scope of this contribution to analyse whether a possibility to attract 
borrowed funds under the NGEU is compliant with the provisions of the EU 
Treaties governing the budgeting powers of the EU, in particular when it comes 
to the interpretation of Articles 310 and 311 of the Treaty on the Functioning of 
the European Union (TFEU).25

II. THE PRINCIPLE OF FISCAL SOVEREIGNTY

A. Defining the Concept

The concept of ‘sovereignty’ may be viewed from different angles, in particu-
lar, as an attribute of people who constitute a source of power or a state as a 
supreme authority.26 Different theories about how to understand the notion of 
‘sovereignty’ may be found in the literature.27 Some conceive it as a means of 
protection from external threats while others see it as a means to attract external 
assets even if it requires a transfer of certain competences to the supranational 
level.28 Notwithstanding the existence of different perceptions of the notion of 
‘sovereignty’, a common feature of most of the definitions is that it is a supreme 
authority within a certain territory.29 When it comes to the scope of matters over 
which an authority holder is sovereign, the distinction may be made between 
absolute and non-absolute.30 An example of non-absolute sovereignty in certain 
matters is EU Member States that have conferred a part of their sovereignty in a 
number of areas on the EU. Some scholars make a distinction between domestic, 
Westphalian and international legal sovereignty.31 Domestic sovereignty denotes 
the legitimacy and effectiveness of the authority within a state; Westphalian 
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sovereignty is based on the principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs 
of other states, whereas international legal sovereignty outlines the status of the 
states in the international community.32

A central attribute of sovereignty is the jurisdiction of a state, which is a 
corollary of the former, and may be defined as the lawful power to make and 
enforce rules and to control the conduct of natural and juridical persons in a 
narrow sense, and in a broader sense, as a lawful power to act and to decide 
whether and how to act.33 Fiscal jurisdiction, ie, the power to impose taxes, may 
be defined as ‘the power to determine the territorial application of tax laws in 
accordance with the principles recognised by international law’.34 In the context 
of tax law, the terms ‘fiscal sovereignty’ and ‘fiscal jurisdiction’ are often used 
interchangeably, although this might not be correct from the perspective of inter-
national law.35 For the purposes of this contribution, the term ‘fiscal sovereignty’ 
will be used to denote both terms.

Traversa and Pirlot identify different aspects of tax sovereignty,36 namely:

•	 So-called ‘technical autonomy’ – the ability to define all aspects of a tax 
system, such as a tax base, tax rates etc.

•	 ‘Exclusive territorial application’ – the power to determine the territorial 
application of tax laws in accordance with the principles of international 
law.37

Fiscal sovereignty should be delineated from fiscal policy. The latter encompasses 
measures employed by governments to stabilise the economy, specifically by 
manipulating the levels and allocations of taxes and government expenditure.38 
Thus, the exercise of fiscal policy includes several aspects, whereby an ability to 
decide on taxes is one side of the coin and deciding the volume and the direction 
of expenditures is the other.39 By comparing fiscal sovereignty, on the one hand, 
with fiscal policy, on the other, one may speak about the distinction between the 
legitimate authority and available tools to conduct such an authority.

http://www.oed.com
http://www.britannica.com
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The ‘power of the purse’ was a primary prerogative of the legislature, 
whereby the allocation of resources among competing claims ‘was critical to 
establishing the legitimacy and authority of the legislature as an institution 
competing with the monarchy’.40 In many constitutions of the Member States 
the source of the power to tax is vested on parliaments as representatives of the 
people. In Sweden, for example, the people are the source of the public power, 
which is realised through a representative and parliamentary polity and through 
municipal self-governance.41 The Swedish Parliament has the competence to 
adopt decisions on taxes and how the state funds shall be used.42

Taking into account the existence of different definitions of the notion of 
sovereignty, for the purposes of this chapter, ‘fiscal sovereignty’ refers to the 
supreme power of a state to decide its own tax system, namely, by defining all 
constituent elements of a particular tax, as well as, the territorial reach of a tax.

B. Fiscal Sovereignty in the Twenty-First Century

The concept of sovereignty is not static, and it has therefore been developing for 
a long time with a national state as a starting point, which, however, changed 
with the formation of supranational institutions and organisations and an 
increased interdependence between states. Dietsch proposes a new meaning of 
sovereignty as assigning not only rights but also duties, which corresponds to 
the notion of sovereignty as a ‘responsibility’.43 In fiscal terms, this implies the 
obligation of a state to respect the fiscal choices of other states and to ensure a 
certain redistributive justice in favour of poorer states.44 Nowadays, the notion 
of Westphalian sovereignty is challenged when policies of one state may affect 
other states even though it is without a direct exercise of authority over their 
policies.45

New challenges to national sovereignty were brought about by technological 
and economic development and a rising need for collective efforts. Some issues 
may be resolved within a small community, while others are beyond the reach of 
single states. Over time, communities are required to sustain a large number of 
joint endeavours, which Tarschys calls ‘upward pushing of collective efforts’.46 

http://www.sieps.se/en/publications/2022/new-funds-for-the-eu-the-case-for-a-market-access-fee/
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This eventually has an impact on the sovereignty of states, whereby the latter 
have to give up a part of their sovereign rights in pursuit of global endeavours.

One of the challenges in the tax world relates to tax competition between 
states resulting in a weakening of the tax base. Tax competition is detrimental 
to domestic sovereignty in fiscal matters and requires international coopera-
tion in order to be tackled. Different models of international tax cooperation 
depending on the impact on fiscal sovereignty of a state are possible. Dietsch 
distinguishes between ‘sovereignty – preserving’, ie, a form of cooperation 
which does not require a transfer of sovereign rights, ‘sovereignty – compromis-
ing’, which implies a partial giving up of sovereignty but without establishing a 
supranational institution, and a world tax authority with substantial powers, 
where the most realistic scenario lies somewhere in between.47 International 
cooperation has the objective of creating an institutional framework to protect 
the interests of citizens so that they are not undermined by other states. The 
constraints such an institutional framework imposes should not be viewed as 
constraints on sovereignty but as constraints of sovereignty.48 If one views sover-
eignty as a responsibility, tax cooperation will not be detrimental but rather 
beneficial to preserving national sovereignty.

It is difficult to disagree with the statement that in the twenty-first century 
there can be no total national sovereignty due to the existence of global prob-
lems like terrorism or global warming.49 International cooperation underlies a 
new dimension of fiscal sovereignty, which may be perceived as a multi-tiered 
concept:

In a context of interdependence in which cooperation is vital, in areas such as the 
economy, defence and the climate, we have to consider a type of multi-tiered sover-
eignty as the embodiment of modern sovereignty, a premise in which the States are 
sovereign to varying degrees and in different areas.50

One can go even further and claim that the people of the world should be regarded 
as an attribute of international sovereignty. Without going into extremes, the 
author of this chapter shares a view that fiscal sovereignty in the twenty-first 
century may only be achieved through international cooperation.

III. COMPETENCE OF THE EU IN TAX MATTERS

The EU has an attributed competence, ie, competence conferred on it by the 
Treaties.51 Consequently, the EU cannot decide on its own competence but may 
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only exercise those powers that are laid down in the Treaties.52 According to 
Article 4 of the TEU, ‘competences not conferred on the Union in the Treaties 
remain with the Member States’. Since the power to tax, ie, the power to intro-
duce and levy new taxes, has not been conferred on the EU, it remains within 
the scope of the fiscal sovereignty of Member States. In other words, the current 
versions of the EU Treaties do not provide for a legal basis for the imposi-
tion of taxes at the EU level and, accordingly, appropriate changes to the EU 
Treaties would be required for this purpose. Even if a legal mechanism to levy 
‘EU taxes’53 had existed, the EU would not have had the power to enforce their 
collection on the territories of the Member States and, therefore, would have to 
rely on the latter in this regard. At the same time, the EU is empowered to finance 
itself through the system of own resources.54 Any decisions of the Council on 
the introduction and/or abolition of the existing own resources is subject to the 
unanimity requirement.

In the area of taxation, the EU has a few exclusive competences but many 
shared competences with the Member States. Article 3 TFEU establishes the 
areas of exclusive competence of the EU, which include, inter alia, the Customs 
Union, wherein the EU may legislate and adopt legally binding acts, whereas the 
Member States may only do so if empowered by the EU or for the implementa-
tion of the EU acts.55 Import and export duties and other levies established in 
respect of trade with third countries, as indicated earlier, constitute traditional 
resources of the EU.56

The EU’s tax competence serves as an instrument to prevent distortions of 
competition and the establishment and functioning of the internal market.57 It 
differs when it comes to direct and indirect taxes. The harmonisation of the latter 
was historically considered vital for the establishment of the common market.58 
As such, Article 113 TFEU provides for a full and direct legislative power of the 
EU for harmonisation59 in the area of indirect taxation. The EU has exercised 
its competence regarding the harmonisation of indirect taxes in respect of Value 
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Added Tax (VAT),60 excise duties,61 taxes on the raising of capital62 and taxes on 
heavy goods vehicles.63 In particular, Member States may not impose national 
taxes that may be regarded as turnover taxes.64 This prohibition has been intro-
duced to prevent the functioning of the common system of VAT from being 
jeopardised by the introduction of taxes, duties or charges levied on the move-
ment of goods and services in a way comparable to VAT.65 Furthermore, the 
exercise by the Member States of extraterritorial fiscal jurisdiction in the field 
of VAT is limited due to highly harmonised VAT rules and their interpretation 
by the European Court of Justice (ECJ).66 Although belonging to a harmonised 
area, the VAT Directive provides Member States with a certain degree of discre-
tion, for example, the ability to determine the national VAT rates subject to the 
conditions of the VAT Directive.

In contrast to indirect taxes, in the area of direct taxation the competence 
of the EU is rather limited. However, the EU may still affect the exercise of 
tax competence by the Member States through the adoption of tax coordina-
tion measures under Article 115 TFEU and the process of so-called ‘negative 
integration’, which is done through legally enforceable prohibitions on certain 
tax measures of Member States if they violate the internal market require-
ments, such as, for example, the free movement of goods, persons, capital and 
services.67 According to the principle of sincere cooperation, Member States 
shall take appropriate action to ensure the fulfilment of their obligations under 
the Treaties and shall refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the 
attainment of the Union’s objectives.68 Therefore, even though Member States 
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possess fiscal sovereignty, they may not exercise their taxing powers without 
taking into account powers conferred upon the EU, in particular in relation to 
the establishment and functioning of the internal market.69

Yet another legal mechanism providing the EU with the possibility to influ-
ence the tax policies of Member States is a State aid prohibition laid down in 
Article 107(1) TFEU. The objective of this prohibition is to prevent distortions 
of competition resulting from assistance received by companies from their 
governments.70 The existence of a wide scope of what may constitute aid, and a 
limited compatibility regime, result in the limitation in Member States’ ability 
to pursue different policy objectives through fiscal measures.71 Therefore, State 
aid provisions in the TFEU may be used by the EU to affect the fiscal sovereignty 
of Member States.

In the context of the exercise by the EU of its legislative powers in the tax 
area, the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality should be mentioned in 
addition to the principle of conferral.72 The principle of subsidiarity entails that 
political decisions should be taken at the lowest efficient level.73

Under the principle of proportionality, a Union action shall not exceed 
what is necessary for the achievement of the objectives of the EU Treaties. It 
also serves as an instrument that limits public authorities in exercising their 
competence determining the rights and obligations of private parties so that no 
disproportionate restrictions are imposed on the exercise of the rights by the 
latter.74 When it comes to the exercise of fiscal jurisdiction, it is believed that 
political decisions should be made at the lowest possible level in order to take 
local conditions into account.75 This, however, does not exclude that certain 
actions are best achieved at a more global level.

IV. ‘EU TAX’

In order to determine which of the new tax-based own resources may be char-
acterised as an ‘EU tax’, it is first necessary to define what contributions may be 
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classified as a ‘tax’. The OECD’s working definition of a tax is a ‘compulsory 
unrequited payment to the government’.76 The following elements are usually 
recognised in the definition of a tax: (1) a compulsory levy; which (2) is imposed 
by a governmental body; (3) for public purposes; (4) without a regard to particu-
lar benefits received by a taxpayer.77 The definition of a ‘tax’ is not definite and 
may vary from state to state. According to the principle of legality, a tax has 
to be based on the law. Another feature of a tax is its enforceability,78 ie, the 
existence of a legal mechanism for the obedience of taxpayers. Taxes perform a 
fiscal function by imposing a compulsory contribution on entities and individu-
als, therefore, on private parties. No tax may be imposed on sovereign states by 
governmental bodies or organisations. A state may undertake to make compul-
sory contributions on the basis of a particular agreement, such as in the case of 
the own resources of the EU. Such contributions, however, may not be consid-
ered ‘taxes’ inasmuch as only sovereign entities may impose taxes. Moreover, 
contributions based on a particular agreement are not enforceable in contrast 
to taxes imposed by states on individuals. In particular, in the former case, no 
property may be seized from a state by another state or organisation in order to 
ensure that the latter complies with its undertakings to pay a contribution, while 
other legal instruments may be employed in this regard.

It follows from the above that the imposition of an EU tax would presuppose 
the possession by the EU of sovereign powers. As stated in section III above, the 
EU’s competence is of an attributed character and is based on those compe-
tences which are granted to it by the EU Treaties. The introduction of an EU tax 
would imply the existence of legislative and revenue EU competences,79 which 
is not the case at the current state of the development of the Union. The follow-
ing criteria may particularly indicate that a particular tax measure resembles 
features of an EU tax:

•	 No national legislative actions are required for the implementation of the 
tax measure.

•	 The EU has the authority to decide all constituent elements of the tax 
measure.

•	 A tax is imposed by the EU legislature and flows directly to the EU budget.

•	 The EU authorities possess enforcement powers as to the collection of tax 
revenues.80
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Different ways of designing a tax-based own resource are possible, and not all of 
them may be characterised as so-called ‘EU taxes’. The following design options 
could be possible:

•	 A revenue-sharing system. Under this system, a tax is introduced by Member 
States but constitutes a harmonised area. A part of the revenues collected by 
the Member States is transferred to the EU budget. This system is also called 
a ‘transfer system’. Currently, a revenue-sharing system is applied in respect 
of the VAT-based own resource.

•	 A surcharge system. This system presupposes the levying of an EU surcharge 
in addition to the existing national tax rates, whereby the revenues from the 
surcharge go to the EU budget. A surcharge system requires the harmonisa-
tion of the tax base. A surcharge system has not been implemented by the 
EU yet.

•	 A separation system. According to this system, the EU introduces a specific 
tax at the EU level and collects the revenues therefrom. It requires the exist-
ence of legislative and revenue competences of the EU.81

A separation system would seem to be the only system where one can speak 
about resembling the features of a genuine EU tax. Currently, such a system 
applies in respect of customs duties, although the enforcement thereof is still 
exercised by the Member States. In the customs area, the EU carries out its legis-
lative powers primarily in the form of regulations, which are directly applicable 
in the Member States. However, this ‘exclusive power’ to regulate the Customs 
Union does not flow directly from the Union as a supranational organisation, 
but has been granted by the Member States that have given up a part of their 
sovereign competences in favour of the Union.

V. NEW TAX-BASED OWN RESOURCES OF THE EU

A. The Legal Basis for the Introduction

The EU’s own resources can be defined as ‘revenue allocated irrevocably to the 
Union to finance its budget and accruing to it automatically without the need 
for any subsequent decision by the national authorities’.82 This is a very similar 
decision to the one a central government would take in order to attribute some 
fiscal revenue to decentralised regions or smaller geographical entities. Upon 
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the approval by the Member States of a new own resource of the EU, the identi-
fied source of revenue legally belongs to the EU. However, the Member States 
have different perceptions concerning the EU’s own resources. Some of them 
consider the GNI-based own resource in particular, as well as the VAT-based 
own resource, as a transfer from their own budgets.83

Several Articles of the TFEU are used by the EU legislature as the legal basis 
for the introduction of new tax-based own resources. One of them is Article 113 
TFEU laying down the Council’s competence on the harmonisation of indirect 
taxes. The author believes that Article 113 TFEU does not constitute a proper 
basis for the introduction of new taxes at the EU level since the main purpose of 
the mentioned provision is to harmonise existing taxes and not to impose new 
ones in those Member States where the latter have not been adopted. The same 
is true in respect of Article 115 TFEU which is the legal basis for the positive 
approximation of the legislation of Member States concerning direct taxes. As 
mentioned in section II.A. above, the power to introduce taxes is traditionally 
considered to be a prerogative of the national parliaments as representatives of 
the people.

Another possibility for the introduction of new tax-based own resources 
follows from Articles 192 and 194 TFEU. The first paragraph of Article 192 TFEU 
authorises the European Parliament and the Council acting in the ordinary legis-
lative procedure and after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and 
the Committee of the Regions to take actions in order to achieve environmen-
tal objectives listed in Article 191 TFEU. The second paragraph of Article 192 
provides for a special legislative procedure to adopt measures of a fiscal nature. 
Therefore, the Council acting unanimously may adopt fiscal measures required 
for the achievement of environmental objectives. Similarly, Article 194(3) 
TFEU constitutes a legal basis for the adoption of fiscal measures, by a special 
legislative procedure requiring the unanimity of the Council, to attain energy 
objectives listed in Article 194(1) TFEU. The Articles mentioned may serve as a 
legal basis for the introduction of new environmental EU levies flowing directly 
to the EU budget (this, for instance, could be a duty adopted in the form of a 
regulation, which would be directly applicable in the Member States) subject to 
unanimity voting in the Council. This, however, may raise constitutional issues 
in the Member States with constitutions where the source of the power to tax 
is vested in parliaments representing the people. Notably, the environment and 
energy form an area of shared competence between the EU and the Member 
States.84 This implies that the Member States may exercise their competence 
in these areas to the extent the EU has not exercised/decided to relinquish its 
competence.85
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Articles 192 and 194 TFEU do not seem to be a proper legal basis for the intro-
duction of revenue sources to comply with the external borrowing obligations 
of the EU under the NGEU and, as such, with the main purpose of fiscal nature. 
Still, such revenue sources may serve as an additional source on the premise that 
the primary purpose of a tax is the achievement of environmental/energy goals86 
and not the generation of revenue.87 In other words, environmental taxes should 
have environmental effects and promote environmentally friendly behaviour. 
There should be an explicit link between the revenues received from the intro-
duction of environmental fiscal measures and the achievement of environmental 
and/or energy objectives.

Yet another possibility for the introduction of tax-based own resources 
could be an enhanced cooperation procedure based on Article 329 TFEU. In its 
final report, the HLGOR suggested the use of differentiation in justified cases, 
particularly, by virtue of the enhanced cooperation procedure.88 According to 
Article 20 TEU, Member States may establish enhanced cooperation in areas 
which do not belong to the exclusive competence of the EU, ie, in areas that 
constitute shared cooperation under Article 4 TFEU. Enhanced coopera-
tion should aim at attaining the objectives of the EU, protect its interests and 
reinforce integration. The Council adopts the decision authorising enhanced 
cooperation if the objectives of such cooperation cannot be attained within a 
reasonable period of time by the Union as a whole, and provided that at least 
nine Member States participate in it.89 An example of the use of enhanced coop-
eration procedure is the introduction of the financial transaction tax. Generally, 
expenditure for the implementation of an enhanced cooperation procedure is 
made by the participating Member States except for administrative costs for 
the institutions. New revenues may arise as a result of the enhanced coopera-
tion by respective Member States. The latter may assign the proceeds for the EU 
budget and, accordingly, benefit from such proceeds. The participating Member 
States may also agree through the Own Resources Decision to use the revenues 
from such enhanced cooperation as own resources for such Member States thus 
reducing their GNI-based contributions.90
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In view of the fact that enhanced cooperation is established between partici-
pating Member States, it cannot authorise the introduction of a new tax-based 
measure by the EU.

B. An Overview of  New Tax-Based Own Resources of  the EU

As mentioned in section I above, in the roadmap laid down in the Interinstitutional 
Agreement, four new own resources are listed for the introduction in the first 
step, namely, the plastic-based contribution, an own resource based on the 
CBAM and the ETS, as well as a digital levy. A digital levy, however, has been 
abandoned for the moment, and the Commission has instead proposed a new 
own resource amounting to a share of the residual profits of the largest multina-
tional enterprises reallocated to the Member States.91 Therefore, currently, the 
four following new resources are to be introduced by 1 January 2023:

1. The EU Plastic Tax

The first tax-based own resource, which has already been introduced and which 
entered into force on 1 June 2021, constitutes a statistical aggregate calculated 
as the weight of plastic packaging waste generated in each Member State that 
is not recycled multiplied with a uniform call rate of €0.80 per kilogram.92 An 
annual lump sum of reductions is available to some of the Member States listed 
in paragraph 3 of Article 2(2) of the Own Resources Decision. The introduc-
tion of the plastic-based own resource is linked to the EU policy on a circular 
economy93 and, particularly, the objective to promote the recycling of plastic 
waste.94 Notably, the management of packaging and packaging waste is harmo-
nised at the EU level.95 The introduction of the plastic-based own resource will 
urge Member States to adopt appropriate fiscal measures to achieve the goals 
of reducing single-use plastic, fostering recycling and boosting the circular 
economy.96 Concrete national measures will be decided by the Member States in 
view of the principle of subsidiarity.97 The procedure for calculation and making 
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the plastic-based own resource available is laid down in Council Regulation (EU, 
Euratom) 2021/770.98 Although it is referred to as an ‘EU tax’, the plastic-based 
own resource constitutes a compulsory contribution by the Member States to 
the EU budget directly linked to the EU policy aimed at the reduction of unrecy-
clable single-use plastic.

2. ETS-Based Own Resource

The EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) launched in 200599 constitutes a cap 
and trading system with the objective of gradually reducing the cap on the  
total amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.100 The cap is set at the EU 
level and the default method of allocating allowances is an auction.101 Currently, 
revenues from the auctioning of allowances go to the Member States respectively 
but at least 50 per cent of the auctioning revenues must be spent on climate 
and environmentally related purposes. The Commission has proposed to direct  
25 per cent of the revenues from selling ETS allowances to the EU budget.102 
The ETS system is an EU tool aiming at the reduction of GHG emissions with 
the current purpose of achieving a climate-neutral EU by 2050 and a reduction 
in GHG emissions of at least 55 per cent compared with 1990 by 2030.103 The 
reduction in GHG emissions is also a part of the European Green Deal.104 Thus, 
the introduction of the ETS-based own resource is linked to the EU policy in the 
field of the climate and the functioning of the internal market.

3. An Own Resource Based on CBAM

The purpose of a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM) is to prevent 
carbon leakage where carbon-intense production is moved abroad due to 
increased carbon prices in the EU. This policy measure corresponds to the EU’s 
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undertakings in the decarbonisation of the economy,105 and is linked to the ETS 
system. The legal basis for the CBAM is Article 192(1) TFEU. The CBAM is 
supposed to be introduced in the form of a regulation which would be directly 
applicable in Member States and will not require any implementing meas-
ures. The sale of CBAM certificates constitutes a new levy to be introduced 
in the exercise of the EU of its competence in the field of environment policy.  
The proceeds corresponding to the price of CBAM certificates at the price calcu-
lated by the Commission will be collected by the competent authorities of the 
Member States.106 The intention is to reallocate 75 per cent of revenues from 
the sale of the CBAM certificates to the EU budget as the EU own resource in  
the form of a national contribution.107 The Commission will act as a central 
administrator to maintain an independent transaction log recording the purchase 
of CBAM certificates, their holding, surrender, re-purchase and cancellation 
and ensure the coordination of national registers.

4. The Share of a Residual Profit of Multinational Enterprises Reallocated  
to Member States

Another new own resource which was proposed by the Commission in its 
amended proposal in December 2021 is the 15 per cent of the share of a resid-
ual profit of multinational enterprises reallocated to Member States which are 
end-market jurisdictions. Reallocation is to be based on a directive on the imple-
mentation of the global agreement on the reallocation of taxing rights under 
Pillar One.108 A directive is to be proposed by the Commission in 2022.109 The 
EU actively supports the work of the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS 
aimed at reaching a global consensus on fair taxation of multinational enter-
prises. The legal basis for the introduction of a directive should be Article 115 
TFEU, which serves as a basis for the approximation of direct tax legislation 
of Member States to achieve the proper functioning of the common market. 
This new tax-based own resource is within the EU’s framework for the establish-
ment of fair business taxation within the EU, and is linked to a number of EU  
policies, such as the European Green Deal, the Digital Agenda for Europe, the 
New Industrial Strategy, etc.110
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C. The Impact on the Fiscal Sovereignty of  Member States

As indicated in section II.A above, fiscal sovereignty presupposes a supreme 
power to decide on a tax system, as well as the territorial reach of a tax. In the 
context of the EU, the Member States have already transferred a part of their 
competences in fiscal matters to the EU resulting in the latter having a direct 
impact on the exercise of the fiscal policies of Member States.111 Therefore, one 
could speak of shared competences and cooperation between the Union and its 
members. This, however, does not change the fact that the sovereign power to 
tax originates in the Member States, and may subsequently be delegated to the 
Union.

As has been illustrated in section V.B above, all four new own resources are 
directly linked to various policies of the EU. In other words, they relate to those 
objectives which may not be attained within a single state but rather by collective 
efforts within a larger community, which is the Union. As such, in all those areas, 
the EU already has some of the competences. When it comes to the ‘Plastic Tax’, 
which is not a genuine tax but rather a contribution based on specific indicators, 
it may be concluded that this new own resource does not directly affect the fiscal 
sovereignty of Member States. The introduction of the plastic-based contribu-
tion by the Own Resources Decision does not explicitly require the introduction 
by Member States of corresponding domestic taxes. However, it may indirectly 
influence the legislative choices of Member States which are implicitly urged to 
cover the expense that has to be transferred to the EU budget.112 At the same 
time, Member States are free to define all substantial elements of a specific tax 
on a non-recycled plastic and its territorial application as long as this kind of tax 
does not constitute a harmonised EU area.113 Therefore, the Plastic Tax does not 
induce the transfer of fiscal sovereignty in terms of the power to tax to the EU.

Another new own resource based on the ETS consists of a part of revenues 
which will flow from the auctioning of ETS allowances by the Member States. 
The proceeds from the sale of ETS allowances are linked with particular benefits 
which taxpayers receive, ie, acquiring the ability to release greenhouse gases into 
the atmosphere and, accordingly, they do not possess the features of a tax.114 
Furthermore, the ETS system is already a harmonised EU area and, therefore, 
the Member States have already transferred a part of their competences to the 
EU. It looks like the introduction of the ETS-based own resource will not bring 
about any additional constraints on the fiscal sovereignty of Member States.
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In contrast to the plastic-based and ETS-based own resources, the introduc-
tion of the CBAM and the sale of CBAM certificates seem to affect the fiscal 
sovereignty of Member States. This fiscal mechanism is directly linked to the 
environment, which constitutes a shared competence between the EU and the 
Member States. As soon as the EU introduces this environmental measure with a 
fiscal character, Member States will lose the possibility to legislate in this partic-
ular area to the extent the EU has exercised its competence.115 In this sense, it 
may be asserted that the CBAM will have an impact on the fiscal sovereignty of 
Member States and, in particular, on their power to tax. Similar to the proceeds 
from the sale of ETS allowances, an own resource based on the sale of CBAM 
certificates may not be regarded as a ‘tax’ inasmuch as it relates to specific 
benefits received by the holders of such certificates. At the same time, this own 
resource reveals the features of an explicitly EU levy.

The adoption of an EU directive on the implementation of the global agree-
ment on the reallocation of taxing rights under Pillar One would be another 
step in the approximation of the national legislation of Member States to ensure 
the proper functioning of the internal market. Although an own resource based 
on the residual profits of multinational enterprises reallocated to the Member 
States should not be classified as an ‘EU tax’, the introduction of such a measure 
would have an impact on the fiscal sovereignty of Member States. The real-
location of taxing rights under Pillar One will be based on a directive, which 
will have to be implemented by the Member States through the adoption of the 
respective national legislation. Although it is difficult to comment to what extent 
the provisions of this directive would be a constraint on Member States’ ability 
to define the reallocation mechanism before the relevant directive is proposed by 
the Commission, the author assumes that this tax measure will not leave much 
discretion for the Member States inasmuch as it would jeopardise the interests 
of the internal market.

VI. CONCLUSION

As members of the EU, Member States have already transferred certain of 
their competences in fiscal matters to the EU for the achievement of common 
goals. The EU has in particular a substantial impact on the fiscal sovereignty 
of Member States through the various legal instruments made available by the 
EU Treaties and developed by the ECJ in its jurisprudence. Even in the field of 
direct taxes, which has been traditionally considered to belong to the exclusive 
competence of the Member States, the EU may constrain the exercise of fiscal 
policies by Member States.116 Therefore, the fiscal competences of Member 
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States have been diluted in favour of cooperation and the achievement of the 
common EU goals.

The introduction of some of the new tax-based own resources of the EU may 
affect the fiscal sovereignty of Member States, either directly or indirectly. In 
particular, the launching of the CBAM or the adoption of a new resource based 
on the implementation of the global agreement under Pillar One will directly 
affect the fiscal sovereignty of Member States as these measures require the 
further approximation of the national tax legislation of the latter and, therefore, 
will limit their technical autonomy.117 In the case of the Plastic Tax, one could 
speak about an indirect effect on the national legislative choices of Member 
States inasmuch as the Member States preserve their technical autonomy but 
will eventually be forced to adopt respective national legislative measures. The 
ETS-based own resource relates to an already harmonised area and accordingly 
will not cause any additional limitations on the technical autonomy of Member 
States.

None of the new tax-based own resources may be characterised as an ‘EU 
tax’. An own resource based on CBAM has, at the same time, the characteris-
tic of a levy in respect of trade with third countries which may fall within the 
category of traditional own resources.118 The competences of Member States 
concerning the sale of CBAM certificates would be rather limited. Furthermore, 
the CBAM will be based on a regulation directly applicable in the Member 
States, and would not require the adoption of the respective national legisla-
tion. Besides that, according to the current vision of the EU proposal, most of 
the revenues from the sale of CBAM certificates, namely 75 per cent, will flow 
to the EU budget. The residual part of revenues which is left for the Member 
States may be perceived as a fee for the collection carried out by the competent 
authorities of Member States. The sale of CBAM certificates will be under the 
direct management of the Commission, which will determine the price. It would 
appear that an own resource based on CBAM will be a genuine EU levy.

Although the introduction of some of the new own resources of the EU will 
have repercussions on the exercise of the fiscal authority by Member States, it is 
too early to draw the conclusion that they may be viewed as a step towards more 
fiscal sovereignty for the EU. Notwithstanding that the EU is apparently obtain-
ing more fiscal competences (this, in particular, would be the case if an own 
resource based on the CBAM were adopted), these competences originate from 
the Member States and are not acquired by the Union automatically but rather 
shared by the Member States for the attainment of common goals. Neither the 
Plastic Tax, nor the ETS-based own resource reveal features of an ‘EU tax’ but 
rather a transfer of a part of the revenues of the Member States to the EU budget 
under a ‘revenue-sharing system’.119 The same is true in relation to the share of 
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residual profits of multinational enterprises. For the application of the proposed 
tax-based resources in the Member States, for example, the collection of resid-
ual profits of multinational enterprises in market jurisdictions, Member States 
have to adopt appropriate national legislation. Accordingly, the competence to 
collect such revenues would have its source in national, not EU legislation. The 
only own resource that has the features of an EU levy is the one based on the sale 
of CBAM certificates.

What is common for all new tax-based resources, listed in section V.B above, 
is that they are all connected with EU policies, such as the environment and the 
proper functioning of the internal market. As such, it may be asserted that they 
possess an ‘intrinsically pan-European character’. None of the policy objectives 
underlying the tax measures which serve as a basis for the new own resources of 
the EU may be achieved by a single Member State but rather through collective 
efforts at the EU level. Moreover, since the goals of such EU policies would be 
beneficial for all the people of the EU, this would substantiate the transfer of the 
revenues collected in respect of such policies to the EU budget.

As claimed in section II.B above, international cooperation, which presup-
poses giving up a part of sovereign rights, may be viewed as a measure aimed 
at preserving national interests in tax matters and, therefore, as having a posi-
tive impact on the fiscal sovereignty of Member States. One example relates to 
measures, which could be adopted by the EU for the taxation of multinational 
enterprises. It may be assumed that EU measures in this regard would have a 
positive effect on the fiscal policies of Member States which will be able to tax a 
part of the profits generated by such enterprises within their national territories. 
This would not be possible by exercising the fiscal sovereignty of an individual 
Member State but exclusively by the means of international cooperation at the 
EU level.
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9

Reconceptualising the Principle  
of  Equality in EU Tax Law

CRISTINA TRENTA*

I. INTRODUCTION

The chapter examines the principle of equality as it is traditionally 
interpreted and applied in European Union (EU) tax law, with the aim 
to understand the extent to which it is necessary to reconceptualise it 

after the Lisbon Treaty1 and the introduction of the EU Charter,2 which have 
rendered fundamental and human rights and sustainable development binding 
principles for the Union.

EU law is built on the principle of equality3 and on an interpretation of it 
that has economic origins relating it to the concept of formal equality, firmly tied 
to the creation of the Common Market in 1957 and to the European Economic 
Community (EEC) as a community of trade based on the four fundamental 
freedoms.4 EU governance in matters of taxation as originally framed in the 
Treaty of Rome5 was informed by this view, and led to an EU tax law frame-
work aimed at ensuring equality in terms of competition on the one hand, and 
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economic freedoms on the other.6 This prevailing aim has led to a ‘systematic 
imbalance between economic and non-economic interests’.7

In EU tax law, this modus operandi has resulted in regulations that only 
implement the concept of formal equality, and which casts taxpayers solely as 
‘homines oeconomici’, ‘agents of the production system’.8 This is ascertain-
able, for example, in the line of reasoning followed by the Court of Justice of 
the European Union (CJEU) in its judicial review of whether the tax systems 
and the tax regulations of Member States were to be considered a restriction to 
the exercise of the European economic freedoms, and whether national regimes 
discriminate against cross-border activities when compared with domestic 
ones.9 As a consequence of this approach, overcoming tax discrimination within 
the EU has been and still is largely dependent on the functioning of the mecha-
nisms of the internal market.10

The introduction of a system of protections for fundamental and human 
rights and for sustainability as part of the EU legal framework implies the addi-
tion of a second, substantive dimension to the conceptualisation of the right of 
equality.11 This necessarily poses the issue of reassessing the meaning and bear-
ing of the concept itself, and the impact it would have on the power of taxation 
of the EU.12

This chapter investigates whether a substantive model of equality should be 
adopted in EU tax law in response to the renewed attention given to funda-
mental and human rights following the Lisbon Treaty, especially considering the 
impact that the application of these rights is bound to have on taxation and on 
the power to tax of the Union, with the goal of outlining a more rounded and 
cohesive approach centred on ‘policy integration, linkage and coordination’13 
that considers European taxpayers as human beings and not merely as economic 
agents.14
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II. METHODOLOGY

Equality is a central principle for liberal democracies, and one that is frequently 
employed to monitor, evaluate and balance the relationship between the public 
authority and individuals.15 Consequently, the chapter investigates two of the 
fundamental questions for a reassessment: how the principle of equality should 
be reconceptualised to account for its substantive dimension as required by the 
Lisbon Treaty; and how the said reconceptualisation would affect the very foun-
dations of the power to tax in the Union.

To answer these research questions, the chapter applies a methodological 
approach based on a dynamic interpretation of EU law. This is an approach 
which has been upheld by the CJEU16 and is connected with the need for inter-
preting provisions of EU law in the light of the EU legislative system as a whole:17

[E]very provision of community law must be placed in its context and interpreted 
in the light of the provisions of community law as a whole, regard being had to the 
objectives thereof and to its state of evolution at the date on which the provision in 
question is to be applied.18

Such an interpretative approach is particularly important in the area of the EU 
internal market and of the fundamental freedoms, since these are principles 
which are ‘drafted in general terms’.19 One of the goals of dynamic interpreta-
tion is that of ‘promot(ing) a transformation, an evolution of Community law’20 
and thus contributing to draft and develop EU policy.

Therefore, consistently with what was set out in the CILFIT case, this chap-
ter investigates the possible need to reconceptualise the principle of equality 
as interpreted and applied in EU tax law in the context of the European legal 
system as a whole, while taking into account the evolving case law of the CJEU. 
An immediate consequence of this approach is that the sources used for the 
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analysis span the entirety of EU law, considered as a single autonomous legal 
system,21 and are not limited to the field of EU tax law. Additional sources of 
international law are used to complement and improve the definition of EU 
concepts and precepts where necessary, and the investigation does not extend 
to a discussion of how the reconceptualised model of equality could be imple-
mented in EU tax law.

III. THE FORMAL MODEL OF EQUALITY

The most basic conceptualisation of equality is that of formal equality, based on 
consistency and usually interpreted to mean that ‘likes must be treated alike’.22 
Formal equality finds its root in the Aristotelian notion of treating equals 
equally:23 its symmetrical nature implies the application of an equal treatment 
to comparable situations and of a differential treatment to different situations.24

Equality is intimately linked to the principle of non-discrimination, to the 
extent that it could be said that equality and non-discrimination are positive and 
negative statements of the same underlying values: a person is treated equally 
when she or he is not discriminated against, and is discriminated against if he 
or she is not treated equally.25 This emerges quite clearly from the definition 
of discrimination provided by the UN Human Rights Committee established 
under the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.26 The Committee stated 
that discrimination is a basic and general principle relating to the protection of 
human rights, which rejects

any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any ground 
such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or 
social origin, property, birth or other status and which has the purpose or effect of 
nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by all persons, on an 
equal footing, of all rights and freedoms.27
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Both equality and non-discrimination require not only abstention from discrim-
ination, but also the positive absence of discrimination.28

A. The Formal Model of  Equality in EU Law

EU law is built around the principle of equality.29 This principle has economic 
roots, close to the concept of formal equality, that tie it to the EEC and the crea-
tion of a common market based on freedom of movement (of persons, goods, 
services, capital) and freedom of competition. Article 2 of the Treaty of Rome 
states that:

The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and progres-
sively approximating the economic policies of Member States, to promote throughout 
the Community a harmonious development of economic activities, a continuous and 
balanced expansion, an increase in stability, an accelerated raising of the standard of 
living and closer relations between the States belonging to it.

The Treaty of Rome was based on market principles essentially introducing 
regulations aimed at abolishing barriers to trade and at ensuring the fundamen-
tal freedoms.30 These four fundamental freedoms are now part of the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU),31 Article 26(2) of which states 
that ‘(t)he internal market shall comprise an area without internal frontiers in 
which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is ensured in 
accordance with the provisions of the Treaties’.32 The creation of the internal 
market itself is still one of the main goals of the EU, as stated in Article 3(3) of 
the Treaty on European Union (TEU).33

The concept of the common market has been further defined by the CJEU 
in the Gaston Schul case,34 as that of an economic market for the benefit of 
commerce and of private persons conducting economic transactions:

The concept of a common market as defined by the court in a consistent line of deci-
sions involves the elimination of all obstacles to intra-community trade in order to 
merge the national markets into a single market bringing about conditions as close as 
possible to those of a genuine internal market. It is important that not only commerce 
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as such but also private persons who happen to be conducting an economic transac-
tion across national frontiers should be able to enjoy the benefits of that market.35

The principle of equality is also a superset of the principle of non-discrimination 
in EU law.36 The relationship between the two can be quite clearly discerned 
in the CJEU Albert Ruckdeschel case: ‘[t]he prohibition of discrimination laid 
down in the aforesaid provision is merely a specific enunciation of the general 
principle of equality which is one of the fundamental principles of Community 
law’37 and, more recently, in Advocate General Kokott’s Opinion in Association 
Belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats: ‘as there is no fundamental difference 
for the purposes of the present case between the concepts “principle of equal 
treatment”, “principle of non-discrimination” and “prohibition of discrimina-
tion”, I will use them as synonyms’.38

In these cases, both the CJEU and the Advocate General interpreted the 
prohibition of discrimination as a specific elaboration of the general principle 
of formal equality, stating that likes must be treated alike, because discrimina-
tion ‘involves the application of different rules to comparable situations or the 
application of the same rule to different situations’. This approach has been 
confirmed in numerous other cases.39 The CJEU has further elaborated it in 
respect of the general principle of equal treatment, which requires that compa-
rable situations are not treated differently and that different situations are not 
treated alike unless such treatment is objectively justified,40 and which is factu-
ally an implementation and elaboration of the principle of formal equality.

B. The Formal Model of  Equality in EU Tax Law

EU governance in the area of taxation has been strongly influenced by the 
economic concept of the common market as outlined in the Treaty of Rome,41 
leading EU tax law to support equality in competition on the one hand, and 
economic freedoms on the other.42 The EEC also included a Customs Union43 
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which Article 9 of the Treaty of Rome described as covering ‘all trade in goods’ 
and ‘involv[ing] the prohibition between Member States of customs duties on 
imports and exports and of all charges having equivalent effect’. The Customs 
Union also required ensuring the four fundamental freedoms.

The free movement of workers between Member States was also considered 
in economic terms: ‘from the outset’ it was to be understood ‘as the guarantee of  
the free movement of an economic production factor and not as recognition  
of a fundamental human right’.44 Such a set-up only required a working model 
of formal equality to function.

The same European model of formal equality described here has been widely 
used by the CJEU through the years and until the present day in the field of EU tax 
law. The judicial reviews of the CJEU routinely rule on issues relating to whether 
the Member States’ tax systems and norms pose restrictions on the exercise of 
the European economic freedoms, or whether national regimes discriminate 
against cross-border activities when compared with domestic ones.45

It is following this line of reasoning that the CJEU has decided that, in the 
field of direct taxation, the situations of residents and of non-residents are not, 
as a rule, comparable.46 Resident and non-resident taxpayers differ in terms of 
their source of income, ability to pay and family circumstances.47 Therefore, 
formal discrimination between the two is unjustified only if it is demonstrable 
that the underlying factual conditions are similar.

In EU tax law, the principle of formal equality has resulted in taxpayers 
being essentially cast as ‘homines oeconomici’ and ‘agents of the production 
system’.48 There is an evident parallelism between this idea of taxpayers as 
agents of the production system and the early EEC conceptualisation of workers 
as an ‘economic production factor’ in which work does not receive ‘recognition 
of a fundamental human right’.49 In the words of the Spaak Report,50

the common market will go beyond the pooling of existing resources; it will call 
for the creation of new resources by the development of backward areas and the 
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employment of labour forces hitherto unused; assistance, where needed, in the 
conversion of industry and retraining of workers; and finally, to facilitate these meas-
ures, free circulation of the factors of production, capital and manpower.51

We can safely conclude that the area of free movement of workers was not the 
only area affected by ‘the logic of pure market instrumentalism’,52 since the 
same logic has been applied to taxpayers in the context of EU tax law.

In the area of free movement of workers, the principle of the primacy of the 
person over that of the worker as a mere factor of production or ‘manpower’ has 
developed over time in such a way that substantial equality can be ensured when 
it comes to access to and opportunities for employment. In an early Opinion of 
Advocate General Jacobs in the Bettray case we read that

labour is not, in Community law, to be regarded as a commodity and notably gives 
precedence to the fundamental rights of workers … the concern of the Treaty and of 
the legislation on the free movement of workers is to ensure equality of access, for all 
Community citizens regardless of their nationality, to employment opportunities.53

Traditionally, the specific function of taxes in EU tax law is not social in nature, 
but rather economic, and directed at protecting the four freedoms. As such, it 
requires formal equality only. The goal of the internal market is to ensure the 
free movement provisions: it therefore prevents Member States from introduc-
ing legal and fiscal barriers to cross-border trade, and from adopting measures 
that are likely to deter, discourage or dissuade economic operators from moving 
freely within the borders of the EU.54 The actual extent of said barriers or meas-
ures has no weight in the matter.55

This led the CJEU to rule that discrimination deriving from domestic law 
is illegitimate, from a Community perspective, if it leads to restrictions of the 
fundamental freedoms, and is not justifiable on any other grounds.56
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Tax law measures should thus not hinder companies and taxpayers from 
entering the internal market: tax rules have to ensure that homogeneous catego-
ries of taxpayers carry the same tax burdens.57 In his Opinion on the Cadbury 
Schweppes case,58 Advocate General Léger states that in EU law the principle of 
equality applies to comparisons between internal and cross-border situations, 
as well as to comparisons between two cross-border situations.59 This same 
approach has also been consistently adopted by the CJEU in its rulings.60

Consequently, the model of equality of EU tax law may compare taxpayers, 
and this comparison may of course include variables: for instance, profits are 
generally considered as an acceptable criterion by which to compare taxpayers’ 
ability to pay. Comparing profits from two companies and expressing these in 
different currencies will require some form of conversion from one currency to 
another in order to understand which company earned more.61

Commentators have consistently argued that fundamental rights and free-
doms in the internal market have the primary aim to protect and guarantee the 
economic freedom of individuals in cross-border situations.62 In EU tax law, this 
has led to individuals and organisations being appraised only ‘in relation to the 
formal aspect of the production of a single event economically significant (act 
or activity) and not further discriminated with reference to the subjective posi-
tion overall’.63

Part of the doctrine sees the prohibition of tax discrimination in EU tax law 
as a specific expression of the general principle of equality emanating from EU 
law.64 Other authors interpret this prohibition in relation to the principle of 
fiscal neutrality.65 The principle of fiscal neutrality is not directly regulated in 
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primary EU law, but it is widely acknowledged in tax doctrine where it specifi-
cally supports economic efficiency on the one hand, and the development of the 
internal market on the other.66 That is to say, that the principle of fiscal neutral-
ity has as its final goal the protection of the four fundamental freedoms, and 
therefore to counteract market imbalances, including economic discriminations. 
The Member States’ legislative systems and the various EU-level harmonisation 
processes are supposed to collaborate to prevent or eliminate distortions within 
the internal market.67

The CJEU has routinely used the neutrality principle as a manifestation of 
the principle of formal equality.68 The principle is also applied by the CJEU in 
the field of indirect taxation as a final test to assess whether national VAT regu-
lations are harmonised with EU VAT law.69

Furthermore, in the area of EU VAT law,70 the principle of equal treatment 
is linked to the principle of neutrality,71 with particular attention being paid to 
the principle of neutrality in competition.72 These concepts only rely on formal 
equality and offer a procedural approach to equality consistent with the Union’s 
traditional core economic values and principles, but that presents three different 
weaknesses: it is passive and static; it does not consider outcomes; and, most 
importantly, it neglects any substantive perspective on inequality.73
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The formal model of equality requires a comparison between two entities, 
but it does not clarify which indicators have to be considered, or according to 
which criteria two individuals are to be treated equally. It then fails to answer the 
most important questions: ‘equal to whom?’,74 ‘equality of what?’.75

When two entities have equal status in at least one normatively relevant 
aspect, they must be treated equally in respect to that aspect. The most sensitive 
question which arises with formal equality is that of identifying which aspects 
are normatively significant and which are not. If we pose that same question in 
the field of EU tax law, it should be reformulated/reworded as ‘are taxpayers 
equal among them in the same economic category, or are there other profiles 
that should also be considered?’ This question presumes answers that will 
change with the changing social understanding of the meaning of equality and 
inequality.76

IV. TOWARDS A SUBSTANTIVE MODEL OF EQUALITY

The formal model of equality focuses on equal treatment and on symmetry of 
treatment. The substantive model of equality focuses on results rather than on 
treatment; attention is shifted to whether there is fair distribution of benefits. It 
could be said that it targets disadvantage rather than aiming at neutrality.77

The same rationale also applies to EU tax law: the application of the 
substantive model of equality to taxpayers aims to achieve equality in outcomes, 
targeting fiscal disadvantage rather than fiscal neutrality.

While the EU began as a free trade zone, with economic freedom taking 
precedence over social rights,78 the Treaty of Rome79 had already introduced 
a number of non-economic regulations on matters of social policy in its Title 
III.80 In EU law, the process has continued through the years, with the principle 
of equality acquiring facets going beyond the mere formulation of economic or 
formal equality, mirroring the transition from the economically centred ECC to 
an EU community of values and rights.81

The respect of fundamental rights as a general principle of EU law was 
first codified in the text of the Treaties in 1986, with the Single European Act.82  
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Its Preamble, the first major revision of the 1957 Treaty of Rome, states that the 
Union is

[d]etermined to work together to promote democracy on the basis of the funda-
mental rights recognized in the constitutions and laws of the Member States, in the 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the 
European Social Charter, notably freedom, equality and social justice.

In the years since the Maastricht Treaty of 1992,83 the weight of fundamental 
rights in the interpretation of EU law has increased greatly, and the Union has 
embraced social and political values which have taken it radically beyond its 
initial, almost exclusively economic focus.84

A. The Substantial Equality Model as for the CJEU

Understanding the constitutional structure of what is the EU today requires 
not only a reading of the Treaties, but also of the interpretations of those texts 
offered by the CJEU, in the light of the role of a ‘constitutional court’ framing the 
constitutional status of the EU played by the CJEU according to doctrine.85 In 
respect to the shift documented in this chapter, this means reaching back all the 
way to 1969, when the CJEU used the general principle of respect of fundamen-
tal rights for the first time in Stauder:86 ‘[i]nterpreted in this way the provision 
at issue contains nothing capable of prejudicing the fundamental human rights 
enshrined in the general principles of Community law and protected by the 
Court’.87 One year later, in 1970, the Court linked the fundamental rights of the 
EU to the constitutional tradition of the Member States in the Internationale 
Handelsgesellschaf case:88

In fact, respect for fundamental rights forms an integral part of the general principles 
of law protected by the court of justice. The protection of such rights, whilst inspired 
by the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, must be ensured 
within the framework of the structure and objectives of the community.89

This pattern was confirmed in subsequent years.90 In Nold,91 the Court ruled that  
it was not possible to accept measures which are incompatible with fundamental 
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rights recognised and protected by the constitutions of the Member States 
involved:

As the court has already stated, fundamental rights form an integral part of the 
general principles of law, the observance of which it ensures. In safeguarding 
these rights, the court is bound to draw inspiration from constitutional traditions 
common to the Member States, and it cannot therefore uphold measures which are 
incompatible with fundamental rights recognized and protected by the constitu-
tions of those states. Similarly, international treaties for the protection of human 
rights on which the Member States have collaborated or of which they are signa-
tories, can supply guidelines which should be followed within the framework of 
community law.92

More recently, in the 2000 Deutsche Telekom AG v Lilli Schröder case,93 the 
CJEU explicitly reversed any previous hierarchy between the economic aim and 
the social aim of the Union:

[T]he economic aim pursued by Article 119 of the Treaty, namely the elimination of 
distortions of competition between undertakings established in different Member 
States, is secondary to the social aim pursued by the same provision, which consti-
tutes the expression of a fundamental human right.94

B. After the Lisbon Treaty

The transition of the Union from a free trade zone to a place where fundamental 
and human rights are not only proclaimed, but also upheld, continued with the 
Lisbon Treaty and with the adoption of the Charter of Fundamental Rights (EU 
Charter) as a legally binding instrument.95 Equality is now a fundamental value 
in both primary and secondary EU law: the TEU96 has it at its centre, and the EU 
Charter97 devotes an entire title to it: Title III.

Article 8 TFEU requires the Union to eliminate inequalities in all of its 
activities:98 the way current EU policymaking interprets and implements this 
request, via a redefinition of equality as a complex, multifaceted concept, is 
rendering obsolete the simpler principle of formal equality among taxpayers 
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used in EU tax law.99 This conclusion finds support in several EU provisions: 
Article 6(3) TEU states that the

[f]undamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection 
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and as they result from the constitu-
tional traditions common to the Member States, shall constitute general principles 
of the Union’s law.

Article 2 TEU further maintains that

[t]he Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democ-
racy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of 
persons belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in 
a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and 
equality between women and men prevail.

Doctrine affirms that Article 2 TEU is one of the more remarkable and distin-
guishable demonstrations of this evolutive process of the EU towards the 
proclamation and guarantee of human and fundamental rights, and an impor-
tant contribution to the redefinition of equality.100

Among the 13n values listed in Article 2 we find freedom, equality and 
minority protection, together with constitutional principles such as dignity, 
pluralism and solidarity. Articles 8–10 TFEU require the EU to promote other 
important fundamental rights, such as gender equality, employment, adequate 
social protection and to fight social exclusion, combating any type of discrimi-
nation based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or 
sexual orientation.101

C. Sustainable Development

The fundamental values listed in Article 2 TEU must not be interpreted in 
‘clinical isolation’,102 separated from all other provisions of the EU Treaties: 
they must be read in accordance with the core objectives of the EU as stated in 
Article 3(3) TEU, which also outlines a concept of sustainable development for 
Europe:

The Union shall establish an internal market. It shall work for the sustainable devel-
opment of Europe based on balanced economic growth and price stability, a highly 
competitive social market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress, 
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and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment … 
It shall combat social exclusion and discrimination, and shall promote social justice 
and protection, equality between women and men, solidarity between generations 
and protection of the rights of the child.

The Lisbon Treaty introduced relevant changes in the field of sustainable devel-
opment with the concepts of a ‘sustainable development of Europe’ and a 
‘sustainable development of the Earth’ as goals of the EU in Article 3(3) and (5) 
TEU respectively.103

Sustainable development is deeply embedded in EU primary legislation: it 
is part of the TEU, the TFEU104 and the EU Charter.105 For the purpose of our 
discussion, it is interesting to note that the Preamble of the TEU links the prin-
ciple of sustainable development to ‘the accomplishment of the internal market 
and of reinforced cohesion and environmental protection’. The EU Charter 
similarly includes the principle of sustainable development in its Preamble and 
links it not only with the protection of indivisible, universal values, but also 
with ensuring the free movement of persons, services, goods and capital, and the 
freedom of establishment:

Conscious of its spiritual and moral heritage, the Union is founded on the indivisible, 
universal values of human dignity, freedom, equality and solidarity; it is based on the 
principles of democracy and the rule of law. It places the individual at the heart of 
its activities … The Union contributes to the preservation and to the development of 
these common values … it seeks to promote balanced and sustainable development 
and ensures free movement of persons, services, goods and capital, and the freedom 
of establishment.

The European Commission has constantly reiterated that sustainable develop-
ment is one of the basic values of the TEU, and its achievement one of the top 
priorities of the Union.106 In a recent Communication concerning the EU Action 
Plan on Human Rights and Democracy,107 the link between sustainable develop-
ment and the human rights frameworks deriving from the UN’s 2030 Agenda 
and Sustainable Development goals108 have been reinforced, with the Agenda 
and the Goals being called ‘an extraordinary opportunity to ensure that the 
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commitment to inclusion feeds into the promotion of human rights and democ-
racy worldwide’.109

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),110 the international 
human rights treaties111 and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,112 
all have a specific role in the framework laid out by Agenda 2030,113 as does the 
UN Declaration on the Right to Development (UNDRTD).114 Article 1 of the 
UNDRTD defines the right to development as ‘an inalienable human right (b)y 
virtue of which every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, 
contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in 
which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized’.115

D. Human and Fundamental Rights

The introduction of the human rights framework in the EU legislative framework 
has added a second substantive dimension to the Union’s model of equality,116 
with symmetry of treatment becoming one of several criteria to consider.117 
Such a change has repercussions on the principle of formal equality and the way 
in which it has been traditionally applied in EU tax law.

The adoption of the EU Charter plays a central role in this discourse. Its 
Preamble states that ‘the Union is founded on the indivisible, universal values of 
human dignity, freedom, equality and solidarity’. ‘Indivisible’ is a key word here: it 
can be interpreted to mean that the fundamental rights are a single corpus and that 
any artificial categorisation and separation should be rejected. The adoption of the 
EU Charter also emphasises the institutional duties of states and of international 
bodies to respect and protect rights and values in their essence and substance as an 
obligation descending from the EU Charter, while refusing formality and rigidity in 
classifications and definitions.118 This also applies to the principle of equality.
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Contemporary doctrine interprets human rights not only as universal and 
indivisible, but also as interdependent and interrelated.119 This interpretation 
derives from the UDHR and its non-hierarchical assertion of inalienable rights 
that encompasses shared societal values. Once again, the Preamble of the EU 
Charter expresses a factual obligation to uphold the fundamental rights as 
they are expressed in the constitutional traditions and international obligations 
common to Member States:120

This Charter reaffirms, with due regard for the powers and tasks of the Union and for 
the principle of subsidiarity, the rights as they result, in particular, from the consti-
tutional traditions and international obligations common to the Member States, 
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms, the Social Charters adopted by the Union and by the Council of Europe 
and the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union and of the European 
Court of Human Rights.

V. DISCUSSION

In EU tax law, the CJEU has used the residence criterion to assess whether two 
taxpayers could be said to be in a comparable situation. Consequently, the 
tax-related situations of all EU citizens are in principle comparable unless the 
residence criterion comes into play. It could also be said, flipping this perspec-
tive, that if their residence is the same ‘all EU citizens are as a matter of principle 
in equal positions’.121 Current law doctrine considers this a simplistic and prob-
lematic approach, maintaining that ‘the people of Europe are too heterogeneous 
[and] taxation is not only a revenue raiser, it is also a nuanced tool to steer 
taxpayers’ behaviour, achieve justice and equal opportunities through redistri-
bution, and address economic needs’.122 Economic doctrine supports this view, 
considering the concept of ‘homo oeconomicus’ to be relatively unproblematic 
in market settings but presenting ‘potentially seriously misleading implications 
when applied outside this sphere’.123

After the Lisbon Treaty, the economic functions of the internal market must 
be in balance with other, non-market, values124 deriving from the attention given 
by the EU to human and fundamental rights and to sustainable development.
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To consider EU taxpayers simply in their role as ‘homines economici’ would 
today be in direct conflict with EU primary legislation, and specifically with the 
TEU, the TFEU and the EU Charter, whose principles and obligations rank high 
in the hierarchy of EU law. Articles 3(5)125 and 21(1)126 TEU require the EU to 
support the advancement of human rights:127 tax law doctrine has proposed that 
fiscal neutrality based on the formal model of equality could be considered to 
be ‘discriminatory by nature’,128 since it does not ensure the fair differentiation 
among different groups of taxpayers that logically follows from the evolution 
of EU law.129 Formal equality prohibits any form of discrimination, which 
paradoxically results in not considering the differences that may exist between 
taxpayers belonging to specific social groups.

It is quite evident that the model of equality currently used in EU tax law, 
anchored to the primacy of the economic factors, and the model of equality 
adopted by EU law after the Lisbon treaty, based on the upholding of human 
rights, are in conflict. Table 1 below illustrates the difference between the way 
the principle of equality is interpreted in EU law, considering a person’s ‘inher-
ent self-worth’ (left), and in EU tax law, considering instead just a person’s 
economic worth (right).

Table 1 Models of equality in EU law and EU tax law after the Lisbon Treaty

EU law EU tax law

‘People are to be valued not just because 
they are economically or otherwise useful 
but because of their inherent self-worth’.130

Taxpayers as homines oeconomici and 
agents of the production system.131

Model of Substantive Equality Model of Formal Equality
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Since it only addresses equal treatment and does not consider any form of fair 
differentiation among groups of taxpayers, the formal model of equality applied 
in EU tax law is inadequate to address any substantive disadvantage. In this 
sense, the formal model of equality has become inadequate in the light of the 
principles that came into play after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty: 
European taxpayers not only have the right to receive equal treatment, they also 
have a right to the fair differentiation bestowed upon them by EU law.

In EU tax law, the principle of equality has been, and still is, primarily 
applied in its formal model, in strict respect of the priority of economic values. 
This has led the EU and the CJEU to compare and differentiate situations and 
taxpayers with the sole aim of correcting market imbalances.132

EU tax law is itself primarily considered a tool to protect property rights, the 
internal market and the four fundamental freedoms: in this perspective, taxation 
is a possible factor for the evaluation of distortion of competition, and hence-
forth taxes have to be harmonised, coordinated and controlled. What EU tax 
law is not under this view is a tool for the collection of tax revenue in support 
of societal goals and principles of equal, fair distribution.133 EU tax law does 
not contribute to guarantee distributive justice, and tax law is not concerned 
with evaluating the personal and social conditions of taxpayers.134 Erroneously 
ensuring substantive equality is not seen as an EU tax law goal: at this stage we 
can only conclude that any preoccupation with substantive equality is still miss-
ing from the discourse in EU tax law.

The shift to a substantive equality model is necessary to support human and 
fundamental rights and to force EU tax law to refocus on the underlying condi-
tions that cause inequality rather than on treatment criteria.135 This implies an 
acknowledgment that European taxpayers may no longer be identified as simple 
‘homines oeconomici’: they must be considered in their fullness as complex 
political, social and moral individuals who also have an economic side. In the 
words of Advocate General Tesauro of the CJEU:

[T]he principle of substantive equality necessitates taking account of the existing 
inequalities which arise because a person belongs to a particular class of persons or 
to a particular social group; it enables and requires the unequal, detrimental effects 
which those inequalities have on the members of the group in question to be elimi-
nated or, in any event, neutralized by means of specific measures.

Unlike the principle of formal equality, which precludes basing unequal treatment of 
individuals on certain differentiating factors, such as sex, the principle of substantive 
equality refers to a positive concept by basing itself precisely on the relevance of those 
different factors themselves in order to legitimize an unequal right, which is to be 
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used in order to achieve equality as between persons who are regarded not as neutral 
but having regard to their differences. In the final analysis, the principle of substan-
tive equality complements the principle of formal equality and authorizes only such 
deviations from that principle as are justified by the end which they seek to achieve, 
that of securing actual equality. The ultimate objective is therefore the same: securing 
equality as between persons.136

Substantive equality has also been framed as a ‘group justice’ approach because 
of its focus on group characteristics and of the specific attention it pays to 
‘redress(ing) existing or historical disadvantages … to enhance voice and partici-
pation, or to accommodate differences and achieve structural societal change’.137 
The limitations of the principle of formal equality in EU tax law clearly stand 
out if we consider vulnerable groups such as women, children, youths and the 
future generations: by refocusing on outcomes, substantive equality offers a way 
to rebalance this imbalance. Substantive equality concerns itself with the effects 
of standing regulations and processes, and evaluates group dimensions138 to 
address structural or social inequality that situates formally equal individuals, 
or ‘homines oeconomici’, in different positions in society preventing them from 
competing on an equal footing. As a consequence, it calls for group-sensitive 
and asymmetrical methodologies139 that lie far from the ‘mathematical equal-
ity’140 of methods centring on a symmetry of treatment between taxpayers.

EU tax law requires changes in line with current European economic and 
social developments as outlined and supported by the principles contained in 
the EU Treaties and the EU Charter.141 This ‘social function of equality’142 is 
implied in the changes to the EU framework set in motion with the Lisbon Treaty.

Acknowledging its substantive dimension in European law in full is a neces-
sary step, and one that requires EU tax law to move away from a simplistic 
application of the principle of formal equality to a more holistic view, in which 
the economic dimension of taxpayers is one of many elements at play and not 
an end in and by itself.143
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The possibility of rebalancing the relationship between the free market econ-
omy and the fundamental principles of solidarity is, at least for now, absent 
from EU tax law because of the way tax discrimination is solely handled as an 
economic problem part of a market based on the observance of competition 
rules.144 The adoption of a substantive model of equality would then profoundly 
alter de facto145 the taxing power of the EU: consistently with human and funda-
mental rights, the Union could introduce rebalancing measures that derogate 
from the principles of the free market economy.146 The outcomes of such a shift 
would be similar to what is achieved via the protection of ‘distinct identities, 
needs or priorities’ in federal systems, where the ‘quest for autonomy is often 
also one for equality’.147

In this respect, it is worth noting that the CJEU has repeatedly stated that 
‘as Community law stands at present, direct taxation does not as such fall 
within the purview of the Community’.148 This could be interpreted as a push 
towards considering a federal structure a somewhat necessary prerequisite for 
the application of the substantive model of equality in EU tax law: that is not 
the case. The enforcement of the fundamental freedoms as per the EU Treaties 
has already created ‘new taxing rights’149 that did not exist previously, and the 
process of normative integration between the EU and its Member States has 
produced a regulatory landscape that shares traits with federal models:150 all 
of this without a compelling need, tactically speaking, to change the political 
structure of the EU. Therefore, a similar line of reasoning can surely be applied 
to the implementation of the principle of substantive equality even if it would 
lead to the creation of new, additional EU taxing rights.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter investigates whether and how the principle of equality in EU tax 
law should be reconceptualised after the Lisbon Treaty, and how this recon-
ceptualisation would affect the very foundations of the power to tax in the 
Union. A dynamic, and ‘evolutionary’151 approach to the interpretation of EU 
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law, holistically addressed as one single system, has been applied to the inves-
tigation with the final goal of ‘promot[ing] a transformation, an evolution of 
Community law’.152

An analysis of the principle of equality in EU law reveals that the values it 
embodies have been dynamically adjusting to changes occurring in society and 
to the redefinition of the Union from an economic pact to a political entity: 
discussing the possibility or necessity of its reconceptualisation requires taking 
into account these contemporary values and objectives the EU wants to pursue. 
It also requires that the principle be examined in the light of the EU legal system 
as a whole, rather than in isolation.

As documented here, such an approach clearly demonstrates that a dynamic 
interpretation of EU law shows that the principle of equality in the field of EU 
tax law is still seriously affected by the early conceptualisation of the Union as 
an economic free trade area. Doctrine calls this the ‘economic DNA’ that ‘arose 
under the auspices of the then European Economic Community’153 and that 
still permeates the concept of equality, stating that the ‘hegemony enjoyed by 
the economic freedoms … since 1957, become tantamount to a constitutionally 
valid tenet within Europe’.154

The EEC was established back in 1957: its goal was to facilitate and support 
the free movement of persons, services, goods and capital. The protection of 
human rights was not a concern at the time.155 On the other hand, EU citi-
zens in the 2020s enjoy fundamental and human rights that extend beyond the 
four fundamental freedoms and that impact their taxpayer status. In EU tax 
law, the rigid application of formal equality does not acknowledge this new 
substantive dimension which has instead been addressed, for example, by the 
Supreme Court of Canada in Andrews v Law Society of  British Columbia.156 
The Canadian Court abandoned its formalistic approach, recognising that the 
‘similarly situated should be similarly treated’ approach does not lead to equal 
results and stating a need for a new approach to equality as a tool to build a 
more equal society. Similarly situated tests, says the Court,

cannot be accepted as a fixed rule or formula for the resolution of equality questions …  
Consideration must be given to the content of the law, to its purpose, and its impact 
upon those to whom it applies.157

The TEU, TFEU and the EU Charter have placed human and fundamen-
tal rights at the centre of the European legislative framework. Equality and 
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non-discrimination are principles that belong to the constitutional identity of 
the EU. They are governing precepts for the EU legal system and the rule of law 
of the EU and its Member States.158 As a consequence, in EU law, the principle 
of equality went through a transformation from a fairly rigid mechanism for 
economic integration to one for the substantive and multifaceted protection of 
human dignity and rights.159

A similar transformation has not been seen in the field of EU tax law, where 
formal equality is still the rule.

Such a paradigmatic change would have vast repercussions and at least 
partially redefine the very foundation of the power to tax in the Union: but 
without a reconceptualisation of its own principle of equality, EU tax law will 
increasingly find itself in friction, if not open conflict, with the substantive and 
non-discriminatory values of the Union, preventing not only the upholding of 
fundamental and human rights, but also the realisation of a more substantive 
economic freedom ‘before public authorities … in the single market and in daily 
life’.160
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The Power to Tax in International  
and EU Tax Law: Who is Sitting 

Behind the Wheel?

CÉCILE BROKELIND*

I. BACKGROUND

This publication is dedicated to addressing a burning problem of inter-
national tax law based on a cross-disciplinary approach, involving con-
stitutional law, tax law and international law. The present contribution 

deals with the question of where the power to tax originates from. The answer 
to this question generates follow-up questions, such as how to share the tax pie, 
in other words, which jurisdiction is entitled to tax income or value creation. 
The most important question remains, however, and concerns understanding 
the legal grounds and reasoning behind the power of states to tax in a world 
in constant evolution facing an obsolete legal framework. The traditional tax 
base division based on a territorial limitation of the power to tax seems to be 
challenged in current business models which create tensions in the present legal 
environment and have led to proposals for change.

In the aftermath of the trade tax war between the United States (US) and 
the European Union (EU),1 and the initiative of the Organisation for Economic 
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Co-operation and Development (OECD) on the introduction of a new regime for 
corporate income taxation encompassing the untaxed profits of Multinational 
Enterprises (MNEs) in its ‘Inclusive Framework’ project of a multilateral 
convention, the present contribution addresses selected EU tax law issues arising 
from the reform in question. The taxation of the digital economy (Pillar one) is 
particurly suitable to investigate these questions, since it homes in on the main 
issue of this chapter: the lack of clear territorial connection with tax sovereignty.

The most important question is whether states can do whatever they wish 
in the field of taxation, and adopt any kind of new tax system meant to limit 
tax base erosion caused by new business models. As witnessed during and after 
the Covid-19 crisis, the EU has taken steps to organise a rescue package to the 
benefit of the EU Member States issuing bonds on the international financial 
markets in the name of the Member States,2 and at some point, the loans will 
have to be repaid. Hence, finding larger tax bases has become even more critical 
for states. How does the law as it stands uphold these needs? How far can states’ 
tax sovereignty be exercised to fulfil that goal?

Member States are bound by EU primary and secondary law in matters 
where the EU has either exclusive competence (competition law, external rela-
tions, custom duties) or exercised its shared competence in matters relating to 
the internal market among others. In other words, when implementing Pillar 1 
(income from digital business or activities) and Pillar 2 (minimum effective taxa-
tion around the globe) rules in their domestic legislation, Member States will 
have to consider certain risks of incompatibility with other superior norms, 
such as the freedom of establishment, the free movement of capital and services 
provision (Articles 49, 56 and 63 of the TFEU), as well as the prohibition of State 
Aid (Article 107(.1) TFEU).3 Needless to say, even if the EU adopts the proposed 
directives on the minimum level of taxation for MNEs,4 on shell companies, or 
on Business in Europe: the Framework for Income Taxation (BEFIT), the imple-
mentation of such directives will not carry out a full harmonisation, and will 
compel Member States to take primary law into consideration in their imple-
menting laws.5

But what is the problem exactly? Corporate Income Tax (CIT) bases 
disappear into the blue somewhere between the shores of well-defined state terri-
tories, a phenomenon which may remind us of Atlantis the lost world to quote  

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/communication-business-taxation-21st-century_en
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/communication-business-taxation-21st-century_en
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Peter Wattel.6 This is the case for many reasons, one of which being the adoption 
of new business models challenging the outdated rules on the allocation of tax 
bases. Another is the inadequacy of transfer pricing rules to allocate residual 
profits in an efficient way that accommodates market jurisdictions, linked to 
the fact that risk assumption generating higher returns can be freely reallocated 
through contracts between associated companies.7 Another reason is the ill-
functioning US taxation of MNEs, which despite the recent rule changes leave 
unrepatriated income untaxed.8 Tax havens and tax competition lie at the heart 
of the vanishing tax bases. However, the question is: on what legal grounds may 
a state tax income in Atlantis? Is this tax jurisdiction legally justified to tax 
for the simple reason that a few reluctant taxpayers exploit regulatory competi-
tion, or use their knowledge of different legislation and end up paying a global 
tax close to zero, despite an ability to pay more? Will the problem disappear 
if an effective CIT rate of 15 per cent is applied worldwide as suggested in the 
OECD’s Pillar 2?

II. A SIMPLE METAPHOR: WHO IS SITTING BEHIND THE WHEEL?

As suggested by the drafters of the call for chapters for this book, it is possible 
to address the present trends on international taxation in many ways, and in 
addition, in the exact same way we speak about driving a car. Car drivers can do 
whatever they wish and go anywhere they feel like going provided they have a 
driving licence and insurance. These are the fundamental legal prerequisites of 
the right to drive. Transposed to the area of taxation, just as drivers need a driv-
ing licence to sit at the wheel of a car and drive, states need a legitimate taxing 
power in order to be able to levy taxes. This is a matter of constitutional, inter-
nal affairs, for which international tax law and EU tax law have little or even no 
bearing at all at the time of drafting this chapter.

However, at the very moment when drivers press the ignition button and 
start driving, they start interacting with other drivers and this may lead to a 
collision or an accident. States in search of additional tax bases also cause a risk 
of collision. International tax law and EU tax law establish rules for the traffic 
indicating the lanes the drivers should stay in to avoid an accident.

In which direction should they subsequently go? Drivers can go wherever 
they want to, that is an expression of their free will, as long as they stop at a 
red light and stick to the right lane. What about states? Can they go wherever 
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they feel like going? May they attract foreign investors, encourage exports, only 
support domestic production in the name of sustainability? Who writes the traf-
fic laws for international taxation as they stand today, and how do we make sure 
that the passengers will reach their destination safely?

To start driving, a driver needs to trigger the ignition of the engine, which 
exported to the field of international taxation corresponds to the right to tax 
allocated between states as regulated in Double Tax Treaties (DTT). Some 
would say that these rules are so old and have reached such a level of acceptance 
that they would fit into the framework of customary international public law. 
Others would say that there is no such thing as customary tax law, at least not 
yet.9

The starting point of the problem raised in the literature is that the right 
to tax income at source is regarded as ill-functioning as it is based on a purely 
territorial approach.10 Territoriality and globalisation do not go hand-in-hand. 
However, it is quite logical to define the power to tax with a reference to a terri-
tory in a world where tax sovereignty is defined by the right of a state to legislate 
solely on its own territory. Accordingly, the question arises regarding the mean-
ing of sovereignty in an international context and in a changing world where all 
economic transactions are dematerialised. In the context of the current reform 
carried out by the OECD within the Inclusive Framework project, with the aim 
of targeting profits arising from digital commerce that are untaxed as yet, it 
does make you wonder whether the mere fact that a tax is not levied in another 
tax jurisdiction suffices to justify another state’s jurisdiction over income lost in 
Atlantis. Is this reason a sufficient nexus?

Many authors seek solutions to this problem in international law, which 
provides for a legal framework concerning the concept of sovereignty, as noted 
by Kingston quoting parts of the ruling in the Lotus case of 7 September 1927:

[T]he first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon a State is  
that – failing the existence of a permissive rule to the contrary – it may not exercise 
its power in any form in the territory of another State.11
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In other words, a state may exercise its jurisdiction within its territory, in any 
matter, even if there is no specific rule of international law permitting it to do so. 
In these instances, states have a wide measure of discretion, which is only limited 
by the prohibitive rules of international law. However, this also means that a 
state cannot exercise its jurisdiction outside its territory unless an international 
treaty or customary law permits it to do so.

In the current state of international tax law research, the limitations on 
states’ taxing powers is expressed as ‘the nexus requirement’. Seen as a principle 
of customary tax law, the nexus requirement aims to ascertain tax jurisdiction 
by finding a qualifying connection between the taxpayer or the tax activity and 
the taxing state. For some, the nexus requirement expresses the principle of 
international customary law, which prohibits income taxation in lack of suffi-
cient personal or territorial nexus.12

The concept of ‘tax nexus’ originally applies in the context of transaction 
taxes, more specifically, the US state laws on sales tax, under which retailers 
must have some kind of presence in a state before the state in question may 
require a retailer to collect sales tax from buyers in that state. For a long period 
of time, sales tax was easy to avoid in the United States when consumers did 
not remit sales tax at the point of sale. In this case, they passed on to the seller 
the duty to collect sales taxes. As most US state laws required a physical pres-
ence in the state in question, when the seller had no presence in the destination 
state, no tax was due, and that of course provided decisive advantages for online 
sellers.13 However, as from 21 July 2018, the US Supreme Court acknowledged a 
more economic nexus to justify a state’s right to tax on its territory of the kind 
adopted in South Dakota (200 sales or US $100,000 per year). Physical presence 
should therefore not be a prerequisite in the collection of sales tax, as this nexus 
has the ‘consequent potential for internet retailers to maintain a pervasive pres-
ence within a State despite their lack of employees or tangible property there’ in 
the terms of the US Office of the Solicitor General.14

Under EU tax law, the issue has already been summarised by Advocates 
General (AG) in their Opinions on cases dealing with extraterritoriality or with 
too-loose nexus rules. For instance, in the case of United Kingdom v Parliament 
and Council,15 the United Kingdom contested the validity of Directive 2013/36/
EU on the Bankers’ Bonus provision (Article 94(1)(g)) introducing reporting 
obligations in the EU of all offshore-related bank offices for computing the 
maximum individual bonus. The United Kingdom found that the Directive 
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had an extraterritorial range in breach of international law. However, the AG 
suggested that the United Kingdom could not blame the EU for this large range, 
as ‘the Lotus judgment establishes a kind of burden of proof entailing that the 
link invoked by a state to justify its legislative jurisdiction is sufficient, absent of 
a rule of international law to the contrary’,16 and that there was no such rule to 
the contrary. The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) was not in a 
position to address the issue as the case was withdrawn.

Likewise, the extraterritorial reach of the Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) 
proposed in a Directive proposal COM (2013)71 also raised the issue of the 
potential breach of international law. Indeed, the FTT proposal included 
authorising Member States participating in the enhanced cooperation proposal 
to levy a transaction tax in several situations, ie, when a financial instrument 
was traded by one party established in the territory of a Member State, either 
the seller or the buyer, or when the financial instrument was issued in the terri-
tory of a Member State but traded outside these states, such as the United 
Kingdom, which did not participate in the enhanced cooperation around the 
FTT Directive. Arguing that this situation raised concerns of sovereignty for 
the EU to legislate on that point, the United Kingdom challenged the proposed 
Directive in a case before the CJEU and claimed that the FTT draft Directive 
would infringe international public law requiring a reasonable nexus for legisla-
tion, inasmuch as the extraterritorial effects of the future FTT stemming from 
the counterparty principle (ie, a buyer or a seller established outside the EU) and 
the issuance principle (ie, any instrument generated in the EU but traded outside 
the EU) were not justified in the light of any accepted rule of tax jurisdiction 
under international law.17 However, the CJEU dismissed the claim in its ruling 
dated 30 April 2013 on procedural grounds and never took a position on the 
claim of a ‘too weak nexus’.

Interestingly, many transaction taxes such as digital service taxes, taxes on 
advertisements/advertising, taxes on gambling, and taxes on telecommunica-
tions have a similar universal nature, or even offer a weaker link. Despite the 
numerous occasions offered when contesting the sufficient link to a legislative 
power to tax, the CJEU has never taken the opportunity to rule on the difficult 
problem that is caused by too weak a nexus. For instance, in the case of Google 
Ireland18 decided by the Grand Chamber on the same day as the Vodaphone 
and Tesco cases,19 the AG acknowledged the right for the Member States to 
levy a tax on advertising because of the language used, irrespective of where the 
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service provider (Google Inc was incorporated in Ireland) or the target of the 
advertisement were located.20 The CJEU did not confirm the statement but did 
not challenge it either.

III. THE CJEU AND THE LOOSE NEXUS OF DOMESTIC  
FINANCIAL TRADE TAXES

The contemplated reform by the OECD to provide a new allocation key for the 
taxable profits of major MNEs is based solely on the access to market through 
consumers, or what is referred to as ‘value creation’. A physical link between the 
income to be taxed and the state’s sovereignty is no longer required, since the 
requirement for local source taxation through a permanent establishment and 
tangible presence on that territory does not apply any longer. In other words, 
and in the language of international law, the taxing state will be able to exercise 
its taxing power on extraterritorial bases. The mere access to a foreign market 
will be sufficient to trigger the power to tax an MNE in scope. Furthermore, the 
usual permission of allocating taxing rights organised in DTT forming part of 
customary law will not apply either.

The lack of a clear allocation of taxing rights may very well result in double 
economic taxation without the benefit of the usual tie-breakers organised in 
DTT. The CJEU has had a recent occasion to deal with this situation in the 
Italian case of Société Générale SA.21 Both France and Italy had implemented 
domestic legislation as a copycat of the FTT proposal discussed in the previous 
section. According to Italian law, any financial transactions of shares or securi-
ties were liable to a transaction tax of 0.2 per cent of the value of the transaction, 
regardless of the state of residence of the issuing entity, the state of residence 
of any contracting party, or the place of conclusion of the transaction. In addi-
tion, the law covered transactions involving derivative financial instruments; the 
purpose of the tax was to ensure a contribution to public expenditure from any 
entity carrying out transactions relating to financial instruments linked to the 
territory of the Italian state. The latter were subject to a fixed tax assessed with 
reference to the number of transactions involved.

The French bank Société Générale had a branch in Italy, through which a 
number of transactions involving underlying Italian financial instruments were  
liable to the fixed tax in question as well as the French Financial Tax on equiva-
lent terms, causing a double exposure to FTT. It therefore challenged the Italian 
Financial Tax as both residents and non-residents were liable to the same tax, 
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despite the different situations in which they were causing a discriminatory 
treatment in breach of Article 63 TFEU. The French bank also claimed that the 
double administrative charge of filing for the FTT in both Member States was 
also an obstacle to market access and that it discouraged cross-border transac-
tions. Most interestingly, the claimant also objected that the Italian FTT lacked 
an effective and objective territorial link between the tax and the Italian legal 
order. The Italian Constitutional Court had indicated that there is an effective 
and objective link of an economic nature between the taxable event and the 
Italian state, namely the negotiation leading to the conclusion of a derivative 
financial instrument expressing an ability to pay, as well as an indissoluble link 
between the value of such an instrument and that of the underlying security.

In his Opinion of 21 November 2019, AG Hogan did not find the last claim 
relevant for the determination of an infringement of Article 63 TFEU. He never-
theless suggested that it is questionable whether Italy is entitled to levy a tax 
irrespective of where the operation was carried out in an international public 
law meaning. He also mentions that the lack of adherence to common principles 
of international law remains out of the scope of the CJEU’s field of competence, 
and several previous cases where the CJEU has obviously avoided to rule on the 
matter of the competence of states to tax.22

In a nutshell, the CJEU’s approach to the FTT can be seen as a forerunner 
of the potential cases triggered by the digital service taxes adopted domesti-
cally and unilaterally by Member States. The CJEU traditionally finds no breach 
to the Fundamental Freedoms (Articles 49–63 TFEU) where the double taxa-
tion problem arises from the parallel exercise of tax jurisdiction. The Court has 
also avoided taking a position in its case law when the problem arose from the 
lack of a genuine link in the transaction tax cases. However, will the OECD’s 
contemplated reforms on taxing the profits of the largest MNEs in the world be 
compared to a case law on taxing transactions?

IV. THE OECD INCLUSIVE FRAMEWORK: POSSIBLE OBSTACLES  
FOR TAXING RESIDUAL PROFITS OF DIGITAL  

COMMERCE UNDER PILLAR 1

The OECD’s contemplated reform, which is followed closely by the EU,23 means 
to change the rules of allocating profits between states, with more weight on the 
access to market as the ‘value creation’ (Pillar 1), and more weight on the fight 
against low tax jurisdictions (Pillar 2, 15 per cent). The ambition is to move away 
from physical presence indicators to other proxies that reflect more accurately 

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/system/files/2021-12/Factsheet Pillar 2.pdf
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the market penetration of companies and their socio-economic engagement 
with a particular country (revenue threshold, user-based factors, digital factors, 
etc).

The underlying assumption is that some MNEs24 do not pay ‘their share’ of 
CIT and this fact only legitimises reforms. If the EU follows up on this reform, 
the legal question is whether the EU is competent to tax income that is not taxed 
in third states, just because they are not taxed there by choice, or by accident. 
You may wonder whether this is not in breach of the customary international 
public law requirement of a reasonable genuine link.

As said earlier, and in the words of AG Kokott herself,

income taxation presupposes a genuine link to the taxing state. Just providing or 
selling services via the Internet has not generally been considered sufficient. However, 
States’ practice is becoming more lenient. The notion of user- or consumption-
based value creation is gaining round. Insofar as some link to the taxing state can 
be established through at least an intangible presence, apportionment can contribute 
to a fairer distribution of tax revenues between the EU Member States. However, it 
presupposes a common consolidated tax base and at least similar apportionment 
formulas.25

The OECD’s Inclusive Framework contemplates the adoption through a multi-
lateral convention of an instrument for allocating taxing rights of the digital 
economy. This new rule will lead to a steeply progressive tax system targeting 
major MNEs only. It intends to leave aside certain businesses with tangible 
activities, such as the extraction of natural resources, or banking activities. The 
‘digital tax’ remains, however, a direct tax levied on a specific part of taxpay-
ers’ income, defined by a formulaic key of the allocation of gross profits within 
a market jurisdiction. Tax sovereignty is therefore exercised by the mere access 
to the domestic (large) market but not on a net income basis that best reflects 
the ability-to-pay principle. This shift in the underlying tax principle has been 
commented on at length in several doctrinal authoritative publications,26 high-
lighting the problem of the lack of a common agreement in international tax 
policy priorities between the major and the minor market states. The most 
burning issue about steeply progressive taxes is their intentional effect of only 
targeting major MNEs which are usually (but not systematically) non-residents 
of the jurisdiction in question.

The CJEU case law on steeply progressive taxes may be an indication of 
whether tax sovereignty expressed in an EU-compliant rule implementing the 
changes recommended for 140 tax jurisdictions by the OECD would pass the 
test of compatibility with EU primary law. As commented at length,27 the CJEU 
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in its most recent case law found a steeply progressive trade tax actually paid 
mostly by non-resident taxpayers with a greater ability to pay than domestic 
business operators to be in line with both the fundamental freedoms.28 Targeting 
major retail distribution undertakings rather than minor ones also does not fall 
under the prohibition of State aid as the advantage provided to minor operators 
who do not pay the trade tax is not a deviation from the general benchmark 
set by the ability-to-pay principle.29 In contrast, the Court previously ruled in 
the 2014 Hervis case that the Hungarian tax on trade was not in line with the 
freedom of establishment. In this case, the tax entailed a combined application 
of highly progressive rates of turnover tax and a turnover consolidation rule for 
related companies, resulting in taxpayers belonging to a group being taxed on 
the basis of a ‘notional’ turnover. The tax had a clear extraterritorial scope, but 
the Court did not mention this reason for finding a breach. It left it open to the 
referring court to check whether

on the store retail market in the Member State concerned, the taxable persons belong-
ing to a group of companies and covered by the highest band of the special tax are, 
in the majority of cases, ‘linked’, within the meaning of the national legislation, to 
companies which have their registered offices in other Member States, in which case, 
the application of the steeply progressive scale of the special tax to a consolidated 
tax base consisting of turnover is liable to disadvantage, in particular, taxable persons 
‘linked’ to companies which have their registered office in another Member State.30

Since the tax in question was subject to further litigation in the 2020 and 2021 
cases, it can be assumed that the referring court did not find any such disadvan-
tage, and that the tax was still levied and disputed before the domestic courts 
once again.

In a nutshell, this means that the CJEU does not interfere with the exer-
cise by Member States of their taxing powers when they design a tax meant 
to cover non-resident companies only, based on their greater ability to pay tax 
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than domestic operators. This results from both the FTT and the trade tax case 
law, in which the possible extraterritorial effect of the taxes as an obstacle to 
the fundamental freedoms was left out of the rulings. Exported to the case of 
Digital Services Tax (DST), or even the Pillar 1 reform, it is expected that the 
CJEU will not jeopardise a project such as the Inclusive Framework or the EU 
directives (minimum taxation and fight against shell companies) just because 
the domestic law implementing these common rules lacks a genuine link to the 
domestic territory.

However, a number of unfortunate situations involving extraterritorial 
taxation will inevitably lead to multiple taxation and litigation when the rules 
on Pillar 1 take effect. First, taxing a residual profit in excess of what transfer 
pricing rules provide for may lead to economic double taxation, which only a 
dispute resolution mechanism will be able to resolve, especially if two or more 
jurisdictions do not agree on the order of priority of these rules. Even if the 
rules in Pillar 1 are adopted in the EU by way of a minimum tax directive, which 
coordinates the allocation of taxing rights in the EU, it is highly likely that the 
digital business income will be taxed once again outside the EU. Indeed, you can 
understand that states may not be able to agree on how to share the tax pie, just 
because some tax jurisdictions (including the EU itself through a directive) will 
exercise an extraterritorial taxing power. When acknowledging the right to tax 
where the consumers of a digital service are located, despite the lack of physical 
or stable presence in the same place, the EU will tax business income which is 
taxable in the state of residence only, by definition outside the EU. It is unlikely 
that the state of residence of this MNE will let this business income be taxed 
in the destination state, ie, where the consumer is located, and provide for the 
credit of foreign taxes on business income. In addition, this presupposes that 
the DTT between the Member States and the third state allows for the credit 
method of the foreign taxes on business income. This is not uncontroversial, as 
the nature of the levy in question will have to be categorised as qualifying CIT 
in the words of the DTT.

Second, part of ‘Amount A’ (automated digital services, ADS) of Pillar 1 
contemplated in the OECD proposal is based on the assumption that the profits 
of digital commerce arise from the lack of taxation on an MNE in the tax juris-
diction where services are purchased. The October 2021 statement introduces a 
special-purpose nexus rule permitting the allocation of Amount A to a market 
jurisdiction when the in-scope MNE derives at least €1 million in revenue from 
that jurisdiction. For smaller jurisdictions with a GDP lower than €40 billion, 
the nexus will be set at €250,000.31 In other words, the link with the territorial 
taxing power is expressed in terms of access to market and sales figures, not 
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in terms of a permanent establishment’s ability to pay as in a traditional CIT 
system. Whereas the CJEU acknowledged the turnover as an expression of the 
ability to pay in the trade tax cases rendered in 2020 and 2021,32 it remains to be 
seen whether the revenue (ie, the sales cashed in by the seller) matches the same 
features. Indeed, in the digital economy, the number of sales is not dependent on 
the location of the service provider, but on the size of the state’s population in 
question. This provides for a mere presumption that a large number of people 
with internet access legitimises taxation at source. Is this a genuine nexus? How 
can a minor state agree to a new allocation factor for CIT based on the number 
of sales in its territory? Who is this tax system helping? Who is sitting behind 
the wheel?

V. CONCLUSIONS

The pressure on the OECD members to accept a new allocation model for busi-
ness profits generates certain questions in terms of international law. Taxing 
corporate profits arising from the digital economy requires a genuine nexus for 
a legitimate power to tax to be born. International law forbids a state to exercise 
its jurisdiction outside its territory unless an international treaty or customary 
law permits it to do so. The OECD is organising a new model of taxation under 
the umbrella of the Inclusive Framework which, if accepted by all members 
through a multilateral treaty on digital profits, will legitimise taxing rights far 
beyond the mere requirement of a genuine nexus to a particular tax jurisdiction.

To round off this chapter and finish with the metaphor of driving cars, 
this new international legal framework will lead to accidents, just like when 
cars change lanes without indicating or do not stop when a traffic light turns 
red. Despite a licence to drive (multilateral convention) or an insurance policy 
(dispute resolution mechanisms in DTT or in EU tax law involving transfer pric-
ing), there will be collisions and accidents, and the CJEU will not be able to 
overrule the commitment of Member States to such a new model of taxation. 
After all, if the Member States agree on a Directive on the allocation of taxing 
powers in the EU, implementing the OECD’s Inclusive Framework, there will be 
no possibility for the judges to protect small tax jurisdictions against tax base 
erosion to the benefit of larger states, even within the EU. At least not on the 
basis of the required genuine nexus of international law.

It remains to be seen whether the contemplated reform will reach its goal 
of making the wealthiest MNEs pay more CIT than they do today. The OECD 
claims for Pillar 1 an ‘additional USD 125 billion of profit to be reallocated 
to market jurisdiction each year’.33 Alternative research claims, however, that 
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(February 2020) IMF WP 20/49, available at: www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2020/02/28/
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 35 European Commission, ‘Proposal for a Council Directive on ensuring a global minimum level of 
taxation for multinational groups in the Union’ SWD (2021)580 final, COM(2021) 823 final, 4.
 36 OECD, Economic Impact Assessment, para 2.9.1, available at: www.oecd-ilibrary.org/
sites/0e3cc2d4-en/1/3/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/0e3cc2d4-en&_csp_=60cbdb3f912
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 37 See: drodrik.scholar.harvard.edu/links/trilemma.

only US $200 million are to be expected, and for a majority of residual profit 
to be earned by MNEs with headquarters in just 10 countries (United States 
receives 30 per cent).34

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the EU’s draft Directive on Pillar 2 
contemplating the adoption of a minimum effective tax of 15 per cent in the 
EU will not include any economic impact assessment, as the work was already 
carried out at the OECD level.35 The same will probably be repeated for the 
next draft on Pillar 1 on taxation of digital business income. In that respect, the 
economic impact assessment released by the OECD states:

The effect of Amount A of Pillar One on the global tax base equals zero. This is 
because Amount A reallocates tax base across jurisdictions without changing the 
global tax base. The jurisdiction groups benefitting most from this tax base reallo-
cation (as a share of their GDP) are middle and low income jurisdictions, while tax 
base gains tend to be more modest among high income jurisdictions … In contrast, 
investment hubs would lose tax base in the reallocation, reflecting that a significant 
share of residual profit is currently located in investment hubs. Results by statutory 
CIT rate groups offer a consistent picture. Tax base gains are largest among jurisdic-
tions with higher rates (20–30%, and even more above 30%), while jurisdictions with 
lower rates (10–20%, and even more 0–10%) tend to lose tax base.36

Based on this quote, it is time to answer the question raised by the confer-
ence organisers regarding who is sitting behind the wheel. Probably the G7 
Members and their fairly high CIT rate will push forward the reform of the 
century. Unfortunately, this will undeniably generate more tension and obstacles 
to the mobility of free capital, as anticipated in the literature, for instance by 
Rodrik and his ‘trilemma’ in 2011, who exposed that it is impossible to attain 
economic hyper-globalisation, national sovereignty and democracy simultane-
ously, because only two of these can be achieved at any one time.37 Within the  
EU, the rise of ‘European sovereignty’ seems to lie behind the adherence to  
the proposed OECD Inclusive Frameworks, which will request more scrutiny on 
the other side of the triangle, ie, democracy, as globalisation is not decreasing.

http://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2020/02/28/Exploring-Residual-Profit-Allocation-48998
http://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2020/02/28/Exploring-Residual-Profit-Allocation-48998
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/0e3cc2d4-en/1/3/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/0e3cc2d4-en&_csp_=60cbdb3f912de71310706737fc50a27f&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book - section-d1e7174
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/0e3cc2d4-en/1/3/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/0e3cc2d4-en&_csp_=60cbdb3f912de71310706737fc50a27f&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book - section-d1e7174
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/0e3cc2d4-en/1/3/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/0e3cc2d4-en&_csp_=60cbdb3f912de71310706737fc50a27f&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book - section-d1e7174
http://drodrik.scholar.harvard.edu/links/trilemma
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Interpretation of  EU (Direct) Tax 
Directives: The Judges Will Decide

JASPER KORVING*

I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, in the absence of harmonisation in the field of direct 
tax law, national provisions in the field of direct taxation were especially 
affected by EU law through case law from the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (CJEU). The CJEU negatively integrated direct tax laws by 
determining whether provisions in domestic tax laws treated cross-border situ-
ations less favourably than domestic situations. Most of the time, the CJEU 
used its mantra that although direct taxation falls within the competence of 
the Member States, they must nonetheless exercise that competence consis-
tently with EU law and, in particular, the fundamental freedoms guaranteed in 
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).1 The EU itself 
had no power to tax of its own, at least not in the field of direct taxation, but 
Member States were held to take into account fundamental freedoms when 
applying their domestic power to tax.

Along the way, Member States started to agree on harmonisation of parts of 
direct taxation. This harmonisation, or positive integration, in the field of direct 
taxation started with the entry into force of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive2 
and the Tax Merger Directive.3 Later, other directives followed, such as the 
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Interest & Royalties Directive4 and the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives 15 and 2,6 
with number 37 in the making. Other directives, which do not directly relate to 
substantive direct tax law, have also had an impact on how direct taxation but 
from the side; an example being the Directive on Administrative Cooperation8 
and, especially, its fifth amendment requiring intermediaries to provide informa-
tion on cross-border reportable transactions.9

Such positive harmonisation in the field of direct taxation takes the form 
of a directive. Consequently, EU Member States are obligated to implement 
the directive into domestic law. The directive determines the objective of the 
result that is to be reached, whereas the individual EU Member States can freely 
choose the form and wording of the actual implementation, as long as the  
directive’s objective is achieved.

The implementation of directives into national law may lead to interpreta-
tional issues. Not every term, phrase or word is clearly defined in the directive 
itself. Also, due to the freedom EU Member States have in the implementation 
process, individual Member States can simply choose to not copy the text of the 
directive and instead opt for using other words. Where harmonisation of a result 
is the objective of a directive, the effect of the harmonisation is not necessarily 
the same in each Member State. That is not solely due to the different wording 
of implementation legislation, it is also the result of interpretational differences.

In this contribution, the author researches when national provisions are 
within the scope of directive-consistent interpretation (section II). Subsequently, 
the allocation of competences and the relevance of EU and national sources 
respectively in the interpretation of provisions originating from directives in the 
field of direct taxation will be examined (section III). The core of this contri-
bution consists of research on interpretation methods that are relevant and 
accepted for interpreting terms that are used in directives (section IV), followed 
by some practical examples relating to the two more recent EU directives with 
relevance to direct taxation, ie, ATAD2 and DAC6 (section V). This contribution 
ends with some concluding remarks (section VI).
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to CJEU, Joined Cases C-283/94, C-291/94 and C-292/94 Denkavit Internationaal and Others, 
ECLI:EU:C:1996:387, points 38–40.
 12 CJEU, Case 80/86 Kolpinghuis Nijmegen, ECLI:EU:C:1987:431.
 13 CJEU, Case C-218/01 Henkel KGaA, ECLI:EU:C:2004:88, point 60.
 14 CJEU, Case C-212/04 Adeneler, ECLI:EU:C:2006:443, point 115.
 15 CJEU, Case C-106/89 Marleasing, ECLI:EU:C:1990:395, para 8. See also HTPM van den Hurk, 
Europees Gemeenschapsrecht en directe belastingen (Kluwer 2001) 195.
 16 PJG Kapteyn and P VerLoren van Themaat, Het recht van de Europese Unie en van de Europese 
Gemeenschappen (Kluwer 2003) 438.
 17 CJEU, Case C-397/01 Pfeiffer, ECLI:EU:C:2004:584, para 115.

II. INTERPRETATION IN CONFORMITY WITH A DIRECTIVE

Older directives in the field of direct taxation effectively benefited taxpayers, for 
instance by requiring EU Member States to apply a withholding tax exemption 
on profit distributions by qualifying resident companies.10 As the withholding 
tax exemption was clear and unconditional, the provision had direct effect.11 
Consequently, if an EU Member State would not – or was late, or incorrect – in 
transposing the withholding tax exemption into domestic law, taxpayers could 
start litigation proceedings in order to exercise the right to which they were enti-
tled under the directive.

A directive may, however, also have an indirect effect, meaning that national 
law should be interpreted in conformity with the directive.12 This obligation 
to interpret a domestic legal provision applies not solely to courts, but also to 
competent authorities.13 They are at least held to apply the indirect effect when 
the time limit for implementation has expired.14 The Adeneler judgment, in 
which this was decided, however, concerned a belated implemented provision, 
meaning that there was still no legal provision that could have been interpreted 
before the implementation deadline had expired. In the author’s opinion, a 
national provision should be interpreted in conformity with the directive as of 
the moment the domestic provision implementing the directive provision – or a 
pre-existing provision already achieving the required effect – effectively applies, 
even if that is before the expiration of the implementation deadline.

From a content perspective, the interpretation in accordance with a directive 
means that domestic legislation implementing a directive must be interpreted in 
light of the wording and purpose of that directive.15 Whether an interpretation 
in conformity with a directive is possible also depends on the flexibility of the 
provision of national law to be interpreted.16 Courts must even consider the 
entire body of national law in order to assess the extent to which it can be applied 
in such a way so as not to produce a result which is contrary to that sought by the 
directive.17 However, an interpretation in accordance with the directive has its 
limits, as the interpretation of a provision of national law may not be stretched 
to bring it into line with the directive provision to such an extent that it results in 
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 18 See, eg, CJEU, Case C-334/92 Wagner Miret, ECLI:EU:C:1993:945, para 22. Note that the CJEU 
decided that settled domestic case law should be set aside by national courts if this national case 
law is based on an interpretation of national law that is contrary to the objectives of EU law. In that 
case, national case law cannot be considered ‘lex’ in ‘contra legem’. See, in this respect, CJEU, Case 
C-385/17 Torsten Hein, ECLI:EU:C:2018:1018; and APW Duijkersloot, R Ortlep, MJM Verhoeven 
and RJGM Widdershoven, ‘Europees staats- en bestuursrecht’ (2019) 46 Nederlands Tijdschrift voor 
Bestuursrecht 236, 264–65. In another case, the CJEU judged that a contra legem interpretation 
would be allowed in favour of the taxpayer. The situation, however, concerned a concretisation of 
the general non-discrimination principle and the domestic law at issue therefore already infringed 
primary EU law and fundamental principles as well and, consequently, had to be applied differently. 
See CJEU, Case C-555/07 Kücükdeveci, ECLI:EU:C:2010:21, points 44–56.
 19 Duijkersloot, Ortlep, Verhoeven and Widdershoven (n 18) 264–65.
 20 CJEU, Case C-441/14 DI, ECLI:EU:C:2016:278, point 35.
 21 P Craig and G de Búrca, EU Law: Text, Cases and Materials, 5th edn (Oxford University 
Press 2011) 203.
 22 CJEU, Case C-268/06 Impact, ECLI:EU:C:2008:223, point 103.
 23 See CJEU, Joined Cases C-116/16 and C-117/16 Skatteministeriet v T Danmark and Y Denmark 
Aps, ECLI:EU:C:2019:135.
 24 See also L De Broe and S Gommers, ‘Danish Dynamite: The 26 February 2019 CJEU Judgments 
in the Danish Beneficial Ownership Cases’ (2019) 28 EC Tax Review 270, para 3.
 25 See, eg, CJEU, Case C-106/89 Marleasing (n 15).
 26 See, eg, CJEU, Case C-28/95 Leur-Bloem, ECLI:EU:C:1997:369. That case concerned a domestic 
merger by exchange of shares. In a cross-border situation, the Tax Merger Directive would have been 
applicable. During the parliamentary process, the Dutch legislator explicitly indicated that it wanted 

an interpretation contra legem18 or infringes general legal principles.19 National 
general principles, such as the principle of legal certainty, can be set aside for 
giving a directive-consistent interpretation its full effect.20 To summarise the 
above, the interpretive obligation is ‘strong’, but does not require an interpreta-
tion of national law that it cannot bear.21 The obligation of directive-consistent 
interpretation does not require the judiciary to give retroactive effect to the 
national provision in scope.22 This should not be misunderstood: the interpreta-
tion of a national provision consistent with an EU directive is not to be confused 
with denying the benefits of a directive in the event of abusive or fraudulent acts. 
In the latter situation, courts would not even get to the question of the interpre-
tation of a directive’s provision since in abusive situations taxpayers cannot even 
benefit from any benefits of EU law, ie, access to the directives would be denied. 
By denying the benefits of a directive in abusive situations,23 the CJEU appears 
to give retroactive effect to its case law on the abuse of EU law.24

As a result, the implications of the indirect effect of directives are enormous. 
This implies that national provisions cannot be considered as stand-alone arti-
cles, but elements of EU law should be taken into account in the interpretation 
of national provisions. That is not limited to provisions actually implementing 
directives, but can be extended to situations where national law predates a direc-
tive and was not even intended to implement it,25 or where it relates to a wholly 
domestic situation of which the comparable cross-border situation would have 
been considered to be the implementation of a directive and the Member State 
concerned wants to apply the same interpretations in both situations.26
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 27 CJEU, Case 51/76 VNO, ECLI:EU:C:1977:12.
 28 See, for instance, CJEU, Case C-73/92 Commission v Spain, ECLI:EU:C:1993:891, point 12.
 29 CJEU, Case 252/86 Bergandi, ECLI:EU:C:1988:112, point 13.
 30 Council Directive 2003/49/EC (n 4).
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 32 Council Directive 2003/49/EC (n 4) Art 1, para 4.

III. COMPETENCE IN INTERPRETATIONAL ISSUES

Even though national courts and tax authorities have an obligation to inter-
pret domestic law in conformity with directives, it should be determined which 
elements can actually be interpreted by national authorities. In that respect, it 
is important to determine who is competent to interpret a certain provision or 
term used in a directive.

In that light, several gradations can be distinguished. First, and most impor-
tantly, the CJEU indicated in its VNO judgment that words or terms that are 
actually defined in the directive itself have a common understanding that can 
only be interpreted by the CJEU:

9. By the first and second questions, the Hoge Raad asks, in effect, what is the correct 
interpretation of the expression ‘capital goods’ appearing in the third indent of the 
first paragraph of Article 17 of the directive.

10. It should be noted, in the first place, that the expression at issue forms part of a 
provision of Community law which does not refer to the law of the Member States 
for the determining of its meaning and its scope.

11. It follows that the interpretation, in general terms, of the expression cannot be left 
to the discretion of each Member State.27

Later, this approach, granting interpretive rights especially to the CJEU, was 
confirmed in several judgments concerning EU Value Added Tax in order to 
make sure that the concepts following from EU law were interpreted uniformly 
in order to avoid instances of double taxation or non-taxation which may 
result from conflicting interpretations by different EU Member States.28 Such 
a uniform approach is relevant insofar as concepts used in a directive are relied 
upon with a view to the attainment of the objective pursued by the directive.29

Recently, the CJEU implicitly repeated this reasoning in the field of direct 
taxation in the so-called Danish Beneficial Ownership cases. Under the Interest 
& Royalties Directive, an intra-EU payment of interest should be exempt from 
withholding tax if, amongst others, the recipient of the interest qualifies as 
the ‘beneficial owner of the interest’.30 The concept of ‘beneficial ownership’, 
that originates from the OECD Model Tax Convention,31 is also defined in the 
Interest & Royalties Directive.32 The CJEU explicitly judged that the concept 
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 33 CJEU, Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and others, 
ECLI:EU:C:2019:134, point 84.
 34 ibid, point 85.
 35 This essentially follows from CJEU, Case C-468/93 Gemeente Emmen, ECLI:EU:C:1996:139, 
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of ‘beneficial ownership’ cannot refer to concepts of national law that vary 
in scope.33 It immediately added that it is apparent from the Preamble to the 
Interest & Royalties Directive that the aim of the Directive is that double taxa-
tion should be eliminated with respect to interest and royalty payments between 
associated companies of different Member States and that such payments 
should be subject to tax once in a single Member State.34 This remark implies a 
comparable reasoning as stated above, where the CJEU favoured a uniform inter-
pretation to avoid double taxation or non-taxation within the internal market 
as a consequence of interpretational differences that go beyond the objective of 
the directive.

More generally, this CJEU case law needs to be interpreted to provide that 
concepts used in directives in principle have an EU-wide meaning that requires 
uniform interpretation by the CJEU if the concept concerned is used in order to 
achieve the objective of the directive. This would also mean that, as is common 
in several EU Member States, national interpretations, explanations or remarks 
made in the parliamentary process would be irrelevant for the interpretation of 
these directive concepts.

The CJEU’s VNO judgment mentioned above implies a second category of 
concepts, ie, provisions in a directive that refer to the law of the Member States 
for determining its meaning and scope. This would imply that where a concept in 
a directive explicitly refers to the national law of the Member States, the concept 
concerned would not be required to be interpreted uniformly. As such, domestic 
authorities and courts would be free to interpret those concepts under domes-
tic law, without taking into account any EU influences on that concept.35 The 
author is, however, not aware of any such example in the field of direct taxation.

A third – and final – category appears to be the grey area between the two 
categories mentioned above. This concerns concepts included in a directive for 
which a joint interpretational competence exists for the CJEU and national 
authorities. Of course, such a joint competence might exist if the directive 
explicitly provides it, but the author is not aware of any example in the field of 
direct taxation. Mostly, or maybe always in the field of direct taxation, it would 
for this specific category concern the interpretation of a concept included in a 
directive that is not explicitly relevant to achieving the objective of the direc-
tive but does not explicitly refer to a division of competence either.36 In those 
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21 April 2004 creating a European Enforcement Order for uncontested claims [2004] OJ L143/15.
 39 CJEU, Case 14/83 Von Colson, ECLI:EU:C:1984:153, para 26.
 40 See also, K Lenaerts and JA Gutierrez-Fons, ‘To Say What the Law of the EU Is: Methods of 
Interpretation and the European Court of Justice’ (2014) 20 Columbia Journal of  European Law 3.

situations, where there is a lack of a clear and uniform definition of the directive’s 
concept in question, there is a certain margin of appreciation for the authorities 
of the Member States in interpreting the concept.37 This would also give some 
leeway to national authorities to come up with their own interpretations in, 
for instance, the parliamentary process. These national interpretations would 
remain valid until they are overruled by the CJEU, even if this were to result 
in a patchwork of interpretations across the EU’s internal market. Currently, a 
(non-tax) case on this issue is pending. In the Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey 
case, the CJEU is to interpret the concept of ‘exceptional circumstances’ from 
Article 23(c) of Regulation 805/2004.38 As the concept is not explicitly defined, 
there should be a shared competence for national authorities and the CJEU to 
interpret the concept. The CJEU has been requested to specify in particular 
what the interpretational discretion is for national authorities. In the author’s 
opinion, the Lithuanian authorities will have some interpretational space, as 
‘exceptional circumstances’ are not defined by the Regulation. However, in the 
interpretational process, they should take into account the different methods of 
interpretation (as explained below).

Of course, within this shared competence, there should be boundaries to 
the competence of the Member States. When the CJEU ultimately gives a clear 
interpretation of a concept used, Member States should apply the uniform inter-
pretation as of that moment onwards. Furthermore, the above only relates to 
the indirect effect of concepts in directives. Therefore, national interpretations 
can still be overruled by judgments appealing to the direct effect of the provision 
concerned, including individual concepts used.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF A DIRECTIVE

A. Methods of  Interpretation

Irrespective of the answer to the question regarding which authority is competent 
to interpret a concept from a directive, the CJEU has determined which aspects 
need to be taken into account upon the interpretation of that concept. The start-
ing point for interpreting a concept or provision is the text of the provision. As 
early as the Von Colson judgment, however, it was stated that the purpose of 
the directive must be taken into account.39 Until recently, the CJEU applied the 
textual, contextual and teleological interpretation method.40 More recently, the 
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 41 CJEU, Case C-621/18 Wightman, ECLI:EU:C:2018:999, as confirmed and applied in CJEU,  
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CJEU decided in its Wightman judgment that there are more elements to take 
into account:

47. In that respect, it should be borne in mind that, according to settled case-law 
of the Court, the interpretation of a provision of EU law requires that account be 
taken not only of its wording and the objectives it pursues, but also of its context 
and the provisions of EU law as a whole. The origins of a provision of EU law may 
also provide information relevant to its interpretation (see, to that effect, judgment 
of 27 November 2012, Pringle, C-370/12, EU:C:2012:756, paragraph 135; judg-
ments of 3 October 2013, Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami and Others v Parliament and 
Council, C-583/11 P, EU:C:2013:625, paragraph 50 and the case-law cited, and of  
17 March 2016, Parliament v Commission, C-286/14, EU:C:2016:183, paragraph 43).41

The interpretation of a provision of national law in accordance with the direc-
tive must therefore be based on the text of the provisions of the directive itself, 
as well as on its purpose,42 the context43 and its origins.44 The CJEU did not 
determine a hierarchical order of relevance of the accepted interpretation meth-
ods. Even though the starting point is the text of the provision, purpose and 
context cannot, by themselves, create or amend a provision – and thus can only 
provide help in interpreting the text. In addition, historic interpretation is still 
rather new, and essentially there is no formal difference concerning the value of 
all four methods.

By acknowledging the four interpretation methods, there is no difference 
with the interpretation of many national or international law concepts: in addi-
tion to a grammatical method of interpretation, methods of interpretation 
based on teleology, legal methodology (or legal structure) and legislative history 
are used to determine the meaning of wording. To that end, reference can also 
be made to Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) 
that determines that a treaty ‘shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance 
with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context 
and in the light of its object and purpose’. From this definition, it becomes clear 
that text, context and purpose need to be taken into account in interpreting a 
provision from a treaty, such as a tax treaty. Article 32 VLCT accepts prepara-
tory work for a treaty to be useful for interpretational issues as well, but only 
as a supplementary means of interpretation when the other interpretation 
methods leave the meaning ambiguous or obscure, or lead to a result which is 
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manifestly absurd or unreasonable.45 As EU law can be considered a genus of 
international (public) law,46 the CJEU appears to apply concepts and methods 
that the Member States are familiar with, even without explicitly referencing 
them, and this acceptance of interpretation methods should also be placed in 
an EU perspective.47

In this chapter, the author will discuss the separate interpretation methods in 
their order of appearance in the Wightman judgment.48

B. Text or Grammatical Interpretation

As in ‘regular’ treaty law,49 the starting point for interpretation is the actual text 
of the directive. It goes without saying that the wording chosen by the EU legis-
lator is of relevance in explaining what is meant by certain words or concepts.

Within an EU context, however, we should also take into consideration that 
all legal texts – such as directives – are available in all EU languages. All language 
versions are equally valid, meaning that words chosen in a certain language have 
the same value as in other languages. Even though the internal language of the 
EU’s institutions is French, that language cannot likewise be considered decisive 
in interpretational disputes. On the other hand, when it can be established that 
one of the language versions of a certain concept clearly differs from most of 
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the other language versions, the dissenting one should be applied in accordance 
with the other language versions.50

Such a discussion could arise in the context of the Interest & Royalties 
Directive that, inter alia, contains an obligation to provide a withholding tax 
exemption between sister companies. The English language version states that 
‘holdings must involve only companies resident in EU territory’. Especially in 
the situation of interest and royalty payments between sister companies, this 
phrase might cause grammatical interpretational issues, as ‘holdings’ could be 
interpreted both as ‘holding companies’, ie, the joint parent company, as well as 
‘the companies being held’, ie, the actual entities involved in paying and receiv-
ing. Other language versions are, however, less ambiguous. They refer to les 
participations,51 Beteiligungen,52 participaciones,53 partecipazioni,54 deelnemin-
gen55 or innehavet,56 indicating that only the latter reading of the term ‘holding’ 
has been included in other language versions.57

However, as the words of a directive do not usually simply self-define,58 other 
interpretational methods often need to be taken into account as well.

C. Purpose or Teleological Interpretation

Besides a textual interpretation, concepts also need to be interpreted in the light 
of their purpose or objective. It is axiomatic that recourse to the underlying 
purpose or objective of a legal provision is often crucial to its interpretation, 
since the words do not just ‘self-define’.59 However, if the text is clear a tele-
ological interpretation cannot lead to an extension of the scope of a directive, as 
that would result in a contra legem interpretation.60 As regards the purpose of a 
directive, the most relevant source can be found in the Preamble to the directive. 
The Joint Practical Guide for Drafting EU Legislation provides further guidance 
in this regard.61 It prescribes the information to be included in the preamble: 
a number of formal reasons and the reasons why the directive was adopted.62 
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Anything that does not serve to explain why the provisions of the directive were 
adopted should be omitted.63

These rules apply to all directives. Occasionally, however, an existing direc-
tive is amended by a new directive. That new directive has a preamble of its 
own. As a main rule, the information included in the preamble of the amending 
directive should meet the same criteria as applicable to an original directive. The 
Joint Practical Guide, however, also provides further clarification on how to deal 
with the interaction of the preamble of amending directives in relation to the 
preamble of the original directive that is to be amended:

18.11: The recitals to an amending act have to fulfil the same requirements as the 
recitals to an autonomous act (see Guidelines 10 and 11). However, they have a 
special purpose in that they are intended only to explain the reasons for the changes 
made by the amending act: they therefore do not need to repeat the reasons for the 
act to be amended.

18.12: It is not good legislative practice to amend the recitals of the act to be amended. 
Those recitals set out, in a coherent manner, the reasons for the act at the time it was 
adopted in its original form. Only by means of codification or recast can the initial 
reasoning and the reasons for the successive amendments be consolidated coherently, 
with the necessary adaptations.

It can be deduced from this that the preamble to the amending directive of an 
existing directive, such as ATAD2 – which amends ATAD1 – must fulfil the same 
conditions as the base directive. However, the statement of the purpose of the 
amending directive can be limited to the purpose of the amendment. This does 
not (usually) result in the preamble of the base directive also being amended. 
Yet the question is whether the preamble to the base directive can still be fully 
invoked after the element of the base directive referred to in the preamble has 
been amended by an amending directive. In the author’s view, the preamble to the 
base directive can only be relied on insofar as the directive provisions to which 
the preamble refers are not substantially amended by the amending directive.

Since the purpose stated in the preamble may be taken into account in deter-
mining how a directive provision is to be interpreted, the subsequent question 
is whether the role of these recitals in the preamble is unlimited. Klimas and 
Vaiciukaite outline four possible relationships between the preamble recitals 
and the directive provisions: (i) recitals do not have any (interpretative) effect 
whatsoever; (ii) the preamble is dominant over the directive provisions; (iii) recit-
als in the preamble and the directive provisions are equivalent for interpretative 
purposes; and (iv) recitals are subordinate to the directive provisions.64 They 
conclude that the main reason for including recitals in a preamble is politi-
cal reassurance.65 In the author’s opinion, the recitals in the preamble play an 
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interpretative role. Even though the recitals are not necessarily equivalent to the 
actual provisions of a directive, they are not fully subordinate to these provisions 
either. If elements in recitals are mirrored in the actual directive’s provisions they 
can be used (subordinance) and then the interpretational value of the recital is 
comparable to that of the actual provision (equivalence).

As indicated earlier, the recitals in the preamble can be limited to giving 
reasons for including a directive provision. The directive provision can then also 
be interpreted in the light of that objective set out in the preamble.66 As such, 
that goes beyond providing political reassurance. Recitals in the preamble cannot 
be invoked separately; they merely serve to explain a substantive provision.67 In 
other words, if the directive provisions themselves do not provide for a partic-
ular situation, reliance on the recitals in the preamble cannot independently 
create such a right. However, it cannot be inferred from this that a textual inter-
pretation of the directive by definition takes precedence over an interpretation 
according to its object and purpose. It will depend on how far the CJEU believes 
that it can go towards its desired conclusion through purely textual analysis, and 
how far it is willing to give voice to the telos underlying a particular framework 
of treaty provisions.68

D. Context or Legal Methodology

The third interpretation method is the contextual interpretation method. For a 
contextual or systematic interpretation, it is aimed to interpret a provision from 
a directive in such a way that it forms a logical, necessary and smooth part of 
the whole of which it is a part.69 The scope of contextual interpretation is to be 
determined in particular for the interpretation of directive provisions. You could 
argue that a narrow scope should be taken into account, meaning that only the 
direct context of the directive’s provision – ie, the directive itself – is relevant. 
An internal contextual interpretation can be relevant, especially to give concepts 
in a directive a place in the bigger picture of whatever the directive aims for. It 
is necessary to understand a concept within the context of the instrument to 
which it actually belongs in order to give it an interpretation within that specific 
context.
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Interpretation, however, is not limited to taking into account an ‘inter-
nal context’ of the directive concerned. To start with, the Oxford Dictionary 
defines ‘context’ as ‘the situation or set of circumstances in which something 
happens and that helps you to understand it’.70 This appears to envisage a much 
broader perspective than merely the relatively small whole of which the provi-
sion is part.

In its Cilfit judgment, the CJEU accepted and explained the contextual inter-
pretation method:

Finally, every provision of Community law must be placed in its context and inter-
preted in the light of the provisions of Community law as a whole, regard being had 
to the objectives thereof and to its state of evolution at the date on which the provi-
sion in question is to be applied.71

In the author’s opinion, the CJEU implied in Cilfit that context is broader than 
the text of the directive of which the concept to be interpreted is a part, as the 
CJEU refers to an interpretation in the light of the provisions of ‘EU law as a 
whole’. Consequently, a broader legal framework can be taken into account in 
order to determine the correct interpretation of a directive’s provision in a legal 
context, ie, by placing a directive’s provision in a broader framework of laws 
and other legal sources.72 This ‘external context’, in which other elements of the 
broader legal picture are taken into consideration as well, was also accepted by 
the CJEU.73 Previously, in interpreting directive provisions in their context, the 
CJEU considered relevant the way in which these provisions related to funda-
mental freedoms,74 the system and structure of the directive itself,75 bilateral tax 
treaties,76 and other directives.77

It can be concluded that all elements of both EU law and tax treaty law can 
be taken into account for an external contextual interpretation of a provision 
in an EU tax directive. The example of the relation with provisions in other 
directives is exemplary. The Punch Graphix case related to the effects of the 
Parent-Subsidiary Directive in case of a liquidation. That directive does not 
include a definition of the concept of ‘liquidation’, but the CJEU referred to the 
definition of ‘merger’ as used in the Tax Merger Directive that dates back to the 
same day as the introduction of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive. According to 
the CJEU, both directives, governing different types of transnational cooperation 

http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/academic/context
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between companies, constitute, according to the EU legislature’s plan, a whole, 
in that they complement each other.78

The above is also in line with the rules on contextual interpretation as 
included in Article 31(3) VCLT. That paragraph enlarges the scope of materials 
to be used in contextual interpretation to: (a) specific (even informal) agree-
ments the parties concluded subsequently with regard to the treaty; (b) to the 
subsequent practice in the application of the treaty; and (c) any relevant rules 
of international law applicable in the relations between the parties.79 Also from 
international practice, it can be understood that a broad contextual perspective 
exists concerning the interpretation of – in that case – provisions in bilateral 
agreements. As indicated above, a comparable reasoning applies to secondary 
EU law. The starting point is an individual directive’s provision. Besides the 
textual analysis, a contextual interpretation can help gain an understanding of 
the concept of that individual provision. That does not necessarily mean that 
the wording of concepts in different contexts always needs to be interpreted 
identically as well. The Court of the European Free Trade Association indicated 
that the provision of a directive within the context of the European Economic 
Area (EEA) needed to have a broader interpretation than the CJEU had given to 
that provision in an EU context,80 potentially in order to safeguard homogeneity 
within the EEA’s legal order.81 The example illustrates the relevance of context 
of a directive’s provisions, both in relation to the instrument and the entire legal 
order of which it is a part.

E. Origins or Historical Interpretation

A fourth interpretation method relates to a historic interpretation. This 
method, that some EU Member States can allow for the interpretation of 
national legal provisions, was only recently accepted for the interpretation of 
EU law. In its Pringle judgment,82 the CJEU accepted for the first time that the 
preparatory work of the Treaties can be taken into consideration as a means of 
interpretation.83 Later, the historical interpretation method was confirmed as 
interpretation method in the Wightman judgment.84

The Pringle case related to the relation between the Treaty on the European 
Stability Mechanism (ESM) and primary EU law. The ESM framework was 
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finally agreed after major political discussions.85 For this research, an especially 
relevant question is whether the ESM Treaty is in breach of the ‘no bail-out 
clause’ in Article 125 of the TFEU.86 The first paragraph of that Article reads 
as follows:

The Union shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central governments, 
regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed by public law, or 
public undertakings of any Member State, without prejudice to mutual financial 
guarantees for the joint execution of a specific project. A Member State shall not be 
liable for or assume the commitments of central governments, regional, local or other 
public authorities, other bodies governed by public law, or public undertakings of 
another Member State, without prejudice to mutual financial guarantees for the joint 
execution of a specific project.

Essentially, the no bail-out clause indicates that the EU is not liable for financial 
commitment by individual Member States, and the same goes for Member States 
not being liable for such obligations by other Member States. Under the ESM, 
however, some financial assistance between Member States would be possible. 
Pringle took the position that as a result thereof, the ESM Treaty infringed 
Article 125 TFEU. The CJEU did not agree and stated that it is apparent that 
Article 125 TFEU is not intended to prohibit either the EU or the Member States 
from granting any form of financial assistance at all to another Member State.87 
The EU and its Member States are simply not liable for each other’s commit-
ments. Besides referring to textual, contextual and teleological arguments, the 
CJEU also referred to a historical argument:

134. To that end, it must be recalled that the origin of the prohibition stated in 
Article 125 TFEU is to be found in Article 104b of the EC Treaty (which became 
Article 103 EC), which was inserted in the EC Treaty by the Treaty of Maastricht.

135. It is apparent from the preparatory work relating to the Treaty of Maastricht 
that the aim of Article 125 TFEU is to ensure that the Member States follow a sound 
budgetary policy (see Draft treaty amending the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community with a view to achieving economic and monetary union, 
Bulletin of the European Communities, Supplement 2/91, pp 24 and 54). The prohibi-
tion laid down in Article 125 TFEU ensures that the Member States remain subject to 
the logic of the market when they enter into debt, since that ought to prompt them to 
maintain budgetary discipline. Compliance with such discipline contributes at Union 
level to the attainment of a higher objective, namely maintaining the financial stabil-
ity of the monetary union.88

As this was only the first time that the CJEU actually referred to historical argu-
ments, we had to wait and see whether the CJEU would confirm its case law 
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and whether a historical interpretation could be used more often in interpre-
tational discussions. As the CJEU confirmed the existence and relevance of the 
historical interpretation method in the Wightman case,89 it seems acceptable to 
apply the use of historic arguments more often in interpretational discussions. 
The Wightman case concerned the United Kingdom’s notification of withdrawal 
from the EU under Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), and espe-
cially the question whether, when and how that notification could be unilaterally 
revoked.90 In relation to the historic arguments, the CJEU judged:

68. The origins of Article 50 TEU also support an interpretation of that provision 
as meaning that a Member State is entitled to revoke unilaterally the notification 
of its intention to withdraw from the European Union. That article largely adopts 
the wording of a withdrawal clause first set out in the draft Treaty establishing a 
Constitution for Europe. Although, during the drafting of that clause, amendments 
had been proposed to allow the expulsion of a Member State, to avoid the risk of 
abuse during the withdrawal procedure or to make the withdrawal decision more 
difficult, those amendments were all rejected on the ground, expressly set out in the 
comments on the draft, that the voluntary and unilateral nature of the withdrawal 
decision should be ensured.

69. It follows from the foregoing that the notification by a Member State of its inten-
tion to withdraw does not lead inevitably to the withdrawal of that Member State 
from the European Union. On the contrary, a Member State that has reversed its 
decision to withdraw from the European Union is entitled to revoke that notification 
for as long as a withdrawal agreement concluded between that Member State and 
the European Union has not entered into force or, if no such agreement has been 
concluded, for as long as the two-year period laid down in Article 50(3) TEU, possibly 
extended in accordance with that provision, has not expired.

70. That conclusion is corroborated by the provisions of the Vienna Convention on 
the Law of Treaties, which was taken into account in the preparatory work for the 
Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe.

71. In the event that a treaty authorises withdrawal under its provisions, Article 68 of 
that convention specifies inter alia, in clear and unconditional terms, that a notifica-
tion of withdrawal, as provided for in Article 65 or 67 thereof, may be revoked at any 
time before it takes effect.91

Consequently, the CJEU again referred to historic documents and the origin of 
Article 50 TEU, even though the original source, the Constitution for Europe, 
had never entered into effect. It even went further back in time by also taking 
into account one of the fundamental sources that was used for the Constitution 
for Europe, ie, the VCLT. From its argumentation it becomes clear that historic 
sources can help in the interpretation of concepts from primary and secondary 
EU law.
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What is still to be determined is which historic sources can actually be taken 
into account for interpretational purposes. Thus far, the CJEU has limited the 
historic sources used to documents that were available in a very public source, 
the Bulletin of  the European Communities.92 This is, however, still rather 
limited. Many other historic sources could also provide insights as to why 
certain concepts or words were used as is, giving them interpretational value. 
Maybe the desire not to take into account all historical documents comes from 
some anxiety in the negotiating processes of EU law. Apparently, the founding 
fathers were afraid that reading strongly worded debates among negotiators on 
controversial treaty provisions could revive ghosts from the past.93 After all, EU 
secondary legislation often represents the result of compromises.94 Even when 
the records of later negotiations were perhaps less sketchy and less protected 
against publicity, the CJEU nevertheless did not show any interest in going 
back to the historical record of the conferences of Maastricht, Amsterdam and 
Nice.95 This reserve has now changed.

Thus far, however, the use of historical sources is limited to publicly avail-
able information. Therefore, we need to wait and see whether the CJEU will 
now also take into account preparatory documents or Working Party papers 
for interpretational purposes. In the field of direct taxation, directives lack an 
extensive parliamentary history. Since these preparatory documents are not part 
of any parliamentary process, but are actually side-steps from the process, it 
could be argued that these preparatory documents cannot be used as a separate 
source for historical interpretation or for filling legislative lacunes, but only for 
the clarification of text, context or purpose of a directive if these are unclear 
or ambiguous.96 Prior to the judgments in Pringle and Wightman, the CJEU 
in direct tax cases judged that ‘expressions of intent on the part of Member 
States in the Council have no legal status if they are not actually expressed in the 
legislation’,97 and

declarations recorded in Council minutes in the course of preparatory work lead-
ing to the adoption of a directive cannot be used for the purpose of interpreting 
that directive where no reference is made to the content of the declaration in the 
wording of the provision in question, and, moreover, such declarations have no legal 
significance.98
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The judgments in Pringle and Wightman, however, provide some more inter-
pretational light in the application of historical sources. In doing so, the CJEU 
appears – at least in those two judgments – to have moved away from the more 
restrictive use of historical sources as preferred by Article 32 VCLT. By its recent 
judgments, the CJEU seems more inclined to resort to historical interpretation, 
if it can confirm and bolster the interpretation which seems appropriate accord-
ing to text and context, object and purpose taken together have collectively 
yielded a plausible (but perhaps not yet wholly convincing) interpretation.99

As such, it is also important to become familiar with historic sources for 
EU (Direct) Tax Directives. The actual parliamentary documents are to a large 
extent publicly available. Other underlying documents from preparatory bodies 
of the European Commission, the European Council or the European Parliament 
were not, which could have been the reason why references to these documents 
were not accepted in court.100 Nowadays, however, they can be requested from 
the General Secretariat of the European Commission, for instance, by submit-
ting a public access to government information request.101 The Working Party 
documents to be requested may contribute to gaining an insight into the delib-
erations preceding the creation of the final directive, and may thus be relevant 
for interpreting the provisions of the directive from a historic – but also from 
a contextual or teleological – perspective.102 The Dutch Supreme Court has 
already indicated that if an unpublished general policy was requested and 
granted under the Dutch Freedom of Information Act (Wet Openbaarheid van 
Bestuur), such internal documents could be relied on in court.103 By analogy, the 
CJEU could decide the same for documents to which public access was granted 
under EU Regulation 1049/2001. However, some effort is still required to obtain 
these documents.

The relevance of historical documents for the interpretation of EU Tax 
Directives is probably here to stay. Even though the author does not expect 
historical interpretation to fill legislative lacunes, it could help in interpreting 
concepts and rules and, potentially, provide for an even better outcome of judg-
ments where other interpretational methods do not suffice on their own. Once 
those documents are publicly available, the CJEU should also take them into 
account for interpretational purposes. This would, however, require more trans-
parency towards preparatory documents. Sometimes certain Working Party 
documents are made public. As a consequence, the public may become aware of 
documents including arguments, interpretations, choices or agreements among 
the Member States in the legislative process, even though these documents were 
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not necessarily supposed to be made public. Even though these documents are 
mainly leaked and not formally published in the Official Journal, the positions 
and interpretations arising from them should in my opinion be admissible in 
court as well.104 Therefore, the author would argue in favour of the publica-
tion of more preparatory documents and not limiting these to be provided upon 
request. After all, increased transparency is required from taxpayers towards 
Member States’ authorities, but this should not be a one-way street.

F. Interim Conclusion

Interpretation in conformity with the directive is intended to interpret a provi-
sion of national law (which may be in conflict with the directive on the basis 
of which the provision was transposed into national law) in such a way that 
the national provision can be applied as prescribed and intended in the direc-
tive without amendment. In doing so, consideration should be given not only 
to the text of the directive, but also to its purpose, context and history. The 
preamble can provide guidance on the purpose of the directive, albeit that recit-
als to the preamble are not independent provisions which can be relied upon. In 
a contextual interpretation, the CJEU should not limit itself to the context in 
the directive concerned but should extend the contextual scope to other direc-
tives or legal surroundings. The historical interpretation method is still rather 
new and requires case law to define, or redefine, its scope of application. In the 
opinion of the author, the time is also right to refer to preparatory documents 
from Working Parties in order to interpret concepts from a directive, especially 
where that would not lead to new rules without a basis in the directive itself and 
would only interpret the existing content.

V. APPLICATION OF INTERPRETATION METHODS  
TO CONCEPTS IN TAX DIRECTIVES

A. Introduction

Having now described the theoretical framework regarding interpretation 
methods, the author will illustrate the above in relation to two specific recent 
developments affecting direct taxation to some extent. First, an interpretational 
issue in relation to the anti-hybrid rules in the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive will 
be addressed, especially where it relates to the scope of ATAD2. This will be 
followed by a discussion on the concept of ‘payment’ in hallmark C1 of the fifth 
amendment to the Directive on Administrative Cooperation.
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 105 Interestingly enough, the European Commission initially wanted to counter hybrid mismatches 
by using a system of mutual recognition. Later, however, the Member States suggested the applica-
tion of the primary and secondary rule following the OECD’s suggestions under BEPS Action 2.  
See WPTQ on Hybrid Mismatches, Room Document #2 of 4 March 2016, Ares(2016)3253800.
 106 See PGH Albert, GK Fibbe and LR Jacobs, ‘Overkill bij ATAD2: wat gaat de Hoge Raad  
of staatssecretaris doen?’ (2021) 14 MBB. See also WR Kooiman and JJAM Korving, ‘Hybride 
 interpretatie’ (2021) 18 MBB.
 107 The author realises that tax advantages may also arise in more complex group structures.  
Due to the abstract nature of the case, he will not discuss this here.

B. The Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive

i� Introduction

The purpose of the amendment to the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD) 
was to combat hybrid mismatches. Essentially, the original Directive only 
resolved matters of double deductions or deductions without inclusions in intra-
EU situations. The scope of ATAD was extended through its amending directive, 
by including hybrid mismatches in third-country situations as well. As the EU 
does not have legislative powers in those third countries, ATAD2’s solution was 
found in a primary and a secondary rule.105 The latter would effectively only 
apply if the primary rule were to require a third country to deny a deduction or 
include income.

In implementing ATAD2 in the Netherlands, some potential overkill could 
arise. This can be illustrated by the following example:106

US parent company M holds all the shares in a Dutch bv, ie a Dutch limited liability 
company. The company manufactures goods for M, incurring costs of 100 in the 
process. M pays the company an annual fee of 110 (to be considered at arm’s length) 
for this. M sells the goods which the bv manufactures on the US domestic market 
for 120.

The Netherlands taxes the bv, without application of the ATAD2 correction, for a 
profit of 110 -/- 100 = 10. Without the application of the check-the-box system, the 
US would also consider the bv as independently liable to pay tax and would only tax 
M for its profit of 120 -/- 110 = 10. In total, the Group result of 20 would only be 
taxed once: 10 in the Netherlands and 10 in the US. This changes if the US considers 
the bv to be a disregarded entity under the check-the-box system. In that situation, 
the US would consider the bv to be transparent for tax purposes. As a result, the bv’s 
result will also be taxed at the level of M. M is taxed for 120 -/- 100 = 20. Without 
the ATAD2 correction, the bv is still taxed for 10 in the Netherlands, so 30 is taxed in 
aggregate. That is 10 more than the Group result of 20, because the bv’s profit of 10 
is taxed in both the Netherlands and the US. Double taxation occurs as a result of 
the choice to qualify the Dutch bv as tax transparent.107 This double taxation may 
be cancelled out in whole or in part since M may, under certain conditions, offset the 
corporate income tax paid by the bv against the US corporate income tax. However, 
this does not alter the fact that the choice for the check-the-box system leads in prin-
ciple to double taxation.
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 108 See also Parliamentary Documents II 2018/19, 35 241, 3, 64.
 109 Preamble to Directive 2017/952, point 12.

However, as a result of the Dutch implementation of the ATAD2 rules, the cost 
deduction in the Netherlands would be disallowed, because the bv incurs costs 
that are deductible for corporate income tax purposes in the Netherlands and, 
due to the tax transparency, in the United States. Due to the tax transparency of 
the bv, the minus and plus levels balance each other out at the level of the parent 
company, so that the remuneration as such is not reflected in the tax base of the 
latter. This would be the reason for not qualifying the income of the bv as dual 
inclusion income and, hence, not allowing a deduction, even though it is actually 
taxed twice.108

From an interpretational perspective, the above example raises the question 
of whether the Dutch ATAD2 implementing provisions could be interpreted in 
such a way that they do not apply to a situation where the hybrid mismatch 
causes double taxation. In addition, it could be argued that the concept of ‘dual 
inclusion income’ should have a broader interpretation than the one made by the 
Dutch legislator. Both elements will be discussed below.

ii� The Limited Scope of  the ATAD2

The first question is whether the limitation on deductions for double deduction 
applies in a situation resulting in double taxation. Article 9(1)(b) of the Directive 
stipulates that the deduction is denied in the payer’s Member State insofar as the 
hybrid mismatch results in a double deduction and the deduction is not denied 
in the investor jurisdiction. In the passage below, the author interprets whether 
that provision would mean that situations leading to double taxation should be 
out of scope.

In relation to a textual interpretation, the wording of the provision does 
not indicate that the deduction limitation would not apply to the scenario in 
which the hybrid mismatch leads to double taxation. Moreover, the text of the 
Directive is, in any case, silent on the scope of the deduction restrictions. In itself, 
the text is undecisive. When the objective is taken into account, it becomes clear 
from the Preamble to ATAD2 that the purpose of that Directive is to address tax 
avoidance arising from hybrid mismatches. This is still implicit in the references 
to ATAD1 and the BEPS Action Report 2, where tax avoidance is constantly 
mentioned. However, in the Preamble to ATAD2 it is explicated that ‘in order to 
ensure proportionality, it is necessary to address only the cases where there is a 
substantial risk of avoiding taxation through the use of hybrid mismatches’.109 
In the author’s opinion, the reference to ‘avoiding taxation’ can be interpreted 
as lacking taxation and not, as in the example, that it is to be applicable to 
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 110 Since the purpose of avoiding double taxation, as observed in Recital 5 of the Preamble to 
ATAD1, is not fundamentally altered by the extension of the anti-hybrid mismatch provisions in 
ATAD2, the author finds it plausible that this recital from the base directive may also be used in the 
interpretation.
 111 OECD, Neutralising the Effects of  Hybrid Mismatch Arrangements, Final Report on BEPS 
Action 2 (5 October 2015).
 112 See, for instance, WPTQ on the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive, Room Document #1 of  
6 April 2016, Ares(2016)3255475, 22–24; and, WPTQ on the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive, Room 
Document #2 of 4 May 2016, Ares(2016)3267631, 4–5. Irrespectively, in the drafting process the 
Slovak presidency indicated that ‘the definitions and rules in ATAD2 should be described more accu-
rately. A Directive, as a self-standing legislative instrument, should be sufficiently clear and precise 
by itself without making the consultation of any other instrument (ie the OECD report on Action 2) 
a necessary step’; see WK 1181/2016 INIT of 23 November 2016, 2.
 113 Preamble to Directive 2017/952, point 28. The desire of ATAD2 to be compliant with the OECD 
BEPS Action 2 report was also reflected in preparatory documents, such as WK 1501/2016 INIT of  
1 December 2016, 1–2; and, WK 875/2016 INIT of 16 November 2016, 5–6.

situations leading to double taxation. As such, applying a deduction limitation 
on top of that is diametrically opposed to the objective of ATAD2.

Under a contextual interpretation, points 5, 23, 25 and 30 of the Preamble 
to ATAD2 show that the Directive aims to neutralise the effect of hybrid 
mismatches. The principle of neutrality also fits within EU law as a whole. For 
example, Recital 5 of the Preamble to ATAD1 considers that not only tax avoid-
ance practices should be countered, but that other market obstacles, such as 
double taxation, should also be avoided.110 From a neutral point of view, a situ-
ation of double taxation should actually be remedied, but as the Directive only 
tackles one side (double non-taxation) it should certainly not be aggravated, 
meaning that this contextual element can only be given a certain interpretative 
meaning but no legal force as an argument by itself.

A historical analysis is interesting. ATAD2 has its origins in the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report on BEPS 
Action 2.111 Previously in discussions on the introduction of an anti-hybrid 
mismatch provision in ATAD1, the Member States explicitly referred to aligning 
the EU proposal with the OECD’s BEPS Action 2.112 In ATAD2’s Preamble, the 
BEPS Action 2 report is also explicitly identified as a source of interpretation.113 
The scope of the OECD report becomes immediately clear in its first sentence: 
‘Hybrid mismatch arrangements exploit differences in the tax treatment of an 
entity or instrument under the laws of two of more jurisdictions to achieve 
double non-taxation, including long-term deferral’. This concerns hybrid 
mismatches that lead to double non-taxation. Hence, the origins of the case 
also advocate a limited interpretation in which Article 9(1)(b) cannot be applied 
to a hybrid mismatch that actually leads to double taxation.

Taking into account the above, it could be argued that, even though a textual 
analysis would not directly limit hybrid mismatch rules under ATAD2 to situa-
tions not leading to double taxation, the purpose, context and origins of ATAD2 
argue in favour of the limited interpretation that Article 9(1)(b) does not apply 
in situations where a difference of qualification leads to double taxation.
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 114 Illustratively: in para 125 of the report it is stated that, in principle, it should be determined 
juridically whether income is included dually, while in paragraph 137, the emphasis is on the effect 
of the arrangement that tends towards a more economical reading.

iii� Alternative 2: Dual Inclusion Income Exists

If the arguments described above are weighed in such a way that a strict inter-
pretation prevails over an interpretation according to purpose and scope, the 
subsequent question would be whether there is dual inclusion income within the 
meaning of ATAD2. If the income of the Dutch bv in the example can be consid-
ered to be double taxed, the deduction limitation could still not be applied.

From an interpretational perspective, the actual text of ATAD2 will be 
taken into consideration first. Dual inclusion income is defined in ATAD2 as 
any item of income that is included under the laws of both jurisdictions where 
the mismatch outcome has arisen. This wording can be read as meaning that it 
is not simply a matter of double taxation, but that the item of income as such 
must be included in the basis of another jurisdiction (legal interpretation). This 
is not the case in the above example. In addition to this legal interpretation, it is 
possible to read the wording in such a way that it is about the income effectively 
being picked up in both jurisdictions (economic interpretation). In the example, 
the income of the Dutch bv is also included at the level of the parent company in 
the United States, albeit that the income of the Dutch bv and the corresponding 
deduction at the level of the parent company cancel each other out.

From a teleological perspective, it is clear that the purpose of the deduction 
for dual inclusion income is to avoid a situation where the deduction of costs 
is denied, while the income is taxed twice. This is also in line with the afore-
mentioned purpose of avoiding double taxation in Recital 5 of the Preamble to 
ATAD1. In view of this purpose, when interpreting the concept of ‘dual inclu-
sion income’ in conformity with the Directive, it would not be reasonable to 
distinguish between income that is included in the tax base in the other jurisdic-
tion (legal interpretation) and income that is not recognised as such in the other 
jurisdiction, but is in fact taxed twice (economic interpretation).

The system of the Directive shows that ATAD2 only applies insofar as a 
hybrid mismatch exists (see also Recital 29 of the Preamble) and insofar as 
income is not double taxed at the same time. In view of this ‘insofar approach’, 
it would be logical from a contextual perspective to also allow deductions if the 
income originates from the entity with which the hybrid mismatch exists. The 
fact that the income is not, per se, legally taxed in the other jurisdiction in such 
a case does not prevent double taxation.

Again, it is important that the OECD report on BEPS Action 2 is used as a 
source of historical interpretation as ATAD2 is clearly inspired by that report. 
The report does not explicitly dedicate a passage to a situation such as the one 
in the above-mentioned example. Even though it does discuss the interpreta-
tion of the concept of ‘dual inclusion income’, the passages on this subject are 
rather ambiguous.114 Yet, the purpose of avoiding double taxation is mentioned 
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 115 Even though the State Secretary for Finance considers the economic interpretation following 
a teleological, contextual and historic reading of the concept impossible, he promised to contact 
the European Commission in order to discuss this effect. See Parliamentary Documents I 2019/20, 
35 241, C, 16; and, Parliamentary Documents I 2019/20, 35 241, E, 13. In the end, however, he took 
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unilaterally. He hid behind remarks from the European Commission, even though the European 
Commission actually acknowledged that, according to them, ATAD2 would leave sufficient space 
to resolve double taxation issues unilaterally; Parliamentary Documents I 2019/20, 35 241, U, 2. 
Ultimately, MP Idsinga proposed an amendment to Dutch law in order to abolish the overkill 
as explained above, referring to a publication by the author of this contribution; Parliamentary 
Documents II 2021/22, 35 931, 6.
 116 Council Directive 2018/822 (n 9) 1–13.
 117 Subsequent amendments to the DAC are foreseen in relation to the exchange of information on 
online platforms, cryptocurrencies and shell entities.

at various points in the report. An interpretation of ATAD2 that prevents double 
taxation as far as possible would be in line with this line of reasoning. This is an 
argument in favour of a broad interpretation of the concept of ‘dual inclusion 
income’.

Should it be concluded that ATAD2 applies to the example under section 
V.B.i, the different methods of interpretation provide arguments for a broad 
interpretation of the concept of ‘dual inclusion income’. This broad interpreta-
tion implies that the income that also originates from the entity with which the 
hybrid mismatch exists, qualifies as dual inclusion income. This interpretation 
would also be applicable in situations where the hybrid mismatch does not actu-
ally lead to double taxation.

By including the term ‘dual inclusion income’ in ATAD2, this concept has 
become a term that requires an EU law context and interpretation. As such, little 
significance should be given to national positions taken in the parliamentary 
process.115 The concept can only be interpreted by the CJEU under EU law.

C. The Directive on Administrative Cooperation

i� Introduction

The Directive on Administrative Cooperation (DAC) has been amended several 
times. One of the amendments was made by the Directive on mandatory auto-
matic exchange of information in the field of taxation in relation to reportable 
cross-border arrangements.116 This fifth amendment, and sixth version, is there-
fore referred to as DAC6.117

DAC6 builds on OECD BEPS Action 12 on Mandatory Disclosure Rules 
and is aimed at exchanging information on potentially aggressive tax practices. 
To that end, intermediaries, such as tax advisers and lawyers, need to disclose 
information on reportable cross-border arrangements within 30 days after the 
tax advice is made available for implementation, is ready for implementation 
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 118 Art 3, para 18 of Directive 2011/16.
 119 European Commission, Questions and Answers on new tax transparency rules for interme-
diaries (21 June 2017), available at europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-17-1677_en.htm. In this 
Q&A document, the European Commission indicates the following: ‘They [the hallmarks] are as 
wide-ranging as possible to avoid any loopholes or omissions that could be exploited by aggressive 
tax planners’.
 120 WK 12943/2017 INIT of 10 November 2017, 2.
 121 More extensively on the introduction and effects of DAC6, see J Korving and J Verbaarschot, 
‘Mandatory Disclosure in the Netherlands – To Disclose or Not to Disclose: That Is the Question’ 
(2019) 59 European Taxation 461; and J Korving, ‘A Guide to the Netherlands DAC6 Guidelines’ 
(2021) 61 European Taxation 12.
 122 The author notes that almost every concept used in the hallmarks, as well as in the main body 
of DAC6, could have been used as an example. The author just had to make a choice.
 123 See also, Weber and Steenbergen (n 36).

or the first step of implementation has been made, whichever occurs first. If no 
intermediary is involved or the intermediary can appeal to legal professional 
privilege, the reporting obligation may shift to the relevant taxpayer.

Tax advice needs to be qualified as a reportable cross-border arrangement 
in order to be disclosed. The concept of arrangement is broad and should cover 
almost all transactions, instruments or constructions. Whether that arrangement 
is cross-border is defined in DAC6.118 A cross-border arrangement is reportable if 
it qualifies within the scope of one of the hallmarks in Annex IV to the Directive. 
The hallmarks have deliberately been formulated broadly to avoid evasive plan-
ning around overly tight definitions.119 In order to avoid over-reporting, the 
creation of a negative hallmark was proposed during the negotiation process 
that would constitute an exemption from reporting the schemes that are, for 
example, already well known to tax authorities or that are based on the use for 
statutory exemptions and reliefs in a routine fashion for bona fide purposes.120 
This negative hallmark was never included in DAC6.121

DAC6 contains a large number of concepts. Many EU Member States have 
implemented DAC6 by referring directly to concepts or definitions as used in 
DAC6 itself. As such, directive-consistent interpretation is explicitly relevant 
to this directive. Before addressing one specific example, ie, the concept of 
‘payment’ in hallmark C1,122 it is important to address the fact that the hall-
marks are an important element for intermediaries and taxpayers in order to 
understand in which situations they need to disclose information. However, the 
hallmarks are not essential for the fundamental effect of DAC6. As such, the 
interpretation of concepts and understandings included in the hallmarks is still 
to some extent a joint competence of the CJEU and the individual Member 
States. In the case of a dispute, however, the CJEU has the final say.123

ii� ‘Payment’

Hallmark C1 requires the reporting of deductible cross-border payments made 
between two or more associated enterprises, where the payment receives a 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-17-1677_en.htm
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 124 The beneficial treatment can exist in the fact that the recipient (a) is not a tax resident in any 
jurisdiction, (b) is tax resident in a non-cooperative jurisdiction or in a jurisdiction with (hardly) any 
corporate income tax, (c) can apply a full exemption or (d) can apply a preferential regime.
 125 Preamble to Directive 2018/822 (n 9) point 8.
 126 ibid, point 9.
 127 OECD, Neutralising the Effects of  Hybrid Mismatch Arrangements, Final Report on BEPS 
Action 2 (n 112); OECD/G20, Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project (OECD 2015) 123.

beneficial treatment at recipient level.124 This raises the question of how the 
concept of ‘payment’ is to be interpreted from a directive perspective, especially 
whether a ‘payment’ would only include actual transfers of means or could also 
include deemed payments. The author will answer the question from an inter-
pretative perspective, taking into account the four interpretational methods as 
indicated above.

The grammatical interpretation would be the starting point. However, purely 
from a textual perspective, there are no indications of a broad or narrow inter-
pretation of the concept of ‘payment’.

A teleological approach would probably favour a broad approach, including 
deemed payments in the scope of ‘payment’. The main objective of DAC6 is to 
ensure the proper functioning of the internal market and to prevent loopholes in 
the proposed framework of rules.125 The EU legislator added that:

Aggressive tax-planning arrangements have evolved over the years to become increasingly 
more complex and are always subject to constant modifications and adjustments 
as a reaction to defensive countermeasures by the tax authorities. Taking this into 
consideration, it would be more effective to endeavour to capture potentially aggres-
sive tax-planning arrangements through the compiling of a list of the features and 
elements of transactions that present a strong indication of tax avoidance or abuse 
rather than to define the concept of aggressive tax planning.126

From this statement, it becomes clear that the EU legislator did not intend to 
take a narrow approach, but that it wanted to keep some interpretational space 
in order to apply the hallmarks in an ever-changing tax landscape. Consequently, 
the hallmarks would not require updating on a regular basis, but would need to 
be formulated broadly covering future situations as well.

The contextual interpretation method is not decisive. As DAC6, or actually 
DAC as a whole, does not directly relate to tax matters but merely to the exchange 
of information on tax issues, a content-wise interpretation of concepts is hard to 
find in the context of this set of administrative rules. On the other hand, within 
this context, a broad interpretation would not necessarily be problematic as it is 
to be dealt with from the perspective of mutual assistance. In a broader context, 
taking into account OECD materials, the outcome would still be ambivalent. 
On the one hand, the report on BEPS Action 2 includes the following definition 
of a payment, excluding deemed payments:

Payment includes any amount capable of being paid including (but not limited to) a 
distribution, credit, debit, accrual of money but it does not extend to payments that 
are only deemed to be made for tax purposes and that do not involve the creation of 
economic rights between parties.127
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 128 See W Haslehner, ‘Article 11: Interest’ in E Reimer and A Rust (eds), Klaus Vogel on Double 
Taxation Conventions, vol I, 4th edn (Kluwer Law International 2015) 904–05.
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 131 ibid.
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 133 Under Portuguese law, it was the effect of the scheme that triggered national disclosure rules, 
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Public Administration Decree-Law no 29/2008. The UK DOTAS system, as a predecessor to DAC6, 
also did not depend on there being a payment.

Contrary to that, the concept of ‘paid’ is also used in the OECD Model Tax 
Convention, for instance, for payments that are traditionally considered as 
deductible in the source state, such as interest and royalties. In relation to 
interest, the Commentary to the OECD Model Tax Convention explains that  
the term ‘paid’ has a very wide meaning, since the concept of payment means the  
fulfilment of the obligation to place funds at the disposal of the creditor in the 
manner required by contract or by custom. Even though a narrow interpretation, 
excluding notional or deemed interest, would be possible, a broader interpreta-
tion in the light of the need for internal consistency of the distributive norms and 
the objective of the OECD Model Tax Convention, including deemed interest, 
is preferable and more convincing.128 As a result, the contextual interpretation 
appears to favour a broad interpretation of the concept of ‘payment’ as well.

Lastly, a historical analysis might also shed some light on the matter. DAC6 
was clearly inspired by OECD BEPS Action 12 on Mandatory Disclosure 
Rules.129 In drafting the hallmarks, the Commission explained in relation to hall-
mark C1 that the OECD Recommendation regarding cross-border schemes is to 
develop hallmarks that focus on BEPS-related risks and that are sufficiently wide 
to capture different and innovative tax planning techniques.130 Hallmark C1 is 
based on elements of the OECD BEPS Action 12 report and pre-existing hall-
marks under Portuguese law,131 which in turn were based on the UK regime.132 
References to Portuguese and UK law, however, do not relate to the concept of 
‘payment’.133 Referring to the OECD BEPS Action 12 Report, where it explains 
the broad interpretation of a ‘transaction’, an analogously broad interpretation 
of the concept of ‘payment’ would be reasonable:

The definition of transaction should also capture notional or deemed transactions 
that are recognised for tax purposes in the counterparty jurisdiction even if such 
transactions are not treated as having any economic or tax consequences in the 
reporting jurisdiction.

Taking into account the above, the concept of ‘payment’ within hallmark C1 
would have a broad interpretation, including deemed payments of interest. This 
means that some EU Member States, applying the narrow approach, would 
technically not interpret the concept appropriately. However, as explained  
above and in relation to the interpretation of hallmarks, the CJEU would indeed 
have the final say but national interpretations can coexist until that moment, 
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since the narrow approach does not immediately have to be changed. It would, 
for instance, be up to the European Commission to take action against a poten-
tially improper application of the hallmark.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The theory behind directive-consistent interpretation is old. Nevertheless, in the 
field of direct taxation, it is still hardly debated. The topic is, however, very 
important as most harmonisation on direct tax issues has taken the form of a 
directive. The author does not expect that to change in the near future. Also, 
taking into account that Member States, probably in order to avoid infringement 
procedures over the incorrect implementation of directives, implement directives 
almost by copying the text of directives into national law or by directly referring 
to provisions of directives, makes a good understanding of how the provisions 
of directives – and EU law in general – need to be interpreted relevant.

The CJEU have already acknowledged the relevance of textual analysis. It is 
the starting point for interpretational discussions in an EU context. If the text 
of a provision is not fully clear, the objective of the rule and its context could 
provide for more guidance on how a provision was to be interpreted. Recently, 
the CJEU finally accepted the relevance of legal history for interpretational 
purposes. To that end, it has to be stated that it only allowed relevant historic 
materials that were publicly available, for instance, because the document was 
published in one of the EU’s official journals. The author would call on the EU 
institutions to also publish more background documentation and information 
for interpretative purposes. Naturally, those documents should not be edited 
or limited as, for instance, Member States are reluctant to publish how they 
consider a provision is to be interpreted.

The relevance of interpretation in line with a directive was illustrated by two 
practical examples, relating to two recent EU directives that are closely linked to 
direct taxation. The author could actually fill an entire contribution merely by 
addressing examples of either of those directives. Much is still to be discovered. 
Looking ahead, new directives on direct taxation already await to be interpreted. 
However, the more important a provision is to the core of the instrument, the 
more the CJEU is entitled to say. But as interpretation also requires the weighing 
of arguments, in the end the judges will decide.134
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Legal Standards and EU Tax Law

STEFAN OLSSON*

I. INTRODUCTION

A ‘European Union (EU) tax law’ is often spoken about. However, as is 
well known to anybody with an interest in tax law, there is no EU tax 
law in the sense of a complete tax system, at least if you disregard the 

Value Added Tax, VAT. There is merely the influence of EU legal sources on 
national tax law. As all EU law, the influence on national tax law can in principle 
be divided into two parts. First, all national legislation must fulfil the demands 
of EU primary law, including the fundamental freedoms. Second, national 
law must be adapted to comply with the demands of secondary EU law, such 
as directives. As stated by Terra and Wattel more than 20 years ago, a certain 
degree of tax harmonisation is necessary for the establishment and functioning 
of the internal market.1

EU directives have in turn two different characteristics. Regarding indirect 
taxation, and especially VAT, EU law has set up a more or less complete tax 
system, which is in force in all EU Member States. In the field of direct taxation, 
however, only small parts of the national tax systems are governed by directives, 
and mainly concern corporate taxation. The reason behind the state of things is 
of course quite easy to explain. VAT has proved to be a tax that is easy to ‘sell’ 
to politicians and has been adopted not only by the EU Member States, but 
also by many other countries around the world. Direct taxation, and especially 
corporate taxation, on the other hand, is safeguarded by national govern-
ments and even limited harmonisation efforts, such as the proposed Common 
Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), have proved very difficult to imple-
ment politically. In this context, it is almost surprising to see the implementation 
of new EU law as a result of the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project (BEPS).2 
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These efforts do, however, focus on specific issues, like combating tax fraud 
and tax evasion. Nevertheless, it seems to be easier for the Member States to 
accept harmonised rules, which strengthen the States’ positions at the expense 
of the taxpayer. More generally aimed efforts of harmonisation, such as the 
Parent-Subsidiary Directive (current version 2011/96/EU), which aims to elimi-
nate double taxation between parent companies and subsidiaries, has proven to 
be more difficult to adopt. The original directive was first proposed in 1969, but 
could not be adopted until 1990.

EU direct law harmonisation can therefore not be seen as a complete tax 
system, but rather as a ‘smorgasbord’ of different tastes, but with the difference 
that the Member States do not have the option to choose among the dishes. 
However, not only directives that can be considered as pure tax law may affect 
the national tax systems. For example, it is obvious that EU legislative acts in 
such areas as corporate and accounting law may influence national tax law. The 
focus of this contribution is not, however, on how these parts of EU law may 
affect tax law, but primarily how norms produced by actors other than the EU 
nevertheless have effect as binding rules when applied in EU Member States.

The aim and purpose of this contribution is to describe and analyse the 
concept of legal standards, especially the International Accounting Standards 
(IAS) and the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and their 
impact on tax law. A comparison is also made with the similar International 
Standards of Auditing (ISA), that govern auditing in EU Member States and 
therefore will have an influence on both corporate law and tax law.

The outline of this contribution is as follows: we depart from the notion of 
the legal standard from a Nordic perspective. Legal standards in Sweden often 
are labelled as ‘good practices’ of different forms. Thereafter, the legal standard 
of General Acceptable Accounting Practices (GAAP) will be described from an 
international perspective. The connection between accounting and tax law and 
the impact international accounting standards have on tax law are subsequently 
described. A comparison is also made with the similar international auditing 
standards and their role in EU law.

II. LEGAL STANDARDS

A legal standard, in the way it has been acknowledged in Nordic legal science, 
is a standard that is in some way produced outside the legal system, but referred 
to in legislation.3 The Nordic notion of a legal standard often departs from 
the Norwegian professor Ragnar Knoph’s posthumously published work 
from 1939.4 In a broader international perspective, it seems that a legal standard 
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may be any kind of norm that is unclear and has to be completed with judi-
ciary decision in order to become applicable.5 A legal standard in this sense 
can be described as the opposite of a clear legal rule. In this contribution, a 
narrower notion of a legal standard will be used. Knoph first compared the 
legal standard to the general clause, with the approach that the legal stand-
ard was mainly derived from Anglo-American legal systems, while the general 
clause is supposed to be a German legal notion.6 He concludes that the two 
notions are closely related, but not identical. According to Knoph, the general 
clause is usually applicable to a number of different situations and is intended 
to supplement or even amend the results of other more specific legal rules. The 
legal standard may supplement the written legal norms, but is not intended to 
override a clear and specific rule.

Another track pursued by Knoph was the question of whether a legal 
standard in fact was the same as a legal principle. However, there is no clear 
definition of a legal principle. A principle may have its importance on a law-
making level.7 This kind of principle sets the boundaries for the competence 
to create a specific legal act, such as the principle of legality. Another principle 
may have its primary use on an act of  application of  law level, such as the 
principle of legal certainty. This distinction does not, however, say anything 
about what comprises a legal principle. A legal principle is often understood as 
some kind of meta principle, which is not enacted, but is nonetheless supposed 
to be valid. The Dworkian conception of principles as a type of ‘trump’, that 
overrides existing legal acts, is an example of this form of definition of a legal 
principle. Alexander Peczenik has stated that a legal principle is valid if it is 
ethically acceptable and motivates the content of legal acts, preparatory works 
and case law. These kinds of legal principles therefore appear as value prin-
ciples. It is, however, not difficult to find legal principles that can hardly be 
described as value principles. Classical principles of interpretation, used in 
Swedish and other legal systems, as lex specialis and lex posterior, are exam-
ples of this.

Legal principles can also be divided into general and special principles. 
General principles, such as the interpretation principles mentioned above, are 
applicable throughout the legal system, while special principles are applicable 
only in specific legal fields. Tax law principles naturally belong to the second 
category. Further, principles can be divided between those that are written down 
in statutes,8 and those that are unwritten but still supposed to be valid in the 
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legal system, for example, through case law.9 Many legal principles are in any 
case quite vague, and not suitable as a tool to solve actual legal problems.10 This 
also seems to have been the position of Knoph.11 Even if a legal principle might 
appear in a legal standard, the two are not the same legal concept.

Knoph also analysed whether a legal standard would be the equivalent of 
a form penalty. Such a penalty is contained in a criminal law statute, which 
refers to another statute in order to define the criminal action. In the Swedish 
legal system, form penalties are usually found in what has been labelled as 
special criminal law. Examples in Swedish law are the Swedish Companies Act 
and the Energy Taxation Act.12 Form penalties seem, however, to refer only to 
public law sources, while the legal standards are usually considered to be civil 
or private law. Therefore, the legal standards do not seem to be equivalent to a 
form penalty.

The legal standard may be described as a kind of benchmark, which must be 
achieved by courts and other practitioners.13 Instead, as shown in this contribu-
tion, legal standards often take on the character of a written regulation, but in 
contrast to an official legal act, they have not been enacted by Parliament but are 
instead enacted by a private law body. It is therefore primarily the second defini-
tion that is used in this contribution for the notion of a legal standard.

III. GOOD PRACTICE

Legal standards are in Swedish law often referred to as a ‘good practice’ in some 
specific field, for example, ‘good accounting practices’,14 ‘good estate agent 
practices’ or ‘good lawyer practices’. The content of and the way to determine 
the ‘good practice’ is, however, quite different depending on the form of ‘good 
practice’. Further, the extent to which they are subject to sanctions, from a court 
or from some other kind of public or private body, differs between different 
forms of ‘good practices’.

Good accounting practices depends, as will be described below, to a large 
extent on national or international standard setters. The same could be said 
about good auditing practices and good auditor practices. The legal standard 
for auditing will also be described and discussed below. In contrast, good estate 
agency practices do not rely on any published standards, but are established 
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exclusively by the governmental body the Swedish Board of Supervision of 
Estate Agents (Fastighetsmäklarinspektionen).15 In a similar way, good lawyer 
practices depend to a large extent on decisions made by the disciplinary board 
of the Swedish Bar Association (Svenska Advokatsamfundet). These decisions 
are supplemented by guiding statements on good lawyer practices issued by the 
board of the Bar Association. These guiding statements are, however, seldom 
longer than one page and on average not more than one statement is published 
every year.

The variations in good practices described above must be seen as exam-
ples. From a Swedish perspective, private law bodies that produce and uphold 
good practices, usually concerning their member companies, are not uncom-
mon. This is particularly common in the marketing law area, but also exists 
in capital markets. When a specific branch voluntarily adopts a common good 
practice and an organisation to control or sanction departures from good prac-
tice it is usually labelled as self-regulation. There is also a tendency in different 
professional occupations to produce good practices and preferably some kind 
of authorisation system for their own profession, in order to strengthen the 
reputation and salaries in that profession. These tendencies implicate a growing 
importance of legal standards, in contrast to public regulation at the national 
or EU level.

IV. GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Accounting standards can be produced both by public or private bodies. In 
Sweden, good accounting practices or generally accepted accounting principles 
are defined by the governmental authority the Swedish Accounting Standards 
Board (Bokföringsnämnden) as far as non-listed companies are concerned. 
Internationally, accounting standards are produced by the private organisation 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). In the perspective presented 
in this contribution, it is the international standards that are of paramount 
interest.

The international accounting principles were originally produced by the 
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), founded in London 
in 1973. The Committee was constructed as an expert organisation, run by audi-
tors. Criticism of the domination of the audit profession on the standard setting 
led to a reorganisation of the IASC and the establishment of the International 
Accounting Standards Board in 2001. The IASB, in contrast to the IASC, repre-
sents different parties and is not solely connected to the auditors. The Board 
comprises of 12 members, representing a mixture of auditors, standard setters, 
users and academics.
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Behind the IASB is the IFRS Foundation, with its seat in Delaware in the 
United States. The Foundation is led by 22 trustees, who are appointed from 
around the world according to a specific scheme. The American and European 
influence is still dominant, although the international standards are not applied 
by American enterprises.16 The members of the Standards Board are appointed 
by the trustees for a period of five years and may be re-elected once. Supporting 
the trustees is the Advisory Council, with 50 members representing authorities, 
organisations and auditing firms around the world.

Since the reorganisation of standard setting, the process has acquired a 
rather high degree of transparency. Draft papers, labelled as exposure drafts, 
are published and comments and opinions on the drafts are both welcomed and 
published on the website. Comment letters on the drafts are issued by public 
authorities, accounting organisations, auditing firms, business companies and 
even by auditors and accounting experts themselves.

The published standards of the IASB are labelled International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS). Up to the present, 17 IFRS standards have been 
published. A further 24 older International Accounting Standards (IAS), 
produced by the IASC, are still valid. The standards are produced in a seem-
ingly ad hoc scheme, in which different accounting issues are treated, apparently 
in an order according to when the issues aroused attention. In that way, the 
IAS/IFRS standards cannot be seen as a complete regulatory system, since the 
IASB is always in the process of rewriting or amending existing standards, or 
 creating new standards regarding accounting issues that have not been covered 
by  existing standards.

A phenomenon that seems to be common, both for international and national 
standard setters, is that generally applicable standards are  supplemented with 
clarifications or interpretations in more detailed matters. Regarding the IASB, 
these interpretations were originally written by a Standards Interpretations 
Committee and both the interpretations and the Committee were labelled SIC.17 
Since 2004, the interpretations have been called IFRIC produced by the IFRS 
Interpretations Committee, consisting of 15 members. Fifteen IFRIC interpreta-
tions have been published as valid by IASB.

V. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND EU LAW

At the turn of the last century, there was growing concern in the EU regard-
ing the growth of business in comparison with primarily North America and  
South East Asia.18 The Commission identified the division of the financial 
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markets within the EU along national borders as being part of the problem.19  
A way to improve the markets, and progress towards a unified EU financial 
market, would be to adopt a common accounting standard for the prepara-
tion and setting up of the consolidated statements in listed corporations in EU 
Member States.20

The harmonisation of accounting rules at the EU level had until then only 
been conducted in the form of directives that had to be implemented in national 
law.21 Although the then applicable accounting directives had been criticised as 
being too detailed, they were at the same time considered far too vague to be 
acceptable for the companies on the international capital market.22 According to 
the Commission, this form of harmonisation would be too slow and difficult to 
achieve the goal of a rapid improvement of the financial market. Furthermore, 
the EU law principles of subsidiarity and proportionality weighed against more 
new regulation at the EU level. It was also deemed necessary that the standards 
adopted could easily be changed in order to be sure to keep them up to date as 
regards the development of international accounting practices.

Instead of creating new EU accounting directives, the Commission’s solu-
tion was the adoption of an EU regulation, directly applicable in the Member 
States. The technique of using regulations in a field that has traditionally been 
harmonised through EU directives has also occurred later, for example, in the 
field of VAT. However, when it was introduced in the early 2000s it was described 
as ‘revolutionary’.23

Through IAS Regulation 1606/2002, an already existing accounting stand-
ard could be adopted as part of EU law.24 At that time, European companies 
that were listed on the New York Stock Exchange had to set up their consoli-
dated statements according to US GAAP, the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) standards, while the IAS standards were mainly used in Europe. In 
Sweden at this time, listed companies followed the standards set by the private 
accounting body Redovisningsrådet. These standards were to a large extent mere 
translations into Swedish of the then existing IAS standards. The international 
accounting standards were therefore known to European companies.

The choice was then made to incorporate the international IAS account-
ing standards into EU law. If the IAS standards have been criticised for being 
too complicated for practical use in companies, the US GAAP, which would 
be the only alternative solution, is known to be even more comprehensive.  
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On 19 July 2002, Regulation 1606/2002 on the application of international 
accounting standards was adopted. It is a fairly short legal act, compromising 
less than three full pages, excluding the Preamble. On the other hand, the IAS 
Regulation is complemented with another regulation, containing all interna-
tional accounting standards that have been accepted as parts of EU law. This 
regulation is frequently updated and has currently 1213(!) pages.25

It is stated in the regulation that:

It is important for the competitiveness of Community capital markets to achieve 
convergence of the standards used in Europe for preparing financial statements,  
with international accounting standards that can be used globally, for cross-border 
transactions or listing anywhere in the world.26

The Preamble also makes clear that the international standards are acceptable  
as a part of EU law only if  they are compatible with the basic require-
ments of the then valid accounting directives, if  the standards’ ‘application 
results in a true and fair view of the financial position and performance of 
an enterprise’.27 In order to ascertain the compatibility of the international 
standards, a special mechanism for the implementation of the standards into 
EU law was created. As an overall rule, the Commission has the power to 
decide on the applicability of international accounting standards within the 
Community.28 Also according to the regulation, the Commission should be 
supported by an accounting regulatory committee.29 A task of the commit-
tee would be to provide support and expertise for the Commission to adopt 
proposed new international standards and proposed changes to existing 
standards. It would also

be a means to deliberate, reflect and exchange information on international account-
ing standards among the main parties concerned, in particular national accounting 
standard setters, supervisors in the fields of securities, banking and insurance, central 
banks including the European Central Bank (ECB), the accounting profession and 
users and preparers of accounts.30

The committee that would fulfil these tasks was called the European 
Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG). The group is a private body 
and was created in 2001, as a result of  the IAS Regulation. The members of 
the association are eight European stakeholder organisations, representing, 
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for example, business, banking and insurance branches, and nine national 
standard setting organisations. Sweden is represented by the Association for 
Generally Accepted Practice in the Securities Market (Föreningen för god sed 
på värdepappersmarknaden).

With the IAS Regulation, it was decided that as from 2005, consolidated 
accounts of publicly traded companies should be prepared according to the 
international accounting standards IAS and IFRS, that had been accepted by  
the Commission as part of EU law. According to the Regulation, it is also 
optional for Member States to allow or demand that the annual statements of 
the publicly traded companies, and even non-listed companies, should be set up 
according to the international standards.

VI. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND  
NATIONAL ACCOUNTING AND TAX LAW

From a Swedish perspective, the complete IAS/IFRS standards (also known as 
full IFRS) are never applicable when setting up the annual statement in a limited 
company. Regarding publicly traded companies, the annual statement should 
be set up according to RFR 2, a standard set up by the Council for Swedish 
Financial Reporting (Rådet för Finansiell Rapportering). The Council is a 
private body, devoted to complementary accounting standards for listed compa-
nies. The principal idea behind RFR 2 is that the annual accounts in publicly 
traded companies should, as far as possible, be set up according to the IAS/
IFRS standards, except when the international standards violate Swedish law, 
foremost the Annual Accounts Act (årsredovisningslagen)� Reporting according 
to RFR 2, when parts of the international standards are not applicable in the 
annual statement, is labelled ‘IFRS limited by law’ (lagbegränsad IFRS). This 
limitation is of great importance for Swedish business taxation since RFR 2 
hinders the application of the fair value of assets in the annual statements and 
further in the business income tax return.

The impact of international standards on national tax law will of course 
differ between the EU Member States since each country has its own tax law 
and the influence from accounting on business taxation also differs from one 
Member State to another. From a Swedish perspective, the connection between 
accounting and business taxation has traditionally been close. As a main prin-
ciple, taxable income and deductible expenses should be declared the year that 
they are assigned according to Swedish GAAP.31 The exceptions from this prin-
ciple are extensive and mainly concern the periodisation of different kinds of 
costs, inventory, stock, buildings etc. This means that in Swedish tax law, it is 
primarily regarding income that the Swedish GAAP will determine to which 
taxation year a specific transaction will be assigned.
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In Sweden, the accounting norms produced by the governmental authority, 
the Bokföringsnämnden, are therefore of great importance in calculating the 
taxable profit or loss in a non-listed limited company.32 In the same way, the 
main part of the international accounting standards are directly applicable in 
establishing profit or loss in a listed Swedish company and will in that respect 
affect the calculation of tax in those companies.33 As already stated above, the 
accounting standards that endorse assessment at fair value for different kinds 
of assets will not be used while setting up the annual statement in listed compa-
nies. An exception applies to the valuation of financial statements and tax  
returns.34

The exact content of the Swedish GAAP may therefore differ depending on 
the size of the actual company. The Swedish GAAP of today is much more than 
just ‘generally accepted accounting principles’. Regarding non-listed compa-
nies, the Swedish Accounting Standards Board produces accounting standards 
that appear as complete regulations for companies of different sizes. If physical 
persons are overlooked, limited non-listed companies are divided into smaller 
and larger companies, both in the Annual Accounts Act and in Swedish GAAP. 
Accounting rules for smaller companies are simplified, while the regulations 
applicable for larger companies are influenced by the international standard 
‘IFRS for SMEs’, produced by the IASB.

VII. A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW IN THE ACCOUNTING DIRECTIVE

Regarding non-listed companies in EU Member States, Accounting 
Directive 2013/34/EU is the main source for the harmonisation of the national 
accounting rules. The Directive superseded the older fourth (78/660/EEC) and 
seventh (83/349/EEC) company directives. Although efforts have been made to 
modernise them, these directives have long been considered outdated, especially 
as compared to the IFRS standards. The purpose of the Accounting Directive 
has, however, not been a paradigmatic change of the fundamental accounting 
principles for non-listed companies, but has rather simplified the accounting 
rules for small and medium-sized enterprises.

The EU Accounting Directive refers to the notion of ‘a true and fair view’ 
of the company’s assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss.35 The 
notion was originally incorporated into EU law from British accounting law.36 
In the UK, the notion has been a part of the Companies Act since 1947 and has 
a strong connection to British self-regulation in the accounting field.37 It will 
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be interesting to see after Brexit whether EU accounting law will in the future 
be dependent on a legal notion that derives from a country that is no longer a 
Member State.

From a Swedish perspective, it has been discussed whether a true and fair 
view is a legal standard or not in Swedish accounting, but the conclusion seems 
to be that it is not.38 It would seem that the notion has not been referred to by 
Swedish administrative courts. It is, however, obvious that the EU law notion 
of a true and fair view has an impact on national tax law in different Member 
States. Of the very few European Court of Justice (ECJ) decisions regarding the 
notion, several of them have been national tax cases where the national courts 
have requested a preliminary ruling from the ECJ. As pointed out by the ECJ, 
the Accounting Directive has not been designed to lay down the conditions 
where the annual accounts may serve as a basis for the assessment of tax.39 It is, 
however, not excluded that the annual accounts are used for this purpose in the 
Member States. Further, it is stated that the Directive is not intended to regulate 
in detail all accounting questions which depend on specific facts.40 The Directive 
only aims to draw up general principles that must be recognised in the Member 
States when setting up annual accounts. The principle of a true and fair view has 
nonetheless been tried by the ECJ in some cases.

In DE + ES Bauunternehmung Gmbh v Finanzamt Bergheim, the Court 
found that the fourth Company Directive

requires provision to be made for potential liabilities under warranties, such as those 
in question in the main proceedings, as obligations arising in law before the date 
of the balance sheet but whose effects will not become apparent until after that  
date.41

As no harmonised rules had been adopted concerning how to calculate such 
liabilities, national rules could be used insofar as the annual accounts give a true 
and fair view of the company’s assets, financial position and the profit or loss of 
the company, and that the provisions do not exceed in amount the sums which 
are necessary.

BIAO v Finanzamt für Grossunternehmen in Hamburg concerned a German 
branch of a French bank, that had ‘sub-participated’ in a loan between two 
other banks.42 The German branch feared a loss as a result of the participation 
in the loan agreement and made a cover for the possible loss on the balance 
sheet. According to the ECJ, the Accounting Directive did not preclude such a 
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provision, as long as the loss or debt in question could be characterised as ‘likely 
or certain’ at the balance-sheet date. The Court also stated that

in order to ensure compliance with the principle of prudence and the principle 
that a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities be given, the most appropriate 
method of valuation might be to carry out a globalised assessment of all the relevant  
factors.

The Court stated in État belge v GIMLE SA that it was not acceptable accord-
ing to the principle of a true and fair view to deviate from more detailed rules 
of valuation in the then valid fourth directive, in favour of a valuation at fair 
value.43

In the combined cases Immo Chiaradia SPRL and Docteur De Bruyne SPRL 
v État belge the Court concluded that the principle of a true and fair view  
is not

precluding an accounting method according to which a company issuing a share 
option may recognise as income the grant date price of that option in the course of 
the accounting year in which that option is exercised or at the end of its period of 
validity.44

It is quite clear from the above-described cases that the Court has not found that 
its task is to interpret what the principle of a true and fair view really means 
in the specific cases. The Court has merely found that the principle does not 
preclude national accounting rules, as far as they are compatible with the prin-
ciple. Furthermore, the principle does not support the deviation of the more 
detailed rules in the Accounting Directive. In the way it has been referred to by 
the Court, the principle appears to be more a benchmark in the sense described 
above, than a detailed standard that gives specific answers in different situations. 
As a result of this fact, if the impact on national accounting law is limited, then 
the impact on national tax law will be equally limited.

VIII. INTERNATIONAL AUDITING STANDARDS

The standardised international auditing norms have a somewhat similar  
history to international accounting standards. Originally, the standards were 
produced by the International Auditing Practice Committee, founded in 1978. 
In 2002, the organisation was reconstructed as the International Auditing and 
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). The Board is run by the International 
Federation of Accountants.45 It consists of 18 members, who are auditors or 
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academics from different parts of the world, each supported by a technical 
adviser. The IAASB produces the ISA, but the activities of the auditors are also 
governed by an overall ethical framework, the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants, produced by a different body, the International Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants.

The ISA Standards have been implemented to form part of EU law. According 
to Article 26 of Directive 2006/43/EC (the Auditing Directive), ‘Member States 
shall require statutory auditors and audit firms to carry out statutory audits in 
compliance with international auditing standards adopted by the Commission’. 
The same Article states that the international auditing standards mentioned are 
ISA and other standards produced by the IAASB. These international standards 
are therefore to be seen as compulsory regarding the auditing of both listed 
and non-listed companies in the EU. It also follows from the Directive that the 
Member States may apply national standards, as long as they do not cover 
the same subject matters as an international standard already adopted by the 
Commission as part of EU law.

Similar to the IAS Regulation, the Auditing Directive prescribes a special 
mechanism for the Commission to adopt the international standards while 
safeguarding the quality and acceptability of the standards. Apart from certain 
requirements that must be reached by the standards,46 the Commission is assisted 
by a special committee.47

The power of the Commission to implement the international auditing 
 standards as part of EU law is repeated in Regulation 537/2014, which is specially 
aimed at the auditing of public-interest entities.48 In the Regulation, the frame-
work is set for the above-mentioned assisting committee, which has been labelled 
the Committee of European Auditing Oversight Bodies (CEAOB).49 The Board 
members are national supervising authorities, such as, for example, the Swedish 
Inspectorate of Auditors (Revisorsinspektionen). Also, the European Securities 
and Markets Authority is a member of the Board, but does not have the right to 
vote. Further, the EEA members, Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway, are repre-
sented on the board without being members.

Despite the similar legal constructions for the adoption by the Commission of 
the international accounting and auditing standards, there is a major difference 
in the composition of the committees that are intended to assist the Commission 
in the adoption of the standards. The EFRAG consists of private law bodies 
like European stakeholder organisations and national standard setters, while the 
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 50 CCCTB/WP057 Brussels (26 July 2007).
 51 European Commission, ‘Proposal for a Council Directive on a Common Consolidated 
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CEAOB mainly has national supervisory authorities as members. An explana-
tion for this difference lies in the different interests in accounting and auditing. 
The group statements are mainly intended for businesses and investors, while 
the auditors are subject to public supervision, and if they have acted incorrectly, 
may be subject to public sanctions. The public interest is more obvious regarding 
the standards governing auditing than the accounting standards.

IX. IFRS AND CCCTB

The process of establishing a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base 
(CCCTB) has been on and off, mainly off, for a number of years. Initially, it 
was discussed whether the corporate tax base could be based on IFRS finan-
cial reporting. A coordination between financial and fiscal accounting would of 
course lead to benefits for both businesses and tax authorities. However, even at 
an early point the Commission pointed out the problems with such a solution. It 
might sound like a good idea to let the common tax base follow the future devel-
opment of the IFRS standards.50 However, several Member States do not accept 
the IFRS standards when setting up the annual statements of companies, as is 
the case in Sweden, where full IFRS is not allowed even in the annual statements 
of listed companies. There might also be parts of the international standards 
that are not suitable for taxation. If there were a link in EU law between financial 
and tax accounting, the latter would probably have to depend more on national 
GAAP in the different Member States rather than the international accounting 
standards.

Therefore, in the original 2011 proposal for the CCCTB it was expressively 
stated that the corporate tax base rules were valid without prejudice to the then 
existing fourth and seventh Company Directives or IAS Regulation 1606/2002.51 
The proposal contained a set-up of special tax accounting rules, which if they 
had been implemented, would have meant a complete separation of finan-
cial and tax accounting. The set of rules were supposed to be optional for all 
companies.

Since the 2011 proposal for a CCCTB was never realised and the process 
was halted, the Commission made a new approach in 2016. The new approach 
consisted of two proposed directives. The proposal was thus divided into one 
directive, concerning the common corporate tax base, and another regarding 
the consolidation for tax purposes. In the latter mentioned proposed direc-
tive, no reference was made to the IFRS standards. The proposed directive on 
a common tax base was meant to be mandatory for companies that belonged 
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 52 European Commission, ‘Proposal for a Council Directive on a Common Consolidated 
Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB)’ COM(2016) 683 final, Art 2(1)(c).
 53 European Commission, ‘Proposal for a Council Directive on a Common Corporate Tax Base’ 
COM(2016) 685 final, Art 4(10) p.

to a consolidated group for financial accounting purposes, with a consolidated 
turnover of at least €750,000.000(!)52 It was further stated that a ‘consolidated 
group for financial accounting purposes’ should be defined as ‘all entities that 
are fully included in consolidated financial statements drawn up in accordance 
with the International Financial Reporting Standards or a national financial 
reporting system’.53 Subsequently, the 2016 proposal also relied on separate 
tax accounting, set up independently of the accounting standards used in the 
financial statement of the company. It has so far proved to be as politically diffi-
cult to implement the 2016 proposal as the forerunner from 2011. Therefore, 
in May 2021 the Commission withdrew the proposal and instead launched a 
similar proposal named Business in Europe: Framework for Income Taxation 
(BEFIT). The BEFIT proposal will be put forward in 2023 at the earliest.

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this contribution, the notion of the legal standard and its influence on tax 
law has been analysed. The departing point has been the Nordic understanding 
of the notion, as expressed by Knoph and Strömholm, as a standard produced 
outside the legal system, but referred to by the legislation. It has also been 
concluded that a legal standard could have quite a different appearance, as a 
more or less complete written set of standards or a mere benchmark, which has 
to be observed by courts and practitioners.

From a tax law perspective, there are primarily two legal standards that may 
affect the taxation. These two are also extreme examples of legal standards. 
First, the international accounting standards IAS/IFRS are produced by a private 
body, IASB. They are accepted as part of EU law through a special mechanism, 
with a private law body, the EFRAG, examining the standards before the formal 
decision of the Commission. The international accounting standards appear 
as an almost complete set of standards, intended to govern exclusively group 
accounting and are used by all listed companies both in the EU and the rest of 
the world, except in the United States. Whether these standards will affect the 
taxation in different EU Member States depends on the extent to which they are 
applicable also when setting up the annual accounts in the company belong-
ing to such groups and regarding what at level there is a connection between 
accounting and taxation in the specific country.

As another extreme, there is the principle of a true and fair view in the 
Accounting Directive. The principle is acknowledged as a legal standard in 
EU law, but not in national Swedish accounting law. The actual wording of the 
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principle has been implemented from British accounting law. There is, however, 
a lack of definition of the principle in EU law. According to the case law of the 
ECJ, it is obvious that from an EU law perspective, the principle does not have a 
specific content, but mainly serves as a benchmark that has to be acknowledged 
in national accounting law.

It has also been described in this contribution that the implementation of 
international auditing standards in EU law is similar to the implementation 
of international accounting standards. There is, however, a difference in the 
fact that the international auditing standards concern all listed and non-listed 
companies in the EU that are subject to auditing. The auditing standards will 
have less impact on national taxation in a regulatory way, since they do not 
govern the composition of annual accounts. However, in practice they are of 
importance, as long as there is a connection between accounting and taxation, 
since the auditors themselves govern the correct application of the international 
or national accounting norms.

Further, it has been concluded in this contribution that a possible future 
establishment of the BEFIT proposal will probably result in a completely new set 
of tax law rules that will govern the gain and loss calculation for tax purposes in 
the companies subject to BEFIT. International or national accounting standards 
will not affect the taxation of these companies.

What are the consequences of the influence from international, private body 
standard setters on the national power to tax in the EU Member States? The 
actual influence of the international accounting standards will, as stated above, 
differ between Member States, regarding the extent to which there is a close 
connection between accounting and corporate taxation. Similarly, the influence 
of the international auditing standards will consequently differ regarding to 
the extent to which annual accounting is subject to auditing and further, to the 
extent to which it is the basis for taxation of the company.

As shown above, there is a democratic control of the incorporation of the 
international standards into EU law, conducted by the Commission. Every 
new standard or amendment to an existing standard has to be accepted by the 
Commission. In fact, the actual assessment of the new standards is outsourced 
to a private law body, the EFRAG, regarding accounting standards, and to a 
committee, the CEAOB, assessing the auditing standards. However, few devia-
tions from the standards issued by IASB have been made by the EFRAG. The 
international accounting standards are applied, at least when setting up the 
consolidated group statements in listed companies, in most countries around 
the world except the United States. Therefore, it is unlikely that the EFRAG 
will propose a deviation from the standards issued by the IASB, unless there is 
a serious ground for doing so. In the interests not of a European, but almost 
of a global harmonisation, a deviation from both the accounting and audit-
ing standards will be unlikely. In that respect, the international standard setters 
have a substantial influence over accounting and auditing in the EU Member 
States. But the national power to tax is safeguarded in other ways. Instead of 
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the consolidated statements in a group, the annual statement of the specific 
company is the basis for taxation in most countries where there is a connection 
between accounting and taxation. In Sweden, for example, the safeguarding of 
the national tax system is conducted in two ways. First, international account-
ing standards are only compulsory in the group accounting of listed companies. 
Second, as mentioned above, the annual statements in companies belonging to 
a listed group are set up according to ‘IFRS limited by law’, produced by the 
RFR. The standard RFR 2 prescribes that the international accounting stand-
ards should be applied when setting up the annual statement in a company 
within a listed group, insofar as they do not violate Swedish accounting law. The 
supposedly negative effects on taxation of applying the international accounting 
standards are in that way prevented. The content of RFR 2 and the applica-
tion of the standard by Swedish listed companies have therefore successfully 
preserved the Swedish tax system from the influence of non-Swedish, private 
body standard setters.
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Is the OECD Able to Exert Influence 
on the Essence of  OECD-Inspired  

EU Secondary Law?

STEFANIE GERINGER*

I. INTRODUCTION

Originating in Berlioz,1 the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has 
developed a new argumentative pattern when it interprets European 
Union (EU) secondary law inspired by the work of the Organisation 

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).2 The Court has hence 
extended its assessment procedure, which now reflects a two-tier structure. Its 
traditional approach to apply an autonomous interpretation of EU secondary 
law provisions has been paralleled by references to related OECD documents. 
For this purpose, the Court has endorsed a dynamic interpretation of the 
OECD’s Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (MTC)3 and the 
accompanying Commentary. This development has been addressed to some 

http://www.oecd.org/ctp/model-tax-convention-on-income-and-on-capital-full-version-9a5b369e-en.htm
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/model-tax-convention-on-income-and-on-capital-full-version-9a5b369e-en.htm
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 4 eg, M Lang, ‘Double Taxation Conventions in the Case Law of the CJEU’ (2018) 46 Intertax 181, 
185–86; L De Broe and S Gommers, ‘Danish Dynamite: The 26 February 2019 CJEU Judgments 
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 6 See in detail section IV.B.
 7 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others v 
Skatteministeriet, ECLI:EU:C:2019:134.

extent in related research.4 A comprehensive analysis of the relevant case law, 
including particularly the recent decision in État luxembourgeois,5 has, how-
ever, not been conducted yet. The significance of such an assessment is particu-
larly clear against the background that a dynamic use of the OECD MTC and 
its Commentary might allow the OECD, an intergovernmental network that is 
legitimised by neither the EU nor domestic lawmakers,6 to influence the mean-
ing of OECD-induced secondary law provisions. Undisputedly, this would have 
tremendous effects on the current state of power to tax in Europe.

This contribution attempts to close this gap in scholarly literature. First, the 
state of opinion regarding the use of a static or dynamic interpretation of the 
OECD MTC Commentary in interpreting double tax conventions (DTCs) is 
explored (section II). Such an assessment is relevant for the purposes of this 
contribution considering that the discourse on the use of a dynamic under-
standing originates from international tax law. Hence, it can be considered to 
inform discussions relating to the ECJ case law on OECD-inspired concepts of 
EU secondary law. In this context, it is shown that the legitimacy of a dynamic 
approach is (already) highly disputed at the tax treaty level. This is followed by a 
section providing an overview of the ECJ’s decisions in Berlioz, N Luxembourg 1 
and Others7 and État luxembourgeois (section III), which forms the basis for the 
subsequent evaluation of the Court’s new argumentative pattern (section IV). 
Accordingly, the presentation of the relevant case law is limited to the argu-
ment regarding a potential (dynamic) relevance of the OECD MTC and its 
Commentary in both the Advocates General (AG) Opinions and the Court’s 
reasoning. The ECJ’s new approach to apply a dynamic interpretation of the 
OECD MTC Commentary for the purpose of interpreting OECD-induced 
concepts in EU secondary law is then assessed from two different angles. Hence, 
the assessment covers an investigation into the doctrinal consistency of the 
Court’s arguments as well as a discussion of the implications of a dynamic use of 
the OECD MTC Commentary for democratic representation and legitimacy. It 
is demonstrated that the Court has not overturned its traditional approach, but 
merely extended it by way of contextualising its findings from an autonomous 
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interpretation’ (2008) 23 Australian Tax Forum 95, 100–01; K Vogel and A Rust, ‘Introduction’ in 
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Ambulatory–Approaches Debate Considered from the Perspective of International Law’ (2015)  
2 Nordic Tax Journal 34.

interpretation with related OECD documents. This new argumentative pattern 
can thus not produce the problematic effects on established democratic struc-
tures that would inform an exclusive reliance on a dynamic interpretation of the 
OECD MTC and its Commentary. It is shown that the Court’s stance can never-
theless be found to entail doctrinal flaws due to the fact that these additional 
references do not add substantial value; a dynamic interpretation is unnecessar-
ily applied; and most importantly, the permissibility of a dynamic interpretation 
is not demonstrated. The chapter closes with a summary of the key findings and 
an answer to the question in the title of this contribution (section V).

II. THE ARGUMENT ON A POTENTIALLY DYNAMIC RELEVANCE OF  
THE OECD MTC COMMENTARY IN THE TREATY CONTEXT

The vast majority of the roughly 3,000 DTCs currently in effect8 were devised 
using the OECD MTC as a negotiation base. This assertion holds particularly 
true for DTCs signed between the EU Member States.9 In tax scholarship, it is 
broadly acknowledged that the version of the OECD MTC Commentary relevant 
at the time of signing a bilateral tax treaty can prove valuable for interpretation 
purposes inasmuch as treaties follow the OECD model (static approach).10 Due 
to their reliance on the model provisions, it can be reasonably assumed that the 
negotiation partners considered the Commentary a viable source of inspiration 
in the interpretive process.

By contrast, it is debated whether later changes to the OECD MTC 
Commentary should be taken into account (dynamic or ambulatory approach).11 
These discussions are nurtured by the fact that the DTCs themselves, as well 
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as the related protocols, usually remain silent on this matter.12 Although the 
OECD endorsed the application of a dynamic approach in as early as 1997,13 it 
ought to be borne in mind that statements by the OECD bodies cannot assert a 
legal obligation upon the contracting partners.14

Both positions incorporate certain advantages.15 The following arguments 
are a particularly good defence of the static approach to the OECD MTC 
Commentary:

•	 It serves legal certainty.

•	 It complies with the requirements of national constitutional laws, in particu-
lar the principle of separation of powers.

•	 It ensures a uniform application in the contracting states irrespective of 
changes to the OECD MTC Commentary.

•	 It can be reasonably held to reflect the contracting parties’ intentions.

However, there are also reasonable arguments for the use of a dynamic 
 understanding in the interpretation of model-inspired treaty provisions:

•	 It allows for considering changes in the political, economic, legal and  
 societal environments as well as technological advances.16
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•	 It is capable of meeting legitimate expectations of taxpayers.

•	 It does justice to the principle of equality because model-inspired treaty 
provisions are uniformly applied no matter when the relevant treaty was 
signed.

The merits of both sides of the argument are reflected in the highly divergent 
case law in the EU Member States and beyond.17

III. THE USE OF A DYNAMIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE OECD  
MTC COMMENTARY IN ECJ CASE LAW ON OECD-INSPIRED  

CONCEPTS IN EU SECONDARY LAW

A. Berlioz (C-682/15)

Berlioz Investment Fund SA (hereafter Berlioz), a Luxembourg corporation, 
received dividends from a French subsidiary that were exempt from with-
holding taxation.18 The French tax authorities forwarded an information 
request to the Luxembourg tax administration pursuant to the Directive on 
Administrative Cooperation (DAC)19 so as to be able to verify that the require-
ments for an exemption from withholding taxation were met. In accordance 
with the domestic transposition provisions, the Luxembourg tax administra-
tion directed Berlioz to forward the relevant information. Berlioz only partly 
complied with this request, arguing that some of the information requested 
could not be considered foreseeably relevant within the meaning of the DAC.20 
In response to its refusal to provide the information requested, the Luxembourg 
tax administration imposed the highest possible fine (€250,000)21 on Berlioz. 
The Administrative Tribunal, which decided on the corporation’s action against 
this decision, reduced the fine to €150,000. However, it found the measure to 
be fundamentally appropriate, and hence refused annulment.22 Berlioz then 
lodged an appeal before the Luxembourg Administrative Court and consid-
ered the refusal to assess the lawfulness of the information order as a breach 
of its right to an effective remedy in the sense of Article 6, paragraph 1 of the 
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental  
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 23 Case C-682/15 Berlioz Investment Fund (n 1) para 28. The Administrative Court that forwarded 
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 28 ibid.
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Freedoms (ECHR).23 Apart from questions relating to the compatibility of 
Luxembourg law with EU fundamental rights,24 the Administrative Court 
asked whether the notion of foreseeable relevance ought to be understood as a 
condition for a legitimate request under the DAC regime, as well as for a related 
information order issued to a third party. In this context, the domestic court 
specifically pointed to the parallels between the DAC and the OECD MTC with 
regard to the foreseeable relevance criterion.25

In his Opinion, AG Wathelet kept his observations on this question rather 
short and strictly adhered to the request of the national court. He derived 
from a textual (and arguably also a contextual) interpretation of Article 1, 
paragraph 1 and Article 5 of the DAC that the foreseeable relevance ought to be 
regarded as a condition for any request based on this directive. It subsequently 
determines the boundaries for legitimate information orders by the requesting  
authority.26

The ECJ largely followed the AG’s arguments. It accordingly found that the 
foreseeable relevance ought to be considered ‘a necessary characteristic of the 
requested information’27 and hence ‘a condition of the request relating to that 
information’.28 This assertion would have already answered the preliminary 
question posed by the Luxembourg Administrative Court. However, the Court 
decided to delve further into the essence of the foreseeable relevance criterion 
and thereby to go beyond the AG’s considerations.

In this context, the ECJ first referred to Recital 9 of the DAC according to 
which the foreseeable relevance criterion should be understood in the widest 
possible extent. Only ‘fishing expeditions’ and requests that could be considered 
irrelevant for the underlying tax assessment are excluded from the scope of the 
Directive.29

The Court then turned to a discussion of the relationship between the DAC 
and Article 26 of the OECD MTC. It found the foreseeable relevance crite-
rion in the Directive to reflect that which is used in Article 26 of the OECD 
MTC based on two arguments. First, it identified similarities between the 
concepts employed. Second, it pointed to the Explanatory Memorandum to the 
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Directive Proposal of 2009 where the OECD MTC was mentioned as a source 
of inspiration.30

These findings formed the basis for the Court’s approach to use statements 
from the 2012 update to the OECD MTC Commentary in order to support its 
initial findings based on Recital 9 of the DAC:

According to the commentary on that article adopted by the OECD Council on 17 
July 2012, Contracting States are not at liberty ‘to engage in fishing expeditions’, 
nor to request information that is unlikely to be relevant to the tax affairs of a given 
taxpayer. On the contrary, there must be a reasonable possibility that the requested 
information will be relevant.31

Building on these preliminary conclusions, the Court recognised both the 
requesting authority’s obligation to assess the foreseeable relevance of the infor-
mation requested, and the third party’s entitlement to contest the legality of the 
information order.32

B. N Luxembourg 1 and Others (Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16,  
C-119/16 and C-299/16)

All cases joined in N Luxembourg 1 and Others centred on interest payments 
paid by Danish corporations to associated companies in either Luxembourg or 
Sweden. Assessments of the Danish tax authorities revealed that the underlying 
agreements had been broadly paralleled by obligations of the recipients to pay 
interest to their parent companies.33 The latter were found to be overwhelm-
ingly residents of third countries in the majority of the cases.34 The interposed 
companies displayed very little, or in some years even zero, taxable income in 
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 35 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
paras 53, 61 and 71. Regarding the situation underlying Case C-115/16, the statements that are 
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economic activity in the Luxembourg intermediaries; Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 
and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others, ibid, paras 36–40.
 36 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
paras 39, 61 and 71.
 37 ibid paras 36–38 and 40.
 38 ibid paras 52–53.
 39 ibid paras 33–34, 46, 50, 58, 61, 65 and 67–70.
 40 Council Directive 2003/49/EC of 3 June 2003 on a common system of taxation applicable to 
interest and royalty payments made between associated companies of different Member States 
[2003] OJ L157/49 (IRD).
 41 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
paras 41, 55, 60 and 73.
 42 ibid paras 45, 57, 63 and 79.
 43 The AG delivered a single Opinion for each of the four cases. However, her reasoning relating 
to the IRD’s beneficial ownership concept can be found to be virtually identical. It thus makes sense 
to discuss her arguments in the four Opinions jointly in the subsequent assessment. For the sake 
of simplicity, the Opinion of AG Kokott in N Luxembourg 1 (Case C-115/16) is representatively 
referred to in the following section.

three of the four cases.35 In three of the four cases, the intermediary companies’ 
activities were also effectively restricted to the mere holding of the shares in the 
Danish corporations and the obligations stemming from the debt agreements.36 
The intermediaries in the N Luxembourg 1 case (C-115/16) apparently had 
limited economic substance due to minimum personnel capacities, comparably 
miniscule other expenditures and a joint postal address for both the first and 
second recipients.37 By contrast, the interposed company in the Z Denmark case 
(C-299/16) was engaged with product registration and various administrative 
tasks, had 10 employees and leased part of the offices at the headquarters of its 
Swedish parent company (arguably another intermediary). Its other income was, 
however, similarly found to be comparably neglectable in the relevant years.38 
These structures were all established after a new withholding taxation regime 
had been adopted in Denmark.39 The Danish tax authorities did not recognise 
the recipient entities as the beneficial owners of the interest payments pursuant 
to Article 1, paragraph 4 of Council Directive 2003/49/EC (IRD)40 in each of 
the four cases. Consequently, relief from withholding taxation was denied.41 
Among other things, the Danish courts in charge of the appeal proceedings 
asked the ECJ for a preliminary ruling concerning the essence of the IRD’s 
beneficial ownership concept. They particularly requested whether it should be 
interpreted in accordance with the corresponding concept in Article 11 of the 
OECD MTC 1977.42

AG Kokott began the assessments in all of her Opinions by arguing that 
the beneficial ownership concept in the IRD basically referred to the legal 
owner, hence the person entitled under civil law to demand payment of the 
interest.43 From the examples enumerated in Article 1, paragraph 4 of the IRD, 
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 44 eg, Case C-115/16 N Luxembourg 1, Opinion of AG Kokott delivered on 1 March 2018, 
ECLI:EU:C:2018:143, para 47.
 45 In detail, eg, Case C-115/16 N Luxembourg 1, Opinion of AG Kokott (n 44) paras 43–45.
 46 ibid paras 49–52.
 47 ibid para 53.
 48 ibid para 54.

she deduced that an interest recipient could be considered the beneficial owner 
if this person collected the interest in their own name and on their own account 
(ie, for their own benefit in the language of the Directive). Arguably, the AG 
considered the legal owner to be the beneficial owner inasmuch as both the 
legal and economic ownership were attributed to the same person; otherwise, 
substance over form should prevail.44 She left it to the domestic courts to exam-
ine whether the structures in the individual cases spoke for the existence of a 
(hidden) trust relationship. She nevertheless identified several indicia that she 
considered relevant for purposes of such an assessment.45

After having carved out the essence of  the IRD’s beneficial ownership 
concept, the AG further discussed its relationship with Article 11 of  the 
OECD MTC 1977. In her Opinion, the Directive’s beneficial  ownership 
concept ought to be interpreted autonomously and independently of 
Article 11 of  the OECD MTC 1977 or subsequent versions of  the model. 
Accordingly, she refused to attach value to the OECD MTC Commentary 
in the interpretive process. The Commentary could hence not directly affect 
the interpretation of  EU law, even if  the terms used were identical. To bolster 
her argument, the AG first referred to the Commentary’s quality as a soft law 
(hence not legally binding) instrument. She additionally pointed to the fact 
that the Commentary merely reflected the legal opinions of  the people who 
worked on the OECD MTC, but not the views of  parliamentary legislators 
or the EU lawmakers. The use of  the OECD MTC and the Commentary as a 
source of  inspiration was nevertheless found to be legitimate inasmuch as it 
was indicated by the wording and the history of  the respective Directive.46 In 
these situations, only the OECD MTC and its Commentary that were avail-
able at the time of  adoption could be considered appropriate means. Taking 
subsequent versions of  the OECD MTC and the Commentary into account 
would, however, empower ‘the OECD member countries … to decide on the 
interpretation of  an EU directive’.47 This notwithstanding, the AG acknowl-
edged that the beneficial ownership concepts of  the IRD and the OECD 
MTC, read in light of  the more recent versions of  the Commentary, appeared 
to take a similar approach.48

The ECJ arguably came to the same conclusion as AG Kokott (hence, the 
supremacy of an economic approach). However, it did so in a significantly 
different manner. The judges did not concern themselves with a discussion of 
the relevance of a legal or an economic understanding in their argument. By 
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contrast, they immediately found that the idea of beneficial ownership referred 
to the entity that economically benefits from the interest and hence ‘has the 
power freely to determine the use to which it is put’.49 This assertion was based 
on a comparative analysis of the 23 language versions of the IRD50 which 
demonstrated the use of semantically diverging expressions in these documents 
and hence the defects of a strictly formal understanding of the IRD’s beneficial 
ownership concept.51

The ECJ’s argument, moreover, diverged from the AG’s Opinions regarding 
the relevance attributed to the OECD MTC and its Commentary. In a similar 
vein as in Berlioz,52 the Court referred to the OECD MTC Commentary to 
support its interpretive result stemming from an analogous interpretation of 
Article 1, paragraph 1 of the IRD.53 The legitimacy to consider OECD work 
in the interpretive process was derived from statements in the Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Directive draft of 1998 which acknowledged the role of 
the OECD MTC 1996 in the IRD’s drafting.54 Against this backdrop, the Court 
considered ‘that model, and the successive amendments of that model and of 
the commentaries relating thereto [to be], therefore, relevant when interpret-
ing Directive 2003/49’.55 The judges did not share the applicants’ concerns 
regarding the lack of democratic legitimacy in the context of an interpretation 
that took the OECD MTC and its Commentary into account. Instead, they 
argued that

such an interpretation, even if it draws on the OECD’s documents, has its basis, as 
is clear from paragraphs 85 to 90 above, in the directive itself and in its legislative 
history reflecting the democratic process of the European Union.56

Based on these findings, the development of the OECD MTC and its Commentary 
was found to support the ECJ’s earlier conclusion that conduit companies cannot 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02003L0049-20130701
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02003L0049-20130701
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 57 Moreover, the Court considered its findings to be supported by the Nordic Tax Convention that 
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be considered to be covered by the scope of the Directive’s beneficial ownership 
concept.57

C. État luxembourgeois (C-437/19)

The ECJ had the opportunity to shed further light on the essence of the 
DAC’s foreseeable relevance criterion in État luxembourgeois. This case shares 
another characteristic with the decision in Berlioz: it also concerned an infor-
mation request by France to Luxembourg under the DAC regime.

Both a French and a Luxembourg company, the latter being the indi-
rect parent company of the former, owned immovable property in France. 
According to French law, natural persons that directly or indirectly owned 
immovable property in France were obliged to declare that property. This obli-
gation was apparently not met in the situations at issue. Hence, the French 
tax authorities asked the Luxembourg tax authorities to ascertain the iden-
tity of the shareholders and beneficial owners of the Luxembourg company 
(which, considering the group’s structure, naturally had to be identical to the 
natural persons behind the French company). The Luxembourg tax authorities 
forwarded a related order to the Luxembourg company, but the corporation 
refused to provide the information requested. Accordingly, an administra-
tive fine was imposed.58 The Administrative Court allowed an appeal of the 
Luxembourg company and annulled the decision of the Director of the Direct 
Taxation Administration. It argued that the French request was manifestly 
devoid of any foreseeable relevance, as doubts remained concerning the iden-
tity of the taxpayer to whom that request related. This assertion was based on 
the fact that the French company was mentioned in the request although the 
French tax authorities asked for information on the identity of the beneficial 
owners of the Luxembourg company. This judgment was then contested by 
the Luxembourg State and brought to the Higher Administrative Court. The 
Higher Administrative Court did not share the Administrative Court’s opin-
ion regarding the alleged contradiction between the identity of the taxpayer 
as stated in the information order and the tax purpose pursued. However, it 
considered the fact that these taxpayers were not identified individually and by 
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 59 Case C-437/19 État luxembourgeois (n 5) paras 21–29.
 60 See section III.A.
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name, but only referred to as a group of people who were designated as a whole 
on the basis of common criteria, potentially problematic.59 Referring to the 
findings in Berlioz,60 the Higher Administrative Court acknowledged the possi-
bility of justifying group requests on the basis of an interpretation for which 
purposes a dynamic understanding of the OECD MTC Commentary was 
applied. It was nevertheless not convinced that such an interpretation could 
be reconciled with the concept of identity in Article 20, paragraph 2(a) of the 
DAC. Hence, the Higher Administrative Court decided to refer this question, 
among others,61 to the ECJ.62

In her assessment of the foreseeable relevance criterion, AG Kokott first drew 
towards an analysis of the wording, the regulatory context and the purpose of the 
DAC. She accordingly highlighted that the scope of the Directive was not limited 
to information requests concerning individual taxpayers that were identified by 
name, or conversely, did not exclude requests concerning a group of taxpayers. 
She found this assertion to be supported by Recital 9 of the DAC where it was 
clarified that the standard of foreseeable relevance was intended to provide for 
the widest possible exchange of information in tax matters. Similarly, the term 
‘identity’ in Article 20, paragraph 2(a) of the DAC could not be understood as 
exclusively referring to identification by name. It should indeed have covered all 
the characteristics or attributes that distinguished one person from another and 
likewise precluded any confusion.63

According to AG Kokott’s findings, this broad interpretation was moreo-
ver indicated by the spirit and purpose of the foreseeable relevance criterion. 
Generally disallowing information requests concerning a group of taxpayers 
would run counter to the Directive’s goal of safeguarding the effectiveness of the 
exchange of information in tax matters between the Member States. Given the 
comparably higher risk of ‘fishing expeditions’ in the context of group requests, 
these enquiries ought, however, to meet three criteria:

•	 The description of the relevant group of taxpayers must be specific and 
detailed enough to allow for unequivocal identification.

•	 The requesting state has to include information on the tax purpose for which 
the information is sought (ie, the tax obligations and the facts of the case). 
This requirement is meant to put the requested state in a position in which it 
is able to assess the request’s plausibility in light of the foreseeable relevance 
criterion.
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•	 Therefore, the requesting state must also demonstrate that it can be 
reasonably assumed that these taxpayers did not comply with their tax  
obligations.64

The AG considered these conditions to be fulfilled in the present case. 
Nevertheless, she left it to the domestic courts to decide on this matter (on the 
basis of an overall assessment).65

In a next step, AG Kokott contextualised her findings from an autono-
mous interpretation of the DAC with the Commentary on Article 26 of the 
OECD MTC and found her results to be confirmed by the statements in the 
revised version.66 She began her argument by stressing the Commentaries’ 
status as mere soft law instruments in a similar vein as in her Opinions in the  
N Luxembourg 1 and Others cases.67 However, she further acknowledged that 
‘the authors of those commentaries reach[ed] the correct conclusion’.68 Arguably, 
the AG thereby aimed to attribute to the Commentary a similar relevance as 
opinions in scholarly literature.69

The ECJ broadly followed AG Kokott’s argument. The provision of the 
taxpayer’s identity was hence considered vital for the purposes of the review by 
the requested authority regarding the foreseeable relevance of the information 
requested.70 In agreement with its long-standing case law,71 the Court endorsed 
an autonomous interpretation of the term ‘identity of the person under  
examination or investigation’, which ought to be conducted in light of the 
wording, the context and the objectives pursued. For their related findings, 
the judges widely relied on AG Kokott’s arguments to conclude that a broad 
interpretation is indicated against the background of the Directive’s aims. 
Accordingly, this concept ought to be understood as referring to all qualities or 
characteristics that enable an identification of the person(s) under examination 
or investigation. The Court further confirmed the requirements for legitimate 
group requests that had been enunciated in the AG’s Opinion.72

The autonomous interpretation of the DAC was again73 contextualised with 
statements in the Commentary on Article 26 of the OECD MTC. The ECJ 
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shared AG Kokott’s Opinion that the EU-based findings correspond with the 
views expressed in the 2012 update.74

IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE ECJ’S METHODOLOGY TO APPLY A DYNAMIC 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE OECD MTC COMMENTARY

A. Assessment Through the Lens of  Legal Doctrine

The Court’s approach in Berlioz, N Luxembourg 1 and Others and État luxem-
bourgeois appears to have initiated a new era in the case law devoted to the 
interpretation of secondary EU law. In Cobelfret,75 the judges made clear only 
a few years ago that

in the absence of an express indication to the contrary, a Community act such as 
Directive 90/435 must be interpreted in the context of the sources of Community 
law and of the Community legal order itself … It is only in the absence of unifying 
or harmonising Community measures that it is for the Member States, which retain 
the power to define, by treaty or unilaterally, the criteria for allocating their powers 
of taxation, particularly with a view to eliminating double taxation, to take the 
measures necessary to that end by applying, in particular, the apportionment criteria 
followed in international tax practice, including the model conventions drawn up by 
the OECD … That is not the situation in the present case.76

Nevertheless, the ECJ’s new argumentative pattern cannot be found to have 
overturned the established doctrine. A comparative analysis of the arguments in 
the three decisions elucidates that the Court has merely extended its assessment 
routine, which now reflects a two-pronged approach:

•	 In a first step, the Court performs an autonomous interpretation of 
OECD-inspired concepts of EU secondary law in light of the wording, the 
context and the objectives pursued.77 This part of the analysis resonates with 
the Court’s traditional approach.

•	 In a second step, the results derived from an autonomous interpretation are 
contextualised with related statements in the OECD MTC Commentary. 
This comparison is conducted only to confirm the findings from the first step 
of the assessment.78
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 79 De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 292–93 (the language was adapted for purposes of this assessment 
against the background that the original argument was limited to the beneficial ownership require-
ment in the IRD).
 80 References were made to the Joint Council of Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual 
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters in the context of Art 2, to the 2002 OECD Model agree-
ment on exchange of information in tax matters (TIEA model) in the context of Art 7, paras 5 and 6, 
and to Art 26, paras 4 and 5 OECD MTC in the context of Art 17; DAC Proposal, 6–7.
 81 The foreseeable relevance concept was first introduced in the OECD’s TIEA model and later 
transplanted into Art 26 OECD MTC with the 2005 update; OECD MTC Commentary 2005, 
Art 26, paras 4 and 4.1.
 82 Recital 9 DAC diverges from the statements in the OECD MTC Commentary 2005 (ibid, Art 26, 
para 5) only inasmuch as reference is made to the ‘Member States’ instead of the ‘contracting 
 partners’. Beyond these terminological deviations that are inherent to the system, their essence can 
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 83 In a similar vein, Lang, ‘Double Taxation Conventions in the Case Law of the CJEU’ (n 4) 186: 
‘The rule of Article 26 OECD MC was obviously the inspiration for the provision of the directive. 
Therefore, it is definitely justified as part of historical interpretation that the CJEU reverts to the 
work of the OECD, since it served as the basis for the provision of the Directive’.

The identified characteristics of the Court’s new approach do not support 
some of the concerns expressed in the aftermath of the N Luxembourg 1 and 
Others judgment. Hence, the interpretation in the OECD Commentary has not 
become ‘legally binding through the [directives]’ to the effect that ‘the OECD 
has de facto legislative powers within the EU because it influences the interpre-
tation of [these] concept[s]’.79

This does not mean, however, that the ECJ’s reasoning could not be 
considered problematic on other grounds. The Court memorably illustrated 
in each of the three decisions that a robust interpretive result can be reached 
solely on the basis of EU legal sources (which would have further safeguarded 
coherency in its case law). Conversely, it failed to explain what value is added 
by additional references to statements in the OECD MTC Commentary 
(regardless of the version used). The criticism is hence directed at the Court’s 
omission of the necessary steps in the building of a sound argument in this 
context.

That notwithstanding, it appears plausible to consider the OECD MTC 
and its Commentary as an auxiliary source of inspiration particularly in the 
cases of the DAC’s foreseeable relevance criterion and the IRD’s beneficial 
ownership concept against the background of their historical development.

For purposes of the DAC, the Court pointed to statements in the Explanatory 
Memorandum to the 2009 Proposal that stress the significance of the OECD 
MTC in the Directive’s legal framing.80 Although no reference was made to 
the foreseeable relevance concept in Article 26 of the OECD MTC,81 it can be 
reasonably argued that this criterion was ‘borrowed’ from the model treaty. 
This notion is inferred from Recital 9 of the DAC which is framed in terms 
that virtually correspond to the wording in the OECD MTC Commentary.82 
Contextualising the DAC’s foreseeable relevance criterion with the OECD MTC 
and its Commentary hence makes sense.83
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 84 Case C-682/15 Berlioz Investment Fund (n 1) para 67; Case C-437/19 État luxembourgeois (n 5) 
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 88 See, however, Recital 13 of Council Directive 2014/107/EU of 9 December 2014 amending 
Directive 2011/16/EU as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of taxa-
tion [2014] OJ L359/1: ‘In implementing this Directive, Member States should use the Commentaries 
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OECD, as a source of illustration or interpretation and in order to ensure consistency in application 
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developments at OECD level’ (emphasis added).

The specific references to statements in the updated Commentary 
of 2012 both in Berlioz and État luxembourgeois84 deserve nonetheless a closer  
examination. The foreseeable relevance concept was introduced in the OECD 
MTC in 2005,85 and the Commentary has held ever since that

[t]he standard of ‘foreseeable relevance’ is intended to provide for exchange of 
information in tax matters to the widest possible extent and, at the same time, to 
clarify that Contracting States are not at liberty to engage in ‘fishing expeditions’ 
or to request information that is unlikely to be relevant to the tax affairs of a given 
taxpayer.86

In the Berlioz case, the Court could have thus moved on solid doctrinal ground 
if it had simply referred to the findings in the Commentary on Article 26 of the 
OECD MTC as adopted in 2005. This version should have been known to the 
EU lawmakers at the time of the DAC’s drafting and could hence be reason-
ably considered to have inspired the Directive’s design. Naturally, this finding 
cannot hold true for the updated Commentary of 2012 that was adopted after 
the DAC’s introduction.87

The Court’s reliance on the 2012 version can therefore be challenged for at 
least two reasons:

•	 The use of a dynamic understanding of the OECD MTC Commentary does 
not add any value compared with an interpretation in light of the 2005 version 
that was arguably known to the EU lawmakers at the time of the drafting of 
the DAC. Hence, it can be found to have been applied unnecessarily.

•	 Neither the explanatory statements nor the DAC itself demonstrate the legit-
imacy of a dynamic interpretation.88 However, the Court did not provide 
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an explanation as to why such an approach should nevertheless be permis-
sible. The absence of a justification is even more remarkable considering 
that the legitimacy of a dynamic use of the OECD MTC Commentary is 
already highly disputed for its traditional legal environment (ie, double tax 
 treaties).89 This circumstance arguably increases the need for a sound argu-
ment to nevertheless apply this method (also) in the EU context.

To some extent, these observations are analogously applicable to the Court’s 
reasoning in État luxembourgeois. The concept of group requests was discussed 
for the first time in the 2012 update of the Commentary on Article 26 of the 
OECD MTC. However, the ECJ’s argument in the context of an autonomous 
interpretation is based on ideas expressed in Recital 9 of the DAC which, as was 
already mentioned above, is worded in an almost identical way as the related 
paragraphs in the OECD MTC Commentary of 2005. It can be inferred from 
the explanatory remarks in the 2012 update90 that the addition of language 
in respect of group requests was aimed at further clarifying the essence of the 
foreseeable relevance concept.91 In order to provide a doctrinally convincing 
argument, it would have thus been up to the Court to trace these developments 
at the OECD level and demonstrate that the findings in the 2012 update were 
grounded in the 2005 Commentary.92 In a similar vein as in Berlioz, the ECJ did 
not, however, forward any justification for the use of a dynamic understanding 
of the Commentary on Article 26 of the OECD MTC.

For the purpose of the IRD, the ECJ similarly held that the EU lawmakers’ 
reliance on established OECD concepts due to the IRD’s legal design could be 
derived from the Explanatory Memorandum to the 1998 Proposal.93 Although 
the related references do not cover the beneficial ownership requirement, a 
historical interpretation should nevertheless be capable of constructing the 
necessary nexus. The Court’s stance on the principal relevance of the OECD 
MTC and its Commentary hence appears likewise comprehensible.94
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 95 Art 1, para 4 IRD includes a definition of the term ‘beneficial owner’ for purposes of the compa-
nies covered by the Directive. Hence, a company that ‘receives those payments for its own benefit and 
not as an intermediary, such as an agent, trustee or authorised signatory, for some other person’, is 
considered to be the beneficial owner. Conversely, Art 11 OECD MTC remains silent on this matter, 
and further guidance is only provided by the OECD MTC Commentary. Moreover, a second defini-
tion tailored to permanent establishments is embedded in Art 1, para 5, IRD. In contrast to Art 1, 
para 4 IRD, it additionally requires that the interest and royalty payments are effectively connected 
with the relevant permanent establishment and subject to tax in the state in which the permanent 
establishment is situated.
 96 Concurring I Lazarov, ‘(Un)Tangling Tax Avoidance Under the Interest and Royalties Directive: 
the Opinion of AG Kokott in N Luxembourg 1’ (2018) 46 Intertax 873, 878. Moreover in favour of 
an autonomous EU concept, eg, De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 289; Hamra and Korving (n 4) 269 
and 272; L Hinnekens, ‘European Commission introduces beneficial ownership in latest tax direc-
tives proposals adding to the confusion with regard to its meaning’ (2000) 9 EC Tax Review 43, 44; 
K Eicker and F Aramini, ‘Overview on the recent developments of the EC Directive on Withholding 
Taxes on Royalty and Interest Payments’ (2004) 13 EC Tax Review 134, 135; M Greggi, ‘Taxation 
of Royalties in an EU Framework’ (2007) 46 Tax Notes International 1149, 1159; J Lopez Rodriguez 
and G Kofler, ‘Beneficial Ownership and EU Law’ in M Lang, P Pistone, J Schuch, C Staringer 
and A Storck (eds), Beneficial Ownership: Recent Trends (IBFD 2013) 236; A Meindl-Ringler, 
Beneficial Ownership in International Tax Law, Series on International Taxation, vol 58 (Kluwer 
Law International 2016) 300.
 97 OECD MTC Commentary 2003, Art 10, para 12.1.
 98 OECD, ‘Double Tax Conventions and the Use of Conduit Companies’ (OECD 1987) para 14 
(b). Compare moreover RJ Danon, ‘The PPT in Post-BEPS Tax Treaty Law: It Is a GAAR but Just a 
GAAR!’ (2020) 74 Bulletin for International Taxation 242, 248 (referring to the ECJ’s enumeration 
of indicia for the purpose of identifying abusive arrangements in the context of conduit companies 
as ‘very much in line with the 1986 OECD Conduit Report’).

The argumentative base for this assumption is, however, arguably thinner 
than in the context of the DAC’s foreseeable relevance criterion. This assertion 
is informed by the fact that the provisions on the beneficial ownership concept 
in the IRD diverge noticeably from the wording of Article 11, paragraph 4 and 
Article 12, paragraph 3 of the OECD MTC respectively.95 Hence, the IRD’s 
beneficial ownership concept could be reasonably considered to have evolved 
beyond its inspirational source (at least to a certain extent).96

Another notable parallel with the Berlioz and État luxembourgeois judg-
ments can be identified in that the Court’s reasoning regarding related OECD 
work in N Luxembourg 1 and Others could have been similarly put on a 
more robust argumentative basis. The statements in one of the paragraphs in 
the OECD MTC Commentary 2003 that informed the Court’s opinion were 
bolstered by means of a reference to the report of the OECD’s Committee on 
Fiscal Affairs on ‘Double Tax Conventions and the Use of Conduit Companies’ 
from 1986.97 This report elucidated, inter alia, the essence of the OECD MTC’s 
beneficial ownership concept, and accordingly found that

Articles 10 to 12 of the OECD Model deny the limitation of tax in the State of 
source on dividends, interest and royalties if the conduit company is not its ‘benefi-
cial owner’. Thus the limitation is not available when, economically, it would benefit 
a person not entitled to it who interposed the conduit company as intermediary 
between himself and the payer of the income.98
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 99 Englisch (n 4) 526; L De Broe, International Tax Planning and Prevention of  Abuse, IBFD 
Doctoral Series, vol 14 (IBFD 2008) 665.
 100 At least, there is a realistic chance that they considered the 1986 report, which cannot be said in 
the same manner about the 2003 update. See also Englisch (n 4) 527, fn 82: ‘As regards the commen-
tary to the 2003 OECD Model Tax Convention in particular, it was endorsed by the OECD Council 
already on 28 Jan, ie before the formal adoption of the Interest and Royalties Directive by the EC 
Council on 3 June 2003. The 2003 commentary might thus even still have informed the deliberations 
in Council, even though the last discussions within the Council before reaching political agreement 
took place in Dec 2002’.
 101 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
para 90. See also Danon et al, ‘The Prohibition of Abuse of Rights After the ECJ Danish Cases’ (n 4) 
508; De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 293; Englisch (n 4) 518; Schön (n 4) 295, fn 103.
 102 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
para 90.
 103 eg, De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 293; Englisch (n 4) 525–26.
 104 See also section III.B.
 105 Joined Cases C-115/16, C-118/16, C-119/16 and C-299/16 N Luxembourg 1 and Others (n 7) 
para 91.
 106 See section IV.A.

The findings in the report seem to have been broadly transferred to the OECD 
MTC Commentary through the 2003 update.99 Hence, the ECJ’s argument 
would have proven more convincing if references had been made to the 1986 
report, which the EU lawmakers had arguably been familiar with by the time the 
IRD was drafted.100

The Court’s reasoning in N Luxembourg 1 and Others diverges from its line 
of argument in both Berlioz and État luxembourgeois inasmuch as the acceptance 
and application of a dynamic understanding of the OECD MTC Commentary 
are expressly confirmed.101 In a similar vein, the ECJ did not explain, however, 
why it can be deemed feasible to consider ‘the successive amendments of that 
model and of the commentaries relating thereto’102 in the interpretive process 
even though neither the IRD itself nor the preparatory work provide any such 
indications.103

B. Assessment Through the Lens of  Democratic Legitimacy

The issue of democratic legitimacy permeating a dynamic understanding of 
the OECD MTC Commentary was not addressed either in Berlioz or in État 
luxembourgeois. The following observations are hence exclusively devoted to 
the Court’s statements in N Luxembourg 1 and Others.

In response to related concerns that the taxpayers expressed in the main 
proceedings,104 the ECJ resorted to the plain statement that ‘such an inter-
pretation, even if it draws on the OECD’s documents, has its basis … in the 
directive itself and in its legislative history reflecting the democratic process of 
the European Union’.105 This reasoning is fundamentally flawed. As was argued 
above,106 neither the IRD itself nor the travaux préparatoires indicate that the 
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EU lawmakers endorsed a reading of OECD-induced concepts in light of a 
dynamic interpretation of the OECD MTC and its Commentary.

Beyond that, the Court’s indifferent attitude regarding the issue of potentially 
insufficient democratic legitimacy is striking at first sight.107 In this context, it 
should be recalled that all directives in the field of direct taxation108 have so 
far been adopted on the basis of Article 115 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union (TFEU).109 This competence norm requires unanimity 
among the Member States’ representatives110 in the Council of the European 
Union.111 The EU’s law-making process could similarly be criticised from a 
democratic perspective due to the fact that the European Parliament (hence, 
the EU body in which the EU citizens are directly represented) is merely attrib-
uted a consultative role in the specific legislative procedure.112 Nevertheless, 
it can at least be argued that the members of the Member States governments 
are directly or indirectly113 legitimised by the peoples of the Member States. 
Accordingly, not only the Member States’ decision-making power regarding 
the pace of integration at the EU level, but also democratic legitimacy is to 
some degree preserved. This assertion holds all the more true if it is borne in 
mind that these processes were approved in accordance with the requirements 

 107 Concurring De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 293; Englisch (n 4) 525.
 108 Considering both substantive and procedural directives, five directives in addition to the  
DAC and the IRD are relevant as of writing: Council Directive 2009/133/EC of 19 October 2009 
on the common system of taxation applicable to mergers, divisions, partial divisions, transfers 
of assets and exchanges of shares concerning companies of different Member States and to 
the transfer of the registered office of an SE or SCE between Member States (codified version) 
[2009] OJ L310/34; Council Directive 2010/24/EU of 16 March 2010 concerning mutual assis-
tance for the recovery of claims relating to taxes, duties and other measures [2010] OJ L84/1; 
Council Directive 2011/96/EU of 30 November 2011 on the common system of taxation applica-
ble in the case of parent companies and subsidiaries of different Member States (recast) [2011]  
OJ L345/8; Council Directive (EU) 2016/1164 of 12 July 2016 laying down rules against tax 
avoidance practices that directly affect the functioning of the internal market [2016] OJ L193/1; 
Council Directive (EU) 2017/1852 of 10 October 2017 on tax dispute resolution mechanisms in 
the European Union [2017] OJ L265/1.
 109 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (consolidated version) [2012] OJ C 326 
(TFEU).
 110 Compare Art 16, para 2 of the Treaty on European Union (consolidated version) [2012]  
OJ C 326 (TEU): ‘The Council shall consist of a representative of each Member State at ministerial 
level, who may commit the government of the Member State in question and cast its vote’.
 111 See, therefore, Art 115 TFEU: ‘the Council shall, acting unanimously in accordance with a 
special legislative procedure and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee’ (emphasis added).
 112 For a particularly critical stance in the context of OECD BEPS Action Plan’s adoption, see 
Schön (n 4) 302: ‘Any consensus found at the level of … the European institutions is nothing more 
than an agreement between Member States acting as a ‘cartel’ of fiscal authorities, aligning their 
policies to fight a common antagonist’.
 113 In the case that the national governments ought to be confirmed by the parliaments (ie, the 
national bodies in which the Member States’ citizens are directly represented), according to the 
requirements of the national constitutional laws.
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of the Member States’  constitutional laws in the course of the adoption of the 
EU Treaties.

A similar argument cannot be made as regards the decision-making processes 
at the OECD level. Apart from being considered opaque,114 they can be found 
to exclusively involve representatives from national tax authorities that are not 
subject to any legislative control.115 Attributing relevance to amendments to 
the OECD MTC and its Commentary concerning OECD-inspired concepts in 
EU secondary law could accordingly translate into the OECD bodies having a 
direct impact on the essence of EU law.116 Such an approach would likely stand 
in fundamental conflict with the requirements of both the EU117 and domestic 
constitutional systems.

Arguably, the issues arising from a dynamic understanding of the OECD 
MTC and its Commentary could produce even more dire consequences in the 
EU context. This assertion stems from the fact that, as of writing, five of the  
27 Member States are not members of the OECD.118 Taxpayers in these countries 
would accordingly be confronted with a situation in which legally non-binding 
decisions of an intergovernmental network could influence their tax liability 
even though no (governmental) representatives of their countries are able to 
engage in the related decision-making processes.

It has already been revealed in the assessment relating to the doctrinal aspects 
of the Court’s new argumentative pattern119 that the ECJ has used a (dynamic) 
reference to the OECD MTC and its Commentary merely to bolster the interpre-
tive result from an autonomous interpretation of the relevant EU secondary law 
provisions. The application of a dynamic understanding in its current manner 
should hence not be capable of producing the problematic effects discussed 
above. This might explain why the Court has seemingly demonstrated no sensi-
tivity regarding the potentially wide-reaching effects of a dynamic use of the 
OECD MTC and its Commentary in its reasoning.120

 114 eg, A Christians, ‘Sovereignty, Taxation, and Social Contract’ (2009) 18 Minnesota Journal of  
International Law 99, 112–13; T Diniz Magalhães and I Ozai, ‘A Different Unified Approach to 
Global Tax Policy: Addressing the Challenges of Underdevelopment’ (2021) 4 Nordic Journal on 
Law and Society 1, 14–15.
 115 eg, De Broe and Gommers (n 4) 293.
 116 Depending on how the OECD work is effectively implemented in the interpretive process (ie, as 
the basis of the argument or merely to support the findings from an autonomous interpretation of 
EU law; see below).
 117 In a similar vein, see J Wouters and M Vidal, ‘An International Lawyer’s Perspective on the ECJ’s 
Case Law Concerning the OECD Model Tax Convention and its Commentaries’ in L Hinnekens and 
P Hinnekens (eds), A Vision of  Taxes within and outside European Borders: Festschrift in Honor of  
Prof  Dr Frans Vanistendael (Kluwer Law International 2008) 1003.
 118 This concerns Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Malta and Romania: www.oecd.org/about/.
 119 See section IV.A.
 120 For a similar less critical (yet undifferentiated) stance, see J López Rodríguez, ‘Some Thoughts 
to Understand the Court of Justice Recent Case-Law in the Danmark Cases on Tax Abuse’ (2020)  
29 EC Tax Review 71, 81–82.

http://www.oecd.org/about/
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In its decisions in Berlioz, N Luxembourg 1 and Others and État luxembour-
geois, the ECJ has developed a new argumentative pattern for purposes of the 
interpretation of OECD-inspired concepts of EU secondary law provisions, 
which is characterised by a two-tier structure. Accordingly, the reasoning has 
been based on an autonomous interpretation of the relevant EU secondary 
law provisions in light of the wording, the context and the objectives pursued. 
The findings stemming from an EU-based interpretation were then bolstered 
by statements in related OECD work. This has included the use of a dynamic 
understanding of the OECD MTC and its Commentary. The legitimacy of a 
dynamic interpretation is already highly disputed in a tax treaty context. Its 
application in the recent ECJ case law appears similarly flawed and potentially 
problematic. Most notably, the use of a dynamic interpretation of the OECD 
MTC and its Commentary could have a noticeable impact on the current state 
of power to tax in Europe.

From a doctrinal perspective, the Court’s lines of argument in the three 
decisions share remarkable similarities. The judges did not overturn their previ-
ous methods, but merely extended their assessment to apply a two-pronged 
approach. The lack of value added by additional references to the OECD MTC 
and its Commentary can be identified as a first criticism. Another defect in the 
Court’s argument relates to the fact that it partially unnecessarily relied on a 
dynamic interpretation of the OECD MTC and its Commentary. Hence, the 
ECJ could have used OECD documents that had been available at the time of  
the drafting of the respective directives, and had thus arguably been known 
to the EU lawmakers. The arguably most severe flaw in the Court’s reasoning 
might yet be found in the absence of an explanation regarding the fundamental 
legitimacy of applying a dynamic understanding to the OECD MTC and its 
Commentary. The need to justify such an approach appears to be underlined 
against the background that neither the directives nor the related preparatory 
work suggest the relevance and permissibility of a dynamic understanding of 
the OECD MTC and its Commentary.

From a democratic perspective, the judges’ rather indifferent response to 
the legitimate concern of a potentially insufficient democratic legitimacy in  
N Luxembourg 1 and Others is striking. A dynamic understanding of the 
OECD MTC and its Commentary is capable of shifting legislative powers to 
an intergovernmental network that has not been legitimised by the peoples 
of the Member States to take appropriate measures. This would be in evident 
conflict with both the EU and national constitutional regimes. Because not all 
EU Member States are also members of the OECD, such a development would 
arguably prove even more problematic in the specific EU context. However, the 
ECJ has applied a dynamic understanding merely to support the interpretive 
result stemming from an autonomous interpretation of EU law. The afore-
mentioned serious effects should therefore not materialise in the course of a 
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dynamic interpretation of the OECD MTC and its Commentary as it is used 
by the Court. This could explain the judges’ seemingly relaxed attitude in the  
N Luxembourg 1 and Others judgment.

In light of the findings in the preceding sections, the question raised in the 
title of this contribution should be answered in the negative. Hence, the ECJ’s 
new argumentative pattern does not have the capacity to permit the OECD to 
take influence on the meaning of OECD-inspired secondary law provisions, and 
thereby to shift the stakes of taxation powers in Europe. It is nevertheless hoped 
that the Court will advance its arguments in the context of an interpretation 
of OECD-inspired concepts in EU secondary law provisions on a more robust 
doctrinal foundation in the future.
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